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Sri WPL # 29

Introduction

The papers in this, volume all concern morphology. In particular, they
treat the question qiiihow a morphological component of grammar relates to
other components, e4Mcially how morphology fits in 'between' syntax and
phonology.

Several of these'papers have been, read at conferences, or will appear,,

shortly-in published vOlumes. Both the Joseph/Wallace and the Pullum/
Zwicky papers were'presented at the 1982 annual meeting of the Linguistic
Society of America; portions of-the Joseph/Wallace, paper will be published
in Linguistic Ingutry. Both the Hinrichs paper and Zwicky's.pai4r on
Yiddish were presented at the 1983kIndiana university of Pennsylvania
Regional Conference on Linguistics, and are/to appear in the proceedings of
that .confeeence. Brodie's paper was delivered at the 1983. Mid-America
Conferellte on Linguistics, and will apPear in the, proceedings of that
conference.

A.Z./R.W.
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1. Introduction

Locoitive Plural Forms in Classical Sanskrit
,

Bblinda L. 'Brodie
The Ohio Slate University_

4

In this paper, I. will discuss juncture phenomena involving the .°
locative plural case-ending in Classical Sanskrit. Alternativeanalyses
will be Presented.and each analysis will beevaluated according to a model
based on the Interface Model of Pdlium and Zwicky (to appear). In this
model, the grammar consists of a set.of autonOmous,-interfacing, ordered,
.components. The Interface between the autonomous components is constrained
so that A component may have access to the output of the previous compon-
ent, but. not to the input of that or any other cotipon4nt. The components.
are_9rdered with xespect to one another, thus predicting that a rule of a
component ma?feed or bleed, but not counterfeed or coUnterbleedi a,rule of
a following'component.i

Each compOnent has as its input the output of the component ordered
immediately before it.. The type of-structure serving- as the'input'of a
component will determine the types of domains over which the rules of the .

componeninnay apply, as well as the types'of conditions on thee application
of the rules that'may obtain. In this mdOel, the syntactic component feeds
a component of cliticization rules, which then feeds themordiplogical
component. The morphological component has, access to surface llyntactic
structure after the rules of the on component have applied. The
domain of morphological rules LS -syntactic. The rules have
morpheme,, vior4-,'or (syntactic) ph e-level domains and may exhibit
syntactic gr morpholdgical conditioning on their applicatio . Them
morphological componenticonsists of three subcomponents: the component of
morpholexical rules. (also khown as allomorphy or morphological spell-out
rules), the componeht of Word - formation rules, and the component of 'N

morphophonemic rules.. The output of the morpholdgical component is a
morpho-syntactic structure. Readjustment rules, ordered after the .

morphological component and before the phonological component, change this
structure into one which expresses the domains. relevant to the phonological -

component--syllable, phonological word, and phonological phrase. -The
phonological component consists of "processes", or automatic rules. 'In

this model', the rules of the morphological component apply cyclically;
then, after restructuring, theprocesses of the phonological component
apply' cyclically.

Throughout this paper, it will be assumed that boundary symbols 4o not
play any:-role in the grammar:and that the ipplicability*of rifles at
particular junctures.is determined solely bystructural considerations (cf..:
Rotenberg 1978). Foithe sake ofzconvenience, I will use the terMs.
"word boundary".and "morpheme boundary", but they are to be understood as
referring to particular structural configurations.e rwill refer to a "word
boundary" between two lexical items ii they are not immediately dominated

the same word-level lexical category node, and to a,"morpheme boundary"
between two lexical items if they are immediately do.sinated by the same'
word-level lexical category node. Along the lines of itotenberu(1978), I

7.



will assumb that the rules of each component are divi4ed into suicombonen

depending on their domains of spplication. Thus, the component of
* morphOphonemirOies is further divided into three subcomponents:: one

consisting of morpheme-level ruled, dne -consisting of Word-level, rules, and

one consisting of phrase-level rules! 7te processes of the phonological
component are divided into at least three componeAse one consisting of

syllable -level processes, one consisting of,(phondlogical) word-level

processei, and one consisting of (phonological) phrase-level processes.

2. "Pida" endings
.

,

, In Classical Sanskrit, the seven case-endings in (1) . have tradition-

ally been termed "gda"-or "word" endings, because morphophonemic rules

apply to. stems and "gda" endings assthough they were separate words.

Rules which apply between words (external sandhi rules) also apply between

stems and theivpida endings. Rules which app-ti word-final y also apply

stem-finally when the stem is follOwed by a gda ending. T e rule in (2),

for example, applies between words, as in (3),.and also be stems and

'pEda
endings, as in (4)...,

,
. . .

(1) bhyam instrumental dual bhis instrumental plural

bhyEm dative dual bhyas dative plural

bhyEm- ablative dual bhyas ablative plural
su I, lbcative plural

(2) ash=-4-o ##1[+voi
+tonal

(3) /manes devasya/ mano devasya
'mind' 'god'

-nom. sg. / gen. sg.

(4) /manas--bhis/ "40' manobhis
instr. pt.

An adequate analysis of. stems and pada endings must account for .the-

generalizations in (5) and (6). "'N

(5) Rules which apply between words also apply between stems and
their pads endings. r7;\

4 -

(6) Rules which apply word - finally also apply stem-finally,when(the

stem is followed by a pida ending.

These generalizationd can easily be accounted for by *I analysis in

4hich stems and their gda endings are separated bY..a word bOundary.. Such

an analysis would be adequate for any forms:ponsisting ofa item and one of

the six "pida" endingsmbeginning with bh, but seemingly inadequate for sow

locative plural forms. In som&tlocative plural' forms,. a Word-infernal

rule, the RUKI rule, has apparently applied Across the.juncturebetween the .

stem and-ending.1 If the stem and ending were sepaiated by a word boundary _

we would not expect the'strictly word=internal RUKI rule to apply. It ,

should be noted that the only forms which are problerdatic for an analysis

ip which stems and Pida endings are separated by a word boundary are those t.

9



in,-which the RUKI rule has.. apparently applied. ThTe.are no cases in which
an external sandhi ,rule or wordfinal.rule fails to apply to the stem and

ending as though separated by a' word boundary. Even in the cases in which
the.RUKI rule' at applied... roes the juncture beOween'the stem. and ending,
external sand i-rulbs'stii1.apply to the-stem and ending as though
.s

l't

eparateg by a., word boundary. _Since the only problematic fo s are

locative plural forms I widphroceed by :iscussing the varl s types of .

locative Faurel forms an
A

neLider alterna'tive analysei of these ,_
,

.
forms.'

3. Locative plural forms

The first type of locative.plural forms which will be disculised are
thoie which are not problematIcor:an analysis in which stems and the
locative plural ending. are sepaisted by a word boundary. These forms can
be derived by independently motivated_ruies.if_the stems ace separated from
the locative plural ending by a wordboundary. Stems which fall into this
category iliclude.some root consonant stems and some derivfd consonant

stems.

- The stem dvis will serve as'an example of a root consonant stem of
this category. The nominative simular, instrumental plural, and locative
plural forms, of dvi -are given in 77). The nominative singular formjis
accounted for by the rule In (7a). The instrumental plural form is
accounted for by (7a) and an independently motivated-rule of regressive
voicing assimilatIon. the locative plural forms would be accounted for by
(7a) if -we assume that the stem and ending are, separated by a word
boundary. Assuming that a wordboundary separates the stem -and ending
explairns,why the word-internal rule in (7b), which applies across morpheme
boundaries as in exemples (8) and (9), does not'apply to Oviti-sul. If the

juncture between dviLs and su were a morpheme, boundary, instead of a word
boundary, we would expect *dviksu, not dvitsu. To block the derivation of
*dviksu and to derive dvitsu withOut po,piting any rules which are not
independently motivated, it- is crucial that'dvis and su be separated by a
word boundary, rather than a morpheme boundary, at least throughout.p t of

the derivation. ,

(7) dvis .'enemy':
dvit ,nominative sg. a. 1 t / ##
-dv11 -bhis instrumental pl. b. s k / s '
dvit-iu locative pl.

(8) /dvis + si/ dveksi.

(9) /dvis + 'ya + mi/ dyekly4mi

r. The steemanas, declIned as inf(104is a derived consonant stem. The

instrumental plural form rlesults from the application of the external >

sandhi rule,in (10a). The variant locatiVe plural forms can be derived by

. independently motivated phrase level rules. I will `.not atiempt to ,

formulate the rule or rules; but it should be dlear'from (10b) that if the

. stem ancPeding are separai'ed'by' a word boundary, then some phrale level
rule or rules would apply' to give the two .locative pl4g 1 forms. If ..manes

and su were separated by,a morpheme boundary throughout the derivation;

4
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then
,
it would be necessary to'introduce a rule which optionally changes

morpheme-final s ioih, which Whitney (188T:sec. 67) defines as "a voicelesi

h -sdund uttered in the articulating position of the preceding vowel."

However, this rule would be la4ed to morpheme-final s's before the

locative plural ending, sine, as in (11), other morpheme -final s's do not.

undergo such a rule. Thus, to derive the two locative plural forms of
.

,--
..--

manas without adding an unmotivated rule to the grammar, it is necessary

that the stem and_ending be separated by a word boundary at least

throughout part of the derivation.
4.

(10) manes 'mind':

-bhts
mamas -su or manah-su

I

nominative sg...
instrumental pl.
locative pl.

a. as o / roi
4.con.s]

b. Before an initial s, g, or g, s is either assimilated,
becoming the same sibilant, or it is'changed into h
(visarga). (Whitney 1889:sec. 172)

e.g. manuhsvayam or manus svayam
indrah gffrah or indra6 Sarah ,

tith sat or tis sat
I

(11) /vas + sya ti/ vatsyati not *vahsyati

Other locative plural forms exhibit juncture phenomena identical:to

that which occurs word- internally between morphemes. If the atems and,

endings are separated.by a morpheme boundary, these locative pluralforms

can be derived by independently motivated word level rules which apply

between morphemes. The stemivhich fall into this category include some of

the consonant stems and all vowel stems.,

In examples of this ?type, the ".RUKI" rule playa m crucial role. The

RUKI rule is a word-internal rule which retroflexes an s when it is

immediately preceded by '"ruki" r, syllabic r, k, or any.vowel other. 4,

than a or a:), unless the s'is fo4owed by an r. O'Bryan, (1974) argued

thatthe RUKI rule should be formalized with a morpheme boundary between

the conditioning environment and the s. Such a formalization eliminates
apparent exceptions to .the rule, such as kusuma 'flower', _In which no

morpheme boundark exists between;'the non-retroflexed s and the conditioning

.element. She claimed that some surface g's are derived from underlying

I's. The existence of underlying ea in roots such as kag 'scratch' is

supported by forms inwhich the g in a root is maintained even when an r

follows. Kiparsky (1973) used the RUKI rule to support his clairpthat
nonautomatic neutralization processes apply only to derived forms. He

accounted for the cases covered by O'Bryan's rule as well as cases in which

the retroflexed s,is preceded by a "phonologicalW derived RUKI (eg. sigta

from /sas + to /) with, a _rule ,which retroflexes s after "rUki" in 'derived

environments'. Hock (19/9) claimed that Kiparsky's analysis does not_

account for all instances of g predictably'-derived from underlying s, and

amended Kiparsky's rule as in (12).



6±) s 1/:ruki

-

.

0,,

i) in non -roots
ii) rooi,fitaIly in !derived-environments'
iii) root-initially After reduplication (with lexical,and/or

morphologiCal restrictions)
.

Thtp,statemint of, the' rule eliminates the appareht-exceptions that
,76'Bryan:apOunted for, by her _statement of the rule, because the exceptions

t are all lorthin roots -in nodderived environments. Zwicky (1970, and to
appear=) Aiscusies the possibility that there-is-a process that retroflexep
's after k.and a rule which retroflexes s'after.the other conditioning
elements.. For the,, purposes of this- paper, I will.assume that the RUKI rule
'applies under the.ponditions given by Hock, and that at least for "rui" it
-is.a morphophonemic rule, not alrcicesn.

,

. In the derivation of the locative plural form Vik-$u, the RUKI rule
his apparently applied to the -'s of.su. Por the RUKI rule to have applied,
it-is.neceseary that the stem and su be "separated by a morpheme boundary,
not a word boundary, at least at the point in the derivation when the RUKI
rule appliei. The 19fative pldral_form could be derived either by the
application of the rule in (13a), followed by restructuring and the
application of the RUKI rule, or by -(13b) followed by the RUKI rule. Both
(13Wand (13b)- are independently motivated.: The nominative singular form
results from the application of rule (13a).' The instrumental plural form
results from the application of (13a) and the rule of regressive voicing
assimilation mentioned earlier.

:(13) vac
vak nominative sg.
Vig-bhis. instrumental. pl.
yak-1u locative pl.

a. c -4 k / ##

b. c k / + s

The stem Nit is declined as in (14). 'This stem. is one of four stems
with final Erwhich exhibit alternations of the stem-final Stith k when the
t is word-final. All other stems ending in 6 follow the external sandhi
rule in (15). No historical or eynChronic evidence suggests analyzing the
four exceptionallstems as having anything other than stem-final funderly-
ingly. One way of accounting for the nominative singular foi(m is to posit
the word level morpholexical rule in (14a). 'The locative plural foFm
could be deriVed by application of the independently motivated rule in
(14b) followed by the application of the RUKI rule. or by applicatiOn of
the m;:tphole*ical cute ins(14a)., restructuring, and then the RUKI rule.

(14) di 'direction':
dik_ nominative sg.
dig-bhis instrumental. pl.
dik-su locative pl.

O

12
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.

a. word-level moriholexiCal rule:
thoiphyle # x: ink/ befor,e a word boundary

*

. '. 0 /dig/ elsewhere
.,

:. -;
..

b. s -4 k / -1- ta
.

.(15) s, ( -> t+/ ##

, e

,
, ,

atiVe plurals'
A .

The only rule whith applies in the derivations of

formed from:stems ending in vowels is the RUKI rule: Thus,'these-forms

could be derived if the stems and the locatb,me,p45al:marker are separated

by a morpheme boundary' throughotit deri!vations.d ',:'

, ) ,

In other locative plural forms, the word-internal RUKI rule apparently

applies4across the juncture between the stem and ending, but an external

sandhi rule also applies at this juncture. The stems that fall into this

category are the derived consonant stems ending in is and us. The stem

havis, for example,. is declined as in (16). The locative plural forMs seem

to'have'undergone the phrase level rules or processes in (16a) as well as

the RUKI rule. The locative plural forms could be derived as shown in

(17). 4t11 of .the rules or processes which have applied in the derivation.

the intervening visarga: Whitney41889:sec. 183) states that the R krule
1-,icare independently motivated, assuming.that the RUKI rule applies d pite

appliep.'"in\the°initial s of an ending after,the final s of a- stem, whether

the littet.ba regarded as also .changed to s or as converted into visarga." .

However, all of the examples of the RUKI rule which apply despite an

* ,
intervening visarga involve the loCative /Aural ending; Vs before other

s-initial. endings, such as the future ending, do not become-visarga, so

that there are no other comparable cases, and it is not possible to find

independent motivation for the elaiM that the RUKI rule applies despite an

,intervening visarga.
"..!

fP
(16) havis .'oblation': .

havis nominative sg.

havirbhia, instrumental pl.

havihstrdr havi su locative plural

4,
a. Before an initial s, s, b s is either assimilate

becoming the same glbilant, or itlis changed into h

(visargd). (Whitney sec: '172)0

yf

4. 4lternative analyses'

..In this section,, I will discuss analyses of the, locative plural form4
which arecOmpatible-with the .Interface Nodeloutlined earlier. First, I.

will consider analyses which are in accord with the assumption that all

.occurrences of j are predictable by the,RUKI

In (1.7 are giVen:the%derivations for the locative plural, forms of:

haVi hick the occurrenceofill is predictable by. the RUKI rule and

oql v, dependently. motivated rules, are employed; Note that.any...analyats.'

)0tic treats all cases, of ju as 'predictable by, the RUKI rule will require

that the RUKI rule be formulated as applying acrodac(visarga)::

is 13
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(17) /havis##su/ Rule (16a)
-haViSOlisu'or.havitl##su ,RestructUring

-:havis+su -or havi4+su RUKI rule
baVis+su or havWsu progressive Retroflex Assimilation
havisfsu

. . .

It is necessary to determine when in this derivation restructuring
occur. If rule (16a) includes a,Ohrase-level'rule or rules, then
restructuring is occurring within the morphologicaL component between the
subcomponent of Ahrase-level rules and the subcomponent of word; -level
rules.! Such a derivatlion is.inconsistent with any model, inclyding the
Interface Model:, which assumes cyclic application of rules', since a
phrase-level rule (rule (16a)), is feeding a word-level rule (the RUKI
rule). If rule (16a) includes a phrase-level:process, then the
restructuring is occurring between the phonological component and the.
morphological Component, and a proCess is feeding a rule. Such a deriva-.
tion is inconsistent with the Interface Model and any other theory 'which
claims that rules precedes processes. Ordering rules before processes
makes the prediction that ,a phonological process may be in.a counterfeeding
or counterbleeding, but not a feeding or bleeding, relationship with,a
morphological rule. If rule. (16a) includes a prodess, then it is in a .

feeding relationship with a rule (the RUKI rule), and the derivation is
inconsistent with a "rules before processes" model. .

Thus, whether rule (16a) is a process or rule (or a combination of the
two) the derivation in (17) is inconsistent with the Interface Model. It
is clear that the only type of derivation of the locative plural of havis'
compatible with the Interface Model is one in which neither a process nor a
phrase-level rule feeds the RUKI rule. For this to be the case, the rule
which changes the stem-final s to visarga'would then have to be a rule,
rather than a process;)and word,level,'rather than phrase-level. The rule
in (16) which optionally changes s to visarga when,followed by the locative
plural ending would be,requIred. .(As noted earlier, s does not become
Visarga before other S-initial suffixes.)

(18) s*-4 h / +locative plural marker

In the derivatIon in (19), rules,are preceding processes and no higher-
ru,les or processes are feeding lower-level rules or processes. This

derivation is, I believe, the only reasonable derivation which'is consist-
ent with the Interface Model and the assumption that all instances of su
are derived by the RUKI rule.

(19) /havisfsn/
havis+eu or havili+su
havis+su or havih+su

havis+su

Rule (16) (optional Wordllevel rule)
RUKI rule (Word-level rule)
Progressive Retroflex Assimilation

(word-level process)

All vowel stems, some consonant stems, and stems-ending in as, such as
manes, canl3e deriVed in the same manner as the forms of havis without any
further complication. In order to derive consonant stems ending in or ,
it will benecessaary to introduce a rule which changes or
word-internally before the locative,Plural ending, as in .(20). Thisrule

o

14.
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must bleed the rule in (21).

(20) e, t 4-loicative plural marker

(21) s, k /

Thus, lf we are to derive locative plural forms in such a manner that

all occurrences of.32: result from the application of the RUKI rUle,'then it

will be necessary to adopt two otherwiseunmotivated morphophonemic rules

(run-SO.8) and (20)). More important, an analysis in which stems and

4 locative pluraVelidings are separated by a morpheme boundary fails to

capture the generalizations in (22) and.(23)., special eases of (5) and (6).

(22) Rules which 'apply between words also apply between stems and the

locative plural ending.

(23) Rules which apply wordAfinally also'apply stem-finally when the

stem is followed by the locative plural ending.

In order to capture these generalizations, it is necessary to claii

that a'word boundary exists between stems and the locative plural ending.

If, it is assumed that a word-level lexical category node (Posi-Positton)

immediately dominates the locative plural ending, and other 'Ada 'endings, a

word boundary, as defined previously, exists between stems and their pida

endings, since the stems and prda endings are not immediately dominated by

the same lexical category node. An analysis in which Vida endings are

analyzed as Post-Positions captures the generalizations in (22) and (23),

as well as the broader generalizations in (5) and 16).

If such an analysis is adopted, the retroflexed s in forms such as

havibgu cannot be derived by the RUKI rule, since the RUKI rule does not

apply across word boundaries. In ordei to derive havibtiu without adding an

ad hoc rule which retroflexes the s across word boundaries just in these

forms,;it As necessary to posit ja underlyingly for these stems.
o

The claim'that for some stems the underlying form of the locative

plural ending is la is supp,Orted by, historical evidence. In Vedic, the

RUKI rule applied variably across word boundaries, es well as word-

internally. Even though the rule applied variably word-externally, Hock

(1979:51) notes that "If we except certain apparentstematic exceptions

... we find that at least some instances of RUKI are found even in the

least likely environments." Whitney (1889:sec. 188) cites the examples in

(24) in which the RUKI rule has applied, across word boundaries despite an

intervening word-final visarga.

(24) AO Ikanne'M 4
agnft stave
nitkih'Sgb

It is reasonable to assume that in Vedic locative plural forms of is

and us stems were derived as in'(25), and that, as the RUKI rule became--

nonproductive word-externally, the form of the locative plural ending for

these stems was lexicilized as in1(26).

1 5



(25). havis##su
havit)##su

havih # #su

(26) locative plural marker:

s;-+ h/
RUKI ruce767Ord-exterrial'in Vedic)

ilimtieriAhe Stem is one ,off

the following: #x, #y,
su elsewhere

I have stated the distribution of the allomorphs,0 the,locative'plural
ending in terms of individual Stems pr'two reasons. FirAt:of all, Illave
found no other reason for tdentifying:is and na stpms,as belonging to'a
morphological class separate from-other,,stems: These stems are apparently
in the same declension class as as .Stems, but as stems,bave the lOcative
plural form su, not 131. Second; there are'very few, stems ending in is or
us. Whitney (1889:Sec. 412) states that "the stems -'in are' quite

numero.us, and mostly made with the suffix as .,.; the others are few, and
almost all made with the suffixes is and us."'llecause there are so few is
and us stems, it'seems reasonable to pobit a morphrilextcal rule which
refers to individual stems.

AlAuming that a word=level process retroflexes,s'After k, it is not
necessary to posit- underlying .22 for forms such as *lulu and vEk u. Forms
such as dikvu can be derived as in (27) by application of,the morpholexical
rulefientioried earlier, followed by, restructuring between. the morphologidal
and phonological componerits and application of the process whidh retpa-:
flexes s after k. Forms such aavEkqu can be derived in the same way, As
in (28).

dik##su restructuring
-Aik+su p -4 s /k
dik+su

C28) . vlic##su k, /

Nak##su restructuring
vak+su s, /k

vlk+su

The.locatiVe plural forms of'ail stems ending in consonants can be
derived by independently, motivatediules with the same steps in their
derivations as: for vilclu and dik§u. The locative plural forms of stemein
as will be derived AS in (29). The forms of is and us stems will be
derived as in (30).'

(29) manas##su Rule (16a)
,manah##su or manas # #su restructuring
manah+au or, . manas+su no processes apply

havia##911 Rule (16a)
havitp#111 or hAVIs##su no processes, apply

A

It is doubtful thaOlocative plural forms of st-us ending 1.2.?vowel*
shotad be derived in:thesame way. There is no mot ion: for separating
vowel stems and pEda endings by a word boundary, rather than morpheme
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boundary. Distinct treatments of consonant-stemhand vowel-Stem forms can

be carried out if we assume that there is a ,morphological featurewhich

distinguishes consoht stems from voye'NstemS. If such a feature can be

motivated, then we can insure that the vowel stems are .separated by a

morpheme' boundary, rather than a word boundary, by positing a rule'of

cliticization conditioned by the morphological feature distinguishing vowel'

stems from consonant stems.

In this piper, I have considered analyses o locative plurallforms

compatible/with the Interface Model. It has been shown that an:analysis in

which alloc(eurrenees of la are predictable by the'RUKI rule will fail to

capture the generalizatpns that rules which:a0ply'stem-finally before the

: locative plural ending are identical to rules which 'Apply word - finally and

rules which apply at the juncture between stems and endings are identical

to rules which apply at the juncture between words. Itilas been shown that

.

;'----anaalysis which does capture these generalizations must treat some

instances'Alq1 as lexicalized and seems to, require distinct treatments of.

consonant 4n4:'iip"wel stems.

41.

. Footnotes

thank Brian Joseph, Adam King, ancl'ArnoldZwicky for their
4

comme4li on anearLier version of this paper.

IKiparsky (1979:174) suggests that more general rules are applying

hOe: "...we get a choice;, before any voiceless consonant of either

(pre0:rably) h, or else a fricative'homorganic with the following

66nsolitant.." One way of formalizing Whitney 172 is as an optional rule

whiep&hanKcs s to 11 word-finally before the:voiceless consonants (except t

andlild a process which applies to word-final s's, assimilating them to

`41,0111(Wing fricative.

verbal prefixes end in s (eg. dud, nis), but verb forms with

refixes are probably best analyzed having a word boundary

'e prefix and root. An initial radical s after A prefix is not

tcd the same ms's a stem-initial s (cf. Whitney (1889:Aec. 185)).
1.*43,

) 7.
locative plural forms of4ir and ur stems, such as girqu, are

app exceptions to this analysis. Since the RUKI rule has apparently'

-

al:Tiled, it seems that there must be a morpheme boundary, not a word

;:boundary, between these consonant stems and the ending when rules apply.

HoWeyet, if the ju is underlying, as for is and us stems, then they are no
V
longer exceptional.
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O. Introduction

On E plaining-Morpheme Structure

ponald'OChurma,
Cold4da,.:Ohio

In order to efplain the existence of constraints on morpheme structure
(henceforth CMSs), early work in generative grammar (cf. Halle 1958, 1959,
1962; Chomsky 1964) posited a set of Morpileme Structure Rules (MSRs) which
were of the same formal type as the othef.phonological rules of the gram-,
mar. Stanley (1967), after pointing out several problems with this kind of
approach, proposed that the notion 'Morpheme Struc ure Rule' be banned from
linguistic theory, and that t be replaced. by a:so ewhat different formal
constrdct, that of 'Morpheme Structure Condition' (MSC). Stanley allowed
for three different kinds of MSCs, one of which (the 'If-Then' MSC)ris, as
he oted, a notational vari t of the MSR; the others simply state whether
a ( quence of) segment(s) satisfies a condition stated Ln either positive
('Po tive' MSC) or negative ('Negative' MSC) terms.

More recently, Akers (1980) has argued for the incorporation of
'Admissibility Conditions' (ACs), whj.ch appear to be notational variants in

`,many respects of Stanley's Positive MSCs, into linguistic theory, and
Clements-(1982) has proposed the adoption of 'Inadmissibility Conditions'
(roughly he same. as Stanley'regative MSCs) as well...(The latte e' alsoNegative
argues t at the 'Elsewhere Condition,',, which was originally propose by
Kiparsky (1973) as a constraint on th-application oT , logical ules,
'should be extended so that it gOverns the oper-' T Clem nts
appears to be suggesting, moreover, that au equivalent: of MSRS/If7Then'MSCs
'rn '.(.. ,ermitted. Kiparsky (1982), on the other hand, has argued,in
favor ot che traditional MSR approaCh.-\

In.thiapaper, I will pfresent fuftierargum s in favor of .this ;

latter kind of approach. After some brief. re r s concerning Akers' ap-
proach, I will examine in some detail the analy s Proposed-by Clements,,
arguing that they provide to support for the AC proach or for the sug-
gested extension of the Elsewhere Condition. Fin lly, Twill consider
briefly the relevance of data concerning the ways which'borrowed,words .

can and cannot be nativized for choosing between the two tyPes,of approach-.
es. The nativization data in fact proVide evidence for a theory of MSRs.
that is considerably more restrictive than that advocated by Kiparsky, in
that the set of possible MSRs is. identical with.the set of 'natural
processes' (in the sense of Stampe (1973), Donegan,and Stampe (1979))--a
set which has a small finite number of members'

1. Against ACs

In addition to the4arguments gien by Stanley against the MSR ap-
proach, a number of further arguments haveSince appeared which are said to
provide evidence against this framework. Since Kiparsky (1982) has, to my
mind, successfully countered these arguments, I will concern myself only
with the more recent'admissibility approach of Akers and,Cle ents.

-12--
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.

While both Akers and Clements use the term 'Admissibility.Condition',

they appear to be'using it in two quite different ways. Akers does not

appear to intend that what -he calAp ACs be usedto describe CMSs.' Account-

ing for CMSs would apparently (though.he never makes this explicit) require

MSCs in addition to ACs. The.latter function as a sort of filter on the

application of a,eneral, generative,, rule that deletes all word-final

consonantst[zat are not permitted by the ACs. In this respect, they re"

semble very closely'what Shibatani (1973) has called 'Surface Phonetic Con

straints', although.Akers confusingly compares his AC-based account with an

If-Then MSC'account. In any event, knee they are not intended to depdribe

CMSs,,I will not consider them further here.
4

Clements, on the other hand clearly intends what he refers. to. as ACs4

to be used in accounting for CMSs. The essence of his argument is that

adopting (a revision of) the Elsewhere Condition allows significtfni Simpli-

ficatiOn "in the statement of CMSs in at least-two languages, Bobangi. and

Ngbaka. .As Clements:points out (p. 684), however, his argument 'depends on

'the assumption that [CMSs] are properly formulated as conditions of admis-

sibility and inadmissibility', an assumption that he supports only by ref-

erence to Akers' work, where, as noted above, this term is used in B Matte

different fashion. I will argue here that the data disc'nsed by Clements

provide evidence, not for an extension of the domain of applicability of

the Tlsewhere Condition, but fur a conception of Ms other than that

assumed by'Clements--namely, the traditional SR approach - -in that much

more revealing (in the case of'Ngbaka, strikingly so) accounts of these

data are possible withih such a framework.

1.1. The Bobangi' case

Clements' first illudtration of the putatitte benefits of extending the

Elsewhere Cofdition inlolves the formalization of a statement in Guthrie

(1967, 46) concerning vowel cooccurrence restrictions in Bobangi.

Guthrie's description (diacritics omitted) is as follows:

(1) In position V1 in thip language'there is a simple distinction of

seven vowels, a/e/E/i/o/3/u. In Position V9 however there are a

number of limitations. according to the quality of,V1. Thus when

V1 is a, e, i, o, or u, we find only a/eillo/u as V2, i.e. a dis-

tinction of five qualities only.' When however V1 is c or in

_ that case there are four distinct qualities only occurring as V2,

e/i/J/u.

Clements then gives (pp.
and then a reformulation

(2) The vowels e, 3
vowels i, u, e,

682-3) the following 'more succinct restatement',
of this restatement, of GUthrie's version:

May not cooccur in a nominal stem with the

o, a, except that 6, ,J may be followed by i, u.

(3) In noun stems, the vowels E, may be followed by i, u;

otherwise ('elsewhere')Ae, may not cooccur with i, u, e, o, a.

20
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Clements' formalization of these constraints is as follows: .

(4)

-edAnced tongue root
.

-low

(5) -high:

'-Ovanced
I

aadvanced
tongue root

.4
tongue root

C
o

-low ' -alow
Mirror image

C
o

[ +high] is admissible

440is inadmissible

The incompatibility of these. ondItions, Clements suggests, 14== overrid-

den by appealing to the Else here Condition, which he , tves a he

following form:

`0) Two adjaCent rules of the form
A B /
C ---> D / R S

are disjunctively ordered if and only if:

a. the'set of strings,that fit FAQ Is a sutset of the get of
strings that fit RCS, and

b. the structural changes of the two rules are either
identical or incompatible.

The disjunctive ordering ImpoSed by (6) prevents (5) from being .applied
after (4) has applied, since the structural changes involved,(i.e.., none)
are la fact identical.

Clements' treatment does indeed express the Bobangi facts reasonably
succinctly . But one might still want to know why the inadmissible se-
quences are not permitted. What does having opposite values for the'fea-,
tures [low] and [adVant-63-63a'gue root] (hereafter, [ATR]') have to do with

anything? And why are segements so specified incompatible with nonadvanced
mid vowels? Fortunately, these questions-do not requireanswers, since
th6y are, I will argue, simply artifacts of Clements' analysis. Note first
of all that, if we Ignore the, facts concerning a, the constraints suggest
a restricted vowel: harmony system with respect to ATR of the type that, ac-
cording to Greenberg (1963), was present in Proto-Bantu, and Of. roughly the
type found in numerous other African languages (cf., for example,. Stewart .

(1967), Clements (1974, 1981)): mid vowels must agree with the preceding
vowel with respect to ATR.

Further idence for this way of viewing the matter is that affixes
with mid vowels show the alternations expectedin a vowel harmony system of
this type. As Whitehead (1899, 6) puts its

a

(7) In'the construction of a word [6' and 3] utterly refuse to be
mixed up with [e and O]. Hence it will be found that the
formative prefixes for nouns and formative suffixes for verbs
must be maderto'harmonize with [these vowels]. .
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Thus, for example, we find'molendan\ dalo 'a dutx4Lbut.smDy3tWangand 'a

writhing'. (where'mV.is a,nodn,class prefix?.. 0
L

..
.. . As,for the a problem, It is not cleat that it exists, given the seconds,

form just cited, since 5 follows a.' Rowemer,:eince the post-prefix stretch

in this case is likely to,le morphdlogically complex (esPecially in view of

its length,.4hich is quite atypical of Bantu' morphemes), and since the vast

majority' of Robangi. morphemes, as far as I can tell from Whitefiead's

examples and discussion (Guthrie does not offer any data in support of his

claim),Ao obey the a constr41nt, this issue .deserves some attention. What

could cause a,[-ATR] a to cooccUr only with [+ATR].vowels (and)Ltself)?

Nc:e that this is an especially curious-state ofaftairs in a language.
that, as we have seen, requires mid vowels to agree in ATRness. One answer

is that a is (or was, historically) Converted to something else when in the

environment of a [-ATR] vowel. Guthrie's comparativ&evidence (p.. 46).
supports this 4proach, as do, the synchronic alternations ih Bd/Bankon (cf.
Speilenbe g 1922), which appears to be fairly closely related to Bobangi
(cf. Guth e (1971)). Forms,like m3y5twangan5 suggest that this process is
no longer, active synchronically in the language, so it is probably best to ..

treat the'(near?) lack of occurrence of a frith [-ATR] vowels in morph-.

eme-internal contexts as an'acgidental gap from a synchronic perspective...

If so, then the following statement accurately characterizes the
structure of'Bobangi nominals with respect to the vowel cooccurrence

restrictions:

(8) If V
1
is not low and-V,) is mid,mid thenithese vowels mist agree:yith

respect to ATR;.otherw/ser any pair of 'bowels in the languag

may cooccur.

If we Jake the usual assumption ttlai anything not prohibited by a.MSR,is
permitted, the following MISR is all that is necessary t6 characterize the
Bobangi constraints:

(9) r-h r-lowl

1.-low u4TR1 / LKATRJ C
o

'

\Nsthing lieeds to be said about the occurrence of [+ATR] high vowels after
plATR] vowels, since these are the only high vowels in the language; that
is, Bobangi has the following segment etructureConstraint (cf. Stanley
1967), some version of which would be necessary regardless of the approach
adopted:

,(10) [+high] ---> [-F-ATR]'

If it should turn out that the a constraint is still alive (e.g.., iFloan
words are nativized'so as to conform to it), then the following mirror
image rule would also be necessary:

(11)' r-lowl
V ---> [-low] // L-ATRJ C/ o

4 ,
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That low vowels do not occur in the environment of nonlow, nonadvanced,
(hence mid) vowels.

.

It is possible to, in effect, mimic these.rules within an admissibil-
ity framework. The conditions required are .the following:

f

(12) high
r-lowl , -low
LocATRJ -aATR j.e. inadmissible

.

(13) powl
-ATRJ C

o
[4low] is inadmissible

mirror image

Note that this account requires no appeal to the Elsewhere Condition. It
is'also simpler than Clements!, account in .terms of feature-counting, and an
.investigator who is familiar with vowel harmony systems found in African
languages woUld'probably be abler to guess why the constraint in (12) holds,
and perhaps why (13) does; But surely an account that does 'not require
such guessing in order toRnderstand the,structure of the language (e.g.,
the MSR .ccount just sketched),is to be preferred. Furthermore, 'aalight -

change in the formulation of (9) can account for the bidirectional) vowel
harmony across-morpheme. boundaries pointed out above:

(9') -high
[-high] [-low
-low - - -> folATR] // dATR'

It is also worth pointing out. that the admissibility approach makes nq pre-
dption concerning how loan words Will be'nativized, whei'eas-(9') predicts
that mid vowels will assimilate to adjacent mid vowels with respect to
[ATR], and (10) predicts that a will be raised In the environment of non-
advanced mid vowels. While there appears to be no information available
concerning the treatment of loan words in Bobangi, evidence from loan
phonology in other languages (see section 2 kelowrindicates that the MSR
approach is'auperior in this respect to the admissibility approach.

1.2. The Ngbaka case

Let us now turn tq the Ngbaka data. Clements cites Wescott (1965) as
giving the followin haracterization of vowel. cooccurrence restrictions in
this language (which as the same seven-vowel systemdap Bobangi):

. 41
(14) If a disyllabic word contains /i/, it does not also contain

/u/; if /e/, it does not also contain /0/, AU, or /o/; if u/,

it does not also contain /i/; if /o/, it does not also contain
/e/, /e/, or /3/; and if /0/, it does not also contain /kV,' /e/
or /o/.

That is, Clements states (p..684), 'in bisyllabic words-containing no low
vowel /a/, either the vowels are identical or they differ in height.'
After rightly rejecting the extremely suspicious analysis proposed by
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.Chomsky and Halle (168),. Clements.suggests the folXowing co4plitions, whict

Are governed:by the Elsewhere Condition: (;

(15) 'F r 1
L-lovi co 1-low l is

1 2 3

Condition: 11 3

(16) [xhigli. r Qth i ghl
-low. J Co, L rTow is inadmissible

.

Again, these conditions accurately characterize the restrictions

questtOn. And again, one is left wondering why (16) should exist (al h

the existence of (15)--or a'generatized version of it is not at all

surprising). Why Is this language. so unhappy with (non-low)` vowels of the.'

same height?- The answer is-, again, that we are dea]4ng with a system of

,Vowel harmony (not 'disharmony,' as (14) and (16) suggest). Thus,
Clements' two conditions can be replaced by She following single MSR:

(17)

rothighi

L-

FObackl/ VATR
low ---> L

lback]

EATR j / -low C
o

That is, a nonlow vowel that agrees with respect to the feature [high] with

the preceding vowel harmonizes with it with respect to all features.
Thomas"(1963,62) agrees with the spirit of this account, as she states gist

y a dans.Oette langue une forte tendauce a l'harmonie vocalique'.

It must be admitted that the analysis just suggested requires the use

of a greater number of features than Clements' .proposal "and it might be ar-

.gued that the simplicity metric would therefore require adoption of the

latter. Howevery as is well known (cf., for example, Chomsky and Halle

(1968)), such a device can be reasonably applied only to analyses framed

within the same theory. We do not have such a-situation here, since the

MSR theory does not allow conditions on admfssibilty and inadmiesibility, t

while the condition theory would not (I presume, although Clements does

state this explicitly) allow MSRs. Even within a theory that allows both

kinds of ways `of accounting for CMSs, however, rule (17) should be chosen

over (15) and (16), I would maintain.

Note first of all that it is not at an clear that the condition.

required in (15)-should be cost-free. Neither is it obvious that spec-

ifications of admissibility/inadmissibility come at no cost. Furthermore,

it appears that (15) would not be allowed by 'any Teasonable,d4aluation

measure (and certainly not by any I have seen` roposed); since there is a

more general version which is equally comPatible-with the Ngbaka data,

namely one which states that any sequence of identical vowels (not just

nonlow ones) is admissible:'

(15') V C V
1 2

o
3

Condition: 1 s 3

is admissible
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With this simplified version, however, the required subset relatioil Called
for by the Elsewhere Condition is not set, a4rso (15') and (10) should-
apply conjunctively-an impossibility, given, that they make partially
incompatible'statements. That is, the requirement that'the'vowelsin (15)
be noillow is a purely ad hoc oneo,' needed solely td,Ansure that the Else-
where Condittori will be applicable. Thus, the_analysis itcorporating
and (16), though 'simpler' than that employing (17), is in fact ruled out,
on grounds of simplicity,'unless perhaps one can come up'with an evaluation
measure Chist is somehow sensitive to the exigencies of the Elsewhere Con-

,

dition in situations such as tyis. ,

But cannot an account analogous to the MSR 'Account .be framed within
theadmissibility approach? One might suggest the'folleWing:

(18) -low
ocow

-low

Pb
'CA

[pback]
. oarigh high

C
o

1ATR is: admissible .

. While this condition does in fact characterize some admissible sequencesin
I the language, it does not characterize all of_them (the low vowel can co-

occur with any vowel), and it says, nothing about what Is inadmissible.
. .

Moreover changing this to an admissibility condition along the lines'of
the reanalysis of (12) and (13)'is hiit podsible in this case. What i,in-
admissible here is nonlow vowels of the same height that do not agree with..
respect to either [ATR] or [back]. Such a condition cannot be expressed
without recourse to either Boolean condiAt'ons of the type .that, as Clements
points. out (p. 684), do not appear to be otherwise required, or-lisjunc-
tion such as that given below, which is generally taken as an indication
that the relevant generalization has been missed (cf. Newmeyer 1980):

(18') -low --, -low

Aback tAbackli
ochigh dxhigh

_
. TR C

o
---MTR is inadmissible

Even if such formulations were permitted, moreover, no explanation would be
proVided for the inadmissibility of the inadmissible sequences (although
again one familiar with vowel harmony systems might be able to guess the
reason).

Thus,'the Ngbaka facts dtscussed,so far can be expressed in a re-
vealing fashion, as far as I can tell, 'only' within an MSR framework. In
addition, the admissibility approach makes essentially no predictions about
the treatment of loan words, which do in fact tend to harmonize, as noted
above (see section 2 for further discussion of the general relevance of
loan phonology).

.f

*6

A CMS not mentioned by Wescott provides further evAdence against the
admissibility approach to the treatment of Ngbaka CMSs. Ngbaka is claimed
by Thomas (1963, 63) to have the following CMS in addition to those dis-
cussed above:

(19) u does not cooccur' with o or b.
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*Within an ilSrtapproach, this is, jesta further instance of vowel harmony,

althdugh the 'rule reqUired in order to account for tpa 6NRcan apparently.

be only.clumsify CollapSed formally h.(17). The soeparate'r le reqUired .-

-19-

isvhowever; an extremelY"simPle.o e (bUtcf.note 5):

.
--...: . .

. : (20) 14rouad ->, [ochigh] / [abigh] C .

o
f

e .
7-

. Within. the admiss lisy approach,. it would also seem to be all` ut ipos-,
.

? Bible to incorporate the,facts-in. (19) into tiae7eiisting rules. Presumably- ...L"

the simplest treatment would add the eSllowing:

(21) .r+rbundi r+roundi
a°

lAbigh j C L74KighjCo is inadmissible
a

This'conditiOn,..w;' h.r:' /412be disjunctively ordered with respect to (16)

by'the Else4here..,,C&U4p n;ria subject to all,the,criticisms made of the
other-cond4.00:-. TUOadditon,- its relationship to he other (putative)

ina4miSsibildielOn in e language is far from clear, since while in

-(16) vovioHta gi*(.
4,.. height are disallowe here it. is (rounded)
..

vowels thaOliagree. respect to this same eature that are inadmissi-

ble:':Thelkf 460.41appear to lend considerable support to the MSR-

apprOgth.j . 4.,,

. or

. ,

Thusthe:facts'.ncerning Bobangi and Ngbaka by no means force one to

weaken the ElsIWhereoWdition in the wirer advocated by Clements, since
alternativen4 moie-iivealing--accounts of these facts can be given.

Moreover, tese-factrtNovide no evidence thatthe admissibility approach
--- .

is totbe. aleflimAtthe, MSR approach; rather, assuming the relative

undesirab ,i04641Wodisjunctions in rules, the Ngbaka facts--even if

only thoSet. 6tAl9t0Ued by WescOtt are cOnsidere--suggest that just the

opposite is fa t0.14 And if the constraint in (19) holds, it

iidSeems .t; he caseagainst the admissibility approach is overwhelming.

- -

InVfavor of MSRs
V.

c- It bas.been argued in,s number. Of studies that the facts of loan.

OhonolOiy in- Japanese and in Miami Cuban Spanish provide strong support for

David Stampe's theorySee especially Stampe (1973), Donegan and Stampe

'(1979) of 'natural'. ihi6nology' (cf. Ohso f971, Lovins,1973, 1974, Bjarkman

X;;;.1976)). To...44/eidende adduced in these studies, I, would like to add some

.`eVidence ',The English evidence is especially compelling,

,Since-it involves notonly actual .nativizations, but (intuitions about)

natiVIzations

2.1. The English case

0

In English, 4:/di/"and */pr/ do not occur initially 8
in native mor-

.

phemes;./siLand /gr/, the -otherThand,: occur freely., Since there is no

evidellteiroM morphophonemic.alternations for a phonological rule involVing

40.z, such sequences, and'since it would therefore appear to be grbitrary.to'

Ezbia .choose'efther4the first or second 'segment as the one which is 'changed' in

a generatiVe MSR, one might propose that this constraint should be stated

in terms* a static MSC. Perhaps the most obvious candidate is the
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following, where:the AC formalism is employed:

.t, ,

. .
.:-

+Vocaiic
+strident +cOnsOnantal

-

.-. &anterior ajateral :. . is inadmisSible,'
. .

-4- ;
'r.I110 t as-this condition (or any (ift)adMiSsibility -condition) makes any
'i3redictiona at all, with respectto,loan phonology,.. it impliesithat the
i ermissible-.1sequences ;will be adjusted by'alteringeiiher of the segments
. n qdeatiOnPreSumablyas little as possible). But the:behaviOr:of loan
words in English suggests otherwise: Sri Larike, for example, which-has. as.

a soUrce'.an initial., IS ProdoUnded by_ most, English speakers with /gri;
the alternative sugOeSted:by(22)-.7.changing the ,SecOhd_segment so that it,
is [4.44ieral] .(1..e/l/)".has been. rejected as a possible nativization c4:
this form bk all efthespeakers.(More than,twenty) I have consulted. :Sim-:

'ilarly,.:If a foreignjtem with initlaligli id',.to be nativized by altering
one of these segmentS, only one nativization is possible. Schlitz, for ex- ,
piple is Prom:W=0, by many Speaker% with initial /slii,:but no one has
gri, and Speakers Again.rejectthis;-as a possible nativization when it is

..

uggestedto,them. . ,

.

There are, of course;"other possibilities. One is to simply not nati-
vize a form at all..!' Anothei is to avoid the.problem by inserting an epen-
thetid ackwa to break up the offeqding cluster, thus, making the original
process unnecessary by.- bleeding it. An: interesting example where three
different strategies are found involves the surname Schlichter, a name much
in the news recently, due to the fact that one of it:bearers, an ex-OSU

\ football star, was invol4ed in a gambling scandal. While many newscasters
pronounce this name with an initt44 /81/,-Mr. Schlichter himself has /gall,
and others, includInt myself, have what is-presumably the 'correct' 1

.pronunciation with /al/. (In this case, it seems likely takt'the
-epenthesis rule-is beingAssed for a functional reason --to avoid changing
the initial /0, Vlach is apparently felt by Mr. Schlichter to be an impor-
tant part of theZame, toT/s/ by the process applied by the nativizing.
.newscasters; see below for a statement of this process.) What is hot found
'spar/. More importantly, it could not be fo nd--such a sequensp is not a
possible way of nativizing initial /gl/.

o
ince gray one set of segments can be changed in such cases, it.ap-

pears that an MSR, approach is required in order' to.account for these nat-'
ivization facts;- the MSR analogue of (22) iv:

(23)

[4-strident j --->daanterior]
+continuanfl

The thoroughgoing 'directionality in nativizations (a
zationd) such,as these simply cannot be accounted-for w
=conditioo-:baseaapprOach.

"Ocalic
onsonantal
alateral

d impossible nativi=
hin EStatic

In a
evidence'
access to
far as we

...
. '',.;_ e. .

..

sense," it is unfortUnSte.that. recourse must be. made to 'external-,

of, this type,:for.lt seems cleat' that ;he ,child does not, have- - , .

such evidence when developing his /her` phonological systeM. .Jnso-
canSor predidt th&-system acqUired solely on up basis of, thee



kind of evidence available to the child, there can be no explanation of how
language acquisition is achieved in this area; that is, to use Chomsky's
(1964, 1965) terminology, we would not have an explanatorily, adequate
theory of morpheme structure. But if the child brings to phonological
acquisition more than just a data processing ability--in particular, if the
child !knows' that CMS0 are a teased by means of MSRs--then the child is
not in as baf a pOsitionas linguist, litto has no- way of knowing a pri-

ori that the MSR approach i fact required. I therefore prO4pse that a'
universal,principle to this effeO be incorporated into phonological
theotCy: ;

(24) All CMSs must be,expressed in terms of MSRs.

Even this is not enough to guarantee that child will (as all English-
speaking children apparently do, in view gf the abOve discussion) learn
rule (23) rather than a rule that alters the-second segment in such se-
quences, or one of numerous imaginable alternatives such as deleting one of
the segments in"question. Note that operations analogous to thede-latter
impossible alternatives are in fact found when others kinds of sequences are
involved: -s + stop, clusters that arise due to casual speech simpli-
fications are alt red by devoicing the stop, as in Isko] for Let's o (cf.

Stampe 1973), whereas loan words which begin witho stop-initia cluster

lose their first member (pterodactyl, pneumonia). That is, the.following
MSRs (given in very rough form) are operative:

(25) a. 1-sonOrant] [=Voiced] / #

b. [-continuant] 0 / #

IP
We now have two further MSRs whose acquisition seems puzzling,,since here
again there appears to be no good redOon why these, rules should take the
form that they do, rather than!anyof the numerousa4arnatives. The only
reasonable answer, it seems to me, is that we are salting the wrong ques-
tion. These CMSs are not acquired, but ilither are, llke other Stampean
'na'tural prbcesses', fnnate; what is involved in (the natural part of)
phonological acquisition is not learning the rtes of the language, but
'suppressing the processes that are not operative:. Thus, for example, while
English requires theft successful learners suppress the natural process that
devoices final obstruents, it does not require suppression of the rules in
(23) and (25), and the effects of these latent processes show, up cleafly if
.we-look in the right plao*s.. Similarly, final devofcing need not be sup-
pressed when acquiring, say, German, a94 it's effects are also seen in the
areas of loan phohology and 'foreign accent' (as well as in-the.phonology
ptoper).That is, English speakera did not learn (23) and (25)--they
simply did-not, because the language theywere learning did not force them
-to, unlearn them-

2.2. General consideration

If the above CMSs are the result of the operation of unsuppressed.nat-
. ural.proceases, then it is not unreasonable to suppode.that all CMSs that

are synchronically valid (and not just the essentially,accidental ellibct.of

the occurrence of One or more historical changes) have a similarexplana-
tion: That is, it appears that (24) can be strengthened as follbwo:
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(24') All (synchronically valid) Ms must be expressed in terms of
natural processes.

The. attribution of innate constructs may. be, found unpalatable by some,
especially when they are as specific as they,are in this case. One might
also question the conclusion reached ott the grounds that the data involved
are of an 'external' type, and that they moreover involve, at least in .

part, Inonempiricalintuitions.,-But when the intuitions in queition are
as'unanimousas,they.are in this-case; it seems clear that they require an
explanation of some kind. Given the lack of plausible alternative exprana-
tions--and I at least candot even begin to think of one--the present pro=
posal:is what one must be driven to: In fact, I feel se.could profitably

be made of intuitions about impossible occurrences IlrNther types of exter-
nal evidence such as.language games-(cf. Churma 1979, ch. 5). One of
Chomsiy's greatest contributions to linguistics, -in my view, is his heavy
reliance on 'impossibility' data:in syntax (i.e., ungrammaticality data),
despite the fact that, as Baker (1979) has pointed out, thil kind of
impossibility data is not, for the most part, available to the learner.
But this does not mean that we should abandon the use of ungrammaticality
judgments in syntactic reseirch; the c*ild has a bighead start over us,

. .

and we need to make use of-every piece of relevant data we an find just.to
discover the nature ,of the system acquired by the;:child--let alone.exgain
how this system is acquired. This is nq less true in phonology (or
morphology or any. other part of the linguistic system) than it is in
syntax.

Since it seems clear that we have as yet only a rudimentary knowledge
of what is contained in the set. of natural processes, it is perhaps worth-
while to consider briefly the possibility of the existence of more general.
universal principles which, though not the ultimate explanation (for, this
is the responsibility of the individual processes themselves), bight serve
both as a basis for a somewhat different way of understanding the existence
of the innate processes andas a partial heuristic for doing phonological
analysis. To this end, I suggest the following, which can be considered to
be inductively supported .by the above discussion:,

(26) a. There are no natural processes of vowel dissimilation (or
their notational equivalent), eitheribn the area of morpheme
structure or elsewhere in phonology.

'b. Greek letter variables may not be used to pair different
feature specifications in a natural process.

Assuming that all of the abOve discussion is concerned with naeftral pro
cessescesses ,(and cf. (24') above), the first of these metaconstraintswould pro-
hibit the use of-rule (16), and the second, which is essentially equivalent
to the claim that such variables may be. used only in rules of assimilation
and dissimilation, would disallow (5) and (19) (and (22)--cf, note 7) and
"various other suspiciptfti analyses; such as,hat of Rood ,(1975), where alpha
variables are employed to characterize the class consisting of /s/ and /?/
in'a simple ('natural') fashion. Any regularity that appears to require
violation of one of these constraints, Irwould maintain, is either an acci-
dental one or can be expressed in more revealing fashion within,a diff!fent
framework--as was seen to be the case in "the examples considered here.
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These constraints clearly leave us a long,way from a completeexplan-

,:atory-, theory of (the acquisition of) phonology,. We need further.elabOra-

'tion of the universals in question, and there is still an immensessount of

work to be done simply in discovering the nature of the phonological sys7

tems acquired by children. In this latter area, it seems.to me, various

kinds of 'external' evidence; such as nativization facts; will be of criti-

cal importance -- recall that there was no language-internal basis for pre-

ferring the MSIL-theory over the admiss ity theory in the English

example. (See Zwicky (1975) for a sur of other kinds of 'external'

' evidence, and Churma (1979) for critical,414tUssion of some of these.)

But, even though we may lack knowledge concerning the nature.of the systems ...

we are attempting to describe and explain, we must not attempt to make a

virtue out of our ignorance by proposing theoretical frameworks that

require only 'internal' evidence (such as a static MSC framework) in order

to arrive at a unique=but clearly incorrect, in the lighof 'external'
evidence--account of a given phenomenon.

Footnotes

*
I would like to thank Rob Fox, use Lehiste, Wayne Redenbarger,'David

Stampe, and Arnold Zwicky for helpful discussion of some of.the issues

raised here.

1It has been questioned (cf.,.for example, Clayton 1976) whether the

leyel:of the morpheme is that at which the phonological constraints in
question should be stated.. While it seems clekr that in many.casesit. is

not, it seems equally clear that there are genuine cases of constraints on

the' phonological structure of morphemes, including some ofthose to be

discussed below. It should be kept in mind, however, that!while I will
continue to use the traditional term here for all cases, it is not always

accurate, in that it is the structure of the syllable or the word that is

in question. For further discussion, cf. Kenstowicz and Kisseberth (1977).

4
2I am assuming that vowel harmony is to be treated segmentally, and

not autosegmentally or metriCally; .for arguments to this effect, see An

--aerson (1980, 1982a) and Singlet (1983).

3Rule.(9") does'not disallow g and 3 when preceded by i or u, contrary

to what the 'facts are, said to: be by Guthrie. It is not clear that th$Se

sequences are in fact prohibited (Whitehead makes no.mention'of. this, and

Protu-Bantu --cf. Greenberg (1963)--did allow such sequences), so it is also

unclear whether it would-be necessary to retain (9) and prOvide a separate

rule for intermorphemic vowel harmony. It should also be pOinted out that

neither version. of the rule in question predicts which of a pair of mid
vowels that disaVee with respect to ATR will change in loan words. If

there is atendency for oneset of vowels to 'dominate'. the other, then

this rule will have to be altered by substituting the .'dominant' feature

value for the alphas.

Rule (10) as stated yields as an output a nonoccurring segment in

Bobangi,(a mid back unrounded vowel, assuming that a is [+back]). It would

thuspresumably have to be altered (given that the rajsing rule yields e in

3o
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the environment of C) by adding [-back] specifications in the appropriate
places. Thepresumed roundedness of the output in the environment of
would be accounted for by an independently required rule ihat'makes nonlow
vowels-astee-in backness and roundness. _/ leave this rule in its'present
form to facilitate comparison'with thgstatic admissibility approach, which
does not even predict which vowel> in an inadmissible sequence will change.

4.
The cited passage is taken from Clements, who apparently took it from

Chomsky and Halle 1968, 387), rather than diTectly from Wescott's review,
sinde.both,citationa lack a clauie present in't4e original: /C/, it
does not also contain t.,/, /e/, or (Wescott (1965,346)). 'This'

omission isinot crucial, since, as Clements,motes, this ;clause follows from
the others present in the .cited passage. Wescott himself made amore
importantOmission of one of Thomas' claimed CMSs (see below for discus-
scion). It is unfortunate that ao much theoretical work based on Ngbaka has
depended on second- and third-hand (partial) dafa.

-Nothing in the data or in. Thomas' description implies the direction-
ality specified by the MSR given,. but of course the MSR framework requires
such a,directionality. An obvious kind of 'external evidence' to ex4pine
with respect to whether this necessity is good or bad is loan phonology,
especially since ThoMas (1963i62 points out that 'les emprunts' provide an
'illustration 'de cette tendance', [toward vowel harmony-DGC]. Unfortunate-

, ly, she gives only one example of a nativization, which makes it difficult
to say with any certainty what is indicated by such data. However, the
single example given is in fact consistent'with the directionality entailed
by (17). Thus, while French reilen is rendered as lagele by 'les Ngbaka
lettres' (Thomas (1963,62)), most speakers have lekcle. If we assuMe'that
there was an g as the initial vowel in the source of this borrowing (pre-
sumably'a.finite form of the verb), then assimilation proceedes in the
direction required. The presence of. initial a in the alternative pronun-
ciation is something of 'a puzzle, although it could be the result of some
kind of folk,etymology, Iihereby the.initial syllible was taken to be the
feminine definite article or object pronoun. In any event, it would
clearly be desirable if further nativization data could be brodght to bear
on this' issue.

6
Perhaps'the reason for Wescott's failure to mention this putative

constraint is the fact that Thomas (1963,63n.) cites seven apparent
counterexamples to it. However, she also points out apparent counter-
examples to each of the other constraints reported by'Wescott, suggesting
in each case reasons for their failure to.obey the constraint in question.
.Although she offers no explanation for the forms in qUestion, it is clear
that at least some of them are susceptible to the same kind of argument as
that given for the 'quelques rares mots' (no examples given) that violate
the, constraint against o-e and sequencesthat there are '...plusieurs
composes probables: noms d'animaux, de plantes et de parties de corps'
'(Thomas (1963,62n.). It seems clear to me that Thomas, at least, considers
the constraint in (19) to be every bit as legitimate as the others she
presents; apd Wescott of.course presents no arguments that it is not.

7
It is possible to 'simplify' (21) by leaving out the specifications

for height (or roundness) and adding the f011owing:
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(i) (+round] C (+round] As admissible

1 , 2° 3 ,

Condition: 1 = 3

This rule would be disjunctivaly.ordered+with respect to the revised

version of..(21) by the Elsewhere Condition, and would correctly; specify

that the only. rounded vowels that cancooccui are'those that are identical.

The repetitiOn of the same-*Ondition found in (15),' however, is'. suspicious,

and one might suggest that,(i).and (15) shuld be collaOSed. it does not

appear that there is a reasonable way of doing so. Perhaps.the most at-

tractive proposal--that'M'and (15) shoulliabe repladed by an admissibility

condition that permits any sequence of identical vowels - -fails for the

reasons discussed above ti.e., it fails to stand in the required 'else-.

where' relationship witiv,(I6) and (21), and so does not enforce the

necessary diajunctivity).:;

8Clements and Keyser (1981) treat /11/ (and ./gliv/) clusters as being on

a par'with /gr/ clusters-7-all of them being acceptable, vith forms such as

schwa and Schlesinger cited as evidence. (They also point out that, at

least for some speakers, even more./g/-initial clusters are possible;, cf.,

for example, shtick, schmalz, Strudel, and Strauss.) As, Algeo (1978) has

pointed out, researchers do not always agree about which clusters are per-

missible in English, and he discusses a number of possible reasons for this

disagreeMent (cf. also Clements and Keyser.(1981, 30)). It seems clesr

that the disagreement in the case at hand is due to dialectal/idiolectal

differences (with speakers, who disallOw /61/ clusters apparently being in

the majority7-cf., &Yr example, Whorf (1940), Hill (1958), Hockett (1958),

Langacker (1972), Selkirk (1982)), I have no doubt that speakers such as

those alluded to by Clements and Keyser exist (I am, for the most part, one.

of them), but it is equally undeniable that speakers of the type tradition7

ally described exist, given that they nativize.the offending clusters.

(Evidence from slips of the tongue, where forms such as shreudian flip, for

Freudian slip--cf. Langacker (1972,247)--are rePorted, also indicates that

the the constraint- 'against */sr/ is quite strict.for such speakers.) It

appears, moreoverthat Clements/Keyser-type speakers are somewhat avant-

garde, linguistically speaking; only linguists and others who are hyper-

aware of the actual pronunciations of foreign words can survive the psycho-

physiological torture required to produce the non-native clusters in

question.

9 This is probably not correct, since I know of no phonetic reason why

sounds that disagree with respect to the features [anterior] and [lateral].

should be so incompatible. Since [r] is, at least in my speech, [- after -_

ior] (and cf. also Hill (1958,41), who describes the articulation of

American [r] as involving 'the bunching of the tongue in the mid-

mouth...'--presumably a [-anterior] articulation; he also implies that the

other variety frequently described 'in older books', in which the tongue.

tip 'is turned upward and backward toward the roof of the mouth'--[+anter-

ior] --is less common), while [1] is [ +anterior], it is tempting to treat

the phenoMenon in question as an intmance of assimilation with respect to

the feature [anterior]; one would simply replace 17olateralr in the

environment of (22) by i[aanterior].' However, retroflexion of s in the

environment of r-like sounds appears to be quite a common phenomenon, and

the rs in question need not be [-anterior]. This occurs, for example, in
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Sanskrit (where r is presUMably dental or alveolar) as part of the
well-known 'ruki' rule, and .in Swedish, where the r is a dental trill. (I

am indebted to Ilse Lehiste for bringing the Swedish facts to my atten-
tion.) The optimal, explanatory, version of (23) must thus await further
investigation. .

10
If diphthongs are considered as being composed of two vowels, this

claim will have to be weakened somewhat, since dissimilation of the parts
of diphthongs appears to be.quite common (cf. Donegan 1978).

11
It might be suggested that these constraints be extended so that

they refer, not only to natural processes; but'to all phonological rules.
HoWever, it seems clear that sequences of historical changes can result in
alternationa that should be characterized in terms of rules (not natural
processes) that are quite. 'crazy'(cf. Bach and Harms 1972) or 'not
natural' (Anderson (1982b)). Thus, Woleian (Sohn 1971) and relateckr languages have a synchronic rule of vowel dissimilation which appears to be
the result of a sequence of (natural) sound changes which can no longer be
considered part of the synchronic' system of these languages.
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Lexical Relatedness, Head of-a Word,
and the Misanalysis of Latin*

Brian Joseph and Rex Wallace
The Ohio State University

O. Introduction

Two opposing schools of thought concerning di isions within the realm
of morphology can be discerned in the general linguistic and morphological,
literature. One is represented b the work of a good many structuralist
(Ametican and European) scholars and is characterized in part by a recogni-
tion of a differente between inflectional morphology and derivational
morphology. A classic work such as Bloomfield (1933) as well as more 41,

recent works such as Andersol (1982) orZwicky & pullum (1983) are repre-
sentative of this tradition. The second 'tradition' (to use the term
loosely, to be sure), represented by the work of some (but not,all, witness
Anderson and Pullum & Zwicky as above) followers of certain camps within
the generative tranaformational school of linguistics, is characterized in
part by an opposing view concerning derivational and inflectional morpho-
logy; in particular, no distinction is recognized between two sucittspects
Of morphology. A representative work in this camp is Halle'(1973).

4

The issue is clearly an important one, for there are real differences
in morpheme types which motivated the traditional derivational/inflectional
distinction in the first place (e.g. derivational morphemes tend to be
'inner' while inflectional morphemes tend to be 'outer');, if no distinction
between two types of morphemes is posited, however, some other means must
be found for predicting morpheme behavior. Williams '(1981) purports to do
just that, sot that his work can be placed squarely within the latter camp
described above. 4illiams' arguments, therefore, need to be considered
carefully, for his justification'of the basic premise of the 'Halle (et
al.)' school, of morphological analysis (no inflectional/derivational
distinction) is only as strong as his' ability to account for the recurring
differential behavior of ,certain morpheme types.

Williams thus is concerned with a number of issues connected with this
central question of a putative difference between derivational and
inflectional morphology. In the course of his discussion, he develops two
crucial terms, related and head, whose definitions we give below In (1)
since they figure so grominemtly both in Williams' discussion and in our
critique of his work.

(1) a. head (of a word): the righthand member of a morphologically
complex word is the head. (248)

b. related: X is related to Y if Y is the result of removing
the head -of X. (260)

Secondarily,'Williams develops a 'theory of the paradigm' and applies his
principles to an analysis of the Latin nominal and verbal system.

-30-
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Some problems with Williams' analysit have alreadybeen pointed out,

e.g. by Strauss (1982) and Churn* (1983j. However, much more can and

should be said, for it can be shown that Williams' theory and" his analysia

are flagO,from both a methodological and an empiricaestandpoint.
Accordingly, it can be concluded tlylt-his conclusion that 'as far as the

rules of formation go, there is no /difference between derivational

morphology and inflectional morphology' (283)s the basic tenet of thd

second school of morphological thought noted above, cannot be regarded as

demdOstrated by Williams' argumentation.

1. Headi and headlessness -- universality?

Williams'_starting point for his discussion of morphology and word

formation is affixation, which he defines formally as:

(2) X X Af or Af X

e.g. ((blue ish) ness)

An obvious question that arises at this point is: What.about

nonaffixation morphology, i.e.5word formation processes such as those that

give the relationships in (3)7

(3) breath <---> breathe

life
bath

<---* live
bathe

(push up)V <---> (push up)N6

permit <---> permit.

Williams says that these-can be accounted for by a class of rules he calls .

'headless' ruled, fox they do not involve a 'head' in the sense he

develops. Affixation morphology, on the one hand, necessarily does involve

a 'head' in Williams' sense, inasmuch as there is branching in the internal

structure of the word (Af + X /.X + Af) and thus a right-hand branch to

define a head.

Thus, for Williams, headlessaderivations as in (3) aresystematically

different from the 'headed' formations of affixally determined categories

and forms. According to Williams 'headless rules always give rise to

exocentricetructures' (250). For the items cited by Williams (247) this

.claim is true. There are,however other English formations not Mentioned by

Williams which do not involve.right-hand (RH) branching elements and so

must be donsidered 'headless'. Among these are ablauting verb- formations

like sang (sing), drove (drive), ran (run), found (find); etc. It is r7\

difficult to see what definition of exocentricity can be summoned forth to

anew line.to meaningfully call these ablauting verb formations sexocen-

tric'. Thus headless ruleewhiCh figure in the formation of gramiatical

,.categories (especially ,'inflectional' categories.aeopposed to what would

be traditionally-labelled !derivational'. processes), such as those involved

in the inflection.of ablauting verbs in English, show that the properties

Williams.issigns to heidless,rules are wrong.

Moreo'Ver, formational like sang (sing) in English appear in all crucial

respects (e.g. function) to be parallel to affixation typesooe.t. picked
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(pick). If 'headless' formations diffetArsteMatically from 'headed' ones 1',

-we might expect this difference to'resiote in the features characteristic of
'headness', i.e. we might_expept.'headless' formations (since they do not
have RH branching structure) not td possess features characteristic of a
heiid. And yet formations likf sang (sing) possess the feature which,
Williams uses to determine the head of English'past tense formations:
tense (250-251)44\ It-only follows that if sang (sing) possesses the feature
tense, which is the criterion for determining head, then sang (sing) has a

hhead. It just so happens that in this case the head feature is realized-
not as a right hand element, i.e. as a suffix, but as a simultaneous
element.

In fact the simultaneous realization of what are for Williams head
features is,common among the languages of the world. Numerous good
examples are to be found amongAfriCan languages. For example, Nida (1949:
63) reports that in Ngbaka, a Sudanic language, 'there are four principal
forms of every verb' marked by different tonal configurations on the same
segmental base: tkese-tone difference's 'indicate four principal tense-
aspect contrasts':

(4) Ngbaka tense-aspect contrasts:

v /
a. to clean' wa ,wa wa wa

/' ....°
b. to return' lcdplbiO )451-45 kpolo kpolo

V 1

Similarly, in Maasai, nominal cases are marked by tonal shifts (cf. Tucker
and Mpaayei (1955), cited in Perlmutter(1982: 308)):

(5) a. e-dor embarta
3-see horse/NOM
'The horse sees him.'

b. e-dol embEfrt'
e-see horse/ACC
'He sees the horse.' ti

Just as English ablaut past tense forms parallel suffixed past tenses,
these Ngbaka verb categoriegwand the,Maasai case categories seem to
correspond in all relevant characteristics to the verbal and nominal
categories of a language like Latin (which figures so prominently in
Williams' discussion) in which tenses and cases are marked by affixes,
specifically suffixes.

In order to get around these problems with Williams' treatment
headless rules, one might propose to treat these cases (e.g. English
ablauting verbs) as involving branching, in much the same way as a;fixation
morphology does. A possible formalization of this is given below:
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a

/fit
[ +tense

his allows one\to-eapture nature of the ablauting and

suffixal forint neatly. Similar treatments could be devised for each of the
headless.derivations indicated earlier in (3), for example

a.

permit v
V

b.

permit

F4* Eng hAuch_a solution, though involving a considerable amount of

Abstrac is,'Imight be feasible. One could argue that since suffixing
formsexist alongside simultaneous forms the two are to be treated in a

similar manner. Howeier, in languages (like Maasai,'apparently) where no
-

sqUixing forms exist beside the simultaneous forms it is:impossible to

piide,any motivation for, a right-branching treatment. In these cases

such an analysis would be quite ad hoc. Thus even if one accepts this

abstract solution for English, its extension to other languages will not

42.44sbe warranted and will often simply be arbitrary, .something done

scaely-for the sake of saving the theory.- This arbitrariness makes it
difficolftle maintain that Williams' claims haye any empirical content in

such instances. Thus one must admit that the head cannot always be
identified as the rightmost branching element, as Williams would have it.

.
this result, while unfortunate for Williams' theory, nonetheless is

, 5 mniht-Welcem4k for' there are other problems with calling the right hand

' briNChing element the 'head of;othe word.
.

. N
In particular, Williams' definition of 'head' would run afoul of

lanpageswhich,.unlike English, are generally prefixing. In Such

languages, for example Swahili, information which is determined by the

right-hand 'head of morphologically complex words in English, for example,

part,of speech or grammatically relevant features like case or tense, is.

instead determined by

IT

efixes:

<8) Swahili (Nida (1949: 12-13))

a. ni-na-mu-pika
I-past-him-hit

b.' a-take-nu-pike
he-will-you (pl.)-hit

. .
For such languages, s6meone working within Williams' framework would either

havd to start with a-very abstract analysis in which all'Swahili prefixal

elements started out.as suffixes or else allow for left-hand heads in some
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'languages.., This *atter step Would mean that any claim of universality-for.
the:definition ofr'head' Would hive to be given uv(and note that Williams
Apt have alme interest a.unix,ersal definition, for he does Apply his
defirritiOns to Latin later on in hiyarticte). Thus, Williams' definition
of '.head',, fails troSsr.linguisti:cally'rectly because it is .too language- .

speciftc'.

poseit is not simply, languages like Swahili that pose problems
for this definition of head. As Wilkiams himself notes (2494), the prefix
en- in English 'systematically converts nouns and adjectives into verbs,
thus displaying the behavior of a head', as in:

, 4 4

(9) dear < - - -> endear
noble' . <---> ennoble

Thus even English .has some non-right-hand'heads--Williams 'ePlains' the
head prefix en- 'away 'by saying that it exceptional but m is a system,-
atic exception: 'thus he is allowinghla theory to 'leak', .and in view of°
what we have seen concerning his notion of.'heed' and a language like
Swahili, perhaps this is a Serious leak which he cannot and should not so
readily ping up:, It is'just as eaSy.to.conclude from the behavior of the
prefix en- in English that the Right-Hand Head Rulesimpayis wrong, and
the problems with prefixing languages confirm this conclusion.

2. On the analysis' of Latin and theory of a paradigm

We turn now to a diacussion ofCthe'Latin nominal and verbal systems.
Williams presents these analyses as (1) a way of illuStrating the .

principles of lexical.relatedness and his 114ht-Hand geadllule and the way
in which it might be applied to languages other than ,English. and (2) Asa
means 'of 'explaining' why inflectional Affixes appear outside of derive-
tiOnal. ahixeswithout recognizing a distinction.betweenthe two. In.order
to make such an explanation work Williams-develops a Theory of, the 4,

Paradrgm..-Williamtmein testing. ground for hr& theory and Alf that it
encompdsses-- relat1dness, head7:syncretism, syntactic relevance, ett.--is
Latin, specifically the Latin homihal.and verbal system; '

g.

ilbwever, Milliams' analyses of Latin are seriously flawed in.4 a number
of,respects. These"include,methodologicalproblems as well as empirical
problems, some of whith are ,caused' by Williams' 'methodology. As a result,
it can be concluded that his Theory of thejaredigm and the principles. upon
which. it is_based are untenable.

2.1. Williams' corpus /,

The first mejor,prdblem is methodologital in nature,. Williams A no
point establishes what hitt4corpus is for the deacrilition,Of Latih morpho
logy nor does he atknoWledge any sources. While Latin is alanguage Which
is well known (and thus Such omissions Are not:As serious perhaps as for '

lest widely 'known languaged), khe failure: to, give such information does
present some diffitulties; in kew-oflfhe numerous errors and oversights of
fac,tin Williams' Latin for instance, . what is one to make of his
'citations' of forMs supporting his analysis? His failure to be explicit

,about.sources:makest all the worse, moreover, that he arbitrarily rules
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out from consideration at leasicome)paseand one declensional class (see .

below, section 2.2), -for these are part of the description. of every Latin-

A
grammar we ha$e ever seen,' even the most elementary ones. .

Another aspect of thelailure to establish a corpus 1.8 that Williams

never specifies what he means. by ClAssicaltatin only or

'archaic (Old) Latin as well? Is it. Citeronian'Claseical Latin'in general

or just Cicero's usage; does it include later Classical authors. such as

PlinytheoYoungerand Tacitus or not; is it elegant literary Latin (e.g.,

Virgil or Horace), or low -style literary Latin (e.g. Apuleins oi2Petronius),

which is said to reflect popular apeech.(Pulgram,(1958:. 3.14))?

This concern we voice 'here 'is npt an idle one,. for Williams' failure

to- specify his corpus AnAnources essentially makeSjas -analysis untest-

able. ,His 'experiment'. cannot be repliCated, let alone fully analyzecland
critically evaluated, .because we do not know if he was just examining
Ciceronian usage (though we doubt it) or what.. However, under the .

assumption that he was somehow giving'ar'Pan-Latin'' collection- of forms,

i.e. roughly the familiar usagmoSt people. learn as 'Latin' in school, we

offer the following critique, baiing our-analysis op'such a form of Latin

augmented,by variants which must have.formed part of the average educated

Latin speaker's:linguistic competence (inasmuch as they appear in authors

of the Classicalera).

We have relied on standar Latin refeience works, such,as Allen and

Greenough (903),'Ernout (1953), and Leumann-Hofmann-Szantyr (1963). Since

the point of reference for-these grammars is the literary variety of Latin

+Lk of the Ciceronian age, most of the forms we cite can be foundjn the

writings of Cicero or his'contempotaiies.- Since, however, the Latin taught

in schools is in some important senses a 'Pan-Latin"Neriety,,forms from

pre- and post-Ciceroniinvwriters of various social, ethnic, and regional

baCkgrounds are included in these grammars. We have therefore not
' hesitated to cite forms from as early as Plautus (circa .200 B.C.) or as

,late as Tacitus (Circa 100 A.D.),. fi

2.2. Paradigms, syntactic features and their ranking in syntactic matrices

"To return now to Williams' Theory of the Paradigm, it is essential-to

mites that for him,- paradigms consist of syntactic features (SFs), e.g.

tense, case) person, number, and morphosyntactic categories (MSCs), e.g.

morphologically distinct forms--which -are Ireratedl.in Williams' sense of

the term.

,

.The SFs are hierarchically yanked so asto yield a syntactic matrix

('SM) which is then filled with MSCs. The paradigm therefore a con-

stellation of related forme in which morphemes expr ssing syntactic

features-function as the heads of the relatedlorms.

To account for syncretismcin"Latin nominal and verbal paradigms,.

Williams posits SFs and a ranking for these SFs so as to yield an appro- 4

,priateSM. :We give below Aetailed matrix-for the. Latin noun

(Table A) and his less detailed 9 one for the verb ,(Table. B).
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Table-A

Syntactic Matrix-of Latin noun (after Williams 1981:.267)

SFs +Dir -Dir

SFs +Nom -Nom +Dat

MSCs Zra gram arse

-Dat ' +Nom -Nom +Dat -Dat,

lig arae iris "iris iris 'altar'

Table B

Syntactic Matrix of Latin verb (after Williams 1981: 269)

- tense

perf pres passive
(X+perf (X+pres (X+passive
endings) endings) endings)

perf pres
(X+isse) (X+re)

'passive
(X +ri)

'These syntactic matrices specify the' 4imensiona'along which items are
related independent of any pair of forms cited, so that.in the case of
substantives the SM'is supradeclensional, and in the case of verbs it is
supraconjugational. This fact is formally expressed in terms of possibi-
lities. of paradigm-internal syncretism.

Insparticular, with regard to the noun, Williams claims (268) that
possibilities of case syncretism will be the same across declensions, and
that only certain type:1i of syncretism will,occur: e.g. with number

-identical, dativh = ablative; ,nominative = accusative, but not nominative =
dative or nominative =01ative, nor any cross-number syncretisms (e.gi
nominative plural = dative singular). Thisanalysis anti its predictions,
-however, encounter two major problems.

-
First, the.hierarchical order of,SPs which Williams assumes for the

nominal SM is without any independent' justification.' Inete description of
the Latin noun he assumes that the SFs are to be ranked: +PLY> +Ditect >
+Nominative/+Dative.. However; Williams. does not Offer any.prinCrples for
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such ranking and thus it must ultimately be .considered ad.hoc. Moreover,

the SF case is divided in yo the categories +Diiect, +Direct governing the

nominative and accusative cases',,-Direct governing the dative and ablative

cases. But Williams again °grit no Substantive evidence for the division

of case into binariJeatures. As a result this move must also be

considered ad hoc. Nevertheless, the reason for Williams' ranking and

intermediate SFs seems cleai: any other arrangement would yield a SM in
.

which it would be impossible to independently specify the dipenSions along

which nominal forms. are related, yet, as noted above, such a specification

is one of the key features of Williams' Theoty of a Paradigm. 'Thus the

matrix can be made to 'work' (more oiless, but see below),,, but only by a

'brute forcenethod of arranging features sOaa,to make it work.

Second, the extent to which the matrix 'works' is actually rather

limited. Williams-arbitrarily restricted his description to just a subset;

of fhel total range of cases'and declensions in Latin. Williams assyrd,

wrongly, that Latin has 5 cases (it ha at least 6 and possibly 716 and 4

declensions (it has 5, with numerous subdivisions within those 5) and

themp proceeded to base his analysis on 4 cases (nom.-acc.-dat.-abl.) and

. three declensions (1-2-3). The reason is clear. It is difficult to m&e

the Theory of the Prfadigm work when all cases and declensions are taken

,Into consideration. The predictions concerning case syncretism made by

his theory prove to be wrong not only within the limited set of data (4

cases, 4 declensions) he considered,-but also withij8an expanded data pet

including the 5th declension and the genitive case.

For example, in the fourth declension neuter u-stem nouns (e.g. corm

'horn') the nominative singular (corns). is identical. with the dative and

ablative' singular (alSo coral), a syncr 'isM not predicted by Williams'

theory. Similarly, in the first decasion a-stem nouns (e.g. Ira

'altar'), ,the no native plural is idefw the :dative singular (both

irae); and in, subclass of the third declension;` the so-called third

mixed' type, hp nominative singular. (e.g. nibs 'cloud') is identical

with the accusative.plural (also nribi's), both instances exhibiting cross-

number syncreO,Sm supposedly ruled out in Williams' schema.

..e Moreover, .with the addition of the genitive case, one finds besides

the troublesome syncretisms Williams himself notes but dismisses'as

'accidental', '(see footngte 17), such mergers as.-genitive singular =

accusative plural for first declension nouns with genitives in (e.g.

families 'of.a,household').. Finally, by taking in the fifth declension,

more unpredictedsyncretisms such as genitive (iingular = nominative/-

accusative plura), (e.g. dies 'day') are found. .The complete range of these

syncretisms (excluding the locative Pnd vocative) which falsify Williams'

account is summarized in TableoC
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Table C

Some examples of syncretism in Latin noun declensions

NOM SG 'GEN SG DAT SG ABL SG NOM PL ACC PL GLOSS

Declension 1: irae grae arse altar

familigsa household

Declension : hira hirci he-goat
%

Declension 3: canis canis, hound

. nUbgsb nUbes nibs cloud
, *

Declension 4: mangs mans man hand

Vcorng corn' corms corms horn
,

..*

Declendion 5: spa- spei expectation

digsa dig/digs dig dig digs digs day_

a. The genitive ending -as was, in literary varieties of Latin during
the age of Cicero, restricted to the noun familia when meaning 'household'.
This ending is G ated more frequently in the archaic period (for examples
see Ernour '1053 .9-20)). .

. ,
4

b. ,iL1rd declension nouns like nags. 'cloud' which follow the 'Mixed'
,i-stem declensional pattern cannot be considered declensional aberrations.
We have counted 33 nouns, in addition to ngbgs, WhiCh follow this,declen-
sional pattern (see Allen and Greenough (1903: 30)). Doubtless there are

.
...more.

c. The singular of U-stem neuters like corms 'horn' was indeclinable
by the beginning' of the imperial period (roughly the beginning of the reign
of. AugUstus). The first attestation of a dative in -tT is found in Livy
(Ernout (1953:65)). Genitive singulars in are found in Celsus (flortit
50 A.D.) (OLD, 446).

ing the Ciceronian age there N,,s a considerable amount of
vari n, the genitive singular of dibs 'day'. Allus Gellius -(Att.
Noct. 1,1) informs us that Caesar, in his book DF'Analogig, advocated the
use of a genitive singular dig% This form is also attested in Virgil
(Georgics 1, 208). A genitive singular digs is found in the Annales of
Ennius (413). Two additional genitives are found in Virgil: 711;TTAen-.

156) [died] and diei (Aen. 1, 636) [dyey] or possibly [dyI].
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Williams is less explicit about syncretism in the verb, but it is

clear, to judge from hig vetbal Syntactic Matrik(see Table B), that he

cannot account for synretism-in the Lati'i verb either. In particular, two

forms of the 2 sg passive ending in primary tenses are to.be found, -rit

and -re, anethe latter produces 'tensed' forms which are syncretic with

the 'untengeW present active infinitive (as well as the rare 2 sg paisive

imperative)., forall the conjugations'including irregular verbs, for

example:

_
(10) a. mama -ris..../ama-re 'you are loved' us asg-re 'to love' (and cf.

also ama-re-7;71oved!)

b. fer-ris fer-re 'you are carried' m. fer-re 'to carry.' (and,

cf. also fer-re 'be carried!')

The variant ending- -re .is not at all rare,
19

and, runs throughout the

whole of the primary system including the present indicative and sub-.

junctive, imperfect indicative and subjunctive, and future indicative.

Since this ending is well-represented, the syncretisi it causes is Probably

not to be treated as 'accidental'. Since this syncretism cuts across a

major division, tansedvs. untensed, of the syntactic matrix tree, as well

as personal ending and mood categories, it is not accounted for in

Williams' system. Similarly, Williams cannot easily explain, if at all,'

the syncretism of the future perfect indicative activlowith the perfect

subjunctive active in other than 1 sg and 3 pl forms, e.g.:

(11) a. cfficerit 'he will have said'^a dIxerit 'he might have said
subj)'

b. tulerimus 'we will have carried',.., tulerimus 'we'might-have
carried (Subj)'

Thus, Williams' Theory of the Paradigm does not achieve for the Latin

noun or verb what it is supposed to. With regard to the noun, no one

°
raiiking of features can yield the appropriate SM for all Latin nouns;

moreover, contrary to Williams' predictions,'case syncretism in-Latin does

indeed depend on declension, gender; 'and in some instances'on the parti-

aularsubclass within a declension or individual lexical item in question.

With regard-to the verb, similarly, syncretisms occur which the Theory of

:
the. Paradigm cannot' account for.,

Ordering -of morphemes a

In Williams' framework there is no special rule for the introduction

of inflectional affixes. As a result, Williams must have ,some explanation

for'the'fact that inflectional afflfes tend to be 'outer' while deriva-

tional affixes tend to be 'inner.' Williams accounts for the position of

the rightmost inflectional morpheme in a word by means of the notion

'syntactic relevance.' Morphemes which bear 'syntactically relevant'
information must appear in ultimate head position in words, i.e. the

rightmost position, so that the syntactically relevant feature can

'Percolate up to the syntactic levei2(264). In the Latin verb, for,examplei

°' Williams claims (264) that 'tense' is syntactically relevant 'in that it

4 6
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determines the case of subjects.' As a result,' the Arsonal endinga of the
Latin verb appear.in ultimate head position,'e.g. dictibi-t 'he will
repeat.' The notion 'syntactic relevanCe' only accounts for the position
of the rightmost morpheme...The implication-of this notion. is -that' there

only one syntactically relevant morph per word, inasmuch as only
one amrph can be. rightmost in the word. A serious problem arise., however,
since within both the LatAn.noun and the Latin verb, more than one morph

..-can in fact be'syntacticaliy relevant.

In the noun, the case-ending is the rightmost morpheme, and it is for
Williams (264) syntactically relevant. Howeveroit is often the case that
the gendAr of a Latin 'noun is deterMined'by a.pre-final (derivational)
morpheme;, for example, all the abstract nouns in -tat- such.ds the
nominative pie -tae (from underlying /pleats?), gen. OietFtis.:duti-
fulness',, are feminine-and all the nouns in --itu-, e.g. roratum srom

'garden' (derived from feminine Toss 'rose'), are neuter, and so on.-
Gender is a Syntactically relevant feature in that it determines the form
of adjectives dependent on the noun, i,e.:'

(12) (Cicero Topics 23, 90)

a. prima pietas . . . aminitur
first/fem dutifulness is mentioned
'dutifulness is mentioned ltse

b. *Primus pietas
first/masc

) Thus gender is a feature which in Williams' system must be able to perco- .

fate upwards to the node aomihating the word in question, and therefore
would be predicted to be rightmost; however, such morphemes are never, in
ultimate head position

Similarly,,regardinethe verb, there are constructions in which the
occurrence of a subjanctive mood form higher up in a sentence causes a verb
which would otherwise be indicative to instead be subjunctive; this is'the
phenomenon known as 'subjunctive by attraction' (see Hale & Buick 1c)73:
section 539), as in:

(13) (Cicero Ire 5r-oleare I, 61, 260)

cum ita balbus esset, ut eius ipsius artis cut
'since so stammering was/3sg that that- veryr.t /gen which

stuaret px1Mamlitteram non posset .drcere
studyJ3sg subj first-letter/acc not could/3sg subj say/inf

'Since he was such a stammerer that he could not pronounce the
. first letter of the very art he was studying.',

in which the subjunctive studFret occurs in place of the imperfect indica-
tive stuabat by 'attract1377WT.Th the-subjunctive osset. Thus mood
markers are syntactically,r24evant in that they can affect the forms of
words associated with them. Yet they never occur in final position and
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are always 'inner' with. respect to the personal endings.

Thus the notion 'syntactic relevanc ' cannbt.be used to get the order

of morphemes in Latin nouns and verbs to ome Out correctly, Since it

predicts that 'certain elements should be i1 ultimate head position when in

fact they are not. Williams' system, there ore, fails-to account for this

aspect of the ordering of morphemes in Latin words.

Similarly, Williams' framework has diffic lties accounting for the

position of inflectional affixes which are not syntactically *elevat.

Ostensibly, Williams accounts for the position o these affixes outside of

derivational affixes by relying on the notions h =d and relatedness. -How-

ever, it is difficult to see what value these not ns have for determining

the linear'order of mo#phemes, since, Sin a stem li e dic-to -bi-, with the

morphological analysis:

(14) dic-ii-bi-
say-FREQ-FUT

both the 'derivational' morpheme -ta- and the 'inflectio ' morpheme -bi-

are 'heads', based on Williams' criteria for 'headness' ( . 248-253), yet

neither one is more 'head'-like than the other; thus there is nothing which

shodld cause -bi- to appear to the right of -ta-.

*
In actuality, Williamstaccounts for the ordering of infl ctional.mor-

'phemes outside df derivational by using the paradigm, which is constituted-

by syntactic features, inter alia (see section 2.2 above). Thu the

property of bearing a syntactic feature, whether 'syntactically relevant'

or not, becomes, in Williams' theory of the paradigm, a further wiT of

"distinguishing among morpheme types. In the stem clic-at-bi-, -bi-\ill

appear outside of by-virtue of the fact that it possesses a syntactic

feature, the criterion for being involved in a paradigmatic relationship,

while -ti- does not. Thus, Williams accounts for the order of morphet s in

words like dictabit in essence by creating a three-way division in aff al

morphemes based on the notions ebelEing7a syntactically relevant feature'

and 'bearing a syntactic feature'. For example, the personal ending -

possesses a syntactic feature and moreover that feature is syntactically

relevant; and hence'it Must be in ultimate head position. -bi-, however,

only.possesses a SF and that feature is not syntactically relevant; as a'

result, its position is inside of -t. The affix -ti- possesses no SF and

so automatically has nothing of relevance; as a result it occupies the

innermost position in the linear order of affixes.

Therefore Williams can indeed dispense with a rule introducing

inflectional affixes, but it is accomplished at the cost of introducing a

the -way distinction among affixal morphemes. But even this three-way

distinction does not enable Williams to account for all aspects of the

order of affixes in all Latin,words.

In particular, there are sequences of morphemes containing elements of

. the same feature designation, so that any decision as to which one is more ,

of a 'head' and this outside the othei, is purely arbitrary. A form of

this type is the 3rd person singular future perfect indicative, e.g.

dicaverit 'she will have said', which is to be morpholdgically analyzed
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.(15)

say-frequentative-perf-fut-3sg

r-syn rel -sit rellr-syn ret+syn rel 1
.-syn featAtsyn featiLtsyn feat 14syn feati

;Both the as a'marker of the perfective aspect, and -eri-, as a marker

of.the future tense, would bear,syntacticfeatures in Williams' systeM (see
section 2.2) but these features would not be syntactically relevant-in that
they would not affect, the form of other words dicaverit is connected with.
Yet it is a fact about Latin-that-the -v- must always appear inside -eri-;
this fact shows, that making use of a three-Way distinction among' morpheme
types through these features,-the way Williams implies, cannot account for
all aspects of the ordering of morphs within words in Latin.

2.'4. Dia ronic falsification

Williams' theory can be falsified in one other way, Undertthe
reasonable interpretation that dynchronic predictions about case syn-
cretism delimit possible diachronic:developments', Williams' analysis (-.er mt
explain certain developments in nominal paradigms between Latin (in the
general sense) and Romance. 'In the Tuscan variety of Italian, for examr-1,
all of the "singular fOrms (except the genitive) of o-stem nouns fall to-
gether as a result of various qtachronic developments (loss of a# -#,

merger of unaccented o and u):

(16) Latin'thrirus 'wall'

NOM mGrus

ACC miirum
Vulgar,Latin

-
DAT muro

-

ABL miir6

TuseaT muro

NOM/ACC MGru

DAT/ABL mai°

Tuscan muro

The transition from one chronological stage of a language, e.g. Latin, to
another, e.g. Tuscan, can be viewed as a'series of changes in successive
synchronic language stages. Therefore, the impossibility offa merger syn-
chronically of NOM/ACC with DAT/ABL due to general principles such as those
Williams tries to develop would make it impossible, in his. 55amework, for a
,,language like Latin to develop into a Linguage like Tuscan, for at some
point a merger otherwise ruled out by his system would have to be tolerated
synchronically. Indeed, taking Williams' position to its extreme in
diachronic terms, it seems that he is making a strong-,-but in our view
improbable--cliUm about sound change, namely that no sound change can occur
which would cause an 'illegal' syncretism. The Tuscan example,* and numer-
ous others like it, including the-loss of inflection in English paradigms:,

would sly to falsify this strong diachronic interpretation of Williams'
theory.

49
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5. Conclusion

To Um up; we hive presented a number of criticisms of Williams'

analysis which togethen have the effect of negating the value that his

theory of'.the paradigm and his notions 'relatedness' and 'head of a word'

might have for'resolving the question of a putative difference between

derivational and'intlectional morpholo Whatever :eel merits of Halle et

1one
-- Williams'ali's stance on this issue--we.persOnally feel that it A none-illiams'

analysis in noway furthers the case for no dezivationa inflectional

distinction.' Indeed, in view of the-considerable diffieultiet Williams
analysis encounters upon, closer ipapection, one might well say that his

account .instead argues for the need to recognize such a distinction in

morphology.
r

Many ofyilliams' problems, moreover, stem from his failure to draw.on

reliable and complete sources on the Latin'.1anguage. While we do not feel

that only specialists in a particulaillenguage ehouldever write about that
language--and in fact we ourselves above cite data-fttom lengauges we have

no diFect knowledg000,of--in the case at hand more careful "ettention to the

'facts\of the language would have altered much of the analysis in the first

place, thereby avoiding the itfall.e. bro.!' hav, ,,tlted.oui.

Footnotes

.*This paper is a 'revised version of a paper read at the 1982 Annual

Meeting of the LinguisticAociety of AMerica. Sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3

are Wised on a papex scheduled 'to appear in Linguistic, Inquiry 15 (1984).

At this time we would like to thank Don Churma and John Nerbonne of-the

Ohio State-University, and Alec Marantz of Harvard'University, for.their

comments on our work: This work wassupported in pert by the Center for

Medieval and Renaissance Studies at the1Ohio State University.

1
This is not to say, rof couse, that Bloomfield, Anderson, Pullum and

Zwicky all share the same views concerning the nature of derivational and

inflectional morphology. "In'particular, Bloomfield treats the two as

sub-types of a larger domain of morphology while the others assign each to
separate components and do :IA necessarily place the two together within a

single
. lar er component.

2Compare, for itistance, the following passage from Halle's article (p.

6): 'the examples discussed above have been chosen from the domain that

traditionally has been called 'derivational morphology. As far as I can

tell, facts that traditionally have been treated under the separate heading

of inflectional morphology must be handled in completely parallel fashion ,

to those discussed above. I know of no reason why the list of morphemes

should not include also the inflectional affixes or desinences, or why the

rules of word formation should not include rules for positioning the in-

flectional affixes appropriately or for handling such-other inflectional

phenomena as reduplication, stem ablaut, etc.'

3
Here and elsewhere, when-citing Williams' paper, we give only the

relevant page numbers. s.

So
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4
Strauss, for instance, attacks Williams--convincingly, in our

view--on the issues of semantic compositionality and structural well-

(

formedness. Churma, moreover, points out that, contrary 'to W lliams'
claims (251), compounds do occur in which there is internal nflection,

/"*"..
such as publications List, abstracts.committee (and we note n passing that
such compounds with inflected first members oscur,in a number of ancient
Indo-European languages, e.g.1,Tedic rathe-gtha- 'standing on,-Pa car' with
locative first member (see MacDonnell (1916: Section 187.2) for more
examples) and possibly, though it could be a late univerbation rather than
an, old compound, Latin aquaeductus 'passageway for water' with a dative
first member (Buck (1933: 153))) .

5
We use double-headed arrows (<--->) intentionally here to beg the

question of the 'direction' of the derivation; in these instances; we wish
only to emphasize the relatedness of the members of each pair.

6Williams'(250), in describing the formationof nouns like push,up
from verb + particle combinations, states the relevant rule as follows
(Williams' example (19)'):

(1). word ---> phrase

(N ---> VP)

which seems to us to have the direction of the arrow reversed; deriving the
noun push LIE from the verbal,unit push JE. strikes us as far more natural
than deriving the verb from the noun.

7,
.For a discussion of the notion exocentric and examples of,exocen-

tric morphological constructions see Nida (1949: 94)4

8
Th diacritics --1/ mark low, mid, contour, and high tones, respec-

tively Nida does not specify what the semantic distinction among thfse
forms is and it is hard in some ways to reconcile the facts he Bites witW
the description of Ngbaka given by Thomas (1963),,though Thomas (135-141)'
'does give a number of 'headless' (in Williams' sense) derivations such as
bT 'black' <---> 'btieken' which would be problematic for Williams'
treatment. 'Tiv, as_ described by Goldsmith (1976:, 3645), following Arnott

04)4'may be a better example of a language with simultaneously realized
leOtional, markers 'We thank' Don Churma for bridging Tiv to our

- . 'attention.

9
The formalization,of the 'structure' of ablauting verbs described in

(6) would actually parallel the structure of suffixing verbs as diagrammed,
ltpy Williams (250: (20b)).

l
See footnote 17 for another instance where Williams is not dis-

turbed by an 'accidental' array of facts counter to the_ predictions of his
thecly. r.

11
The omissions are noted i 'hection /.2'below. The other errors of

fact are as follow's:

a. Williams generally fails to indicate the length of Latin vowels

51
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(vowel length 'is phonemic in Latin, e.g. as 'mouth' vs. os 'bone'). For

example, first conjugation Latin verbs generally (there are very few

exceptions, e.g. dare: 'give,') have a long stem vowela-, e.g. Iiidifidis

'you deride' (stem ladifica-), amnia 'you will like' Zstem'ama-

Williams ansistent11-71757ilmtsTriM to indicate that this stem is long.

b. Williams cites (260) only one (-r7) of the two (..rI/.4), present

passive infinitive endings. The third conjugation regularly uses the4

ending -1, e.g. cap! 'to -be seized'. The remaining conjugations (1, 2J 4)

use the ending -r 4

d.c. Williams claims (260 that the third declension neuter nominative/

accusative singular ending. is -us. Most Latin third declension neuter

nouns arecounterexamples to this statement, e.g: animal 'animal', cor

'heart', calcar 'spur', Zs 'mouth', os 'bone', raneW-rWTtme', mare 'sea',

etc. (see Allen and Greenough (1903: 26-30)). There are a few neuter nouns

of the third declension which do end in =us, e.g. corpus- 'body', tpua.

'work', genus 'family'. However, the -us in-these cases is part of the, ,

stem, not a nominative/accusative neuter ending.

d: Williams' morphological analysis of Latin verb forns'is inconsis-

tent and in some cases simply wrong. Williams' analysis of the first and

second conjugation future morpheme,illustrates this point well. On yage'

264 ,.Wiiliamanoteathat-bi-lis the Latin future morpheme.. However, em-

bedded in hiadiscussion of mOrphOsyntactic categories (270) is a diagram

of the structure of .the Latin stem lUdificab(i) 'delude' 'in which the

future - morpheme is analyzed as ,ab-. Incredibly, in the first sentence

below this diagrdm the morpheme is noted simply as -b-. Of the three

segmentations: cited by Williams, -1b-,iaimpossible,lor it obstures the

relationship' etween the -a- vowel of the first conjugation presents and.

the -i- of the future, auras vs. amabis,'and cannot work for the second

conjugation futures, e.g. sop:1'6077;u will be worthless'. For the

remaini4g segmentation s -b- and -bi-, at least two possible analyses exist.

%
Redenbarger (1976: 7 and 7:980 clasa lectures) argues. that the underlying

representation for this morpheme is Jb/ and that'-i- is epenthesized in the

environment.C+ C (where + indicates a productive morpheme boundary), e.g.

/ama+b+t/ ---> amNbit. While such an analysis is conceivable it is notjts

attractive in our opinion as an analysis'whith recognizes.two leXical

variant's, -b- and -bi-. The advantages Of this.analysis as opposed'to the

*/ One suggested by Redenbarger are discussed at length in DeWandel (1982:

- Chapter 1).

12,The relation among these several sociolects and varieties is a

complex sociolinguistic question to which we do not even pretend to have an

answer here; we-merely acknowledge that phisiis aJactor which any truly,

adequate analysis of Latin porphology.muSt mltimately grapple with, and

note that Williams never even recognizes the existence of such an. issue:

13Witlizol verbal matrix Omits the imperative and subjUnctive moods

.as well as the impelOect and future"tenses: Moreover,This ternary division

forthe. b implies that the.passiVe,stem is in some way distinct from the

active an tbservationwhiCh e facts of Latin clearlydo not war-

ranc,.fo 'e present stem 'is the ase for the addition of both active and

passiVe personal endings, cf. amlezmus amamur 'we are loved.'

, .0-
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7
14A binary analysis of SFs is not even a necessary featire in

Williams'. system, for he gives (269) a ternary division foT verbal forms,
into passive, present, and perfect stems (see Table'Bre

.15 The six secure ones are nominative, genitive, accusative, dative,
ablative, and vocative; the one additional questionable one is the loca-
tive. Not all nouns form locatives (i.e. locatives are not widely enough ' .<

attefted to allow one to infer full productivity for'this case/category).
Moreover, locatives, when they do occur, are formally distinct only for
some third declension nouns (e%g. ruir 'in the country') and otherwise are
identical in form to the genitive case or the datilye/ablative depending on
declension and number (see any hdhdbook of Latin for details). Similarly,
the vocative is-distinct in form only for singular second declension,
masculine nouns (except for r-stems, though puere occurs once_(Plautus
Pseudolus' 241)) and otherwise ig identical with the nominative., Thu, one
can sympathize to some extent with Williams' having ruled the vocative and
locative out of consideration; but the decision is arbitrary and nowhere
does he justify it, let alone even mention it.

16The grammars and handbooks of Latin, divide the nominal system into
five declensions. This division was instituted by the ancient grammar1 4Rst
(see Leumann-Hofmann.-S-z#ntyr .0963: 256)). As any Latinist would readily
admit, however, this' -division is somewhat arbitraryOnd does not accurately
represent the diversity which exists within each detlension. For example,
second declension r-stems form a distinct subclass apart from o-stems (see
Allen and Greenough 1903: 21); withinithe third declension at least four
sdbclasses must be recognized: stems ending in an obstrueht, stems ending
in asonorant, 'pure' i-stemS, and .'mixed' i-stems (seeAllen and Greenough
(1903: 24-31).

17
As Williams,h1m elf recognizes with regard to. (only) the ,genitive

(268=269): 'the gent ve singular is somethingof a problem, si.nc0444, is
syncretic with thenominatve plural in I and IIM and IV. It is impossible
to exiress this syncretism in thetheory outlined here, acid it must thus be
viewed as 'accidental' syncretism.' This statement is rather odd, given
the fact that earlier (267), Williams states that he 'will ignore the.geni-
tive, which,can lie fit into the theory in a number of ways.'

18Ndt to mention, of course, the additional problems that would arise
if the vocative and locative cases were both takeri seriously.

19'The 2 sg passive -re is the more frequent variant in the archaic,
period. By the classical period, however, the variant -ris was preferred
in the present indicative while -re was preferred in the imperfect and
future indicative and the sulljunctive (see Ernout 1953: 122).

A20Originally, the future perfect and the perfect subjunctive were
distinguished by means of vowel length, short i (-eri-) in the future
perfect, long T ( -er! -) in the perfect subjunctive. Trotes of this
distinction can be found in the' archaic poets, e.g. Plautus ugnerTmus
(Bacch. 1132). This length distinction was neutralized by thedclassical
period and as a result the future perfect and peVect subjdnetive,Were
syncretic in,all but the 1 sg (see Ernout 1953: 21& for the 1 pl).

(53
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21The appearance of an affix to the right of a root morpheme is

accounted for by Williams',affixation:rule (246).,

22
r We suapeCt. finiteness As a better term, as the personal endingsdo

not themselves indicate tense in' the sense of temporality.

23See Allen and Greenough (1903: 140 ff.) for details.
V

'

24We have given this example because it id'u'illikely to be semantically
40.

controlled. Othersequence of tense/mood phenomena 'traditionally described

for. atin could well be semantic and hence not relevant here. ,

25According to Williams A morpheme which contains a'syntactically

relevant feature by definition contains a syntactic feature. As a result

there. can be no morpheme with the feature designation [4:syntactically

relevant] and feature].
.

. ,

26For a concise discussion of these diachronic developments in Tuscan

See Elcock (1960: 24, 43, 51-52).

27We are assuming here that Vulgar Latin (i.e. the language roughly

equivalent to Proto-Romance) was a coexisting sociolect with literary

Classical Latin (i.e. roughly the varietyof Latin Williams attempts te

Aescribe) and that many speaker*, were competent in both varieties. If such

an assumption is unwarranted--the relation of the two varieties of Latin'is

.
indeed a complex issue and we do not presume to have a simple answer to

it--then the diachronic evidence cited here may wellnot count against

.

Williams' account (though, of course, all of the synchronic considerations,

mentioned above still would). See also footnote 12'and section 2.1 above.

In essence Williams' theory predicts that grammatical conditioning

on sound change should be a common phenomenon. However, good instances of

grammatical'conditioning are very difficult to find. For a distussiOn of

grammatical-conditioning on sound change and a reaffirmation of the Neo-

grammarian position, see Hock (1976, especially pp. 211-218):
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Heads _

Arnold M. Z
The Ohio State

The problem

Recent work on morpholog y=-Lieber.11981),. (i98l), iparsky

(1982), and Selkirk (t982), in partitular-;:has'extended the not{ n oflikead
'^` from syntax-into new areas in marphOlogy.' In pahiciklari-these' riters

propose that in forms with-derivationaLaffixes, like English, iness,
the affix is the,head,of thecosiblnatiOn;'for instance, Kiparsky assumes r

(following Lieber) 'that all word formation is endocentrici, mean ug by .

this 'that the'categort-cf derived word'is always non-distinct from the
category..2X its.headl in,Engrieh.usually the rightmost constituent (cf.
Williams 1981)' (133).

What makes this proposal attractive is that it allows us= to take
advantage.of a general prinCiple, callePercolation by most of these
writers, which requires that the category of a construct and theCategory
of its head be identical, so that assigning -ness the categoryN has th4
effect of 'projecting' that categbry (rather than.the category of the'other
constituent, the happy) onto.the construct happiness. Percolation also
requires that other morphosyntactic features, such as gender and number,. be
AdentiCal for the constructand its head; Pereolffion then plays exactly

. the same role in morphology that the Head FeatUre Convention of Gazdar and
',,Pullum (1982) plays in syntax. On this analysishanOiness belongs-to the

category N for the, same reason that those penguins belongs to the category
NP, that is, 11- .with- two -bars: because the head of. each construct (-ness
and penguins,.respectively) is itself an N.

Now it would be sophomoric td Criticize,thia analyst* merely because
.
its principal move, assigning -ness to the category N, is utterly untradi-

"efonal and therefore astonishing. Onthe other.hand, anyone who puts this
.analysis forward surely has some burden to show that, there is a reasen for.-
believing in it beyond' the one -fact that it appea14 rs.to get things to ,work.

What I will do here is giVe a'summary of alternative definitions for .
the head of a syntactic,construct'and then consider how these proposals

.would-eXtend.to,morphology. The short moral of .this exercise is that there.'
are Several quite distinct and incompatible notions of head in syntax, and .

that not one of them extends in'sesatisfying way to eorphology. j

2. Heads in syntax
. .

The intuition to be captured with the notionJiead is that in certain
-

syntactic constructs constituent in some senSe7,CTIaracterizea', or

'dominates' -"the whole. From these)a's4C idelS,..hotiever, it is'possible to

"move In 'many directions, eight'ol,whIch I consider below, The definitions
in 44,(the distributional head),2.5 (the head as goveknor), and 2.6 (the,
head-'as deterMinant of c9ncord).are.those mentioned in Crystal's dictionary
(Crystal 1980, 172). and can be taken as themost traditional (though not,
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of corse, necespar447 the, most central) of the set. In addit I take

up the head as:syntactic-determiinant (sectfbn 2.2), the had locut

of ,Anflectional morphology (section 2.3), the head.as the ligatory

constituent (section 2.4), the head of Dependency Grammar,(section 2.7),

and &semantic notion of head, the semantic argument (section 2.8):
4 1 .

To clarify-the differences between the,variOus deftnitions. of-head, I
-,...-

will examine what they say about the fo;lowing coibinations of constituents

in English:
r4

1. Det4N, as in thostpeopits
2. V+NP;' as in control those penguins 7

3. Aux+VP, as in must control those penguins
114-NP, as in toward those penguins:

5: NP+VP, as in we control those peinguins
6. Comp+S, as.rn,thaewe control those penguins

2.1. The distributional head

One proposal (pursued especially by structuralist syntacticiansi and

3 finding its most careful develOpment in works like.Harris 1951):is that the

head chiracterites he construct in the seise that it is the one constitu-

ent:that belongs to arcategory with roughly the s!me distribution as the
construct-as twhole. 'In'Eldomfield's. (1933, 194),formulStion, the head is,
the constituent that belongs to 'the same -form-class' as the construct.

,, Forlthere to be slitrad.inthis sense, the construct mUst have some

cconstituent belonging to a category with roughly the same distribution as'

-the construct--thai is, the construction must-be endocentric, in the
traditional sense of this word. On this definition, onlythe'first three:

of my example constructions have heads: N. 'is the head of"Det+N, since-the

construct,stribution of the construct, sroughly the same as 'the distribution of Ns

Like penguin and Kim; V is the head of V+NF, since the distribution of the

construct is roughly the same as the distribution of Vs like write and

vanish;,VP is the head of Aux 4 VP, since the distribution of the construct
is toughly the-same as the distribution of VPs like' control those penguins

and fro to Fresno. Because of these facts,,On distributional grounds we
assign 151-t+N to an 'N-typer category, namely NP; V+NP to a'V-type'
category, namely'VP; and Aux+VP to a 'VP-type' category, namely some sort

of VP: y
,

InAlcontrast%, the P+NP construct has the distribution-of neither P nor_
NP; instead, since it combines with V or with V and NP'to MakeTa construct

of categdry VP (move toward those penguins, put the'sUntan lotion on those
penguins), it has roughly the distribution of-Adv. The N1I+VP' construct has

the distribution of'neither NP nor VP; instead, it has a unique. distribu

tiOn and is, assigned to a, new category S. ,The Comp+S construct has the
distribution of neither Comp nor 5;_instead,sifice ft'combines with V to

make a construct of category VP (realize that we control thosekenguins)

and with VP to make a construct of category B (that we control those
Penguinslestonishes everyone), it has roughly the distribution of NP.

ip
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(Though P+NP, NP+VP, and Comp+S are exocehttic from a distributional
point of view, some or all.of them are treated as endocentric in certain
current Syntactic theories:' In the version of Generalized Phrase Structure
Grammar in Gikdar and Pullum (L982), for instance, all three are analyied
as endocentric: P and P+NP are'both subcategories of P; VP and NP+VP-are
both subcategories of VP, hence also of V; 'and.S'and Comp+S are both

,subcategories of S, hence also of V. These category assignments. play a
crucial role in the placement; of inflectional-marks (see section 2.3
=below). The assignment of P+NP to PP- -that is, P with one or more bars - -is

very nearly universal among 'X-bar' syntactic theories (e.g.; GPSG, Lexical
Functional:Grammar, Government and Binding Theory; Jackendoff's 1977 X-bar,
Syntax).. The assignment of S and Comp+S as subcategories of one category

..is.equally-widespread. On the other hand,: some analysts treat NP+VP
exocentritally, as belonging to a category S distinct from V, while others
treat it endocentrically, as a subcategory of V; see the chart sumNatizing
eight different proposals in Gazdar et al."(1983,3)).

2.2. The head as the'syntactic determinant

I .

The next version of head is one that has not been offered by any
syntactician, to my knowledge, I mention it here because it is the closest
analogue to the Lieber-type proposal for, morphology.

The motivation for this definition in syntax comes from exactly those
cases where thedistributional'definition plays no role, namely distribu-

.tionalli exocentric constructions `like 4 through 6 above. The intuition
about such cases is that one or the constituents 'doMinetes' theother and
so 'determines'. the category of the construct.

Now are several ways of making .the sense of 'determination' more

precise 4eere developed in sections 2.5 (the head asjovernor); 2.7
(the Ma Of:Dependency Grammar); and 2.8 (the semantic head). Here the

idea that'for some constructs, one of the constituents,- X,. is pretty
much restricted to this-construct, while the other constituent, '1, occur -s
in S,number of other constructs; as a result, frOm the occurrence of X in a
construct we can determine that its sister'constituent is Y, but not vice :V

versa. SomeWhat more precisely, on this definition the head of a construct
is the constituent with the most restricted set of co-constituents.

The syntactic determinant in the P+NP construct is clearly'P; NP
combines (at least) with V, with NP,,and with N (in the poSsessive
construction of those penguins' bills), as'well as withP, while P combines
only with NP. On the same grounds, VP is the syntactic deterMinant in
NP+VP. -The case.of..Comp+S is not quite so clear, but the evidence is
somewhat do favorof Comp as'the 'syntactic. deterMinant, since Comcomhines
only with S, combines (at least) with subordinating Conj as well.

It now turns out that the syntactic determinants in cases 1-3.are not
entirely coincident with the. distributional heads. In case 3, V is the
syntactic determinant as wel$.as the distributional head (for the same
reasons that eatablished P. and VP as the syntactic determinalts in cases 4

and 5). But in cases 1 and 2, the syntactic determinants are the distri-
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butional modifiers, Det and Aux, rather than the'diatributional heads, N

and VP, respectively; N and VP have wide privileges of comhination, while.
Det and Aux areery restricted*

2.3. The head as the. locus of inflectional morphology.

Another way in which one-constituent can 'characterize' a construct 4i

that it can be the bearer of the inflectional marks of the syntactic

relations the construct bears to other syntactic units. This is.the

crucial dhapacteristic of the head in Generalized Phrase Structure Granular.

The inflectional locust in our cases 1 -3 is quite clear. N is the

inflectional locusAn Det+N; he distinction between singular the child

;and plural the'children is licked to neMber distinction in .VP. Aux is the '

inflectional locus in Aux+VP; the number, and person distinctions in be/am/

is/are/was/were controlling those penguins are .linked. to.theie distinctions

in the subject-NP. And V is the inflectional locus in V+NP, because of the

person and number distinctioni)expressed in control/controls those

penguins. °,

.

VP is perhaps the inflectional locus in NP+VP, and S in Comp+S. to

the first case, person and number are marked on both the NP and VP:, but

only the VP bears the marks of tense. In the second, onlpS-bea".. the

marks of tense.' The question is whether there are-syntactc conditions
linking the tense of S and/or S' to the tense of other eniiii. If there

.
are, then they decide the assignment of inflectional loci; if.not, the

illation is moot.
.

.

-.English P+NP has no
.

clear inflectional lodus; the NP ddes tear the
marks of,person and number, but person and number play no role in the,

distribution of.P+NP constructs. And English marks-no grammatical

'categories on P.

(Given other assumptions in Generalized Phrase Structure Gramar about
the principles distributing morphosyntactic featuresthat will_receive
inflectional realization, the inflectional-loci in these latt three cases

are clear: P is the inflectional locus in P+NP, VP in4NP+VP, and S in

Comp+S).,

vik

2.4., The head as the obligatory constituent

If the head of a construct characterizes that construct then we

should expect the head to be the part:that:4s present in all its occerr-

enqs--that should expect the., head to .be. obligatory (and non-heads

to be optional). NotiCe;that this definition of head is. closely related to,
the first (in section'2.1) and might be considered to be an extension of it

to (some) syntactically exocentric constructions.

If this definition is to be usable, in all but a tiny handful of cases,

we must make,a distinction between constituentsthat.are optionally present

and those that are elliptical. The NP of V+NP is optionally present; there

are both transitiveand'intransitive verbs. Similarly, the Aux of Aux+VP
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is optionally present; there are verb phrases with and without auxiliaries.

The.V of.V+NP-c4, however, be an elliptic zero'(as in I ate sushi' and

Kiyoko a hamburger), and so can the. VP ofAux+VP (as in I Can swallow

goldfish, but Loa ,Speaking very crudely, elliptical constituents
must be interpreted from contextflingulstic or otherwise), but optionally

present constituents_ require np suchcontextUal interpretation

With this background, we can review the six sample cases from Englit/h,
-

to determine which constituent (if any) is the obligatory one.

s,
For the.three cases in which the criterion of section 2.1 picks out a

distributional head, the. criterion of obligatoriness agrees. In Det+N the

N is_the obligatory constituent; problems and rice are simply determiner-

less NP's, but most noun-less NPs, like Timmy's and the pink, are ellip-

tical. In V+NP the Veil the obligatory constituent, and in Aux+VP the VP
is the obligatory constituent, as I pointed out above.'

..,

IP
0f the remaining cases,-all except P+NP are reasonably; clear.'.For

Comp+S,-S.is the obligatory constituent, given that Comp does not occur
withoucS, though S occurs withOut Comp in examples like I think the
penguins are ready to eat. For NP+VP, the existence of subjectless -

imperative sentences like Hand me that dwaif!, in combination with the fact
that_a sentence consisting entirely, of 7iiirrlike Your desk chair) is
understood as elliptical, means that VP is the obligatory constituent in

NI4VP. As for P+NP, the evidence is,bothslight and contradictory though

somewhat in favor of P as the obligatory constituent. If prepositions and. .0

partiCles belong to the same Category, In the fashion of Emonds (1972),

then NP -less Ps are exemplified in VPs like put the penguin on: On the

other hand,, there ar,e'a small number of P-less NPs with adverbial function, '

'among thehome and there. .

.2'...5.,'IThe-head as governoi

One bvious way for one constituent in a constrAt to dominate'

another s'for it to govern the other syntactically. Syntactic government,

speaking rather loosely, is the selection of the morphosyntactic shape of
one constituent (the governed, or subordinate, constituent) by.virtue of
its combining with another (the governor .

In the clearest examples of government, (at least some) instances of
the category Y in an X+Y combination bear a.mark'(in particular, an
inflectioval mark) that Y does not bear in_some other combinations, and X
'bears no corresponding mark.

, In my six example constructions in_English,'the governors in V+NP,

p+NP, and NP+VP are easily picked out on this basis. V andIs are the
gOvernors in V+NP, P+NP, and gP+Vp are easily picked .out On this basis.
Viand P are the governors in V+NP and P+NP, respectivelY,'and.VP is the
governor in NP+VP, since accusative forms of personal pionouns aie required
In the first twocombinations, while nominative forms occur for NP in the'

third: control them, to them, but they EL. And V, P, and VP'do not bear
inflectional marks.of case corresponding' to the-marks on the governed,

constituents.
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The traditionalPnotion of-gOveinment is also extended to cases where a

division of the category X into covert (inflectionally unmarked) subcate-

gories is matched by overt inflectional marks on category Y. .A typical

..instaimig of this sort of government occurs in language's (like German and

Latin) in which some verbs ,combine with object, NPs marked with one case
w(the'dative;:say), while other verbs combine with object NPs markedwith'a

different Case (like the-accusitive)'..",

On this basis, Aux is the governor in Aux+VP. 'The English category. of

auxiliary verbs divides into severalsecategoriei according to theAntlec
tional foim of the VP thatfollows, and the auxiliaries,are themselves.

unmarked with respect to, these sUbcategorizations: for instance, -the

modals combine with 'base:, or 'unmarked infinitive', VPs (should control

the Lienguine),-progressive'-be with present participal VPs (are controlling
the-penguins); and passive be and perfective have`with Past'participal VPs
are controlled by: en wins, have controlled- the penguins).

In a further extension of the traditional notion of government, it

applies as to examples in which a coVertsubcategorization in one
constituent is matched by Ira overt difference iniform in the other

constituent, whether or not this difference is indicated by,inflectional

affixation.' On this basis, N is the gover6or in Det+N, and-Comp the

governor 1n Comp+S.- N is the governor because the covert count/mass

distinction in,singalir Ns is matched by an overt lexicaI'choice-among.

determiners: few penguins, but little sand. Comp is the governor because

the - choice of one,;complementizer over anpther is matched by the selection
of a finite or.marked-infinitive form fcir the S with which Comp combines:

that the penguins, are flying, but for 'the penguins to be flying.

(I must.point out here that with this last extension it is often

difficult to decide which constituent governs which, and often difficult to

distinguish goiiernment from sondord.).

2.6. The head as the determinant of concord

Yet another sense 'in whidh one constituent can 'dominate' another is

for.the first to determine concord feature', realized inflectionally, on

the second.

The clearest examples of concord--subject-verb agreement in English is

one such--are those in which the relevant feature is realized inflection
ally on both constituents., What is not necessarily so clear even in theie

examples is which constituent.deterdines concord; such English data as The

penguin swims versus The penguins swim do not tell us whether the NP or the

VP is the determining constituent for the purposes of;concord. The

existence of inherently plural, but, morphologically unmarked, nouns like.

people, together with the onexistence ofinherently singular, but
morphologically unmarked, verbs, suggests-that the'NPis the concord

determinant in Englis . d the NP-VP case is clearer in some otter lang-

uages. In Swahili, T in tance, nouns divide lexically into a number of

gender classes, each marked overtly by a prefix on the noun; verbs occur,

with corresponding (often identical) prefixes, but each verb can occur with

all of the prefixes., These facts indicate 'very clearly that the subject NP"
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is the determinant of Concord on VP, and insofar as we are willing to pro-
pose that the direction of determination is'universal, they suggest that NP
is the concord determinant in English as well.,

Taking up the five remaining English constructions on our list.in
order, now, we see that Ni .S the concord determinant in Det+N, given

. English facts like this penguin versus these penguins and the clear
directionality of determination in lariguages with arbitrary gender, like
French and German- .English;gives no evidence about the concord determinant
in V+NP, but languages likeHungarian, in which the verb carries marks.
-hgreding.with .features 'of-theobject, suggest that NP'is the concord!
determinant. English also gives no evidence in the cases of Aux+VP, P +NP
and Comp+S, and'I know of no relevant cross-linguistic evidencd.

.

2.7. The head of Dependendy'Graar
. .

In approaches_ to syntax that take some generalized notion of 'depend-
ency', rather than constituency, EIS the ma$0 theoretical primitive (see
Matthews 1981,,78-Wfor summary discussion, 94f. for references), some
head-like notion plays a central role. In such a framework, a syntactic
description is essentially a list of head-dependent pains.

f 7-
t

For syntactically endocentric construction, the Dependency Grammar
head Is the distributional heap, and the dependent constituent is a
modifier: N is the head in Det+N, V in V+NP, and VP'in Aux+VP. For
syntactically exocentric constructions, the Dependency Grabmar.head is the
governor, and the dependent constituent is subordinate to the-gdvernof: -P
is the head in P+NP, VP in NP+VP, and Comp in Comp+S. ,

2.8. The semantic head,--ate -'head as the semantic argument

Alltradi4lonal grammar, the head/modifier distinction 15 a semantic
'one: in a combination X+Y, X is the 'semantic head' if, speaking very,
crudely, X+Y describes a kind of the thing described by X. On this basis,
N is the semantic head in Det+N (those penguins describes a kind of
penguin), and VP is the semantic head in Aux+VIR (w41 leave describes a
kind of leaving).,

A sharpening (and extension) of this proposal builds on the faCt ttat
in the semantic, interpretation of Det+N, Det represents a function'on an
argument represented by N, and in the semantic interpretation of ux+VP,
Aux represents a function on an argument represented by VP. We might then
propose that in X+Y, X is the semantic.bead if in the semantic interpre-
tation of X+Y,,Y represents a function on an argument represented.by X.

If so, then in,V+NP, P+NP, and NP+VP, NP is the semantic head, isinced
the. semantic interpretation of eri three constructs Involves applying a'
function (represented by V, P, or VP) to an argumentrepresented by NP.
And S is the%emantichead in Comp+S, since the semantic intefPretation of
the construct involves applying a function to propositions as'arguments.

One very distressing consequence of this way of looking at semantic
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heads is that it picks,out the constituents that are syntactically

determined, in the sense of section 2.2 above. That is', syntactic

determinants represent semantic functions, while the current proposal

identifies 'semantic heads' as ar uments. 'Starting from two different

sorts of intuitively clear caries. VP as the syntactic determinant In NP+VP,

and P in F+NP;-N as the semantic limed in Det+N, andVP in,Aux+VP), we have )1.

reathed.exactly opposed-notions.

3. Summary and evaluation

I now summarize in a chart how the eight notions .of the previous

section apply to our six test' constructions':

Notion Det+N V+NP Aux+NP P+NP NP+VP -Comp+S

Distrib.
Head N V VP

Syntactic
Determ. (pet) (V) (Aux) P VP Comp

,..

il ,Aux (P) VP S

[V] [VP] (P) :VP S

Locus of
Inflect.

Obligatory
'Constit.- [N]

Governor N V Aux P -VP. Comp

*Concord
Determ., [N] [NP]

4
*

Dependency .

Grammar [N] [V] [VP]

7 [Ni,]

dpI [VP] [Comp]

Semantic
-Argument N NP (VP) (NP) (NP)

.

Thii chart presents a picture of great chaos. Things are not quite as

hopeless s they first appear, however.

I have placed in square brackets entries that are simple duplicates of

those appearing elsewhere. The head of Dependency Grammar is identical to

the distributional head for endocentric constructions and -to thk governor

for exocentric tonstructions. The determinant of concord is, in fact,

.identical to the semantic arguMent (see Gazdar and Pullum 1982, 30f., and

the pioposals of Keenan (1974) and Bach and Payee (1980) that they cite).

The obligatory constituent iran endocentric,cOustructionclearly must be

the one with the distribution of the, whole construct. These entries ma, be

disregarded, as redundant.

I have placed in parentheses another set of entries obtained by
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extrapolation from clear cases to less ones. These entries to ma

be disregarded, as questionable.

Finally, I have Markediwith an asterisk. those notions thattIbelieve.
the grammar_mustrepresent directlip-.For the purposes of,semantic.inter%,
pretation,-argument-expressions musObe distinguished from functionreXpxes-

sioes; Fot tl)e_purposes-of inflectional Morphology,, the constituents that
bear marks Of government and concord mus.t be picked out, and the locus.of
.expression for the36 marks must be specified. -These four notions are 'then_?
the prime candidates for identification as -'head'; the most parsimonious-
solubdon would be to employ a notion that already figures in the .grammar,
:Distributional .heads, syntactic determinants, and obligatory constituents.
are in some ense represented in the grammar, but. there is no reason to
think that any grammatical rule refers to any of these notions, except.
insofar as it can be reduced to one of the other four('syntactic.deter7
minanei for instance,, can be reduced to 'semantic argument', since the two
are complements of one another).

. It might,' of course, be necessary to add head'as an additional,
primitive notion, but the Surdenof proof is' on the person who proposes
head as an'additilonal primitive (to be identified with the distributional
head, the syntactic determinant, the obligatory constituent, or some ninth.\
notion I haven't discussed), rather than on thesperson who 'proposes to
identify head with the locus of inflection, the governor, the determinant
of concord, or the semantic argument (or with a compound notion like the
head of Dependency Grammar).

4.. Heads in morphology

Of the four notions that must.be represented in grammar, two - -the

,__,

semantic argument section 4.1) alb the locus of inflectional. morphology
(4.2)--mUst clearl Y also be represented in morpholctgy, A third--the
governor (section 4.3)- -plays a' very limited role $n morphology. The

fourth--the determinant of.concord-7.plays no role at alli because parts 4f
words do not exhibit` concord.

In addition to these three, in the following sections I will also
consider three further candidates for the definition of head in morphology:
the distributional head (section 4.4), the syntactic head (section 4.5),
and the morphological" determinant (section 4.6).

4.1. Thezhead as semantic argument

The traditional' notion of head in morphology is semantic in character.
The area 42ti which it is most clearly applicable is compounding: Christmas

cookie has cookie as its head because a Christmas cookie is a kind of
cookie. Extending the traditional notion from uncontroversially endOcen-
tric cases like. Christmas cookie to word formation in general, we get the
morphological correspondent to section 2.8 above: ,The head in word
formation is 'the semantic argument.

R.

On this proposal, the head in derivation is always the base rather thaii
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the affix, since the affix represents a function applying.t4 the argument

represented by the baie. This' is as true of derivation that doesn't change

the category Of the baseWin blue-ish) as of derivatIon that does (as kri

blueness).- , - , . ..

-1.-

.-;
..

4.2. The head as ihflectional locus
. 4,%

U. .
.

An account. of morpholoaTmust indicate eere-in a word the m*kg of

inflectional,morphology are, located, -jusV'.at-an account of syntak must

indicate which word in a phrase_ the maregoCinflectiOnal-morpholOgy are

locate on.

In syntax, a mark ofinflectional morphology makes.a formal unit, a

word in fact, with the stem it combines with. But in morphology,a mark of
inflectional morphology only coincidentally makes a forma]. unit with the

morpheme it is located next to. If morphology were like syntax in its
treatment/of inflectional loci, we would4xpect-the internal structure of

unhappineises to be (uh+ hippyr+ [ness + es], with the (inflectional)

plural suffix forming a unit with the neighboring (derivatOnal) suffix

- nesi. But this is not the divisioh called for by:morphology/ayntax/sem-

anticsthough it is ju(t about the division neecred in phonology, as

Aronoffcand Sridhar (1983) haveit6served.
$

The point,here is that,the grouping of morphemes'int6 formal units '.

might not be identical to the grouping of material into phohological units.

This position has been-generally accepted as it applies to phrasal syntax:

-And phrase phonology, and it has long been recognized that an analysis of

this sort is required for clitics (like.the English posseisive 19'which

are distributed. with referenCe to-syntactic phraies (in the.EntiAih case,

at the end of a NP). but attach phOnologically"to whatever word-they-happen_

to be adjacent to. IBut it is only recently that this view has*peen taken

(most forcefUlly by Selkirk (e.g. 1980)):in morphology. .

-
-Theproposal.forunhappinesses.ti;en is that for the purposes of

morphology and semantics it has the left-branching internal structure .

, I

Hun + happy] + ness].+ es]

but that for phonological purposes i
'phonological purposes' in question
+ nesies is the appropriate one for
particular, stress; 'and second, this
selection of irregular inflectional
and baby teeth.

t consists of two binary feet. The

are two: First; the division unhappy
the assignment of prosodic features, in
division is the appropriate,_pne for the
formations in cases like maple leaves

All that needs to be said about the locus of inflectional morphology in

English is that inflections are suffixes- -that is, they-come at the end of

a word,, whatever the morphological or semantic relationships among the

other morphemes in the word. The indifference of ilflection to the' .!

internal organization of words is perhaps clearest 'in English compounding,

where there are many relationships among the constituent words (compare

Christmagcookie, pickpocket, blackbird, step-An, producer-director), but

all,types of compounds have plurality marked -on the last word: Christmas
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cookies, pickpockets, blickbirds, Step-ins? producer-diredtors.--n---
. .

,,. . .1,
What I am then saying about unhappinesses is thal -ness is its appetent . . .

morphemelocus only because it happens to be-the-last morpheme in.
unhappiness. .

- ' -*
..,, . ..

The'case for the locus of inflectional morphologr.as:the:headtonstit
uent of a word- ht seem to be atronger in languages,with grammatical ,

gender; thu-':-.- 11083? 30) identifies the Igygmmaticat.bead'in
endocentric ,,,..4k ,A.S'''the element masked for number, and ;also, in
languages wh ' \ amth ip01.gender, the element.thai determines the

4 ,

gender of the'cO .%, -47.IoGerman, for instance, a final derivational
suffix like -tum idv.ristentui :Christenclom' determines the (arbitrary)
gender of the derive word, in this case neuter.- It also determines the
(equally, arbitrary) declension tiadd:of.the combination, and sodetermimes
which of several available.pliral Markers occurs;, in this case it is the
-plural in -er)(whicS is

_

accompanied,by umlaut}: -Christentuemer.
.

- -

:The.issue,,here is, hOweverf not the, roma:M.0V Of inflectional:marks, but,-
rathertnekphological determination, whiciofwillrtaie-up in section: 4.6 -

below. .

, . ; i.'
:

A 's ;'
'11 .'T e - . ,

.

Now consider 64' parallel faces inGerman'compounding. -A compound like
Landsmann.!compattiet, countryman'=has:its plural marked onthe last
element, Mann.' Cotseamently, the declenalon clasa of-the compound (it is
again a plural ins-er) is that of the last element (Mann takes a pluril in
-er). And the gender of the compound, toe, is tfat,of the'last element'
Landsmann is masculine because Mann is mascuiine.,i This_ladtface, *however,
does not follow from the Lacition of inflectional!affixes. For thf:
purposes of adjective agreement (neues Christe '!-new-Christendoi', but

neuer Landsmann 'new. compatriot'), the whole.c nd word Landsmann must
be specified-las belonging to the masculine gender,'butAhis specification
is not achieved.by a statement that theinflecional locus is the-end of
the word. We-have another Caseof morphological'determ4nation, to be
diseussed ih'SectiOM46.

-.

4.3.- The head as governor
.

:°'

In -a small c.Iass of cases, one of the items combining in word formation.
. bears a mark analogous' to the. inflectional marks of government in syntax. '

The other, unmarked, item is then the governor.
1,

In Englistf'(and Gentian and Dutch) noun -noun compoUnding4 one noun
sometimes occurs with a suffiX that is formilly identical to=the plural or
genitiAre suffix, both when this mark wouldsbe.semantically appropriate (as
in publications list, with a plural, and cat's maw, with a genitive) and ''!"7
when it wOuld not as in the examples bondsman-, kinsman, landsman, marksman
cited by Bloomfield (i933, /30)). The 'marked noun is always the first of
the pair, indicating that the second is the governor. .

.

.
f
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Itile distribu-tionatshead,
f 9, s,, Ni

, a '
..,

-tiistributional heads-of words can be determinedlili.the same ewakas ''''', .N._:
.'. ,. i

.--tdisyribgtional headi of phresist as` in seCtion,2.1, thiS notion olAiead is .- ---

,-4neCessarlly rather limited _-in its: applicability. ,

Most English derivatihhal forma.,tioni- do of have,:a7 distributional heads P
7,--

because they are category- changing; s lacks 'a heacbtsinceneither --

the adjective blue .nor the suffik-4nesi as roughly the diattibutio4oI7thi,
..._,

', 'noun blueness, Some. English compounds i so lack -distributional headi; in

.Z step-in, neither the verb step,.nor,the particle in has roughly the

distribution Ofthenoun step-in. .

.
. i .

.' Category- preserving derivational formations do have 'distributional

heada, and these are of course the*Ses.;. bluish and.blue have roughly. the

same-distributiOn..:(InSome ;cases it:is not at all clear whether the .1'

formation .is.i category-preserying orOategory-changing: Does the abstract :

kinnoun kil::belong to the same category as the animate nun king ?) Most

: English,ComPunds also have.. distributional heads, so long as distribution'

'And 'same category'. are underetoOdnairowlyisugar cookie has the head
cookies on this.interpretation,because sugar cookie is.a count noun -like

cookie,. not,a-kass'noun like sugar, and Christmas cookie has the head,

cookie on this Interpretation, because Christmas cookie ,is a common noun

jike cookieinot a,proper noun like ChrAstmas. In general, the second noun

is the.distribui/nnal head of a noun-noun compound in English..''. .
.

...
.,

4.5... The syntactic head as morphological head

:BloOmfield's (1933, 233ff.) classification of,compounds adopts still

' . -a!wtheT approach to heads in morpholO0,,onethat builds directly on -a

syntactic io4on of head (fOr,BlooMfield,.the syntactic notion is the

:Aistributional head): ..A variant 'of this idea appears iniLees' (1960)

treatnient.o# Compoundst in t),Thich- they are derived by trahsformation'from

syn tactic'combinations.
t, .

_ .

'On this proposal, the head of pickpocketbis pick, beftuse the,iverb is

the-distributiofial headAn_a syntactic combination like pick pockets; the

head'of step in-is step; because the verb is the distributional head of*
,s,syntactic Combination.like step in; and the head of blackbird is- bird,

because'the noun is the distributional head in a.syntactic combination like

.black The proposal extends to cases where morphological format .ens ,

do not Preserve syntactic word order: keep, is the head of upkeep because .

it. the distributional head in keep u; knob is the head of deor knob

f; ad in-TiKe'cookies. '4),"
because it iA sththe distributional head'in knob of a doo and bake ie
heat of cookie baker hecause it is the di;tribut

,
'Copulative compounds like producer-director eith avg two coordinate

'heads (Bloomfield's proposal, which assumes that phrases like producer and

director have multiple heads) a; none (if we insist that the distributional

ti head is the one constituent belonging to a category with 9e-distribution

of the category of'thewhole conitruct).

.
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The proposal has-no Obvious extension to derivation. rather than
compounding. On the one band, we might say,that derivatibnal formations
'si'mply lack .heads in this sepse. On the.other hand, we.might use Bloom%

implicit assumption that derivational affixes are not syntactic
elements, in which case the base is alwaya the head in derivational
formation, because it is the only syotattic element in the combination. .

4.6. The head as morphological deterMinint-

I now return to the proposal Of Lieber et al. outlined irisection
above. The use of Percolation to determine the category and morphosyn-
tactic features of the construct in word formation requires that the, head
be the morphological determinant, a notion that is entirely parallel td .he
notion of syntactic determinant in section Z.2 above. In English (and
German) the Morphological deterMinant in a.derivational formation involving
a suffixiis the Suffix,and the morphological determinant in a compound is
its rightmost member.

In some cases the appearance of morphological determination is simply a
result of tbefatt that rightmost elements in words are inflectional loci.
We would notmant to say that the 'plurality' of the suffix -ness in
sadnesses or the second word cookie in Christmas cookies determines the
plurality.of the whole word. ,Rather., we want to say something that is very
nearly the converse: .The plurality'of the whole word is. expressed by
inflectional matks'Iocated on the rightmost element.

In other cases, however, there is clear morphological determination.
As I observed in section 4.1, both the gender and the declension class of a
German derived noun like Christentum-are predictable from the occurrence of
the particular suffix -tum in the word, andth gender of a compound like,
Landsmann is predictable from the'occurrenco'of the particular word Mann'flts
the second word.

Morphological determination,in ddrivation, like syntactic determination
gener resides in,the material' representing, the semantic function. If

we adopt a ule-to-rule' semantics in word formation (as Ls generally
assumed in Mon ague-style semantics for.syntactic combinations), then to a
word formation rule there corresponds a ptinciple of semantic interpreta-
tion describing the meaning of the wholeon.:the basis of the meanings of
the -parts.- The connection betweensemanta&function and morphological
determination in derivation is then natural, for both concern the outputs
of the rule: (a) 'morphological determinatiolY is the specification of the
morphosyntactic properties of the word resating from the rule (for German
Christentum,,for instance, the rule affixing' -tum specifies'that the
resulting word is neuter and belongs to the -er.declension class); and (b)
the ,'semantic function' is the specification of the semantic interpretation
of the word resulting from the rule, which in the case of derivation is
exactly what is convoyed by the affix.

For'derivation, then, the 'morphosjntactic m:operties of, the. Whole are
connected to the'semantic function conveyed by-the affix.
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Things ar different
_

in compOunding.,Nerethe orphologita l determih-

'ant is usually, word fepresentini the semantic argument.' In the German.

compound Lan, smarm', Mann As the 'semantic headthatie, the argument; a
Landamarin is a kidd'Of-Mann One might argue that.ev'en in exocentric -

- . ,-----compoundalike Rotdorn 773171 hawthOrn'(i.e. tree with red thorns) the

C,' finaljmember,is. the semantic helid. But the real generalization Is not that

. ehetemaTitic argument is the morphological determinanWrather, it is that
-;.,,' any noun that Is the pnal member of a compound is the morphological

determinant.' In cases like the neuter nftissmeinnicht 'forget-me-not'

.(ending with the negator nicht)'and the masculine Schlagetot 'hulking

brute' (ending with the adjective tot 'dead'), the gender of the whole'is
in no sense determined by the final member--or by any other member, for

that matter.

Such cases are admittedly rare in the world of German compound nouns,
emelt:light easily be treated as isolated lexicalizations. A more regular,

and more telling, case.is provided by the 'copulative', or dvandva,
compounds of Sanskrit. In these compounds two or more noun stems are
concatenated, and the whole, is understood as if the constituent words were

conjoined. With respectto morphological determination, there'are two
schemes: according to Whitney (1889, sec. 1253), either, 'the compound has
the gender and declension of its final member, and is in number a dual or a

plural, according to its logical value' (devisuris 'the gods and demonsW
or 'the compounds without regard to the number denoted, or to the gender of

its constituents, becomes a neuter singular collective' (ahorgtram 'a day

and night'). In the first scheme, we have the same' system as German for
gender, though number is determined semantically. In the -.second scheme,

gender and number and declension class are all determined, not by some
constituent word, but by'the rule that combines words.

(Here I am inclined to say that the rightmost element is indeed the
head in the formation of most German and Sanskrit,, and for that matter
English, compound nouns, but not in the second type of dvandva compound in
Sanskrit (or in German compound nouns not ending in a noun, if there are
any productive types of these), Or in suffixal derivation in general. We

-then need. the Head Feature Convention to apply in these cases--perhaps
under thesname 'Percolation'--but not in word formation in general).

5. Evaluation

Now to evaluate the two prongs of the -Percolation proposal, the
assumption that the morphological head is the inflectional locus and the
assumption that the morphological head is the morphological determinant.

5.1. The inflectional locus assumption

As I stressed above,'within English words the locus of inflection can

be briefly described as 'at the end', or more precisely, as 'affecting the

rightmost morpheMe'. The Percolation proposalachieves conceptual- economy

.

by identifying the rightmost morpheme as the head? thus avoiding any heed

to distinguish two different types of ordering principles in morphology-.-
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one type referring, to heads, another tape referring to the margAs of the.
WOrd.,-

. ,

Here the parallel with syntak breaks down. Syntactic principles
locating inflectional morphemes always refer to heads, never to margins
"(that is the whole point of the Held-Feature ConVentiOn
syntactic, heads are only coincidentally located at-Onesmargifv-of their
phrases. On the other hand, there, - 1 a class of morphemes some of which,
are located on heads, some atmargina; these. are the (special) clitics (see
the summary discussion .in Zwicky,l0b. Finally, Morphological principles
locating inflectional morphemes seem always to refer to margins, never to
morphological constituents that would constitute *ads on any traditional
definition; saying this is only rephrasing the traditional dictum that
inflectional affixation takes place outside word formation, atAke'margins
of the word.

I conclude that it would be (in general) ill-advised'to attempt to ,
exploit the 'head' of the Head Feature Convention as the inflectional locus
for Percolation, and that any saving'in conceptual apparatus that would
follow from such a move is a false economy.

5.2. The morphological determinant assumption

Here the Tarallel with syntax is quite solidi The problem is that
there is not the Tightest indication that determinant iSan adequate
reconstruction of the notion -of head in syntax, As my summary discussion
in section.-3 above indicated, the syntactic determinant is not identical tQ
any of the constituents.picked out by the notions that must play some role
in syntax (the locus of inflection, the governor, and the determinant of .

concord).
. -

Worse, even if the notion of determinant plays some role in,syntax, it
is conceptually dispensible, since syntactic determinants are simply
Semantic functions.

Now there.are.facts to be described here.. An adequate description of
word formation must somehow say that the category of a derived word is
determined by the affix. But consider the case of compounding. .However
head-like the rightmost member of a compound might be for the purpdses of
locating inflectional morphology, it does not actually determine the
category of the compound; noun-final compounds can be nouns (red-head),

.

adverbs (bareback in She rode bareback and without any reins and uphill in
They traveled uphill for six hdurs), or measUre"adjectives (three-dollar in
.a revolting three-dollar Ainne7Tat least. What we should want to say
.about compounding is the very traditional proposal that there are a number
of compounding rules. Each rule invoiVe-ali-(a) the operation of concatenat-
ing two words, /1:77i.hese words belonging to specified categories, (c) with
the lesult of the operation being a word cif a specified category; moreover,

.with,each rule is associated a principle of semantic interpretation for the
compounds.it provides.

Derivational affixes might indeed be more univocal in their morphologi-
cal-consequences than rightmost elements of compounds. What is at issue is
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the analyiis of facts like the following: English -al combinea With verbs

trilorm nouns (arrival) andwith.nouns to form adjectives (herbal); 7fuli
combines witiLnouas to form adjectlyea(Careful) and witli nouns to form ,

nouns (handful)treaaleas ,ateCombnes with,notins to form nouns
(protectorate and vilth.noUne to forM adjectlyes.(paSaiOnsteWand zero:.

derivation creates a Whale.seriei of; types of deverbai nouns and another of

denominal:verbs.

These derivational cases aremuch less convincing than the compound .

cases, because alternative analyses are available. It is certainly 1

possible that each of the 'affixes',- I have.listed,is really a pair of,

homophOnous.affixes, especially when we consider how the semantics of

affixation is to he described. And several writers. (including Lieber 1981,

ch. 3) have denied thatInglish'has any rule of zero derivation.for

noun-verb pairs, though it does have homophonous noun-verb pairs in its

lexicon.

Primarily on the basis of the compound cases, I conclude that morpho-

logical determination resides not in a formative, but in an operation, or

rather; in a rule performing an operation; for compounding, the operation

is the concatenation of ) two operands, and for affixal derivation,' the

operation is the concatenation of material at one end or the other of an

operand. (A similar position can be maintained for syntactic determination

as well; see especially the discussion in Carlson'1983.) The apparently

determinant forMative in compoundi4:eis only one of.the operands, and the

apparently determinant formative in affixal derivation is merely a

concomitant of the, operation., This approach permits a single formative to

be an operand in distinct:operations,:or to be a concomitant of distinct

operations.

5.3. Process morphology

A'special problem arises with the inflectional-locus and morphologi-

cal-determinant conception of head in languages with derivational 'process'

morphology. What are we to say about a langOge (like several of those

cited by MaranEz 1982) in which reduplication serves as the sole mark of,

derivation?,, Or a' language (like German) in, which ablaut patterns can so

serve' Similar questions arise for umlaut, tone shifts, and consonant

shifts, and related questions attend infIxation, discontinuous affixation

(like the German,pastparticiple fal-.'..-t /en), and:subtractive formations.

A piece of deriVational process,morphology is an inflectional locus,

and it is also a morphological determinant, but it isn't a simple formative

that attaches to a base. For Percolation to, function equally for,process

morphology as for affixation, we apparently have to abstract 'process

morphemes' that combine with bases (as'Joseph and Wallace (1984, sec. 1))

have observed in their_ criticism of Williams 1981). The Percolation

treatment of inflectiOnal /oci and morphological determination apparently

obligee us to hew to an agglutinative approach to. derivational morphology,

and so gives rise to such pieudo-questions as whether an instance of ablaut

derivation in German involves i prefix or a suffix. .Unadorned, the

Percolation treatment calls up the full range of problems that process

Morphology posed for structuralist morphologists,
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The 're -eat literature contains several alternatives to an agglutinative
treatment of'process morphology. In a'couple of these Percolation has a ,

natural p1ase, but in others the effectof'Percolation is achieved by two
independent niechanisms.

There is the nonagglutinative proposal of Williams (1981), who cd1161Fi
for headlesss,word formation in cases like the English noun-verb pairs
exemplified by'breath-breathe-, life,live, and breth-bdthe. Here the effect
of Percolation. is split, with Percolation itself doing the job for affixal
derivation, ancLsome other Mechanism (not explored by,Williams) doing the
job for process derivation.

Another view, suggested by Lieber (1981), is that the allomorphs
related by process morphology should simply be listed in the lexicon, and
should be associated with one another by 'figndirectional but context-
sensitive) morpholexical rules'. Again, ttphe effect of Percolation is
split, with Percolation itself working inStfixaj derivation, and a
feature-assignment mechanism working in prodess derivation (base forms,are
assigned the value [-F] and derived forms the value [ +F], and the two are
related by a morpholexical rule).

Another, proposed especially by McCarthy (1981, 1982), merges the 'long
component' treatment of discontinuous morphology advanced by Harris (1950_
with the 'autosegmental' approach to phonology propoded by. Goldsmith ,

(1976). In this 'prosodic" view of process morphology, process morphemes
are represented separately from their bases, but the operation combining
them is not agglutination, but rather, superimposition; the:base and-the
process morpheme lie on separate .'morphemic tiers', rn a dimension
orthogonal to the left-to-right linear ordering of segments and of affixal
morphology. McCarthy has not, so far as I know, explored how Percolation
would be managed in this framework, but it is easy to find a natural place
rot it, since derivative word formation in this fraMework is simply the
combination of base'and affix,in either of the two dimensions the
framework,vprovides. It follows that word structures are three - dimensional
objects, rather than the two-dimensional tree structures of orthodox
morphological analysis.

Marantz (1982) advocates ,a mixed approach, in which a prosodic analysis
is appropriate for some phenomena, a morpholexical-rule analysis for
others.

Still another idea (along the lines of Schmerling.983), involves
distinguishing, Montague-Jashion, the notion, of grammatical rule from the
operation that the rule performs. Concatenation of material to (one end or
the other of) a base is one operation that a rule could perform, but there
are others: the rule could 'wrap' the base'arnund some material (infixa-
tion); it could duplicate some of the substance of the base (reduplica-
tIon); It could alter phonological. features of the base in a systematic way
(or simply mark the base as being subject to a particular phonological
rule); or it could perform several gf these operations in concert. One
attractive feature of this approach is that it embodies the observation
(much stressed by Lieber (1981)) that a single operation typically plays a
.number of diverse rolesin the morphology of a language, often functioning
in both derivational and inflectional morphology; a single reduplication
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operation, forinstance, might be an exponent of a rule deriving causative

verbs from adjectives, an exponent of a rulederiving intensive' verbs from

simple'verbst'and an exponent of plural inflection on nouns. A less

Attractive feature is Viet, unless more is said, this framework permits
powerfuLmorphalogicaVItransformations', of the sort that the approaches
of Lieber, McCarthy, and Marantz Were designed to avoid. In any case, the

effect of Percolationyould be achieved in this framework by assigning the

'head features' to the rule itself, hence to the semantic function
associated with the rule; but.there would in general be no affixes to serve

Aa,the 'heads' of anything,, since affixes would merely be concomitants of

"the operation performedhy the rule:

Only McCarthy's,prosOdic proposal and the Schmerlinvatyle rule/oper-

ation proposal treat the morphblogicalrdetermination aspect of Percolation

in process 'morphology as A unitary phenRInenon.- The first/requires a novel

three-dimensional view of word structure but is °thew/set:Consistent w Igha

single principle of Percchation. The second illowe the. more traditi 1. ,

two-dimensional view of word structure but dispenses with PercOlati

entirely.

6. Conclusion

. I have Argued that there are several good, candidates for the notion,of
'head' in syntax, but that the syntactic determinant is not'one of them.,

.

Thehead for the purposes of the Head Feature Convention is a variant of ,

the inflectional locus, which is one of the-good candidates.

In attempting to extend the Head Feature Convention to morphology,

proponents of:Vercolation,have carried over the idea,that the he should

be the inflectionad15morphology'Ctsbut the locus of inglectiOn in is at

one of the margins of the word,.not on any Morphemskthaf could independ-

ently be argued to be the head of the Word-7and added the proposal that the %

head is also the morphological determinant.

Examining the idea that the morphological de
'word, I argued that morpholOgital determination'
but in rules performing morphological operations
tion is then, via the association between rules'
associated.with a particular semantic function.

It follows that the notion of 'head! incorporated into Percolation
inadequate for both'of its intended purposes, (a) locating marks of inflec-

tion and (b) determining the categOry.andAnorphosyntactic fetuses of a,

word.

terminamt is the head of. a
resides not in formatives,

Morphologiva determine-
and seManti&fOctions,
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y -skI?

pect in Conchucos QuechuaA Study of Verbal A

0. Introduction

.Anne M. Stewart

The verbal suffix -skI of the Conchucos dialect of Ancalip,

Quechua[1] is completely absent in the dialect of neighborin
Huaraz. Impressionistically speaking, -ski might be said to
"characterize" the Quechuafof Conchucos. Although it is beyond the
scope of this present paper to determine precisely why -skI s

restrib ed almost exclusively to the Conchucos dialect,
neighti ring areas,[2] the specific function which -skI per S,

calls for more precise examination.. The claim of this paper is
that -skI performs a specific and vital function in the modal-
aspectual system of the verb in the Quechua of Conchucos.
Moreover, the complex, role which,-skI plays in this dialect
indicates the likelihood of similar complexities in the othet
Quechua dialects which, employ this suffix.. Any further insight
into this complex system Of verbal derivation which all of the
Quechua languages share is expedient for adequate analyses of the
Tanguages.within the Quechua family:, and is, likely also to provide
insights into the verbal morphology of typologically similar
languages.

)

,

.

1. About. Quechua
. 1

v Quechua is a language family with a number of members, rather
than a single language with a nuMber'of dialects. There are
approximately six mAllion speakers of the ,l,-anguagel., located
geographically from Colombia, in the norIern portion or South
America, to the province of Santiago del Estero, in Argentina,zto.
the south. Quechua is centered along theAnilean chain and occurs
in dajacent jungle areas, such as the. Quechua of the Napo in
Ecuador and the Quechua of the Pastaza in Peru.' '

The Quechua ,Ianguages have been subclassified by Torero
e

(1964) and Parker _(1963) into Quechua I and II hnd Quechua B and
A, respectively. The languages inithe I, or B, gioup differ from
the languages in the-II, or A,., group to roughly the same extent
'thtt languageS in the. Romance family, such as FrenCh and
Porttgese, or Spanish and Portugese, differ from one another.

Ancash Quechua.belonga to the I, or B, group. Considerable'

i
variation exists however, within Anca h itself. / With regard to
certain phonological featUres, both he most conservative of the
Quechua dialects, that of Sihuas, and the most innovative dialect,
that of Ripraz, are reporteil to be located in Ancash.[3] Thus,
within a relatively small geogtaphical area, considerable

.
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linguiStic' variation has arisen. This variation is typical of the

entire Quechua B.area, ,which spans the Mountains of central Peru.

In Ancash, the ConchUcos dialect is considered to be less

innovative than the Huaraz dialect, yet by no means as

conservative as-the Sihuas dialect.

A popular notion. in Pe u has been that all varieties of

47r
Quechua are descended from e Cuzco language spoken by the rulers

of-the Inca &Tire at the eight' of its power. This waa generally

accepted as fact until the 1960's, but linguist,,s and 'scientists

have been realizing, especially since studieSof the central

dialects have been made available, that the approximately thirty

_ dialects of Quechua most likely could not, have evolved in the

only five centuries separating the Spanish conquest and the

present day. The conclusion is that Quechua was spoken in Peru

long before the conqueit of the Incas and has continued its

evolution as a viableNlanguage tO.the'present day.

Conchucos Quechua is polysynthetic and agglutinative, and

words may be quite long:

(1) maqa-kU-maa-na-yki-paq
hit-ref1/1-nm1-2P -PUR

'in order forifou to hit' me'

(19 phonemes, 5 suffixes

reqi-naku-shqa-ntsik-kuna-ta (23 phonemes, 5 suffixes)

know-recip-part-12P-pl-ACC

''(to) all of us that know one another'

\

The language allows no prefixes, bUt there are approximately

ninety productiv suffixes. There is no theoretical maximum

number of suffi es 'hat a word may contain, althoUgh more than six

or geyen is infrequen 0

g 1

The language is characterized also by a tal regularity of

morphological proces es, as in the verb conjugations, and an

absence of articles prepositions, conjunctions (except for

SISanish borrowings), and, relative

4
p onouns. The predominant word

order is a'relatively free SOY, th the accompanying ,ADJ:NOUN

sequence. 'A small lexicon is compensated for by the productive

use of the suffixes. Most lexemes can be assigned,t0 either a

substantive or a verb class, although there are some "ambivalents"

which can belong to either, for example, tsaka 'bridge' anetsakay

'to bridge'. A few particles; such as ama 'prohibitive' and aw

'yes' are assigned to neither. Class., ,..

.

2. Tlie Quechua verb 0

All' verb roots and all non-final verb suffixes end in a

vowel. , Final suffixes can end in either a-voweIror a' consonant.)

It is not for a verb to have'such a' large; number of

4
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derivational,, and inflectional affixes that'it correSponds to an

entire English sentence:

(3) rika-chaka-ykaa-ku-ntsik
see-diffuse-impfv-refl-12

'We ,Se looking all around.' .4 . n

The order of the derivational suffixes is somewhat free, while the
order of the inflectional suffixes is basically fixed.

Derivational suffixes must, however, precede the inflectional
suffixes:

ROOT DERIVATIONAL SUFFIXES ; INFLECTIONAL SUFFIXES

Ancash Quech
all of which

1111

ups,has about twenty=five detivational suffixes, almoit
are completely productive. ks

. Certain suffixes, of which -skI is one, are subject to a

phenomenon of vowel modification that occurs when certain other

suffixes follow: morphophonemic forelowering. The following
Quechua from Weberformalization'

(1976:79):[4]

syllabic
+

low-

-back

is adapted

-high]
[flow

for Ancash

-ma:
-mU
-tsI

(-pU

Mil-71X FINAL

'/1'

'trans/cislocative'
'causative'
'benefactiv-e'

-
Few pairs of the deriVational suffixes are mutually exclusive

or obligatorily co-occurring, thus a high number".of combinations
is possible. The same suffix may even occur twice on the same

verb, although this: is iare,[5] and It is possible for no.

derivational suffix to occur'at all., Functions of these affixes
include the mapping of mood, aspect, voice, and number. Consider

* :the following likely oRmbinatiOns.:-
fl

-,411

Four"Derivational Suffixes:

(4) .,Tsay-Ikuna llapan maytsika runa
theOrpl,, all many person

f

goti-kU-skI-yaa-mu-r-ni-n-qa...
gather-refl-perftit -pl-afar-adv-O-3-TOP.

'They-all, when ,all the many people have gathered... P.

I

,t

de
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a

(5) Tsdy-min. tsay Shilla Hirka-chaw-qa
that-AFF that Shilla hill-loc-TOP

saachi-ku-ykaa-yaa-i-raa....

,fertilize-refl-impfv-p1, -past

'Then on that Shilla Hill we'were fertilizing.'

Two Derivational Suffixes:"

(6) Tsay-chaw alli timpu-rkU-tsi-sha-na-m
that-LOC good boil-up-caus-part-now-AFF

maki-ntsik-wan shupra-rkU-ntsik.
hand- 12P -COM peel-up-12

'Then when we have boiled it up well, we peel it
with our hands.'

One Derivational Suffix:

(7)

I

Y tsay-ta-m timpu-tsi-ntsik.
and that -ACC -AFF boil -caus -12

'And we boil that.'

No Derivational Suffix:.

J8) Pay miku-n.
3 eat-3

'He/She eats.'

3. -Previous studies of the Quechua derivational suffixes

-Dh;., recent years, three Quechua lingui8ts.in'particular have

studied the derivational suffixes ih Ancash,-,apeCifically in_

Huaraz Que.chua: Gary Parker(19/3),:GerMain Swisshelm.(197 ),,and
Helen Larsen (1976) In this section, I will briefly rev,1 wwhat

each of these has to say about thet.
,

Parker' (1973:f) defines fhe. "derivatibnal". suf, xes in

Quechua as "those that appear between the verb rObt,-tethKand.the:
suffixes of tense, subordination, notinalizationiDeA'on.". In
short, thederivational.suffixes'oan loosely be delKned as all of

'thope -suffi§ms which occur between-thc Quechua root.:.and the

inflectional suffixes. Parker also refers to them as "deverbative

Verbalizers indicating by' this terminology that' they derve
verbs-from verbs .., .

-

-skI,jdoes not appearin-Huaraz Quechua, parker takesSince
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only passing mention of its occurrence in the prthrinces of Eastern'

Ancash, positing a tentative definition -of "resisted -action:" .:

Atcording to: this definAion, in.opposition.to the.suffi3c

-rkU, "unresisted actions" in a meUphorical sense. (-rkU.1s. a

"directional" affix indicating "up" in'Ats basic meaning buttwith,

Certain metaphorical submeanings.) I .

.

lawisshelm diyides the.derivational:!suffiXes into two .classeS

arranged. ,by their order of occurreke'on' the verb.. THe.

derivational suffixes ar;t "los suajos que, agregados tema

verVal, Droducen otro verbo, modifiCando su sfgnificado en, alguna.

manera ocurrir un sdlo sufijo derivaCional.ovarios 4e-

ellos. en combinaciOn.." (The derivational sufAxes are the

suffixes which, added to a,verIS stem, produce another verb,,'

modifying its meaning in some Way. One derivational suffiX- may .4

Occur or Several7in.combination.) Swisshelm's descriptive analysis

of each -of the derivational suffixes is 'thorough,' especially

regarding co.-odonrrence restrictions,- His iTproach highlighti

tendency for the more "influential" -suffixes,, that 1.s,', the"'

suffixes most likely to alter significantly the meaning _of the;

verb itself, to occur closer, if_ not adjacent to;°the verb root.

In-some instances, he indicates, the suffix has become so closely'.
allied with the verb root that the form has become*:frOzen to the

roe(, which can then no longer appear unaccompanied:
r.

(9)- sha.- mu - y, shamu -y.

move- to:here -imp. come -imp

(10) *shay

Or

Swisshelm's analysis does not, ' hoWever, .capture generalizations ..,

about the interrelated behavior of the suffixes. He tells us what *.

halipens, but he does not.teil us why this might be the case.'

Moreover, since, as with Parke,: hisstudy is:restricted to the

Quechua of .the Huaraz-area, -skI is not analyzed:

Larsen follows a structuralist approach similar' to

Swisshelm's, similarly rich in data put lean on explanation.

insightful observation in het paper is that the derivational

suffixes function on. 'more than ope level., in '4-11S discourse'

(1076:35). Sheconcluds_thathet study deionrates that each 0P.

the dertvationpl suffixes has a function at two levels the first /..

is the clause, and the other, 'the disEourse. The precise nature

of thefunctiOnt.she is referring to is not entil-ely 'clear from

the stuAv,' however, therellevance of the larger context to the

partiadlir oecui-rences of .the suffixes is worth peering fn blind

for the putpose of 'anal.yzing -skI; which, again,JArsen does:not

mention, in her/. study,: '

- °,, . . .;:,

. .-
14. Previ,ous analyses-of -AkIr a 'modal' suffiX

IL :- :. .
,

. .,., .

4.. ..!,

Parker (1973), 'as mentioned above; analyzed - I as -derioting-

"resiSted action" by the *subject or by th4 object. ,This-i;nclIsided.
.

-
.

. .. ... .. ;

. ..
.e- .

,

.

rt,
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also the notion of urgency 'or unexpected action, and the further
expectation that,. if -skI .and -rkU,were to be interchanged ,,in the
same verb, th*jorm with-ski would always indiaate greater speed,
less faq.litY.,*and less. sociability'. Parker felt that skI needed
:to% be.studied."15Y comparing its-use with the uses .of 'other

.derivational. SUffixes,,4especially -rk,U and -ykU, which have
"Modal" functions.of a comparable. degree of abstraction. The term
."modgl" is. hot learly'defined,' nor_is the analysis of -Ski
defended on anythi conjectural grounds.

Snow -.(i972). s :the one paper devoted exclusively' to the
"41Ocial" ,7suffix, -skI in AnCash Quechua.[6] He quotes Torero's
Statement that--artrileXPreSg mgs bign l acciein consumada 1), con,

-formes' ds. imferativo, la urgencia de realizar la- acCiOn..."'

.(expresses,,rather, consummated action :or, with imperativeforms,
thq urgency, oftealizing,the actcion). Snow also 'cites. Sola's
lapel for ',ski as "ditective," indicating that "la acciOn,tiene un
objecto o Aet." -(the-action has an. object or goal.)Snow's own
analysis As that "a -verb occurring with--skI refers to an activitai
Or Stae affgirs which is unanticipated and/or
affective"(1972:17) "Nevertheless,"he adds, "it is the element of

csurprise conveyed by -skI tighich predotineIgs," (23),:.., and

:"extralinguistic contextual factors'play an impOrtantrole in the
linguistic usage.of.the modal suffix -skI." '(261 'SnoW.calls to

,..attentiple the fact that -skI and'the imperective affix -ykaa are

mutUally, exclugiVe,. but° his analysis of ,skI is basically a

.6ubjective'one AJC bwhich.the ssi ie grammatical functions of
!aspect and modkiity-are notekp ored.

'._., WOber (19,6) also refers to a set of derivational suffixes
designatgd as. "modals.': "Modal ;refers to a class of suffixes
which' occur close. to the verb steps and change the'meaning.of the
stems ins :tetptinglY Predictable (but ultimately unpredictable)

'ways." (96).. F§r eackof these suffixes, a directional meaning is
' 'posited-which rViveg:only in certain isolated forms. In their

present:day, productive usages they vary nsiderably from those
'b

lb
basic m .sometimesometimes these ale pre i table "metaphorical"
uses as mentioned': by Parker,, other t' es they defy precise

explanation,' Thew lipato... suffixet common to most dialects of_
Quechua I, or A, are : e

.

Modal Dir.Meaning Ex:Dir.Use.- EX:Extended Use

-ykU , in

-rkTf' up

dOwn

yaykuy ,no hitaykuy 'to throw.w/forcev
warkity !to hang-Opimikurkuy 'to eat up'
'yarPuY lto go down' wiffarpuyt6 pour',

r4q nut StArclizy 'to go curt'', qarquy 'to kick'
. .

----Weber's characterization of.A the "modal" suffixes is the
clearest.to dat . := Although a speCific,dirgctional meaning cannot
be 'posited for- skI in the, same way as for the other suffixes in

e group, its.octurrenoe-, _close to the verb stem . and its
edictable.behavior seem to be sufficient reason for including

ii in the claiS of Nultial" suffixes. However': thefact:that this
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is then the only '"modal" suffix for which a more basic

(directional)' meaning has 'not been poaited leads us to suspect
that a more preCise, basic meaning, even if not a diectlional one,
could be' posited for -skI. -SkI has thus far been given
convenient.:' somewhat impressionistic labels. These labels
ameliorate perhaps the potential difficulties caused by not having
any definition at all for -skl, but they do .not adequately define
the suffix. One suspects that, even with the given directional
meanings, similar -situations exist for the other "modal" suffixes ,
as well. What is needed for our present purposes however

'
is a

clear:tegtable hypothesis fOr -skI in Conchucos Quechua.

5. What is :modal?

Longacre (1976) defines modalities as "the expression. of

desire/intent, obligatiOrr aasity,: and ability...the special
dedidarative or intentive f verbs." .Since this definition
allows for "special desideritlWor intentive formd of verbs," it
is :broad enough to encompap's.,the class of so- called "modal "'

suffixes in thiehua. The reluisite broadness of this definition,
however, highlights the .necessity of pinpointin a basic function-
for -skI. 'PrevioUs studies have concentrat metaphorical,
even. stylistic, analyses.of the suffix, dete ed in large part

.=by' the p64-ticular context' ih which it -occurs. While the

likelihood of such metaphorical' uses dependent upon context is

certainly tobe expetted, an .analysis ATE11, posits such functions, . .

without first exploring the -possibility of an Underlying unity in
meaning, may. fail to "capture significant ,genera4zationd., To
attempt- to_ define the precise nature of a Quechua suffix by
explaininall of its occurrences impressionistically is perhaps

useful? nevertheless , analytically inalequate.

.

What ,I propose is at -sla has a basil elammatical funcVion
in Quechua, and .this i n must be defiRed,before.any further'
attempt is madd at g metaphorical or stylistic uses

according to context., 'In 's way, the 'analysis will emanate from
ca basic grammatical definition of.-dkI,. and move, on from-there to'
the metaphorical; or- seCoribrary uses.. In this approach; context ,is --

not igrtred, for the suffix is to be consideied in each particillar
context in the light of the defIneld.basic use. The seconde.ry uses

in their varioui contexts shoUld, h9wever, be logically traceable
back to the primary- definition. If the primary definition - is

adequate, then Aeich instance of' -skI should 'reflect this 'in a

logicalfy direct may.-/ If*.somp.instance of-skI cannot .1)e traced
ba.4, to the ,primary definition, then either this primary '

,

' definition needs to be ad3Usted:accordidglYi or the°,posailiility. of
-

,

more than one-,.f-skI in Colichu .Quechua needs to be cOnsidered.

The . possibility which' shouldA only be' considere'd when all Others,

have been exhausted Os that -skI is merely 'a "catch-all" , 'morpheme 'I,

. .

.whoSe- many and var,lad uses..'. darinot, be .unified in ,soMe way, according,

- :*to a common definition On the other hand, the search' for tt

'0 comm9 GrundbedeutunK, based' on the assumption. that all of 'the
present-day -ski's-are: hiSt8rieally derived from tinge sake.:. egoure,,

- 4

Would . not ,lead to an a pi'oii. decitsidn that all of the uses of
.

d

ti
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-skI must be s c nicall traceable-to a common,sourCe meaning.
Nevetheillps, the no on of'. word whose basic meaning is extended
and reiaerpreted A cordingto its varied contexts is basic in-z

linguistics. The same notion should be.applicable to an affix
with a definable gramtatical function.

6. Towards an aspectual definition of =ski.

In this section, -Q skI will be examined in the more readily
definable contexts in which it occurs.. My hypothesis ia that the',
basic function'of -skI is as a perfectivizing suffix on the verb;
moreover, that this is a reasonable explanation for its behavior'
in a variety of otherwise puzzling' contexts."

6.1. What is aspect?

The study of aspect has suffered froma lack of distindtive
efinition. General agreement eXists in the notion thatlaspect

d es have something to do with temporal*constituency, but that it
is not to be equated with tense:[7] 'Still, definitions of aspect .

have traditionally tended'to be imprecise and elusive, circular.`
and contradiStory to one another at their worst, anti highly
individualistic at their best.

'ihe most helpful definition which har,Tound so far-is in ,

Cowie (1976), where aspects are considered as "different ways of
viewing the internal -temporalbnstituency--of a situation."
(1976:3) Whereas tense is,concernedsith relating the time of the

'situation. referredto'to some other time, such as the moment of
speaking, aspect, inComrie'Sframework, is concerned with'lhe

'tempora "Make-up" of'a' particular situation, without relerencp to
other ral,frameworks: .t ,,

0
. ,

. .
- .-.

The.ffspst basic pposition within the. aspectual systein.,i the
perfective /imperfective :opposition. In iiTbroadest de15. ion,
perfective views. dynaMic situations as -a complete Who46, -and
imperfective, as 'tuaions in progress, from within,Y-PerfeCtive
aspect, then, e outsider's point, of view; imperfactiye, the

,....

insider's Point of 3,e.w. ' in perfectiYe'aspect, "the whole of the
situation. is, presented as a single'.unanalysable Wholo> with-
beginning,. middle,,and end rolled into. one; no attempt'is made tp
divide this situation up into the various lindividualPhases that
make Up the aCtion.":(1Y6:.3)A8] ,

Comrie 's definition of vspect is ,note unique- in,
dTlineation.of the perfective /imperfective opposition.as tte most

obasic- Its uniqueness rests rather in the breadth f Nkiwpoint...
which can be cor?sidered to be perfective.: In. ad4ition;/ the
clarity with which Comrie explains his terms makes 4s, definition
the .most'. testatle 7of:: the plethora- of options, ali'Etilable as

''definitionso for aspect. Henceforth, -then;..any reference'to the
perfeftlye-aspect,orto pe"rfl,Ctivity,in geperaljn thA,Paper will
assume tokrie's definitionsof, the'terms, not becduse these are.

necessarilt',thetonly'wayp_tcCdefine, them b4 )!ecause:thv seem to



e - the most suitable for the analysis of language data at this

6.2. COmMents on methOdology
_

- ..Some furthercoMments about-lanalytill1 procedure are in Order,

here.' In the firstap.9e, some of :the judgments, about the use of
-skI in specific instances are Ofnedess:ity impressibnistic: in

any communication-situation certain.trpretive presuppositions
must be made by the hearer. On the otherhand, conclus,ions about
-skI are based on the more obvious appesances,, and observations

are cross - linguistically -supliorted by;_.for" example, COmrie's

evidence from a number of languages,,,

6.3; -skI and the imperfective
. N

Since,one of the clearest opPositiOns in aspectual systems,is

between the perfective and the imperfective; if.-gkI is indeed the

perfective aspect marker for Conchucos. Quechua, one would not

expect' it to co-:occur with the marker of' imperfective aspect.

This is precisely the case Moreover, the mutual exclusivity of

the two is all the more noteworthy since Quechua verb morphology

appears tto . have very, few restrictions on Combination of

derivtational suffixes. Furthermore, while -ykaa has 'not. been

found to .cooccur with -skI, it does co -occur freely_with _other.-
"modal" sutfixe,Such that the co- occurrence restriction with -skI.
is all the' morp.noticeable. From this evidence alone; one could

suggest that -skI does not cobccur with the marker of imperfective
aspect since it is a marker.of perfective aspect. Consider the

folloWing:,

(11) Shongo7-:-paq-naw ka-pti-nmiashi-ykaa-mu -:.
heart-l-FURBLSIMADe-adv-3-AFF:seek-impfv-to:Here-
- .

--)
, .,:..

TI am lookilig for the'oue (the woman) who will be
>

.1-'or thy,heart:' .

(1g) *Shongo-:-paq-naw ka-pti-n-mi ashi-Ykaa-skI-mu=:.
heart-l-PURP-SIM be-adv-3-AFF seek-impfv-perf-to:here-1

(13)1{anan-qa' kaLyka-n kostuTbri.
today-TOP be-impfv-3 custom

'NdW iays tiers is a custom.'`
. .

(114.):*Karian=qa ka-yka7sla-n: kostumbrr:

todaYzTOP'be-impfv-perf-3.custom

1, .4

-k,

.-"40,

.

s-!.. l a- nd. c2mp.

WAleI

tion'.
,.

0

4 1,

1

,

-t-
_

0 -
1,

.. . I.
.,. Consider now the,following..,..sentences-,all'.nvolxing.-.ilhe

fl, ,
completion 'of. an, eventi: , '.., .,... .- j : .... A, .: t..44,0,, -- ,

4 ., 1,,,,V'i (

,. ' : 1
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tl Miku-skI-r-ni-n shamu-naq kasha-ku-q
eat-perf=adv-0-3 come- narpst get- :thorns-medrefl-sub
4. lra-man.

thornbus :thorns-GOAL .1

eaten, he came to...the thornbudh to, get thorns.

(16) TsitY-6hi koneehu-ta atoq.
that -REP rabbit -C let : go-peif-nox

'Then the fax catches ..(com ipletveYte
4? .

4(17) Tsay-pit a-m raisa-ta wiya-ski-r-ni-n-qa
that-aft er-AFF mass-ACC hear-per'-adv-0-f3=TOP

v.,

ranti-pu-ntsik.
buy4en-12a

ti
'After having Listened to the mass, we go shopping.'

.

laIn the first .exaMple, taken from a story aboUt othe: exploits laf.a
very cani...ankerous- and unpleasant man, the -skI clarifies the fact
that ho did not come to the thorn bushes until he %lad finished
eating. Without -ski, we might tassume from the context that he
had finished eating, but the. "-ski unambiguoUsly marks the
completion of the event. 'In ,the second example, taken from an
animal folk tale about. a fox and a.raheit , the -skI indicates that
the rabbit was; indeed sent, -away, that is to say, he really left.
Without -skI, again we might assume his 4departure; on the Other
hand, the plIgement of .-skI on the- (Terb eliminates all doubt .! In
the third exaMple; taken from a. mOnolog",".. libeirt fon; customs_ in
the Andes , the narrator indicates' tha..-6'.7tkasiting around among: the
..peOple does not begin until after the Vass: iS,koVer, .(ere, a ;

for the dead. ) Again, -skI is attaohtd t(3' e 'verb wh6se action
is completed. IT) 9

".

6. 5. skI and rapidity 0:.N
.A grammatical marker of perfect i'Ve may', be u;sed- to ;-

indicate shortness of dUrAtion of Stn ,ev rat as well ak'' its
completibn. The folloWing seriitence is takenfrom, a" monologue in
which the speaker is 'describing' the tilde- when, - in 'travell'ing hope
from a region,a1:7 fiestas his belongings were'. completely "whisked'!.
away from him _ in a moment, before he had a chance to do.. iearly-thing

about it '.-81a. is appended to the _verb roat- apa. mOttning'take..' . ,
Apa with the suffix -mu means simply 'to. take°,,aigak. The .eaker

.:insisted4 however': that Ithi tkink away was so bris)r.. that i
,.:happened too ecietk for. hiMA"P do ankthing: about :it, .

was 'EN- are of 'What was ,E4aing on ,70. One.. Would, strcingly; disgeOt°.
then, that' -skI on the Ve,rb inidiPates brzS .

...A\
:Q0 ,
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(18) Llapa-n qellay-ni-:-ta ichik ichik llatsapa-:-ta
,a11-3P money-0-1P-ACC little little clothing-1P-ACC

0

Ilapa-n-ta apa-skI-mu-n kaarru-n-chew.
all-3P-ACC take-perf-afar-3P car-3P-LOC

'All of.my money, all of the little clOthing
everything he tockalfay in' his car:`'

Th4.s -4ti.-ity /be. .1..ised- t*.indicate not only -t elle ity",, but rapidity,.
functions

,

Nlifah- one Nroul.4 expect a typical marker of perfectire
aspect to perform. L

_ -
-,-SW 14ralso.appear,onVerbs indicating the. sudden inception

,24, c7*:*ortate,41d5a:Wnoi,netese of. short Oration.
In COntektWinieptXOn of the*' eve .. s root foe*, but,
rather, the

_event
8.4 OpAotality ' ThOtbllqwing .sentences

illustrate this function . i

,-",,,;.A,. , . . . ..,

119) Tssy-man shi ,Iluk ato."- ra 'sfki-
tfilitgoAL,REP one fOx,- r burnt bottomed

appear. perf-adv

'Then a.'.burnt-bottomed!, fox appeared.

. ;.

(20) Maki-:i4aw-v:ka-na=p-ta 4onga-sk7=Pti,r04
liandAP4OC be=L'ImYL3P-ACC fOrgeipei-f-adv-5

,'Hdving...forgqten that it should havebeen in-my hand:.'
IP

The .fox qf.(110 appeared on the quiteunannounced, but,

according to contimiing narrative, he clearly stayed around
whst arcs suddenly forgotten in (20)

.ta"

gOtklOTOr.ajeriod Of time.
pp

.-gdeChp:itv shires with oti*. giiechua_ dialects in

the,,inc4t0(0/15Uhctiiisr 614-fix which DALY, be
hasi-ze...thO.Opeeption of Ay e:dn . gkI may not appear in

inception of hi:event in '4'peus.

Consider the

,'#",' 4(21) Kwenta-ri-shayki"
-1/2: fut

4

'I am goingiCtO4tell yob a°

(22 lita -Ski -"shayki.,""4

t

,

.:,Upgrspmktical:

.
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Because of., evi enceA
V.

from Conchucos Quechua that -skI. -, ii,

to indicate completed action and action looked upon as a
whole without regard to inner complexity, it -can be Consider
be a marker of perfective n on the verb.19]

e

7. -Sk I and trans it iirity

In this section, I-wil how the analysis of -skI as a
marker of perfeCtive aspe* -W-i**Aparfri .:by its 'behavior
as a component feature of High TrEinditiVAI401 bk,' its 'covariance
with other features of High

-..Transitivity, according': to &tipper and pson, :0.980:251),
"is traditionalli undestood as a global pro y of an entire

:-clause St.1011 that an activity is 'carried. over '40r. tians ferred '
from an agent to a patent." Hopper and Thompson codify what has
been' intuitively understood into explibitlSradefined components.
The parameters' of Transitivity, each , indicating "a different facet
of the 'effectiveness or, intensity with which the action is
transferred from one participant- to another,'' are as

High' (.1 a- Low

A. PartiPants 2
?-1

Kinesis
Aspect

D. ytuict
.E. Volitpo
F. Affirtat; n-:.
G. Mode!
H. Aliing-3P
I. ,Atirec s

Indivi

of-1°re Plittiaiants; 1 participant
A and C. .

no action
at is
non - ,punctual`
non- volitional
negative
irrealie
.A'-"low in potency'

E , action
teliC ,

punctual -
volithortal
affirniatj.ve
realis-,

. 4 high in potency
0 0; totally affected , 0 not ,aficted ,

z4i, ofr 0 0 ',highly individuated 0 non-indiViduated
- ,

Othesia ,(1980:255), supportefby data 'frOm a
wide Variety of J.anguages and reported to have universal'. .applicabilitY,'is as follows: -,.-

t`'. ',14,

'.- Tr two claauses :-(rp.) ands; (1..))'',in
is.:-*highe* in:.Tranaj. ty a8 Ilting to anyVot- the feztures
1A 'J, then; *if y a onc Omit ant gra/lunatic-al ''..oAtt semantic.
difference appears er4,Wher$ the clause, that diffetence ,.,,..

The Traasitiy

,

language differ in that ';'(a),

will also shoW -(a) toe be.5. 14p in Transit "it °

. ,

1Tradsitimit'yle -za:ndr its caniponentS do-vary
., . scale frimr.,.Hisli. to, taw., °TransitivityEk mcireQ:Veir- -

rp'p
sit

dascoiiise-114'';ermined, glOb
tradttionaillyl, de fined
.trang-itiye aril a.:kraAiti-
be more or les.s, transit -AT a

ty -of _an 'ent'ire cIatisel seveil' a .

elaUse-tmay: be mane .t
**,

. - ., , ,, , ;tt.,' :,

. ,

. ,--.. ',Of so" Ver'. -two' il ...eil apw lir aria es 'oe ,:-sk_VA4aglined4. in 1*.fic ar ing :,t lie.' * 4,
$ , : ..: ..

4.. 6 .. ,: r '' i 1;.- sir

. 4 .,.... = : '4 , I 1,..*.,.1-.1,' -,

. .... , 0
Y 4..

:nati rr It,'" ,_, r
§-54artiAtiArlY: 11(4444, S. Of,

C'

-.0
ep*:,

: 4
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'Present paper,[10) roughly - ti,to out of three of the clauses
containing thesuffik were otiviously. transitive according to the
traditional. definition. The xest , . then, were "intransitive"
according -:tb the tiaditi'onal defidition, yet clearly ,exhibited
certain transitive properties. Quechua clauses., then, do not
alwayi settle into a 'comfortable transitive /' transitive
dichotomy, as traditionally_ defined y the presence otr""absence of-
an overt direct object. 1rhiiht is perfectly acceptable if.

Transitivity is defined as :a continuum. .. 7.;

...'
. :

The blurring ibf the transitive/intatisitiVe distinction is
I. evident with Quechua Verbs such as tinkuy 'to meet'.

14. German -or .-English, the equivalent verb takes." the accusative
case or 1h direct object position, ..res.pectiVely, -and -is thus
clearly tlitilia it ive. according to the frticli-tIOnal definition:

,?:,'
,,

-,;,,

(23a) Idh habe ihn g
:

9X

I have flim m t
I . k

( 2 3br) I -have met him. .
..

t The features exhibiting High Transitivity in (242) and' 523b e:
*

(23c) Participants: two
Kinesia: action
Aspect: telic
Punctuality: punctual
Affirmation: affirmative
Mode: realis

iv iduat ion of 0 : highly individuated

In Conchucos Q echua, on the other hand, tinkuy takes thc
comitative case and is'technibally intransitive according to the-

.1tradit al defknitIon 'if transitivity:
#.Zp

d

.,

.1
? i * - -'3
(24) Tink,u- SKIP -Fr iaiL4re..n I have justemtt hita"..;

meet -pe4f,. -1 he ;-com.
,

, 6 ,
-

Evaluating he clause according, 'to,..HOpper. and s$pson's
Parameters for Transitivity, we see 'that it is ideart14,icill to ( 3e)
aboFe:'' The Colichacda Quechua', sentence' alfarek the salneyum-ber,%.:of

' 'High Transitivity featuree ast,Engliah and German, namely , p."e'ven. . ,i,

This .par;ticular. object. in Quechua, is :not 4...tketl" With' the. i, ,1

;
it 'AcCuaatilreCase4; yet,','semantiVii..11y, i4.si refer 'elven& definite - '

ih . the.: Selma sense as tile:01)4,4ft in .:0.g.lish send the Gerri,ab, , .,,t., ,- ,;"

:4 casein' 'Itgleit 4a..t off" the, 1".exaMpleSs.t% - ..- Ifi, ea: .),Xle-gzle of 3,on i y 2 Agent .0. a . .* I,.

.4., not c r AEA% v. i-of.6iefiNfe to the la.rier, ,context of ;the 4, $,,,-*:. '..4 i
.*.k;: .,, r ,, ' 1.;:te ;tic ; ± and'Afellay is...-iroba;bly 1 w', 14 ,that p..-tr'ap,sfer*:DV:. arr.; ::.,:! ", ',

.v. 1 . o' I, .-ls
1 .1 . 4 a s, subfoilftogo tti.Ot. s.Ftnkto,lae -. ng plecce,.: -.,.5n., surrmarrii-', "0C.; .,.,-0K '-.:-.4.,,1

; .
-* ...1-a44,,es."ir-ank..' ctir.;,,40 F,ide,'O the,...Vah9i%;vity acIledi:, ,,..,,-. g. ,,,,

A .: k " . t - "Ipk....f ''..,-6. -.7 ti, ''' -7 ..; 4,::t. :4 ,,i .,,......,.,;zz,";-:
,4.,,.. ,,...-r.r:::'.,f7. t.:°.1f6iDia..q*' ;.arat:"Trighist*!0`,..ti-an$1.4iy&y:.'14p tithe 000.0St's th'4.6 ..;- '.: . ''...

''.'''' ''''', '..;:?;:oidge -..Wheiif.he .TranSitiVi_ty4fe -u.teS,:rob.`iketOrily. iCO-,O.dc'.41: .in 7-''tle ' ." ' '''s
..--

4. 2 *morp,hpsyntpt-,-'o tgematiigs,. ,pf langtiegg, *Sal ilies4 'paired sie'et'utiv . ,.,',-,-2,
, - , ,.., ,,, 0,- - : .:.: ,,; .' : , .?,'Z' .;., .-... . . ,ii.,... ''' 5 4W11 w .

if .4 N ',t , SL ? . I tit, e ' ,.. r.,4 4, 9 , ..% % ....s" .! ; slq.:* '`, . '-'°. ; . ;:
' ` tg' 'IF , m ,,,,,,..., +0 .1, s_ .,,../

o Vt
/

.414

A
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always be on the same -side of the Transiiivity ._Eviderite
from; Conchucos Quechua indicates that when -SkI 'occurs,. it will-
indicate perfective aspect, but not necessarily the. reverse... The
date; suggest that there is reason to suspect that--skI is riot the

marker of perfective aspet. (11] In certain cases,
efectivity. may- evert be understood from the lexical meaning of

the verb itself.
. ,. . .

-SkI is, then, optional. In the strict sense of the term; and,
therefore, the' Tran&i.tivity Hypothesis does not predict that 1

will necessarily 'dor-occur with 'other features of High
Transitivity...I would predict, horver, that, for? -..Conchucos
Quechua, thi6 is th ciise. _ Where skI appears, so will other
-features of High Tran ivity. . -s-',. :

d.In Hopper Thompson ' s friziesiork,' "Aspect is syst emit c a:41y .
.-orrelated with e degree of Transitivit.y' of-the verb: if the
Aspect, is perfegtive,. the - interpret atioiattra. :things being
equal. --has properties al] Ling the claUseto Classified as
more transitive,; but if the Aspect is imperfeetite,,- the clause
can be shown on independent grounds to, be less transitive."

Consider, the following two examples,". the finest previously
intiogiuced ini section 6.3: s -

ro (11'. Shortly-:-paq-naw
hear%-1P-PUR-SIM be-ADV SS-3-AFT

adh$-YKAA-mu-u:
look-IMPFV-to:here -1

'17A
'I ism. looking for the one who for my hearI,4

1

(25) HiPash -pis chooIU-pis
.,girl -too guy -too

. .

,kuyarnaku-Sici.:rrni-rf
1.ovi*-reeiiirgerit adv44-3 - *el f;:.3P-:1317,just4low,

,

ashi=n4u:SKI-r
seekrrecip-perf-adv

, .

mama -ni-kurra-ta ehoo14-kaa, ayva -n
parent-3P414.CC- g°4--def'. go-3 ki.1.,,r.e;f1 -har

!Both ; your
ET:ch- other ;
'on 'their owd 0

A cotisrisorv.
of Iiigh`4trafis

.

4

v ;

and the yotn00n4iratit.Tquil4
fall.en.i4 with each opnr,,, ;17 "I?

e1.3. 'the 'yoUng.,men'S rent

t

4-i

Ey,

I" .1 e **

D.

11:41K .Wi kaa,, an 425)- for
fp110711.ng

kfipit.±
bb

. . .
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_

indicated the suffix -mkt. oinc ges .scritib the
forces pulling_ the_214.- clause- toVarclik the -If

-;however, Wati.the verb, the other forces tiNtill:tend'
to pull the claxtse towad.s the trapsitive end, as ated

,the Transitivity Configuration. for (26), which includee.all:Of the
High aransitivitr features as does (25) except., tdr..t.be- telic
Aspect:

,(26) Mena warmi-kaq ni 011qd=kaq-reqi-naku-ya-T-tsu ni
NEG woman-def nor pan-def knOwrecip-pl-narpst-NEG hor,

I .
chiina-pis ni choplu-pis ni ima-naw
girl7too nor gUy-too nor what-S -pl-nm1-3-ACC

07

Sinoti-qa mama-n.-k a-1Ia ashi-naku-ya-eq.
rather-TOP parent-3P 1-just seek-recip-pl-narpst

g

'Neither the young woman nor the-.0.11angman used to know
each other, neither girl nor -guy, by no means. Rather,
their-parents would chooses-them:I

4

The following two clatises 'also differ .only in the feature 'of
telicity.4. Compare the Clauses in the following example from
narrative-text for components of. High Transitivity:

tr.
(27) Tsay-chew -mi (a) qatswa-tsi=ntsik.

- that -LOC -AFF , dance -caus -12

(a

'There we

'( 4), Tushu-skI-tsi-ntsik.
dance-perf-caus-12

haVe them.dance. We really make them dance.'

Participants: two
Kinesis: action
AspeCt:. elic

ty: volitional
Affirm%, affirmative

realis
Agency:- A° ii in Poteney...,

Participants: two
Kinesis: action, .

Apect:telic _
Voritionality:
Affirmation: ,affirmative °

''Mode; realis
.Ageocy: A high in potency

,

:1,

r _Considering the evidenbe the ; of Hopper and
IThompsortts ° statement.thal "Asp is sysi ly- -dorrelatel.
Frith the degr4e. of trarisitiv...ity'''of `.ttie.-s ver ,(198O:2t1_) , the"
hypothesis' that marki perfective as c' is fur,:hier
substautiated',; When'' the verb clear :.transitive

.-- A , . ,integairyp or..JYp rfectiv4.zer t4at ,transitiVity; when the verb
-ss.k13'.. will 'push clause towards}/4higher

.!.:
e

.j A lit 1

, IF
:*

g, , , 4 4,

.v,
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-,SkI`in the discourse
. .

', ,: :In .i..geir .dise .sibn-'.00thinintivityliopper. d-:.Ziaontpson 4-7

emptasize''tlas dete iniig-rbie of the disCoursel-d text.'.-oe----44

level of Trareitivity of. individual clOuses.. Thus far, I hate.

' considered -Ski' within.its immediate Imphological and clausal
environment, with only occasionel refeMilices to the wider context

'in'which the.suffix is uttered. Actording topper and Thompson,
- however, the defin4nOro ies of Transi iity discOurse-

.

determined,' and explaine the bapiS of :pragm function:
This section will explore o thevia= contexts of which the

r'z Suffix -ski' is a part. older to illustrate Thow -skt 'is
discourse-determined, and hOw'this".reinforces the analysis of the
suffix as_a perfectiltizer. '

, .

..
$A .

Out ;,of a sample corpus of eighteen transcribed texts Nof
conch4cOS Quechua,- oedy.one is without a single *instance' of -skI.
ThAs conspicinnq absente Qemandvexplanation,. especially since the
Same,-Speaker'employA'ihe suffix liberally in other,contexts.-_'The
reason ,becomes apparent,:when, the genre, of the_ disco sit is

thei
identifid hortatory. ., It is an exhortaticat.(Pypdfa;* to
',his godson,'pleadi*ewith him tikchangs-his AMIe_of tilcin ..,The
Overriding "theme in the monologue iethe uncertainty-o' the isoyls

'future. QuettionswIth open-ended answers are frequent:

.ts

(28) ,Pashku, ime,-taster m . wiya-: -qam-pita?
Pashku what - ACC- ? ? -AFF hear71-you7ABL

APashku, what is this I-heat about you?'
s)

-A

The Use of conditional (irrealis) mood,
Transitivity, is frequent as well:

se

width correlates with LoW

ako
I

(29). Qam-qa muria,nki-man7tsuraq qam-wan mataani-ki-wan
you-TOP.Irant-2-cOnd-??

ac

you -COM mother-0-2P-COM

pani -ki -wan ka'-nartn-te.?4

'sister-2P-COM be-nm1-3P-A9

'Wouldn't you like your mo
with you (in'heaven somed
not...)

s w

f.

d your sister to be
(ImPIied.you must

36) Kanan -4km, 45kla-pan -tkariel -kuna -man

today-ACC-AFF ).ake-ptus-.cond, ejail-pl7GOAL
-

ke-pt
Put :inr.caus-tO7here-s. u-4-2- .this-SIM be-ad

, 4 .
, .

might-eveln ha4e.tb take yOutothell!ail nOw-
You 4r04n in ifyolikeep on like this.'

° int

.11

...

N-
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.A.

The prospecti of toheligy. changing his ways are unlikely, and _the
speaker gi.v no inda,dationothat be- expects the hoy to respond. th,
his exhortatiion: . .

-

(31) Qam muna-iiki-man:--ts4Prag. tsay.-nly ka-y-ta?

you 'want -2- cord- ?? that7SIM be-nml-ACC

;
*

-Imanir-tan -tsay -raw ka-nki 9

this-SIM be -2

'Do you"really want to be iike that?' (Maybe you do)

'Why are: yOu like, that?'

Perfective aspect- would be expected in a context of affirmation,

certainty,, and completeness of 'action. 'IX. a climate of
negativity, uncertainty, and non-action is the PrevaiIing context,
the . absence of =skl is reasonable and serves to further confirm'

its 3-f/entitw. as a marker- of perfectivitY. - _

.i .1. '
.

, . s , : , . .

In contrast to. the ;above diaCourse, ,prodedurg.l.' °texts have

many occurrences of -skI. Its meaning in this context could be

informally stated as-.: "having finished that, You_therr'gd ahead

.; and db the net :step:" In other words, -skibmarks sequence 1.n the

steps of procedural discourse ty indialtinalOthe successful

accomplish m. of each' phase. - . _

,-.
.

., ar-
.

Sequencing is expressed in
,

the text-by a. pattern :,of clause

chaining in which the final verb of a sentence, focusing on the

enactment is a specific step in the procedure, is repeated at the

beginning of the next sentence in an adverbial clause in which

-ski i.8 suffixed. to the verb. The following is -an excerpt from a

'text whichaexplains how to prepare a special kind of boiledwheat,
which is a typical Andean food: .i

01k,

. (32). Yacha-ts1-hayki llushbuzy--ta,

',know.-caus-1/2fut peel-nna-ACC

llushtu-ntsik,
this-SIM-AFF" speal-12:.

Uchpa-ta .sirni-ntaik.
ash-ACC sift-12

Uchpata,
ash-ACC sift-perVadv-O-3-AFF

ya.ku-man.

'water-;GOAL .8,4d-in4.adv-Or.37-TOP:

.Waami-kadha-SKI-ntsik.
d.fssOlve-duffuse-tierf:--12:'



tient -12
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- ntsik alli maki-ntsik-van
.112 hand-12P-COM

Qayvi-SKI-r,
beat-Terf-adv

a-
tsay rdri-n-kkg-chav

- thatl.ftside-3P±def-LAC gatHer,4et1,peif'

11apin ilapin wika-pantsit.
press press take:oitt-adv-i-5 throW=.ben-12

'May killimshan-kack40. shanka wiNu-shcia, -

that Carbon:pieces-def,-AFrearbon deed-part:
. .

tsar ffuchu-- shanks -ta tikraAU-SKI-mktpti-n,
that-tiny , carbon-ACC change-rdc2-perf-to:hee-a4T-3

yapay harneeru-wan shuyahuntsik.
agairksifter-COM strain-12

4,

Q9Shuyshu-SKI-r-qt, wikapa-ntsik. 414 .

strain...pert -al:Iv-TOP throVfout-ben ,a2

Hitari-SKI-ntsik mane -nt eiii-ta-ga.
throw:out-pert -12 NEG-now go -ACC -TOP

Y tray -ta-m timpu,tsi-ntsik.
and'that-ACCIAFF botl-caus-12

.

q am going to teach you IoW" to prepare boiled (peeled)

wh at. Like. this we peel the wheat:" We sift (the),
'tshes. When we have.sifted`the.ashes,-add.ing them to, 4

(the) watpr,14e. dissolve thei.':'Ye teat it, we beat it
with' our hands. When we 44e beaten it,'-pressing. 4

down What has gathered-at the bottois taking it out, 4e.
throw that away. Those pieces of carbon which have been
-burned .and become:%ry fine inthe-ltame a/f/t we' strain
them. When we have strained they, we,thrS4'them
We,thi.law out that whch is not good. And ten we boil
it.'

ti

6

.
' / '

A paralleluse:of_-skI is' to Mark's!equenoe'in.,a pariative.

0
Increasing actign,action,,; or,.kinesis,is accompanied:byinZread, us-e of
ski. YWithinthe context of the itcdurse, this:toietiOss7Vi`th,

. . . ..

increased -foregrpunaing of. the action a$ it bUilils,t0 11.:cltmax,:;.
- -which is Piecise159. what Hopper'41±0.Thompson would,;predictili".for

sr nations of High TrahSitiVity: .4:-r-i
, , ar ..., r

(33) ...TS4y-4-1.:na-tic.ttri-78K12--.-ni-fn-0....
..?

' ' that-p1 4VA find.-,fkrf-adv-4-$.....TO:
.1 .4

z

V4
' 4declbre-caus-narpst,.

:X.
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4.

rurartUe4,ti,"
-;this78IM-GEgi person-accom-2P-ACC do-recpSt-2

-4.
say -W-3-XOP s et.

pat sa-na qaya-raa-kU-ya-r8-n."-
fear-now Cry 7statrefl-pl-pasti3

.cry-Stat-refl7pert -adV4iO4**3-TOP

reqe-ya-ra-n rasunrpa waflu-z,tsi-paku7yaktqa-n-ta.
knOw-pl7past-3 truth-GEN. die;-causdir-pl-nm1-3-ACC"

7 *When they found 'tirein they declared: -"This is what you-%
1:11 did to your fellow. man... When they said that, they

cried out N.:rith fear. Wpen they cried, ogt in ,fear, 'they
(the first gr.'out ;esognd.s4e4 that they (the Second a

group ) had do'ne he killing. ' .` '

r

. .

createsThe repeated use of -skI- at the,point 'or clikaic reatea the kind
of foregrounding ;to; 3w113.cli, Hopper-41nd' ThomPson. refer. NotiCe the
.four -skI ''S in -the

,...,
f dll_

.

tning sentence:
- , ;" -° - .

. ..r.
.i

04) Kandaadu.-ia "chura-,.SKI-P-Inien , kapcha-SKI-r7-ni-h;qa% /

pacilbc=AGC`put---perf-adr-0 '-.. -lock-perf -adv70J73-TOPI
A

.,, ,.. -
., . .

wahil : -t a llit.ki7SKI -i'Li:ii-n , ... .0.1

house-1P-4CC be :sad-perf-adv--0-3-.-
. ...

ACt

. .
Ayr' ikoq
considerEible circle-ben -perf-adv-O-T°

kut -

return-ben-to:here-1
.

'Having put the -padleick 9n and-licked: it ? -feeling verb
'Sad. about. (aettving) the after- having .walked
around it -(.ollet. last. time) , I wento back.'. .

...
4 /.,.;41 ..

.

..
S.. 0111t% -'..4.,

a%

f . .

} r -'. 0
--Sla goy also be .Used to metric temporal se nce in a real.-
descttptrion of a personal" experlence, at the 1211ciwi-ig :g.

. accolligliaLa participant. Quechua. Wrtters -Itlorkshop
hi d tc ttly event:,

. '"
.

tr. f '
Nqqa-ta rikdiorpa.7-sti kay ' r
-A CC%-4 q41-csus-p1 -/past-3.rekd3o-GENriAFFthid

t;tHUar;#4 i maiqsa-mein
Huari tOwn-GOAL

%.

- 4
, : . ° 6

'

.1/--

e.

; I *..
4/*

`4 1 j. ; ,.**14.ts
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yarqa-ryka-mu-rqa-:,- Llamellin-pita
leave-dir-to:hote7pAst-1 Lismellin-ABL

°

Via'
°:

'4
e

1Tupay malet,in-nr-:---t a
sun_ ' be-iiniSf-advL3 Suitease-.0-1PrACC

hancha-rku-r
carry-up-adv _

.pasaypa tamya-yka-pti-..n. .ehamu-yka-a-
extremely rain-impfv-ady-3 comq=impPi=adv

shanni-ykri-x; 'riyu-men _ chaSKI-:.
cotiee-imptvzady 'river-GOAL arrive -1

Y. *
Ts-ay.pita tsakapa pasa,751a=iiti-:
thattABL eio.rk7GEPI paps-pe'rf-tederhere-i

Mantsa plant sa
fearing: fearing 6-refl-to:here-1=just

. O
Tan - SKI -mu -:' kaatru Via' °A31pas ni-ya7nqa.-n-chaw
find,:pert-ifar41-/Vehicle-AtO

°
Huarirpa. chftsla -ma-r,itatrnO4:: - f

Miari--;GOAL arrive -to' here-adv46-3-TOP.

TapU71i1J-251a-:,°1 1m
.ask -ittedrifl-;pei.f-4,1

. _ .q-tacr-
--quest,

,

Ts ay wii.1a7Sa-ma-rt kethwaft.a 'yachakU-na-ykii-13"aq
..that .teli-perf 1 -3 QuechuaLACC dearn-Lninl.c2-PUR s

. s,. ...

sni-r-ni-n. ' -..-

- . .5. ° .P

. ..

!1... They .called, ma rp.dio, to tliter ,town of,,Thiarj.... Then I..
:1q,ft -fliom, Ll's&i- ri.--.to Ptaichais.:: .While it,!, vas. deYlight , ..

da. 'Ying my skiitcaSte,%al`tholigli. kt, Itas.:reXtly raining,
t co tIgc ecmtis,cg I, arrived: at ttle4rive*" Then: by night,

lit" ° 1 " I f. ci ride..4.6,ar-fillyi ;fe y ...c ame on.: olin a. rl. e , at (a
1141.i 'tittedc1/1111P1.15at . ,1,-.'1-/hb1.1.1-,,,tirr iVe, xi.fi Huttri; 'I asked:.

A kou pair ms?" 4 Thqn>tlley- me ; S

a-0 e,Cor You fro n 4.*
-4 ' A.

4 1;' 1- 4

: ni" 4- r
azC, ; .

6."..! ,;.A ,!"' = A

. 44.4

° .' a/se-, mar_s &,mpornal/q.quence thl course_ .oft,',normal
- con et et3:64-;aside from narrative or stqcd4al, Ackotnts: In 36)`;

-1 ' ° . .

. .
0,4t,be' Apeacer' is conimenilong::ori the -behavior, Of trout in the,... Vo'C'a.1._

Ae:it, A. -,t1VC/1.. . 'A

'Zd,i e 4 of 1,
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(36) Lanpha aywa-mu-pti-n, truucha\- rika-SKI-r,
launch go-to:here-adv-3 trout-, -see-perf-adv

qeShpi-SKI-ya-n.
escape-oerf=p1-3

'When the launch comes, the trout having seen it,
escape.!

-SkI cannot be properly understood without considering its

interrelatedness with the context. The .contexts Investigatesd
serve to confirm the use of -skI as an indicator of perfective
aspect.

9. Is there only .one.46s4I?
I

The data indicates that the basic meaning of -ski is that of
perfectiVe aspect and the examples supplied thus far. illustrate
this. Where a form is used very frequently, howevere (and -skI is
oneof these forms), its meaning tends to . become' more diffuse as

the form adapts to its various environments. This r9cess of
spreading, or broadening, of. meaning is not peculiar to the
Quechua of Conchucos, ,rather, itis the way all languages use
finite means to express an infinite number of potential somanticT
domains. According to Zipf's principle of diversity of meanings
(l949),thers is a direct relationship between the number of

;different meanings' of a word and its relative frequency of
occurrence. The 'distinction by German linguists betWeen
Grundbedeutung (literally, "ground meaning") and Nebenbedeutung
(secondary meaning) has its roots in this historical process of
drift froM the more concrete to the more abstraCt.[12]

Parker (1973) followed this line of reasoning in his analysis
of the "modal" suffix.-rkU according, to basic and metaphorical

A.'similar approach to -skI seems advisab?.e. To review in-
all of the shades of Meaning which -skI might'be used to
would- be (impossible, not only because Of their great
and number, but because of the tendency for shades of:

to overlap. Moreover, such an approach rirould produce. a

Uses..

detail
express
variety
meaning

- list of uses without necessarily showing the lation if any,
to the notion of perfective aspect. My tention is to show,
through a representative sampling of the d ta, some of the ways in
which the perfective meaning can be expanded and adjusted
creatively in the speech of Conchucos Quechua.

9.1. -SkI and surprise

SkI typically signals events of short duration. If such an

event occurs very suddenly, it may contain an element of Surprise
for'the affected participants, and. -skI will not only indicate the
rapidity with which the event occurs, but also that it is contrary
to the expectations of those involved or affected:[13]

97



(37)
,-

Hap-a-11a-:-kuna to
alone-just-1P-pl-,

say-perf=to:here-a4:
lla-:

ce7,1P-

i(You said to me) ,, fine o
, When you said that's' as as i

slappedmayin the

9.2. -SkI and increased intens

As one of the indlcators
convey the notion of:incre
Thompson 1980)).

'(38) Tsay-mi ..tsaY urkm,
that-AFtjhat,fore

aha-SKI-n.
get :mad-per'f-3

or intensi

re a-y
pray-imp

1Tten, when hswas s
praying, he really g

tha forehea

'' . J
4 i(: 4,4

(39) Palla-rkU-ya-pti-:-qa lansa-mu-ra,n
pick:up-up-pl-adv-l-TOP vomit-to:hererpas

ti

;

miku-nqa-ni-taHmama-n Aara-nqa-rita.
eat-nm1-3-ACC mother-,3P give-nm1-3ACC

.
,

Lansa-SKi-mu-r-raq, , lansa- KI-mu-r-raq.
vomit-perf-to:here-aav-LIM vomit erf-to:here-adv-LIM.

'When we picked him%up he vomited the,oca:that his
mother had given him to at He vomited' (with fdrce).

He rally vomited.',

Note also the repetition of LansaskImurrao in (39)

greater intensity.

When questioned
that:

(40a) Miku-SKI-y

for even

specifically, p4ive Speakers-will
.e

Eat it (up):'
eat-perf-IMP

mean' "sat faster than:

Aikuy
eat-IMP

98
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Likewise,

(414 Mushku,qta-n

means simply 'It smells,' but:

(41b) MushkurSKI-n-na
smell -per -now

Means that 'It really smells.

9.3. -SkI and ,thoroughness

9.3.1. ThOrough and complete. If a speaker wishes to point out
that an activity was not only completed, but was done'thoroughly;
with'nothing left unclone, he may signal this by the use of -Oa. ')

-(42) T84.-pita-nai-m llapa-n -ta usha,SICX-r-ni-n-qa
that-ABL-now-AFF all-3-ACC finish-perf-adv-0-3-TOP

T92-

yapay ka-nqa-n yaku -man wina-rpur-nit-qa
again be-pm1-3 vater-GOAL add-inadv-0-31TOP

.maki-ntiik-wan, kupan ,kupan
-hand -12P4OM sprinkling sprikling

maylla-kacha -SKI -r -ni -n.7qa

-wash -diffuse -per'r-ady -0 -3 -TOP

kostal-man wifia-rkg2r-ni-n
sack-GOAL add-up-4111V41-3

warda-ni-n-paq-raq haqi- ykU- ntsik.

morrow-0-2-PUH=

'Then, when we have completely finished ,everything; again
into thew y#er we put it, rubbing it with our hands.
Having thorbughlywashed it, emptying it into the bag,
we leave.it.until the morrow.'

- (43) Take -n -pis shuyshu-SKI-ntsiks
pat -3 -too strain - pert -12

.

'Also pattinguit,downi: we strain it thoroughly.'
/.

The notion of thoroughness can easily be traced to the idea of
completion, n that a thorough jobs not, only one which Aqs.been
completed, bu one which has been "CoMpletelym completed.

of completed. Some irntanc-s of skI indicate-.
is viewedps acomPi e, a completedi-,
Ssis is on the,mt44mL 3n, not on its

Consider the fol14-41.1,-

9.3.2: Th
'thnt

wthoe
te.

99
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93
(44) 'Kay -naw waht-. -ta .sharks -tsi7i4i-n

`this-SIM house,dP4CC.atand-caus- 46..4.3qeave-perfadv

aywa-kU-napaq ni-r-ni-n-qa yarPA.4chakUSKI-i.:
to-refl-nml-PUR say-adv-0-3-TOP think-wit care=rperf-adv-,

kuti-kU-mu-:.
return -refl -to:here -1

C
'Like this I've built'my house just to leave it
completely, saying to myself completely lost in-
thought, I returned.!

The first instance of -skI in (44), haqiskir 'having left...

Completely,' focuses on-the campletion or the action, but the
second instance, yarpachakuskirnin 'thinking complet4y. carefully
about it,' does not imply that the "thinking" has been completed.
Quite the contrary: at the" time be made the utterance, some time
later, the =speaker was still very concerned about his houga, and
the use of. -ski cannot therefore indicate that this action was
completed. If, however, the Empietenesa,, or thoroughness of this
concern is taken into account, this use of -skI can be.explained
as pragmatic extension of the basic meaning.

The following example, taken from a narrative text,` refers to
the materialistic desires of speaker's wife. She isknOwn in this
tale as a nagging woman who demands what she wants until she gets
it

.(45) Y tsay-kuna rasun-kaqta-qa marks -man tA4b-
and that-pl true-def-AC&TOP town-GOAL each

wana -SKI -r wana- SKI -r -qa.

need -perf -adv need -perf -adv

aani -KU -SRI -yaa -mu-q:

agree -refl -perf -pl -to:here -narpst

"Noqa tantiku-ya-shayki..."
I buy -pl -1/2fut

-10r

'And he would agree with:11er every time they went to
town, for sure every time.she needed (wanted) anything,
saying, "I'll buy it foryou."1

The speaker could well have,chos'en to use -skI here in order to
express the complete, all-,consuming nagging of his wife in

wanaskir wanaskir. The repetition of the verb' for emphasis would
contribute to the intensity in .a similar'way to (39) If this
hypothesis is correct,, then -skI can indeed be used to ind5cate
the action of the verb as a whole:, without necessarily focusing on
its termination.' point. In the case of the latter example,
however, an interpretation including fOcus on the termination
would not be out of order, either. (The, wife could haAre stopped

nagging her husband.) In any-event, the notion of perfectivity

1 1 ou
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can reasonably be extended to'encompass either interpretation.

dis4nutive

Sincg: the perfeCtive'aspect focuses on the whole of an event
as one entity, this may have the effect of condensing the event to
one point in the time continuum. A metaphorical extension of this
is a sense of'smallness. Certdin clauses indicate that -skI has

implied diminutive effect: It was explained to me by a native
speaker:that, whereas:

,(46a) pishta-y
kill:off-inf

means to kill with la knife,

(46b) pishta-SKI-y
'kill:offperf-inf 4

means to kill with altnife and
-01

chop into little pieces.
4

(These extended uses of -skI all share two characteristics: 1)
they can all be traced back to the basic meaning of perfective in

that they can be viewed: as metaphorical applications of the
aspectual sense, and 2) they can all be,considered to convey
modal qualities, desiderative or intentional attitudes on the part
of the speaker.

The conclusion to be reached from the above is that -skI is

not strictly isolatable as agrammatical marker of perfective
aspect in Conchucos Quechua. Ingtead, -skI may be considered as a
linguistic junit potentially; capable of bearing subjective

informatior. of a modal'nature a "superstratum" to the more

'concrete aspectual meaning). This modal nature does not Conflict
with the aspectual nature of the suffix, but it does indicate

that, whereas aspect and tense are .distinguishable from one

another, 'at least to some degree in Quechua, aspect and modality

are not.
A

The lack of clear categorial separation between aspect and

modality helps WIxplain some of the'other puzzling instances, of .7
-skI; 'such-as its use with the future, where the attitude of the

speaker, (his certainty that an event is going to take place),. is

the determining factor in specifying the perfectivity of the
event:

(47) TAiipniv- eyTlnwanl-pis tsay waktsa marka-chaw
fax that poor town-LOC

'A

ama aywaku. -y tsu imay
grieve-adv-too NEG go- IMP -NEG when -too-

shamb.7skX-shaq-mi panta-ykU-tsi-r-ni-ki.
cometpert-lfut-AFF miliss-dir-ctus-adv-0-#2
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'With the whole family in that humble town grieving,
too, "Don't go" (saying), (I answer):_whenever I do come
backfor sure!- (until thlp) I will be missing you.'

#

The certainty is ttrther indicated by use,of the affirmative

evidential/validations/ suffix -mi. The salient notion of

modality, which coordinates with the notion of-perfective aspect,

is that of certainty on the part of :the speaker. In many --

instances, I would predict, speaker certainty about an event is
the, determining factor in the choice of ,the perfective aspect. In

any event, extended, or metaphorical uses of -skI do not ,

contradict the basic definition.of perfective aspect. In ghat

they can all be explained in the light of the notion of

perfectivity, they further substantiate the perfective

interpretation. Furthermore,' proceeding from a basic to an

extended definition determined in large part by the pragmatics of

'1= the -communication situation TaAii6,-- oidSrliiisecto -Thit:iiin a cohered

conception of the role Which -ski, or any other suff4c, for that

matter, playp in Quechua.

10; -SkI and lexical aspect
-

We have, seen that the intersection between aspect and

modality-in Quechua is relevant to the interpretation of '-skI.

Another factor.influencing the expression of perfective aspe-Th
Conchucos Quechua is the intersection between aspect and the

semantic type of the verb. Lyons (1977) states:

Some languages do have a rich set of distinct aspects. It is

not uncommon, however, for there to be no more than two or
three formally distinct aspects, the,distribution of which is

rather wider than.the terms -Oat are employed to label them

would tend to suggest.. It may then happen, and frequently

does, .that one and the same aspect will be interpreted
differently according to the character of the verb.

ThiPintlutrce of the "character of the verb" would explain, for

-,
example, why certain instances of -skI indicate rapid inception

-T
and completion of an eyent, as in the examples cited in 6.5, while

other instalces indicate completion only, an extreme. example_ of

which is the following: 1

(48) usha-SKI-n-na 'It's already finished.'

finish-perf-3-now

Lexical aspect may also explain why -SkI may be used to
indicate successful completion or achievement of an activity, not

merely that it has reached its endpoint. The distinction here is
sometimes difficult to explain from the use of -skI alone., Note,

however, in the 'following pair of sentences, how the first

indicates simple completion of the activity of talking alone,

while the second indicates successful achievement of the activity

1D2

-
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of throwing something away:

-(49) Nikaptin-qa qechu-SKI-ya7pti-n-qa llapa-n
"-then-TOP remove-perf-pl-adv-S-TOP all73

marka-taahi-n-kuna. willa-nakU-SKI-r-qa aywa-naq.
town-accom-3-pl tell-recip-perf-adv-TOP go-narpst

'Then after they,had taken it away; all of the
townspeople, having talked among themselves,'left.'

(50) Shikra-man wifia-r0"--r-qa.mama-n-kuna
bag-GOAL add-up-adv-TOP 'matta"..=3P-pr*

a-SKI-Yaa-naq qa.qa-t a. -

throw-perf-pl-narpst rock-ACC

,

'After she,had put them in, the bag, their mother
threw.them away by a large rock.'-

'

The -skI in Aechuskiyaptihqa 'having removed it' an the -skI in
hitaskiyaanaq 'thTew them ,away,' indicate successfully. completed
completed, action. The -skI in willanakuskirqa, 'having talked
among themselves,' says nothing about successful achievement of
the :talkers' goals, If we consider that the lexical aspect of
'talk among themselves' does not indicate transfer of action to
nearly the degree that 'remove it' or 'throw away' do, then the
difference between Cbmpletiop and successful achi ement can be
explained, not on the basis of skI, but on the b is of the verb
to which it, is affixed.

In their discussion of Transitivity, Hopper and Thompson
distinguish between 'Aktionsart', or lexical aspect, bid Aspect
proper; -in the sense of telicity/perfectivity (1960:271).
athrigordingly, a stative verb, which by nature would-not be expected
rr-depict action, 'would' tend tow*ds imperfectivity rather than
perfectivity by natura. This is, in general, true for Corchucos
Quechua. Consider the following pair of !lauses:

(51a) Yamay-11a-m ka-ykaa-: 'I am fine.'
well-just-AFF be-impfv-1

(51b) *Yamay-11a-m ka -SKI -:

14

The verb kay 'to be,' typicajly appears with the imperfective
affix - kaa, and not with the perfective affix -skI. However,
there are certain exception's to this-, notably the following:

(52) Aywa-r-ni-n ishkan ka-skI-shun wahi-ntsik-chaw
go-adv-0-3 two be-perf-12fut house-12P-LOC

If we go, then we will be two in our house.'
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(53) Examen kazSEIpti-,-n-tsuraq shamu-nqa
exam !be-perf-advr-3-??-,. come3fut-

.'.

'When the exam has-been (finished)y.1/4he wilf7come:'

Air '"

. .

.,-

.
.

These can only be understood correctly if we interpret -ski as

indicating the completion of a Change of'state, asin (TOT or
the conclusion,' as in (53), of an ongoing state. There id'.

nothing in the lekical aspect, of the verb 'to be' itself which
would indicate this perfectpazation of the situation. By process

of elimination, we conelude that skI alone indicates the

perfectiVity in.these instances. The appearance.of.SkI.in a most

unlikely environment without the correlation of other,/

perfectivi;ing% factors, clearly substantiates the hypothesis that

it communicates perfectivity.) -

I

11. Further comments aEd conclusions, 4

One way to encode perfective aspect in Conchucos Quechua is

by affixing -.ski to the verb. Isolated sentences and claUses

within larger discourses s4stantiateWhis Claim. Languliirdata

also indicate that -skI's function is not d 'limited- to king

perfectivity alone, but that so convey.certain modal

qualities, such as certainty art of the speaker that an-

event will be .brought to a suc conclusion.. Neither -skI

nor any other of -the derivational suffixes in Quechua As %

obligato1y: a speaker may choose not to employ -skI in a given

environment. flf -sla'oecurs, however, its meaning in the context
can be traced back to the essential notion of perfective aspect.

If -skI is not chosen by a particular speaker in an instance
requiring the indication of perfective aspect, the perfectivity'.

will be sindicated by some other element in the grammar, most

likely by another derivational suffix. In 'other words, -skI can

be defined by perfective aspect,' but perfective aspect cannot be
defined by skI. The suffix -rkU, for example, may be also used to

indicate perfectivity, so that statements such as iikurkun 'he ,

eats it (all) up' and mikuskin 'he eats it completely' are quite

close in meaning. [14]

This study has explored the expression of perfIctive, aspect'
in the- verb of Conchucos Quechua by seeking to categorize a.single
suffix; having identifieethis,suffix with petfectiv aspect does

not imply that perfectivity in Conchucos Quechua only be

indicated, by -skI. Quite the contrary, I suspe /otherwise.
Considering perfectivity to be a continuum ins th sense that

Hopper anT-Thompsoh interpret Transitivity, -skI could be said to

be more perfective than -rkU in Conchucos. I would suspect that
in dialects- of Quechua where -skI does not apipear.e,ikU would rate

higher on the perfectivity' continuum.[15]° Quechua language

consultants often have difficulty distinguishing differences in

eis
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meaning, between verb .forms such .as these, and..will sometimes

mention only that -skI -conveys a slightly greater 'degree 'of

urgency. The distinction in this case would be 'more of mAdality

than of aspect.

,

The .apparently modal uses of -:skI are distuibing in the

analysis because they interfere with the tidiness of the

categorization of perfectivity. On the other hand%, ifthe aspect

definition. is 'taken as basic, the modal qualities -can be

recognized for whatthey are: subjectiv& attitudinarinfluences
.closely. allied .toTeaker style and the -slecific communication

situation.

The interrelationship between mood and aspect 'in ;-ski is

symptomatic of the behaVior of, other derivational suffixes as they
pattern together on the verb in the various-Quechua dialects. The

case of -rkU and -skI is but one example-of-overlapping functions.

Yurthermore, each dialect is uniqUe.andv at thls point, there is

no rea'Son to' suspect that the patterning of the derivational

suffixes. will bethe same in any two dialects.. Not even -skI in

one dialedt can. necessarily be equated% with -skI in another

dialect without careful: investigation. ,Knowing that

indicates perfectivity in Conchucos is no. guarantee, for example,

that it does likewise in Western Huanuco.

Since rione'of the derivational suffixes isffi,oeligatory in the

way that, tense and person Aarkers in Quechua are, their

interrc)lationship with tense needs to be investigated., To what

extent can aspect, specifically,''perfective aspect, be expressed
through tense markers, If at all? Study of the interrelationship
between tense and aspect could shed light on the notion of aspect

a distinct from tense, not only in Quechua, but in language in

general. _Aspect has. frequently been investigated lit languages

which do ,not have separategrammaticaI markersi for -tense dnd

aspect,, and this may be a source -for ambiguity in definitions..

a, but 4
Traditionaly, Tor' example, perfective aspect has-been gated,

with perfect tense. The study of" aspect, nat;only.in Quec
in typologically similar languages, should contribute to a greater
understanding of what appears to be a universaa category": )

Furth& complications arise not only from the derivational
suffixes themselves, but from the verbs to which they are affixed.

To what extent, &for example, ,is -skits perfectivity: contingent /
upon the nature of. the verb stem to 'which it,is affixed? -Ski's/

frequ6ntattraction to verbs such as ushavito'finishe is certainly

not coincidental.[16].

Finally, a key to unscrambling the linguiStic pzle Of the
Present is the linguistic situation of the g4st. Where did '-skI

come from? From a van verb? If so, what did -skI mean?

Extensive diachronic ..study in7khe Quechua language family might
'shed 'light on the matter.
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Footnotes

1. 'Thii paper was produced under the auspices of the Summer

Institute of Li stics and the,Ohio State Ddivegsity, and is

based on field rk parr
oftuari, JOistr t Of San Luis, in 1981 ang-1982. The majoiity ofIi:14

parried out in Eastern Adcash, PeruProvince

the .,texts I ove to arianci-.Jaramillo 'Paulin°, dative of

Huanchacbanb, Pomabamba, e iding.in San Las at the t e.

Other texts upon which the research was -based are from Chacas, San

Luis, and surrounding-towns and villages.

I wish to thank especially.Carl Harrison, Brian Joseph, and

Peter Landerman for their insightful comments and suggestions,. and
ToMand Doris Payne for time'and help withwtheir computer.' -

.:, . Conchucos Quechua has the following phonemes: Consonants: p,

t. ts, ch,k, q (post-velar obstruent), s, sh, h, m, n, I!, 1 (11),

r, w, y. Vowels: , i, a, u, and theif corresponding lenithened
Counterparts. Under cetain'conditions; Olen the high vowels i and

1.1 are potentially subject to a morphophonemic lowering process,
They-are symbolized as I and U. '

1

The following. symbols and'abbreviatitEs have been used:

' 1

12
8 ..

/1

1/2
i?
ABL
ACC
ac coin

adv
bec.

ben .t

cans
COM'
cond

.def
desid
DIR'

fut
GEN
GOAL
IMP

'incep

LIM
LOG
narpst
Aml
part

4

length
null (nothing)
first person singular
first persOn plural inclusive
third person
first person object
first person subject, second person object
question marker
ablative ,

accusative
accompaniment
adverbial(izsr).
become
benefactive
_cause or causative
comitative
conditional
definite
desiderative
direct (information)or direction
future
genitive'

goal
(imperative'.

imperfective
inceptive
limitative
locative
narrative past
nominalizer
participle .
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pass passive
-past simple past.,
pert y perfectivl'-
.pl plural
pnct ,punctiak.
.PUR purposive
_recip reciprocal
'recpst recent past

,--

refl reflexive
REP reportative
SIM similarity
stat . state

sub substantivizing subordinator
TOP- ( topic e

.

31"0 A yes/no question marker.
SS '

1
same subject

DS different,_ subject,.

t

4

2. Bruce and Jan 'Benson, for example, report =skI in the
neighboring Marias dialect of Western Huanuco,

3. Peter Landerman, personal communication.

4. 'Thus, in certain environments: -skI ska, as in:

aywaskamuy to leave completely'

magaSkamasha 'he has hit me'

. For example: rika-tsi-pa -rka-tsi-r-ni-n-qa
see-cans -ben-up-caus-adV-0-3-TOP

'halting caused it to be shown'

6. Snow's report is based on the Quechua o the province of
Antonio Raimondi in Eastern Ancash, which be'somewhat distinct
from the Quechua of the districts ofAan Luis and Pomambamba, the

focus of this-paper.

7. According to Longacre (1976:238), aspect is one .of those
"troublesome and hard' to clasdi!y features of linguistic

structure."- is defined as "features which have to do with the
quality of the action indicated in,the verb." In Longacre's
framework, aspect may be prpgressive, punctiliar, completive,

repetitive, or gnomic, but need not necessarily be restricted to
these. 'Aspect markers, according to Dowty (1979:62) "serve to
distinguish' such thingi as whether the beginning; middle or end of
an event is being referred to, whether the'event is a single one

or a repeated one, and whether, the event is completed or pOssibly
left incomplete." According to(Steele (1980), aspect,ascribes a
"temporal contour" to tense. "It includes Cat least) such notions
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.

at _perfective or 'imperfective
restricted to these." (1980:21)
aspect," which presents a process
aspect," which indicates. that
reached.:.

,and progressive, but is not

rCuliqli (1971) speaks of on
.as itlkakes place, and "closed
the end Of a procets,, hai been

,S.. 'Perfective aspect is'not to be confused with perfect tense,

which is apast situation with present relevance.
,

. ; . lit
,

, . ,. .

9. .SoWfuriher comments:.aboirt perfectivity and iconicity are in

order here. According to the hypothesis _that there is an

isomorphic relation. between sound and meaning, an "iconic"

7.
tendency in lanuage,:(see_also Batman 1980:516) the perfective

aspect .in. Ouechua ihould physically reflect the reality of the

concept of perfectivity, of Viewing the event as a single whole,

Is_some readily discernable way.

-Ski is phonetically tight, brief, and 'tense;

correspondingly, perfective aspect'generally indicates telicity,
punctuality,' and; at times, ihtensity. The rapidity with which .=
,sklisusuallypron...ced is.perhaps a reason why it is used when
the speaker desires o convey a sense of urgency. In the following

instance, the 'speaker explainedthat ke probably wouldn't have

used skI in this command if he hadn't wanlied his brother.to really

hurry:

(i) Shukuskiy ras aywasklnaykipaq.

'Get your hat on fast to go.

If the briefness and.tensehess of s is an iconic reflection
of its perfective meaning,. a parallel i onicity is to be expected
with the imperfective suffix.ykaa. This appears to be the case:

-ykaa begirt with a semi-vowel rather than a sibilant, and..ends
with,a long, open, lax Vowel rather than with a short, high, tense
vo4e1.- '

-

Jakobson (1971:202) had the following to say regarding-aspect
in Russian: "Any verb of a semantically nonrestrictive or

expant.ive (ie: imperfective, indeterminate, or iterative) aspect
has a longer stem suffix than the correlative verb of the opposite
aspect." Jakobson provides the following illustration of such an
iconic representation of the perfective- imperfective opposition '

in Russian: *

(iia) zamorozi 'to complete freezing'

(iib) zamOrativaj 'to freezes' with or without ,

completion)
0

r

.
Note that; in Conchucot-Quechua, the vowel in the suffix -skI

which marks perfective aspect,` according to the analysis presented
.\--ihere, is -/ also i; and;-:in parallel fashion, the vol,(el- in the

r
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'imperfective -ykaa is a long. a,: comparable to that, in the RuOlan
,..

-ival,
. - ' .

,

-,t

10. The basic corpus of data consisted of all of the sentences
with skI from approximateli-se:tenty-five pages of tra3scribed
spoken texts recorded.in a Quechua-speaking 'community-in Peru.

11. For more about this see David Weber's 1983-UCLA dissertation
on Huallaga Quechua, 'a dialect where -skI does not appear and

'other affixes assume the perfectivizing function.,
Aoe °'

12.. Bloomfield, for example, remarked, that "refit* and abstract
meanings largely grow out of concrete meanings" (1933:429). ,

13. Snow (1972), as previously noted; reports similarly for
Antonio Raimondi.

14. Conchucos Quechua speakers also maintain that, if you say:

(iiia) 'Drink it up.'
- -,

you mean: "Be sure to drink it up," or, "You had better drink it

.
, .up," If, on the'other harid, you say:

4(iiib), Upukurkuy. 'Drink it up.
, .

,you convey the impression that it's not all that important if you
drink it up, although you are encouraged to do so. (Note, with
regard to iconicity, , that the suffix rkU'probably takes a bit
longer to pronounce.)

15*. A similar observation could be made regarding the punctiliar
affix -rI, which apparently takes the place of -skI in Huaraz.

16. For example:

te-

A

) ushaskIn 'He/she finished it (completely).'

a-
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The Syntax-Phonology Boundary and Current Syntactid Theories

1°1 'D
.

.:Geoffrey K. Pulluni

University of California, Santa Cruz

Arnold M. ZWidicy
, ,

The Ohio State University

Two important modularity principles are generally regarded as implicit
in standard= theory,

(I) The phonological component has no access to Syntactic
information except' what is in the surface structure.

(ILI) The syntactic component has no, access tO,'PhonolOgical
information.

(I) is the Principle of Superficial Constraints in Pfionblogy.(PSCP)
discussed by ZWicky (1970). It is implied by the standardviewthat the
phonological component is an interpretive 4ne, performing a trahsiluction
from the putpuy of the syntactic component to the leNiel'of systematic ,

phonettpa. If surface structure is the input representational level for
phonology, more abstract levels of the derivation can-have no direct
influence on phonetic interpretation.

(II) is the Principle .of Phonology-Free Syntax (PPFS) explored by
"Zwicky'(1969)..

Numerous,linguists have discussed phenomena that appear to them to
\call for either the PSCP Or the PPFSto be weakened. TypitallY, it is
argued that global constraints have,to be permitted in grammatical
descriptions: inaccessible syntactic informatiOn has to be made available
to\the phonological rules, or vice versa. Those who regard global
constraints as irredeemably undesirable have attempted reanalyses of
various sorts, attempting to utilize already available machinery of the'
standard. theory to handle the facts without breaching the modularity'
assumOlon that keeps the syntactic and phonologidal components separate.

.-

The past few year4Ilave seen the emergence of theories that depart
from the standard theorr'quite:radically, in ways that have hithertb
unexamined implications for modularity constraints. The most radical are
the "monostratal" theories, which posit no syntactic level other than what
standard theory would .call surface structure. Generalized Phrase Structure
(GPSG) is conceptuallk the `;purest of these proposals, in that it assigns
the whole burden of,syntaxtoa mechanism already admitted in standard
theory: the phrasestructu*(PS) rules. Unlike the standard theory, such
a theory necessarily entail both the PSCP and the PPFS in their str6ngest
forms without any fine tuniAi. The PSCP follows since t e surgace.ayntax
isnre'oply syntax thereia:e The PPFS follows because categoriift
co ,oment of'the base operates in terms of categories aft formatives and
not in terms of any phonological primitives.
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In this paper we explore the question of whether a theory that
directly entails the PSCP and- the PPFS in unweakened forms should be
regarded as favored for that reason, or whether, in the light of the rather

extensive iterature calling for relaxati3On of the PSCP. or the PPFS or

both, a the ry like GPSG that cannot admit such weakening should be
.agarded s so facto suspect. This topic is, of course, a massive one. :

''We,have been tudying the corpus of alleged 'violations of, the PSCP and the-

, PPFS for some time, and the number of relevant descriptive problems we have
engovOtered in different languages runs into the hundreds. In this paper ,

wtraita;11 ce\ 1 upon just %wo well known and 'representatiye case studies to

illustrate he view we propose to take.

1. The Principe of Superficial Constraints in Phonology

."' Perhaps the best known example ofga problem area in English that
suggests that the PSCP is top strong concerns the phonological rdduction of
EngIishAeuxiliariew when unstressed. This was the main topiC'Of ZWicky

:(1970). It was reCeiled to'the attention of linguists by the remarks of
i(.ng (1970), re14,covering somewhat more general observations by SWeet
'(1908), and,wd,oOn the context of a thebreticel debate by Lakoff

1(1970). It isE., tnterest, however, that in the light of the wide
acceptance of p qnppgically null surface syntactic conslituents with no
)honfaticallk reatfad effects by virtually all current schools,ofithought,

_.
the original argue Ants have lost most of .their force. ,

.

t)114 r

,Thepenomena.asis well known, appeared to involve' honological'W '' is
,:

,

& , ,

rturlAtions--failre of certain unstressed items to assume a normally
,

4 ''nctioned reduced pronunciation- -that, were due, to the effects of trans-
4AmatfPnsithat.had moved or deleted material adjacent to the items in
qqestioh. A typical contrasting pair of examples is provided by:I wonder

.,

toni ell, with uncontractible is. But the advent of.. -e
whether.', e

arty.

at Robin's tonight, with contractible is, and *I wonder
:7 where th'

'''s
recta,, i. ;vphoneticalIY null 'elements appearing in surface locations
.04 ii4nsf Wed introduced a 'gap' at an earlier stage, has

y. N= ered the situation.
;--

arks of Chomsky (1975, 117) concerning the claimed invalidity
../:e.oipwer' arguments against his variety of 'trace theory' are

jk conection. It is true that one cannot say that a theory
etgent transformations leave traces in any grammar is

d or less powerful than a theory in.which all movement
form ons leave traces in all grammars, since neither allows

;parochial variation in the matter ofe,whether traces are left by movements:
41,Butikaiienthat traces are left by some rules, there is a real difference in
-1411At'phenomena can be teadily.described.by'rules that mention 'traces in
:their structural descriptions. ,

The geheralization that an auxiliary followed at one stage by a
constituent which is later moved or deleted-cannot undergo ascertain

_4phonological rule P (which is reminiscent of what seems to be going on in
." English contraction, thpugh ft is not a fully accurate description), seemed
essentially uncap unable in the unvarnished standard theOry.' But once the
relevant loCatio s in the surface tree are identifiable by marker of any

sort 'that consist of syntactically or phonologically mentionable material,
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the Statement of such rules is straightforward, even if the resulting
statements are not notab0 explanatory. And the way is open far a somewhat
more explanatory. formulation to be developed along'simklar lines (see
Selkirk,19724 Notice that it is not the case that Chomsky has in practice
eschewed language-particular rules that mention traces. One may be seen in
Chomski.arid Lasnik (1977, 478, example 154), for example. Nor have 'others
overlooked this possibiity; see e.g, Sag (1978).

The other celebrated problem in English for the PSCP is the formula-
tion of the syntactic environment for the English Nuclear Stress Rule
(NSR). Bresnan's (1971) analysis crucially involves a rule of stress
assignment applying to representations that are (in some cases) present
only during the,syntactic cycle on a given clause, so it can hardly be
claimed to be compatible with the PSCP.'-However, it seems to us that, for
a number of reasons, B's account must be rejected anyway.

To begin.with, we think that there is a fundamentEt1 confusion inherent '

in the remarks about 'normal stress' that permeate Bresnan's paper. Recall,
that the NSR places a heavy accent on the final primary word-stress in the
sentence. Bresnan claims:

This is; in general, the 'normal' intonation for an
English sentence. There are, howevei?, well-known
classes of exceptions to this pattern. Final anaphoric
pronouns do not normally receive primary stress:

1

(2) Helen teaches it.

1N1

*Helen teaches it.

('Normally' means 'exclu.iing emphatic or,contrastive
stress'.) Nor do final indefinite pronouns normally
receive primary, stress:

1

(3) The boy, bought some.

1

*The boy bought some.

Other anaphoric items, even when grammatically definite,
receive no 1-stress:

(4) John knows .a woman who excels at karate,
1

and he avoids the woman.

In what follows I will assume that, by some means or ,

other, anaphoric and indefinite elements are not assigned .

primary stress, and generally I will ignore the stressing
of items which are not releirant to the point, at issue.
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The donfusion we are pointing to is to think, that there could be 'some
means' by which' anaphoric constituents could; be identified and exempted
from the operation of a stress rule. LakOf ,(1972, 291) is quite right to
point out that 'Anaphora.,.is not a iexl,catprolierty. syntactic -

semantic
is a synctic-

semantic phenomenon which can, and must,:be ppecified'independently of
lexical idiosyncracies.' lio'see the difficulty, considei (1).

(1) Lord Threshingham has been singularly careless in his
liaisons with servant- girls. What can we do about the
bastard?

There is no way a stress rule -could determine on the basis of the syntactic
or semantic structure of the second sentence in (1): whether the bastard was
anaphoric. We n a well-formed sentence whether,we place heavy accent
on bastard or on do (to tion only two possibilities). If bastard isT
accented heavily, the,uttera will be interpreted by the hearer.to
suggest that the bastard refers some entity not referred to in the
earlier part of the sentence: an legitimate on (presumably of Ldrd-
Threshingham's), to be precise. Or can convey extraordinary exaspera-
tion with Lor&Threshingham, In which se the bastard refers to Teord
Threshingham. If bastard is not heavil accented, the bastard would be
interpreted by the hearer to be anaphoric i.e. to refer to an entity
already introduced into the discourse.. Th s could be an illegitimate on
if one had been mentioned earlier in the di ourse, or it could be Lord
Threshingham, or anyone else recently mentio ed and-still s-'ient.' There
is no finite Limit on what we might need to k ow about t' 'irse of

which (1) is assumed to be, part in order for u L. to pLdict
whether the phrase the bastard should be read w th low stress or-not:
vSULII oeci. is are difficult enough that exper enced actors often failto
see enough of the structure in their script, and read a line with a stress-

. pattern that cannot possilty be correct given th full context,)

Bresnan's approach it essentially.to identify -a kernel class-of
sentences in which the stress Ia.'normal' and for which the rules of
grammar to determine it operate. without special circumstances obscuring
them. We regard this approach as completely mistaken in principle.

But there are empirical difficulties with the4rule system she
advocates as well. Consider the following examples.

(2) a. I've already GIVen it to him.
b. #I've already given it TO him.

(3) a. You've already given it to WHOM?
b.##You've already 'given it TO whom?
c.##You've already GIVen to whom?

(4) a. Who have your GIVen it to?
b. Who have you given it TO?
c. Who have you GIVen to?

The capitalization indicates stress. Example (2a) is quite natural, while
(2b), with a stressed preposition, is unnatural. In (3a) the only natural
stress is on the wh-pronoun whom, the'other possibilities in (3b) and (3c)
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being extremely unnatural. From a source likeipthe,natural (2a), her
analysis predicts that under wh-movement we would get the stress pattern
seen in (4a). This is well and good. But it also predicts that the
pattern in (4b) will have the same unacceptability as the completely
unnatural (3b),'and that the pattern in (4c) will have the same unaccept-
ability as the completely unnatural (3c), and both predictiOns are, quite
incorrect. The hypothesis that stress patterns aretpreserved through
transtormational derivations is not supported by such cases.

Let us now ,turn to the cases on which Bresnan originally based her
hypothesis about the ordering of the NSR, namely the Cases discussed by ,

Newman (1946), and analogous examples. The typical contrast is one like
(5).

(5) a. GeOrge has plans to LEAVE.
b. Geerge has PLANS, to leave.

Newman noted that where the stressis as indicated, the verb leave is read
as intransitive (i.e. 'as 'depart') in (5a), but as transitive i.e. as
'deposit, drop Off, abandon') in (5b). We shall refer to this as the
Newman effect. Bresnan's explanation for it is, in essence, that stress
placed on the final constituent of the'VP in both (5a) and (,J), but in
.(5b) the stressed constituent is a phrase (the object of leave) that is
moved and then deleted by the rule that derives infinitival relative
clauses.

An important example of a generalization missed by Bresnan (but
pointed out to us by Ivan Sag) is that the Newman effect operates in (7) as
well as (6):

(6) Stacy has a proPOSal to incorporate.
(7) Stacy hasa proPOSal to be incorporated.

Both imply that a proposal will be incorporated into something. But if
ipCORporate(4) bears the sentence accent, the meaning changes (Stacy
pioposes to become a corporation):

(8) Stacy has a proposal to inCORporate.
(9) Stacy has a proposal to be iNCORporated.

For (6), Bresnan's theory postulates a postverbal NP in cyclic structure
that absorbs; nuclear stress. But the passive analog (7) is treated in a
completely different way (see Bresnan 1972:328-9, essentially acceding to
the point'made by Berman and Szamosi 1972:307). Hence Bresnan's account
does not seem optimal (a welcome conclusion for Bresnan, who now advocates
a theory with no syntactic cycle; cf. Bresnan 1982). It is encouraging
that accounts are now being.adVanced--see in particular Culicover and
Rochemont (1983)--in which sentence stress is not predicted directly from
syntactic structure.
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2. The Principle of ,Phonology -Free Syntax

. /
Whether the PPFS is implicit in.standard TG is a matter. that depends

on the'rather confusihg question of how exactly lexical thaertion.is
supposed to operate in TG. It is'probablr assumed by many'linguists that
the ypts is entailed by the definition of transformational rules, since
transformations are assumed to he able to refer only to categories (like NP
or V) and formatives (like you imImperatiVe Subject Deletion or there in
There- Insertion), but hot to details'of the internal phonological composi-
tion of formatives.

,

The matter is obscured by an'error in Chomsky (1965). The
insertion algorithm Chomsky gives (1965, 84) reads as collo, s:

If CI is a complex symbol*p preterminal string and (D, C) is a
lexical entry, where C is not distinct from SI., then 9 can be replaced
by D.

This formulation substitutes phonological matrices for complexes of
syntactic and, aemantic features at deep structure, with the result that
transformationa haye access to the phonological shapq of formatives but not
access to syntictictfeatures or even categories (a4"the semantic component '

has no access th"Temantit properties of lexical items). This is apparently
a mistake, as was pointed put by both Brekle and Luelsdorff (1975, 376) andt

. Hudson (1976, 90). 'As Hudson observes, a can safely assume, that the way
the standard theory issUpposed to work i that the phonological shape D is
appended to the syntactic /semantic feature co ex C, and that although
phonological shapes of formatives are henceforth present ir)syntactic
representations, they are rendered inaccessible to the operations of;
transformations, which are permitted to analyze only the syntactic/
information contained in the complex symbols that label the nodes/

Hudson (1976) argues quite sensibly that a moaification should be '

introduced that has only syntactic and semantic information inserted at
deep structure, phonological and morphologcal details being added at
surface structure. This might seem to be sailing dangerously close to the
generative semantic wind, in that it makes lexical decomposition in the
syntax much easier to handle. But later we find'Chomsky and Lasnik (1977)
'proposing 'lexical insertion at surface structure' anyway, so Hudson's idea
cannot have been totally heretical even from Chomsky's standpoint. Pro-
vided something like Hudson's revision is adopted, or that transformational
rules are simply blinkered by stipulation to make phonological representa-
tions invisible to them, the PPFS will be entailed by standard TG.

While it would be possible, through only slight tampering with
'standard TG, to permit transformations to inspect -details of phonotogical
representations attached to nodes (and thus to.Iormdlate, e.g., a rule to
front phrases that begin with a bilabial stop), the deftnition of PS rules
excludes such a possibility. A PS rule of the forin A -->.W, wher,AJ. is a
syntactic category label and W is a string of terminals and/or nontermin-,
als, can pick out an individual formative that happens to begin with a.
bilabial stop and stipulate that it be the first element of W, but it
cannot quantify over the entire stock of"such formatives. If a terminal is
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mentioned first in .W, only that item will be picked up, while if a non-
terminal is mentioned,' all members of that category will be-picked up,
regardless oftheir ptionOlogtcal'coMposition. Even a list of rules that
included one for eath,lexical item beginning with a,bilabfal stop would not
achieve the effect of fronting '11 [p],initiai and [b]-initial constituents
once we consider the fact that the lexicon is in effect open ,(e.g.. there is
rio limit to the rapber of possible proper names beginning with [b])%. The

list, approach woad not embody the claim that all newly coined names
beginning withib] would also determine fronting. And the various 'schemata

and other devices for capturing syntactic generalizations in GPSG merely,
have the effect of stating sets of ordinary PS rules more compactly. They

do not alter the character of the operations that'cap be performed by PS
rules.

However, there is,a possibility inherent in TG that is inherent in
exactly the same way in GPSG. Given the availability of syntactic features,
and the possibility of lexical .redundancy rules (LRR's) being conditioned
by phonological properties, there would be'legal analyses capable of
obtaining the result that all phrases beginning with ttlabial stops appear
together (as a, group) at the beginning of their clauses. A s.mple
statement of such an analysis can be devised using the ID/LP fdrmat of
Gazdar and Pullum (1981).

We first state an LRR to assign a feature [+F] to all and only those
4exical items that begin with a bilabial stop. It is not too hard to
develop an explicit statement of the LRR. Let FORM be a function of one
argument that applies to a lexical item and returns its phonologicil
represenAtion (a string of feature matrices). Let NO DISTINCT bea
function of 'two arguments (bdth quoted strings of feature Matrices) that
returns TRUE if its fir§t argument is nondistinct from its second argument
in the usual sense: two feature matrices (not necessarily fully, specified)
are nondistinct if neither has,a value,V, for a feature where the other has
a different value V

2
for that,feature. tet VALUE be a function of two

arguments returning the value that its first argument (an item) has for its
second argument '(a feature): The LRR could then be stated as follows:

(NONDISTINCT("[+anterioi,'-coronal, -continuant][...]*", FORM(@)) =
TRUE) <--> (VALUE( @, F) = 4)

Second, we state a feature-percolation convention that requires the feature
[ +F] to be present on any node that has a [ +F] daughter constituent. The
feature [ +F] will then percolate from a lextcal'item with this feature,all
the way up to the root node. Third, we- assume an' .LP statementtin the

'grammar that:says < $[-F]",,where @ and $ are universally quantified
variables,ranging over the nonterminal vocabulary. Regardless of what ID
rules we -have for stating what .constituents can appear in S, the only
linearizations that the;..P statement just mentioned Will admit-are those
that put [ +F] constituents`leftmost.

We are therefore able to construct, even in phrase structure terms, an
analysis that 'positions a constituent syntactically according to whether
its knitial lexical item begins with a bilabial stop or not--a paradigm,
case of a PPFS' violation. And clearly we,couldconstruct such an analysis
within TG as well, even within a version of TG that was set up to deny
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transformations access to phonological form; at4 obligatory fronting
transformation would be stated in terms sensitive to the syntactic feature

[-R.]. Two questions arise: whether we should forbid such analyses, and

whether we can.

We take the position that an analysis along the lines just sketched
should indeed be excluded. We shall argue,that linguistic theory should
not permit any LRR to predict a syntactic property on the basis of a
phonological one., However, this raises the second'questiOn: Is such a

restriction too strong? Are there any sets of facts. that clearly and
uncontroversially call for analysis in terms of an LRR of the type we plan
to prohibit?

Although many cases from different languages could be discussed in
this connection, we shall again take just a familiar case front English:
inflectional versus 'periphrastic degree marking in adjectives. There is a
trad- itiohally recognized and apparently phonology-related generalization
distinguishing the adjectives like nice, which accept the -er and -est
suffixes (nicer, nicest), and those-Tike gorgeous, which do not
(*gorgeouser, *gorgedusest) and,therefore have to take the periphrastic
comparative and superlative markers,(more gorgeous, most gorgeous). To put
it very roughly, the adjectives in the former class are shorter and those
in the latter/clasi.are longer, and length oft words is assessed in terms of
phonological ther'than syntactic units. Here is the account of the
generalizatio offeredUn slightly more precise terms by Jespersen (1433,
222).

Comparative in -er and'superiatives in -est are formed freely from
monosyllable and from words of two syllables ending in a vocalic,
ksiiiind (e.g. pretty, narrow, clever) or in A syllabic 1..:, or-else
having 'the stress on the lastsyllable (pOlite, severe)...But with all
longer words, especially if eliding in, a hard group of consonants,
these endings are avoided, and comparison is effected by means of
ptepoted more and %cost...

Not only ddes :this' (slightly abridged) summary make itg400k as if
-phonological considerations are playing a role in the syntax of compara-
tives and superlatives, the facts have actually been cited as evidence that
a theory that allows for some flexibility in the matter of syntax-phonology
relations is ipso facto favored over'more stringent alternative theoriei.
Huddleston (1973, 353 criticizes stratificational grammar for being too
restrictive in this domain:

,..in English we shall need to distinguish in the lexotactics and/or
morphotactics between adjectives like tall which take the comparative
suffix -er, and those 14e beautiful which take more: within the SG
framework the classes are entirely arbitrary at these grammatical
strata, for the theory does not allow any reference's tophonological
syllable structure at this point. Examples of this sort seem to me to
present quite compelling evidence against the stratifieational
hypothesis:' the theory is based on an assumption of a much greater
indepindence of semantic, grammatical (ou,syntactic) and phonological
phenomena than can be empirically justified.
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We disagree with Huddleston. We believe that the rigidity of strati-
ficational grammar on thts point ought to count in its favor,. and likewise
for other frame/prks thaf do not countenance the statement Of correlationt
in the phonology-to-syntax direction. We will argue. that the traditional
phonological generalizatton does not hold up under scrutiny. There will be
some variation between individual speakers in the data we cite, but we,
believe ft is straightforward to show for any idiolect of Enlgish that
purely phonological conditfOning ts not operative.

so

First, it is nOt.trne that monosyllabicity is a sufficient condition
for inflectability-in adjectives. We find the following examples all
ungrammatic4:

a. God
4
is coming; and She's *never been pisseder

*the pissedest she's ever been
never been more pissed
the most pissed she's ever been

b. The,experience *seemed realer when I took the drug 1
*was the realest I'd ever had

c. The *scaredesq. ones can stay behind.
C *scarede.r J

d. Look for *a mainer route than this one' 1
/ , ( *the mainest route you can find

e. She t *looks tiler than he does
*is the illest of all of them }.

f.. wish I *felt weller
(*was the wellest man in' the crew

.g. Your solution-is f *even wronger I.
*the wrongest

h. The laws of the land S *should be justerl
*are the justest 3

,
(10),

Second,it is not of course true that monosyllabicity is a necessary
condition fosi inflectability. We find hundreds of forms such as those in
11)

nasty
obscure
stupid
noble -
severe'

nastier natiest
obscurer obscurest
stupider stupidest
nobler noblest
severer severest

Sweet -(1891: 326-327) 'suggests a number of, generalizations governing
which adjectives inflect and which do not, but they are not watertight.
The pioblem is that for each of the subclasses he refers to we can find
both members that inflect and members that do not. Some_examps follow.

(12) Words ending in C V(r)

Inflectable: bitter
tender.

slender

2

bitterer bitterest
tenderer tenderest
slenderer slenderest
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Uninflectable: / eager
proper

(13) Words endingin V:Co:

*eagerer
*profierer

Inflectable: obscure obscurer
polite politer

Uninflectable: afraid 4afraider q
unreal *unrealer
alone *aloner
unkempt *unkempter

*eagerest
*preperfeet

obscurest
polAtest

*afraides.t

*uhrealest
*alonest
*unkemptest

Even when we move to trisyllabic adjectiVes, we cannot say that
inflection becomes impossible,. Many trisyllabic ;adjectives with the
negative prefix un- take adjectival inflection; but agaln,.there are others
that do not:

--(14) Trisyllabicadjectives

Inflectable:

Uninflectable:

unlikely-.
unwieldy

.unlikelier
unwieldie4 .

uncertain *Racertainer
unlawful *Zilawfuller

unlikeliest
unwieldiest

.*undertainest
*unlawfullesto,

Thus the division of-adjectives into inflecting and'periphrestic subcate".
gories, turns out to be a matter of arbitrary lexical conditioning. The

tendency for one subcategory to contain shorter stems than the other is
explcable historically and is not,grammatically relevant.

We have found that this sortof situation is typical of the'various
putative phonologically constrained LRR's that have been suggested for
English or other languages. We are therefore inclined to think that LLR's
of the form '19)-Y)", where Pinvolves a phonological or phonetic predicate
and' 1/ a syntactic one, should be disallowed in principle. This would mean
that descriptions of, languages with (for example) .a productive preposing -of
phrases beginning with [p] or [b] would be compl94M.y excluded if grammars

were phrase structure grammars. We.think this is the right result.

3. Conclusion

Our conclusion from this brief review of,two familiar descriptive
problems in English is that a monostratal:syntactic theory like GPSG might
well be formalized in such a way that it entailed both the UCP and PPFS to
their strongest forms, and that on presently available evidence this must
be regarded as-a point in favor of such theories. It should go, without
saying, however, that there is a large amount of work to be done in
developing adequate.GPSG analyses of the kid of phenomena at the syntax-
phonologyointerfacethat have been held to provide evidence for the

r.
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pecessity of weakening one or the other of these constraints., Our' position

is efttli.t there are prospects for sucCess.in,this work, no that the work has
already been crone:

;/.

.\\

Berman, Arlene and Hic katioSi. (1972). Obeervaiionp..on sentential '

sstress.. Language
G \, .304-25.

r

' Brekle, Herbert E. and Philip A. Luelsdorff. (1975). ;Review of.tioam
Chomsky,,Studies on semantics in generative grammar (1972). Founds-

,
tions of Language 12.367 -82. *
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1

1. An Embarrassment of Theoretic iches ..diC

.0°

1.1. Reduced/Weak vs. Full/Strong .

1 * .-

-In most currently- available theoretical frameworks there are several
possible analyses for,"reduced", or "weak", forms paired-with "full", or

"strong", forms, A reduced form might turn out to be any one of the

following: '

r
--an inflectional affix, only historically related to the full form. This

is certainly the case for the English derivational-suffix -.1E, which .

has only a historical relationship to the full word like. 'A less
obvious example is the English contracted negator n'ti, which Zwicky and
Pullum (1983) argue is an inflectibnal suffix in modern English, though
it is indubitably re ated historically to the full negator not.

. . . ............-/-
. ,

--a clitio with a specie distribution, distinct from that of the corres-
ponding full form (a "special. 'clitic", in the version 'of the termin--
ology of Zwicky X1977) that I will use here). This is the case for a
set of Serbo-Croatian weak forms including the dative personal, pronouns

mu (3 sg, masc./neut.) and im (3 pl.. . the corresponding full forms are
-0--njemu and njima, respectively (Brown, 197 38): Serbo - Croatian weak

_forms_oco.ur as clitics in "second posiotion", which can be either after
the first accented word in a clause or /after: he first accented const-

ituent (Browne, 41). Full forrad occur eveiywh re eIseCisua ly indica-
ting emphasis or contrast),-including in Wlation: 'N emu? 'To him',
Njima? "to them?'. ..

i

--a elitic,that merely attaches to a word adjacent tOg the corresponding
full form (a "simple clitic"'in my current terminology). The English',

auxiliary clitics 's; 'd, and so on are simple attached
phonologically to the word preceding them and serving as reduced forMs
of.the full words is/has, had/would, and so on.

- .

---an allomorph di"strib4ted (in part) according to syntactic context,
without necessarily attaching phonologically to a neighboring word.

.. Into this category of phenoMena fall examplea.of:"external sandhi": .

involVing phOnnlogical reduction, for instance tlie redudtion.of the
ptiepositon to to i t3] when it is construction with a follow"-

ing NP (as in t4o Pittsburgh), but not when it :Is Stranded (as in Where

to?).

-1.2. Phonological Relationships

Moreover, the phonologiCal relationship between a full and reduced fat
can be expressed by rules of several-different sorts, at least the

to .
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following:

--a morphOlexical rule, or "rule of allomorphy", distributing allomorphs
according to morphosyntactic (and-perhaps also,phonological) context.
Such,rules account for sUppletiireand portmanteau variants, and for
other cases in which, the appropriate analytic move is simply to assign

-several morphophonemic representations to some (abstractly specified)
morpheme or sequence o morphemes.. Kaisse (1983)" proposes that the
alternants /Aiz/ and /z/ for has, /WIJA/ and /d/ for would, and so-on
are distributed by such rules: /z/ is, the alternant of <HAVE, PRES,.
3PER, SG> appearing when this formatilie is a clitic, Ahmz/ the
alternant appearing elsewhere; /d/ is the alternant'of4FILL, PAST>
appearing when this'formative is a clitic, Mid/ the alternant

, 1

appearing elsewhere.

--a nonautomatic morphophonemic rule, deriving morphophonemic reAesenta-"
tions from morphophonemic epresentations. Such ruleS are subject to
morphosyntactic conditidps, nd their effect is to alter phonological
segments, rather than to) "ex ss" morphosyntactic entities. The rule
of Sanskrit sandhi that says- at the two words (and only the'two
Words) "sas 'he' and sas 'this man' drop s before any consonant"

:..

(Emeneau 1958, 6) is such a rule.

--an automatic phonological rule, deriving phonological representations
from phonologicai representations, in phonological contexts. the

(variable) rules in English deleting word-initial [h] and reducing [J
and other vowels to [2], in words not bearing phrasal accent, exemplify
this type of rule. Note that one effect of these particular rules is
to supply [had), [ad), and [ad] as variants of [hZa].

1.3. Highly Modular Theories

This descriptive embarras de richesse is to be expected in "highly
modular" theories, those positing a number of grammatically significant
modules, componehts, or strata. The problem in such theories is that any
particular array of facts, including those concerning the distribution of
full vs. reduced words, will initially appear to permit a large number of
analyses, involving different assignments of rules to components.

However, in highly modular theories it is usually possible to argue for
one analysis over others by appealing (a) to general characteristics of,the
various types of rules, and (b) to the'possible interactions between rules
of different types. A theoretical. framework of interest makes a number of
specific claims about characteristics of rules and about rule interactions,*
and in consequence it permits certain analyses and excludes others.

In. What follows I will explore what happens if we try to adhere to the
predictiOni of one highly modular theory, namely...the "Intesface Model"
outlined by Zwicky (1982). Five compohents in this theory will be relevant
to my discussion of Yiddish:' a component of syntax, specifying the

surfaCe'consitiuent structures of a language; a cliticizationcomponent, In
which special clitics are positioned andin which clitics, simple and
special, are attached to adjacent words (Iwilt-assume.ttiat the'method of
attachment is ChoMsky-adjunction), to form "phonological words ";. a set-of

12
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Morpholexital rules; a set of nonautomatic morphophonemic rules; and a set
of automatic phonological rules, these list three tyes of rules as

.'-'charaaterized briefly above

As for interactional. possibilities, I will make the simplest possible
,

assumption about these five components, namely that the rules in one .

component apply, as a set, befdre the rules in the next component in the

list. A major'result_of this linear ordering autonomous components is

that the applicability of rules in one comp t of the grammar can affect
the applicability of rules in a later component;.4ftAhe list, by feeding or
bleeding, but cannot affect the applicability of any rules in an earlier
component in the list.

2. The Yiddish Facts

Among the locative expressions of-Yiddish are some. lacking an overt
expression of a definite article, though they are understood definitely.
The phrase in iloz 'in the glass' is a typical example. -The-noun gloz in
this expression is understood definitely, and can even 'be anaphoric. Such

anarthrous ('article-less') locatives are therefore not parallel to the
anarthrous locative idioms of-English (at school) and German (zu Hause 'at
home'), the nouns of which cannot be anaphoric. A' closer comparison is to

German locative expressions with a contracted definite- article, such as zum
Bahnhof 'to the [railway] station'. (though. the comparison here is not
perfett; see section 4 below).

.I will view the Yiddish anarthrous locatives sisiOly as extreme cases of
reduction, to zero. The question'is what sort of rule, or what sorts of
rules, Should be responsible for this reduction.of a definite article
ultimately to Zero.

My presentation of the facts about locative expressions in Yiddish will
follow Hall and Hall (1970; hereafter HH), a description of "the contempor-
ary standard language" (HH, 49), though based on the judgments of one
speaker, Beatrice Hall's mother, Fannie Lincoff.

First some background about the morphosyntactic categories of Yiddish.
.

,Yiddish has the same four cases, three genders, and two, numbers as German.
ye are concerned here only with the dative case, since all prepositions
govern this case.- In the dative, the relevant gender distinctions are
masculine/neuter; or MN, and feminine, or F. The dative articles are

(1) dem MN Sg; der F Sg; di P1

No. gender distinctions are expressed -in the plural. In any case, the
.plural article di is not subject to reduction to zero; we will be concerned
only with reductions of-dem and der.

In addition to gender, two other factors are'relevant for article/zeto
Alternations., The first 'Wthese is the phonological shape of the locative
preposition with which, the'article is in construction; we need to disting-
ui the prepositions ending in nasals, in particular n, from those ending
in some other 'consonant and from those ending in a vowel:
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(2) a. in 'in'; fun 'from'; lebn 'near'
b. af 'on'; trotter 'under

'c. :near, at'; iu 'to' , 1

The other relevant factor has to do with- the composition of the nominal
expression following the definite article. What counts is whether this.
nominal consists of just a noun, without any'modifiers, or whether there
are modifying expressions in it:

(3) a. Pnmodified: .almer 'cupboard'; ma 'street'.
b. Modified: 111517] groys in fea-T4in the] big field';

[imam] feld voz iz grin '[in the] field that is
greenl;

[Juan!] feld lebn park '[in the] field near the
parkl

The full range of facts can now be illustrated, first for unmodified
nouns (in (4)), and, then for modified nouns, (in (5)). Within each set I
give, first, expressions ,involving MN nouns like almer, feld, park, bet
'bed', hoyz 'house', and ek as 'corner'; and then expressions involving F
nouns like ill, tir 'door , gtot 'city', gul 'school', and hant 'hand'.
Within one gender, I flrit give cases'with n-final prepositions, then cases
involving prepositions ending in other consonants, then cases involving
prepositions ending in vowels

(4) a. -i. in almer, in feld, fun bet, lebn park
ii. afn almer of dem almer
iii. baym hoyz 12azr dem hoyz)

b. i. in, lebn tir, fun gtot, in gul
ii. af derjaE; unter der hant

iii. to der gtot

(5) a. i. in3m grinam feld, inam feld lebn park
ii. afn grinam feld

iii. baym groyan bet

b. F. in der gul afn ekgas
ii. af der gas lebn Sul

iii. lax der gul in gtot

In (4) the article dem appears ps zero, n, and m, while the article der
alternates between zerO-Tifter n-final prepositionj and its full form
(otherwise). In (5) dem appears as sm, ii, and m, while der maintains its
full form throughout. In tabular form:

V

MN 0 n m Unmodified

F' 0 der der

MN am n m Modified

F der der Tier
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3. The HH Analysis

-The analysis suggested by HH has a core of four rules, preceded by a

Rule A that marks objects of prepositions with the dative case, and

followed by syntactic rules affecting relative clauses. Their Rules B

through E are' reformulated below; note that the rules are supposed to apply

in the order given.

B. i. dem is realized as wafter a [-Eons] segment,
as.anotherwise;

ii. der is realized as an after a [A-nas] segment,
if the article is followed by an NP-final N.

C. Reduced articles become clitic to a preceding preposition.

D. i. The clitic definite article an is realized as a when it
,follows a [+nas] segment and precedes'N followed by S.

ii. Otherwise, it is reduced to n.

E. nn it reduced to n.

3.1 The HH Rules by Type.

Let me simply suppose that these rules achieve their intended ends.
Now consider how to classify each rule according to the scheme in section

'1.3 above, in which a rule is syntactic, cliticizing, morpholexical,
nonautomatic morphophonemic, or automatic phonological.

--Rule B distributes phonological forms for the dative definite

articles according to their context. Since it is very difficult to see the

realization of deter /der as 22 as a phonological operation, Rule B seems

fairly'clearly to be a morpholexical rule.

--Rule C is a cliticization rule.

--Rule D has the effect of replacing aclitic definite article an by

pm, in a context that is partly phonological,partly syntactic; and of

deletingthe.a of this an in all remaining contexts. The rule therefore

effects phonological operations, but not automatic'ones. It is a

nonautomatic morphophonemic rule.

E, a degemination, is clearly an automatic phonological' rule.
7

3.2 Ordering Problems in the HH Analysis

I now observe that at least four aspects of this analysis run counter

to the component interaction assumptions outlined in section 1.3.-

First, Rule B, a morpholexical rule, is ordered before'Rule C, a

cliticization HH require this order,ing to 'get B to feed C;-- B.-reduces-
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articles, and C applies only to reduced articles. But the scheme in
section 1.3 requires that cliticizations precede morpholexical'rules.

Second, Rule C, a cliticization rule, is ordered before the relative
i clause rules of Yiddish. This is a consequence of two other ordering
assumptions, Rule C ordered before Rule D ( cliticization before morpho-
phonemics, just as-the Interface Model would require), and Rule D ordered
before the relative clause rules (which I will examine in the next
paragraph). The ordering of C'beformD is needed in HH's treatment because
D applies only to clitic an; C creates the structure to which D applies.
In any event, the ordering of C before the relative clause rules is the
opposite of the ordering required by the scheme in section 1.3.

Third, Rule D, a nonautomatic morphophoneMic rule,-is ordered before
the relative clause rules. HH require this ordering because "modified
noun" figures in the context of Rule D and they pick out modified nouns by
looking for a noun followed by a clause. If the relative clause rules
applied first, they would transform the single N+S structure into three
alternatives, N+S (feld voz iz grin), N+PP (geld afn eckgas), and A+N
(grinam feld); then Modified nouns could be picked out, it seems, only by
an unrevealing disjunction of contexts. But the scheme in section 1.3
requires that syntactic rules, such as those affecting'relative clauses,
precede phonological rules of. any sort, including nonautomatic morpho-
phonemic rules.

Fourth, the appearance of an "unmodified N" condition in Rule Bii means
mthat Rule B, a orpholexiCal rule,'must also be ordered before the rules

affecting relative clauses, which are syntactic. But the scheme in section
1.3 requries that syntactic rules precede morpholexical rules.

3.3 Sources of Problems

The HH analysis of Yiddish anarthrous locatives was formulated about 15-
years ago, when issues of modularity were not as prominent as they are
today-7indeed, when Generative Semantics, with its assumption that no
potential interaction betien rules of differeMt types was to be ruled
out in principle, was gaining currency. The Halls saw quite clearly (56-7)
that their analysis required that morphophonemic rules apply pre-cyclical-
ly; what is not so clear is whether they viewed the "problem in rule .

ordering" hey referred to in their title as a blow to the foundations of
grammatical theory (as I would be inclined to see it today), or as
motivation for adopting the "one giant homogeneous component" Generative
Semantics view.

It would scarcely be. fair to castigate the Halls for failing to be
prescient about developments in grammatical theory' The problems listed pi
the previous section must nevertheless be taken seriously now, in the
context of the Interface Model and other highly modular theoretical
frameworks. Two crucial assumptions give rise to these problems.
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The first crucial assumption is that unmodified and modified nouns
should be distinguished from 9ne'another by reference to an.esrli stage in
transformational derivations.

But almost no tratatformational grammarian would now derive adjectives
modifying nouns by reduction of predicative relative clauses, so that the
HH proposal to identify "modified N" as "N in construction with S" would .no.

longer be available to most analysts. Fortunately; this is not the only
way to generalize over nominals Of the, form A+N, N+S,-and N+PP as against

'nominals of the form N. Surface constituent structure can be referred to
directly to distinguish the two types of nominals, so long as Nom(inal) is
a constituent, dominated by NP-and dominating N. Given this relatively
uncontroversial assumption about the constituent structures of Yiddish (and .-

German and English), then "modified N" is simply "N that is not the only
daughter of Nom.".

The second crucial assumption is the dem and der should alternate with
zero by virtue of a series of reductions, of the form: dem/der -> 2n -> n

-> 0. The weak link, in this chain of reductions" is the-first.

This link is weak because the output at this stage, vs, is not an
actually occurring alternant of deo; or der, but rather is an intermediate
representation hypothesized as a source for both am and n. Note that a
morpholexical rule is required at this initial point in. the chain; the
question then is why the iero'alternant (or an n alternant that would
automatically be subject. to degemination) should not be diiectly derived by
such a morpholexical rule. And if the zero or n alternant is derived
directly, then the nasty ordering of a morpholexical rule before a
cliticization rule is no longer necessary.

HH (54) provide some defense for 2n as *n intermediate stage in the
derivation of 2m and n: They cite a parallel alternation In the form of
adjective endings, an alternation in the masculine genitive/dative/accu-
sative and neuter genitive/dative morph, which is realized as 2m after
stems ending in a nasal and as .n otherwise. They hypothesize a nonoccurr-
ing form an as the basic representation, presumably by a kind of triangu-
lation from the phonological shapes of the two actual alternants. But this

analysis itself is quite shaky; n is clearly the "elsewhere" alternant and
could easily be taken as the basic allomorph, with am derived from it by a
morphophonemic rule. In any case, I can see no satisfactory way to
collapse the alternation between n and am in adjective forms with the
similar alternation in reduced definite articles; the latter alternation is
contingent on the madified/unmodified distinction, but the former is not.

0
A moment's reflection on the forms in the table of section 2 should

suggest that the zero alternant of dem after a prepositon ending in .n is
surely the historical outcome of reduction, assimilation, and degemination,
and that the extension of this zero alternant to the other dative definite
article, der, was analogical. The HH analysis does not attempt to recapit-
ulate all the steps in this historical development (Rule, B, in particular;
is not a direct reflection of a historical,chinge), but it does make some
effort to break down the ultimate reduction to zero into steps. My sugges-

tion is that therA should be no special preference for stepwise reductions
in morphophonology; and if such stepwise reductions would run counter to a
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general component interaction assumption, then they must be rejected, so
long as a palatable alternatite is dvailable.

4. Alternative Analyses

As it turns out, there are several analyses', differing in a number of
details, which are consistent with the Interface Model assumptions about
component ordering. (To some extent, the choice among these alternatives
depends upon further information. about Yiddish morphology and syntax that I
do not

In particular, it is possible to see the reduced and zero definite
articles of Yiddish, not as clitics attached to a preceding preposition,
but rather as inflectional affixes on that preposition.. Though the
corresponding contractions, or Verschmelzungsformen, of German, like the
zum of zum Bahnhof, are usually assumed to be combinationd of a preposi-
tion, here zu, and a weak or cLitic-form of a definite article, here m
corresponding to the full form:demi, it has been argued--by Hinrichs in this
volume--that the Verschmelzungsformen are actually prepositions inflected
for case and number (and of course definiteness).

The Ge nd Yiddish facts ire not entirely parallel, since the
German P+Ak :tractions lack an anaphoric use, whereas the corresponding
forms in-Yiddish can be used anaphorically, as I pointed out in section .2
above. It now turns out to be important whether the Yiddish reduced forms
have deictic'uses. The German contracted forms do noWas a result, the
contractions are never obligatory, the full or uncontracted forms conveying
deixis. The same is true of Yiddish (HH, fn. 3): An exgression like of
dem almer (with emphasis on deli) is grammatical on a deictic reading 'on
THAT cupboard' and thus'contrasts with afn almer .'on±the=cupboardl. It

follows that whatever rule creates "contracted formefwhether it is a
cliticization rule or a rule distributing morphosyntactic features realized
as inflections, can be general and optional.;

One analysis along these lines assumes that Yiddish singular definite
articles cliticize, generally but optionally, to a preceding preposition,
yielding two types of singular definite PP's in the language:

)

PP PP

/-"--\,
P , NP . P NP

, .

....----------''''--......
I

Art Nom P Art Nom
1 1

N N

A set of morpholexical rules then "spell out" Art in P+Art combina-
tions:

--the dative MN definite article is realized as 211 when P ends in a nasal
and the following N is modified;

--otherwise, it is realized as m when P ends iv a vowel;

a I
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--otherwise, it is realized as n;

--the dative F definite article is realized as n when P ends in a nasal and

the following N is unmodified.

These rules yield P+Art combinations like in+n and fun+n, which will

yield in and fun by the automatic phonological rule of degemination.

oI assume, finally, that a universal principle marki as ungrammatical
any morphologital combination that receives no phandlogical realization.

As a consequence of this principle and the morphOlexical rules listed

above, the feminine definite article has a reduced form in only one
context,. following a P ending in a nasal-ancrpreceding an unmodified N.
Since cl4ticization was optional, the full form der is available in all the

other cdfitexts. 4

3,
This analysis is consistent with syntax before cliticization before

morpholexical rules before phonology. The syntactic component provides the
appropriate surface constituent structures, which are then (optionally)

altered by cliticization rules, the outputs of which are the structures
withinwhich morpholexical rules assign allolorphs, the resulting strings
of seghments being subject to phonological rules. The analysis is roughly:

hs complex as the HH treatment--there seems to be a fair amount of

irreducible synchronic arbitrariness here--but incorporates no "problem of

rule ordering".

A number of details in this analysis might be improved upon, with the
exercise of some ingenuity or the infusion of further relevant data or

VOth. I do hope to have shown that a not implausible analysis is available

that is consistent with highly modular theoretical frameworks like the

Interface Model.

Two final remarks. First, the Halls mentiqkas,furtler case in which

the feminine definite article has a reduced form. They say that in "fast

speech" der can reduce to n when it follows a consonant-final preposition
(like afTnd precedes an unmodified noun; of der gas has the "fast speech"
variant afri gas. Surely it is casual and not fast speech.that is relevant
here; it is mind-boggling to imagine how speed of speech could reduce der

to n in the context of f. What we are dealing with here is an extension,
in informal style, of th morpholexical rule for clitic der: The rule is

extended to provide thefallomorph, not only after nasal-41 preposi-
tions, but after consonant-final prepositions in general.

Second, although I do not have the spsce to pursue the matter here, I
should point out that the references to "unmodified".and."modified" Y have
survived othe translation from the HH analysis to mine. I believe that the
modified/unmodified distinction is one of the constraining or conditioning
factors that, linguistic theory must make available in morphophonology, and
I expect that the need for this distinction could be supported by examples
from many languages other than Yiddish.It is especially notable that this

distinction can'be defined on the basiof surface constituent structure,

so that it is available ev'en in nontransformational theories of syntax; in

fact, the distinction can be defined on the basis of individual branchings

O
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within surface constituent structures, so that it is available even in pure
phtasi-structure approaches to syntax.
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Attachment of irbicles and Prepositions in German:
Simple Cliticization or Inflected Prepositions*

0. Introduction
o

Erhard W. Hinrichs
The Ohio State yiVersity-

Itis a well-known fact that in' Modern derSian certain ,forms of the
indefinite article, such as ein and eine, asLwell as certain 'forms of
the definite article, such as der, das, dem,:and den, can attach to
preceding prepositions. As the examples in (1)-arshow, combinations
of prepositions and attached articles contrast with combinations of
prepositions and unattachedarticleim

(1) a.

13,

(2) a.

b.

(3) a.

b.

(4) a.

b.

FUr 'ne Mark kannst Du 30 Sekunden telefonieren.
'For one mark you can call for 30 seconds.'
FUr eine Mark kannst Du 30 Sekunden telefonieren.
FUr'n Groachen kann man nicht mehr vfel kaufen.
'For one Groschen one can't buy much any more.'
FUr einen Groschen kann man nicht mehr viel kaufen.
Ich habe die Kette_filen Basar gemacht.
'I made the necklace for the fundraiser.'
Ich habe die Kette fUr den Baser gemacht.P
Flies Mittagessen ist alles vorbereitet.
'Everything has been prepared for lunch.'

das_Mittagessen ist alles vorbereitet.

In thisp_spe,rI=willmain/y concentrate on_ the_attathmentofdefi.
nite articles. However, the analysis of attached definite articles
could easily be extended to indefinite articles. as well because the two
phenomena are strictly parallel in their morphological and syntactic
behavior. Chart (5) shows that the attachment of definite articles is
quite productive in the sense-that,it occurs 11411 cases-that can be
governed by piepositions and in that Woccurs with virtually-a181
prepositions.

4

a

(5) Inventory of Preposition/Article Combinations (Case for Case)

Case Attmnt. 'Masc. Sg.
Genitive att. statt's

unatt. statt des
Dative att. vor'm

unatt. - vor dem
AccusaA att. gegen'p

. tive unatt. gegen den.

Fem.. Sg.

stater
statt der
vor 'r

vor der

gegen die

Neutr. Sg. Plural
states stater
statt de. statt Aer
vor '

I

M vor ' n

vor dem /vor den
gegenl's -

gegen das gegen die

One way of interpreting exs4les such as (1)-(5) is to regard the
attachment of determiners, to preceding prepositions as the result of a
phonological process. This view is taken in Schaub'(1979), who
identifies the attachment of determiners to prepositions as a
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"coarticulatory phenomenoe'and who coins thIrterm "Verschmelzungsform"

to convey the idea that the article Ph4nologically fuses. together with a

?preceding- pieposition. Although Schaub' does not,provide any detailed
phonological derivations, she mint -.have a derivation as in (7) in mind

for a string like (6).

(6) Air das Iiito
(7) [fyr das awto]

[fyr figs awto]

4 fyr is awto]

/4fyr s awto]'

However, there are at least four problems that such a purely phonologi-

cal solutioncaUnot account for. I will discuss these counperarguments
against a phonological solution In the next section of this paper,
before I consider two morphological treatments for the problem at hand.

1. Four arguments against a phonological treatment

The first counterargument against a.phtnological solution concerns

the process of phonological weakening that Iuch an analysis. presupposes.

Not all of the intermediate stages of the derivation .in (7) are possible

'pronunciations of'(6) in casual speech. At least in my.dialect, the

stage which is marked by an asterisk in (7) is not a possiblepronunci-
ation for (6). However, if the pronunciation [fyr s awto] were in fact

the outcome of a series of phonological weakenings ("lenitions"), such a .

gap in pronounceability would be highly unexpected, unless the interme-

diate form violated some phonotactic constraint in-the linguage, which

is not the case here.

Second, it turns
which has the article
tional variant of the
instead, each form is

'article.

out that the Verschmelzungsform, i.e. the farm
attached to .the preposition, is not just an op-
preposition with a following unattached article;
restricted to certain uses of the definite

In German the definite article can be used in at least three diffe-
rent ways, as examples (8)-(10)endicate.

(8) Als ich aus dem Fenster blickte, sah ich ein Auto vor dem
Haus. 'Als ich nach einigen Minuten zurUckkehrte,.war das
Auto verschWunden.
'When .I looked out of the window, I saw a car in front of

the house. When I came back a few minutes later, the car
was gone.'

(9) Das Auto verschmutzt die Umwelt mehr als jedes andere Ver-
kehrsmittel.
'Cars pollute the ill:pvironment more than any ether means of

transpitation.'
(10) Ich m8chte den PullaVer, nicht diesen.

'I would like that sweater, not this one.'
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(8) exempli6hs& what Ve mfipt cal an anaphoric or referential use of
the definiterarticle.. The use of the definite article in the noun

-
..-..,4igerasedasWoto establishes an anaphoric link between the referent .of

4this NP and. the referent' the NP eitt Auto in the preceding sentence? In

01 the definite article is used in its generic sense. Das Auto in (9)

1-4b6; not refer to any partieulAvcar; rather it refers. to Oars as-a ,...i -.1.

"natural kind ", to borrow th :

u

termifiology of Carlson (1977). In (10)
. -s4 -.4-t:

the 'aefinite article is used eicticall . In its deictic use the
,..

-definite article is stressed, which fstinguished this usage from all ..

others. 8

i7-4 / After this necessary digression, we can analyse in more detail how

the wake of the Vers,,elzungsform of a definite article differs sys-

i.

- _
.

--
4-

-.-tematically from that .f the unattache!lertfles. -
,

' *,

11)
. Anaphoric Use Generic.Use Deictic Use

Verschmelzungsform
t* O.K.

unattached definite O.K. * O.K.

'

Asthe chart in (11) shows, the Verschmelzungsform and the unattached
form of the definite article are semantically in complementary distri-

button. ThUd, in a sentence like (12) the definite article der can be
,used dieitically,'or it can be used anaphorically; if (12) is embedded

in a'digcourie like (13).

ie geht gerne zu der Schule.
a. e likes to go to this school.' .

(13) aAn.bgeht schOn im zweiten Jahr zum Heinrich-Heine-Gym-
nasium. Es gefgllt ihr dort gut. Sie geht gerne zu der

Schule.
'Karen has been going to the Heinrich-Heine-Gyinasium for
two years. She likes it there. She enjoys going to that

However, when the generic .use of.ehe definite article is'ilitended, i.e.
if the speaker wants to express the proposition that Karen likes to go
to school, the use of the Verschmelzungsform is obligatory. In this

case, (ft) is unacceptable; instead (14) has to be used.

(14) Karen .geht gerne zur Schule.
'Karen likes to go to school.'

nt-= A purely, phonological actount of the attachment of the definite. article
to preceding prepositions is'at a loss to explain this systematic seman-
tic/rtagmatit difference between attached and unattached forms. Even
thoughthe relationship between the semantic component and other compo-
nents.ot'a grammar may not be completely understood at the present time,
I know of no linguistic theory,and of no example of a segmental phonolo-

gical rule in any language that would lead to the claim that the appli-
cation of a segmental phonological rule can cause a difference in mea-

ning. e.
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Tjle thJrd coanterargument against a phonological analysis of the
Verschmelzung -sfoh concernsqvidence.ftom idioms. If the attachment of
the definite article were merely a ph$nomenow,.of coarticulation, as
Schaub .clalla,/we would expect the use of:thA Verschmelzungsform to be
Optional in-all contexts. However, for most idioms this is not the,
case. Thus,' we find' patterns as in6(15)-(11).

A
(15) a. Wir machen eine Fahrt ins, rilne.

'We are taking a trip to the countryside.'
b. *Wir machen eine Fahrt in das GrUne.

(16) a. -Wir im Glashaus sitzt, soll nicht mit Steinen werfen.
'People who live in glasahouswahouldn't throi stones.':

b. *Wer in dem dtashaus soliniicht mit Steinen werfeW.
(17) a., Er traf ins SchWarze.

'He hit the imllseye.
b. *Er trarin das'Schwarze.

(The.(b)..examples.are, of course, not actually ungrammattcal; they just
don't have the. idibmatiC.meanings.) N.

.,
.

Furthetmore, the'the use of the Vetachmelzungsform is obligatory in
certain syntactic constructions, and is 'prohibited. in others:- For-the
superlative construction of adjectives and-adverbs the forms am (from an
dem) and im (from in dem) must be used. ThUs,'(18A) and (19arare
grammatical; (i8p) anT3-19b)'ungrammati-cal.

.

(18) a. GottliebschwiMmt am sohnallsten:
0. 'Gottlieb is the fastest swimmer.'

b. *Gottlieb schwiMmt an, dem schnellaten.
(19) a. Es start thishaicht im.geringsten.

'It does not' Vother me",,in the slightest.'

.*Es seirtmich icht in dem zeringsten.

On the other hand; for the%tise of der, die', and das 'in relative, clauses
an attacnment to a precedingpreposition i a prohibited. Compare (20)
and (21).

f p

-(20). a. Dala 'Haus, in dem Fritz wohnt,.wird.verkauft.
'The. house .41 which Fritz- lives.is for sale.'

.

b. *Das Haus, im Fritz wohnt, wird verkauft.
(21) a. -Das Konzert, flir-das ich Karten.gekauft habe,.flillt aus.

'Theconcert for which I.bOught:tiCkets was cancelled.'
.*Das KonZert, flira ich Karten gekauftbabe,.ftllt aus.

Of-.course, one mightclaiM that the morphemes deri'die,fand.dasare not
to be considered.. as forms of'thedefinite article when.o0carrOg
relative clauses, but rather as'homOphonoas relative pronoUne. ' Notice,
however,, that this coupterpropoial.cannot salvage's jhonolog1cal solu-
tion to theattachment of definite articles. If attachment-were.
phonologically prOduCtive,..wewoald'expect it to:eitend'to. the homopho-
nous relative-pronouns as well'. However,. as (20) and (21) shOW, this is.-
not the case.
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2. Two morphological analyses and how to/decide between them
.

Now that I have ruled out the possibility of,a phonological expla-

nationAfor the attachment of the-definite articleHto preceding prepo-

sitions, I will consider two.alternative solutions thattseem to be left

open.,';, One approach would argue:that-the attachment:of the article is an

instance of clitiCization.- This view is taken lit'Zwicky (1982).and-

wourft amount. to treating the attachment of the article as originating in

a readjustment rule that wouldconvert structures like (22) illt0

structures like (23).

(22) PP ,

..---"--:----77----"..
Prep NP

,
1

X Det N.

(23) PP

Prep- NP

X

The readjustmenerule would Chomsky-adjoin. the'determiner to the prepo- .

sition; the determiner can then cliticize to the preposition. Since the

cliticized version of the article occurs.in the same syntactic position

as the unattached form of the article; the attachment of Xhe definite

article in GerMan would be an example of what Zwicky (1977) calls

"siMpIe clitidization".

The view that the.attachment of the definite articles to preceding
prepositions involves readjustment of syntactic structitre and subseque9t
cliticization is consistent with all the counterarguments cited abq,v.e"'

against a phonological solution. It does not have to.rely on a series

of phonological weakenings, as SchauWe solution does. The'systematic

difference between the semantic/pragmatic,properties of the attached and

the unattached forms of the article.will come as no surprise because' the

cliticized and the non - cliticized version must have separate listings in
the lexicon, so that they can differ in meaning,"say between a deictic

and anaphoric reading on the one hand and a generic reading on the Other.

hand.. The'only slight problem for the cliticization approach that

arises from'the data discussed so far involves the superlative construc-,.

tion. Recall that for the superlative construction of adjectiVes and

adverbs the use of the fOrms,im and am is obligatory, whereas their,
,.unattached counterparts in dem'and an dem are unacceptable. Since in

icaLl other cases the clitization of the article seems to be opticinal,.

in the sense that both the non-cliticized and cliticized version are
grammatical (albeit with certain systematic semanticdifferences), the
supeilativeconstrUctiOn represents something of an exception.. However,
this construction involves., only two prepositions in theit,'datiye

Singular forms. Therefore, it can plausibly'be argued that these two
prepositions have lexically marked forms for the. superlative. of -
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adjectives-and adverbs, rather than deriving this construction by a
_combination of cliticitation-and readjustment.

Moreover, the cliticization approach seems, to hali4 the,advantage of
being.easily generalizable to the attachment of the definite article to
material otherthan,prepoSitions. It turns out that in casual speeth
the definite article can attach to anything preceding it, as long as the
preceding materiaJ.ii in,the,same clausei

(24) Er hat's neue Auto auf Raten gekauft.
'He has bought'the new car9on an installment pian.'

(23) Er erreicht lafigaam's,Rentenalter.
'He slowly reaches the age for retirement.'

(26) Er-hat Maria'n teuren.Pelimantel gekauft.
'He bought Maria the expensive fur coat.'

(27) Sie brachte's Meerschweinchen ins Zimmer.
:'She brought the guinea pig into the room.'

' (28) .Sie hat in Frankreich's grosse GllGk gefunden.
'She found true happiness in France.'

In (24) ',the definite article attaches .to a preceding auxiliary, in (25)

to an adverb, in (26) to a noun phrase, in (27) to a main, verb, and in

(28) to a prepositional phrase. In,general, there seems to be no,,
restrictionon,the type of-preceding material the definite, article can

attach to in German. This situation resembles that of the cliticization

of is and are in English. The Clitic forms 's and 're attach to any
preceding syntactic material in the same clause. If there is no
preceding material, they will "by default" attach to the following
material. This is also true of the definite article in German.
Consider the examples' in (29) and (36).

(29) 's Ges-chilft ist heute geschlossen.
'The store is closed today.'

-(30) 'n neuen Mantel kann ich mir nicht leisten.
'I can't afford a new coat.'

rl
If'we adopt Zwicky's solution of.treattng the attachment of articles to
prepositiOns as simple cliticization, then this attachment-would be just
one particular instance of a much more general rule of cliticizing arti-

cles to.any'preceding syntactic material.

However, upon closer inspection the attachinent of articles to any
preceding material- and-the combinatiOn of articles and prepositions turn ,

out to be luite dissimilar. One aspect thiat distinguishes the two
phenomena is their dependence on the rate of speech. The case of
articles combining with prepositions is independent of the rate of
speech, whereas the attachment of articles to preceding syntactic
material'is highly dependent on the rate of speech. Thus, if sentences

(24), -(30) are uttered slowly, they simply, become unacceptable.

It is especially, instructive to tomPare the two types of processed
in their behavjor with respect to'Parentheticalremarks orfplauses.

139
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(31) a. Er ist jetzt schon zum, eh, eh,- fUnften Mal zu split

gekommen."
'This is the eh, eh, fifth time that he has been late.'

b. *Er ist jetzt schon zu, eh,'eh, 'm fUnften Mal zu
spUt.gekommen:

(32) a. Sie wurde *am, wenn ich mich nicht irre, 13. September
geboren: u
'She wag born 9n, if .I'enot mistaken, September '13th.'

b. *Sie wurde an, wenn ich mich nicht irre, 'm 13. September
geboren.

(33) a. Sig trug, wennich mich retht erinnere, 's goldene
Halsband.
'She was wearing, if I remember correctly, the
golden necklace.'

b. *gie trug's, wenn ich mich recht erinnere, goldene
Halsband.

(34) a. Er hat, glaube 'n neuen Wagen zur Arbeit mit-

genommen.
'He took, I think, the new"car to work.'

b. *Er hat'n, glaube ich, neuen'Wagen zur Arbeit
noMmen.

The preposition/article combinations in (31) and (32)°are unaffected by

parenthetical'remarks and hesitation pauses in that they can occur
immediately before such pauses, whereas the attachment of articles to
preceding syntactit material is sensitive to such interruptions, as the ,

grammaticality of (33a) and (34a) and the ungrammaticality of (33b) and

(34b) show. If the'article is separated from preceding material by a

pause or parenthetical remark, then it 1, zu Attach to the following

material. Thus, it follows the "default ,.use ", just as if there were no

preceding material, a11. .

1

v

As a result, tht attachment of articles to preceding syntactic
material-and the c,ombination of articles with prepositions are quite
distinct processe0.! To use the terminology of Kaisse (foithcoming), the

former process is afast speech rule, whereas the later is a rule of

. connected speech.

So far, I havepresented'only negative evidence, o the effect that
justcombinationa between prepositions and articles cannot be considered

just an instance'of'a more productive cliticizaticqattachment of ar-
ticles to any preceding material. I will now disciiss some positive evi-
dence that tonclusiv4ly shows that the prepositions'that combine with

forms of the definite article have to considered inflected preposi-
tions, rather than' hOsts of simple clitics. My argument presupposes an
organization of grammar that has been suggested in recent work by Arnold
Zwicky and Geoffrey Pullum. Pullum/Zwicky have argued that a grammar

should be viewed as a system,withhighkmodularity: That is, a grammar

will consist of a number of different comPenents, which have distinct
functions ana are-governed by distinct principles,_which are ordered
with respect to each:other, and which are allowed Only'limited inter-

action with one another. Pullum/Zwicky adopt the,tiaditional distinc-
tion between syntax and 'morphology, but argue that the morphological
component of agrammar should be divided into .at least three different

10
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submodules: word formation rules, allomorphy rules and morphophonemic
Moreover, Zwicky and Pullum assume that there is a component of

readjustment and cliticization rules which intervenes between the
syntactic and the morphological components. The rules of readjustment
and cliticization have the function of readjusting, syntactic structure
so that the readjusted structure can serve as inpuj to the rules of
'morphology and phonology. Such a readjustment of syntactic structure is
necessary because, as has often been observed, the syntactic structure
of a sentence need not be identical to its prosodic structure. The
sentence This is the cat that caught the, rat that ate the cheese isthe
classical example cited in this context. -1TeFiliSi;Thetween prosodic,
phrases do not coincide with the major breaks in syntactic constituent
structure. Therefore, in certain cases the syntactic structure has to
be modified before prosodic.structUre can be assigded. The readjustment
and cliticization component servea,exactly. this purpose. The cliti-
cization of English pronominal objects andthe reduction and cliticiza-

:.tion of-English auxiliaries are typical examples of such cliticization
rules.

As mentioned above, Zwicky (1982) claims that the attachment of
tIdefinite articles in German involves a readjustment, and cliticization
rule in very much the same fashion as auxiliary reduction in English.
Sudh nn analysis makes strong, predictions about the location of this
rule in the overall grammar. Since the components of the grammar are
ordered, in such a way that the rules of one component precede all rules
of the.following component, Zwicky's analysis,predictsthat the putative
cliticization of definite articles in German should not affect the

.eperation of any syntac rule. This prediction follows .from the,
assumption that the syn,... .0.c component precedes the component of
readjustment ar/

Therefore, under the view that all readjustment and cliticization
rules follow all syntactic rules, as suggested by the syntax-morphology
interface model of Pullum/Zwicky, we would expect no syntactic rule to
affect the combinations of prepositions and definite articles, if these

.were true cases of simple cliticization. However, there is at least one
syntactic rule that these article-prepoisition combinations are sensitive
to, namely the rule of coordination. Consider the pattern in (35),.

(35) a. vor'm und. nach'm Essen
'before and after the meal'

b. liber'm und unter'm Tisch
tabeve and underneath the table'

m und hinter'm Haus 's

.1 front of and behind the house'
d. zum und vom Arbeits'platz

'to and from work'-.

Thetexamples in (35Y show that preposition-article combinations can be
conjoined. However, someone- favoring a cliticization analysis might
well point out that corresponding combinations of unattached articles
and-prepositions are grammatical as well:
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(36) a. vor dem .und nach dem Essen °

b. fiber dem nd unter dem Tisch
uc. vor dem and hinter dem Hails

d. zu dem und von dela Arbeitsplatz

That is, one might.krgue that the conjoined structures in (35) can 'be

derived from the corresponding structures in (36) by a readjustment and

cliticization process.. Notice, however, the 4ngrammaticality of the
phrases in (37).

X37) a. *vor dem und' nach'm Essen
b. *ilber dem und unter'm Tisch
c. *vor dem und hinter'm Haus
d. *von dem und'zum Arbeitsplatz

If (35) involved cliticization as an instance of a more productive rule
of attaching articles, to any-preceding material, we would'lexpect that

its application to each of the conjuncts, such as to vor dem and nach
dem in (36a) should be optional, and therefore we would' expect the
strings in (37) to be grammatical. They are, however, 'unacceptable, and
therefore the attachment of the articles in (35) cannot involve .

cliticiZation. Aather;,what are conjoined in.(30- must be single
constituents and not cliticized versions of prepositions.

Once we recognize that combinations of prepositions and attached
definite articles act as simple constituents in syntactic rules, we are
left with two options. We could analyse them either as inflected prepo-
sitions or as case-marked definite articles. Regarding4them as case=
marked articles would lead to a proliferation of cases in German.
Furthermore, this analysis would have to regard it as a merely acci-
dental feature that a noun governed by a preposition plus an attached
)article is always identical in its case marking to a noun governed by
the same preposition plus an unattached article. Therefore, combina-
tkons of prepositions and attached articles have to be considered
inflected prepositions rather than case marked articles.

Preposition-arable combin one in German are inflectionalin-the
same way as the English Verbal inflectioo'n't. As ZwickY/Pullum (1983)
Point outi. n!t crucially interacts with the syntactic rule of Subject-

, Auxiliary Inversion (SAI). If n't were a simple clitic, it would have
tocliticize to the preceding auxiliary before SAI applies, because a
sentence like (39) is ungrammatical,- while a sentence like (38) is not.

Howe4er, this analysis involves a rule-ordering paradox, if we want to
maintain that all syntactic rules precede all cliticization rules.'

(38) Haven't you seen th s movie.
(39) *Have not you seen t is movie.

For the case of English n't it is the syntactic rule Of Subject-Auxi-
liary Inversion that provides crucial evidence for, treating n't as
inflectional; for the.case of GerMan preposition-article combinations it
is the'rule,of coordination that leads to such an analysis.
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Zwicky/Pullum (1983:503) provide further criteria to distinguish
between inflection and cliticization, Most of which apply equally in the

case of English n't and German inflectional prepositions:

(40) Cliticizatron versus Inflection (Zwicky/Pullum)

A. Clitics can exhibit a'loW degree of selection with
respect to their hosts, while'affixes exhibit a high

degree of selettion with rsepect to their Stems.

B. Arbitrary gaps in the set of combinations are more
characteristic.of affixeci word's than of cliitic groups.

D. Semantic idiosyncrasies are more characteristic of
affixed words than of c'litic group

1
Criterion A clearly applies to the case at hand, if we compare the in-
flectional prepositions to the fast speech rule that attaches articles

to any preceding syntactic material. Article inflections,are.restricted
to prepositions only; fast speech attachment is unrestricted, in that

attachment does not depend on the lexical or phrasal category of the

preceding material in any way. CriterionB is applicable because there

is a gap in the inflectional paradigm, in that neither of the articles'

die'can evet form an inflectional ending for a preposition. Criterion D

is-clearly satisfied,' if we, consider the systematic semantic distinction

between the generic use of inflected prepositions and'the anaphoric and

deictic use of uninflected prepositions and articles.

Let me in conclusion suggest three syntactic rulei for German that

will generate the relevant strings for examples such as (35) and (36).

Without defending my choice, I will adopt the framework of Generalized

Phrase Structure Gramdar,(GPSG), rather than a trInsformational analy-

sis. I, propose the... following_ two.r4les to expand_sprefoa;tional phrases

(41) < n

[a case]
[(3 number)

gender]'
[6 definite]

(42)
13

[a case]

The rule in (41) will generate prepOsitional phrases with inflected

prepositions, while the rule in (42) generates "ordinary". prepositional
phrases consisting of an uninflected preposition and-a noun phrase (N).

The features attached to the P node will be copied onto the P node by

the,Head Feature,Convention of Gazdar/Pullum (1982) and from the P node

to the N and N nodes, respectively, by the Control Agreement principle

of Gazdar/Pullum (1982). The rules in (41) and (42) will generate
strings like vorm Haus and vor dem Haus, respectively. To generate

conjoined strings of inflecTe7 prepositions I Will adopttoordination

rules as proposed in Gazdar (1981:158).

,
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an ]
'

, an) >

[p]
where p E {und,oder;...} and a is any syntactic category.

(44) < 1 , [a. p a ] a'

[P]
where p E{und,oder,.. } and a is any syntactic category.

-6

For strings such as (36) I suggest the following derived phrase struc-
-ture rule.

(45) [

a

Rule (45). will.assign the following structure to the conjoined. phrase

vor dem and nach dem Essen.

(46)

a.

P/N
I

P/N P/N
[-Fund]

. NA-7 P/N Essen

vor t.(

Det iAT

Det P N/N

and nach dem

Notice that the rules stated above, together with the "Acros6-the-Board-
Principle.which follOws automatically from,....the version of Gazdar's
coordination Schema in (43), will not generate any of the ungrammatical

. strings in (37). These phraseaare ruled out because the Coordination:
'Schema allows coordination only between identical structures. However,

since vor dem Essen and 'nach'm Essen are. generated by two different

syntactic rules, they are not conjoinable and thuq9cannot serve as input

to the derived phrase structure rule in (45).

Footnotes

* I would like to thank Arnold Zwicky for many helpful comments

on this paper.

1For a complete list of occurringlforms see Schaub (1979),

(f). 94.4,

r.
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A Non-endoclitic in Estonian*

Joel A. Nevis
The Ohio State University

Among the examples of endoclitics cite, the lite4ture on clitics

is the emphatic clitic -..,-ki of Estonian.. Upon closer Aprutiny it
turns'out that tnis is not an instance of endoclistp, Mitt alittuatiop in

.which two morphemes exist, each having different positioning in the word

and different meaning-.' I begin by looking at Zwicky's.(1977) original

citation of as an endoclitic. Next, I'summarize a'proposed account of
the-surfacephenomenon of endoclisis as the resultiof external clitic
attachment followed by a rule of morph metathesis. I reject this analysis

for Estonian -.Lend argue instead that the "endoclitic" irti is really a

separate morpheme Sromthe emphatic,enclitic It occurs only in

certain adverbials and indicates ndefi ness reeler than emphasis. I

further argue that the five adverbials in q etion conitittite lexicalized

word-forms and suggest ye possibility that the "endoclitic"'-.L appearing

in, these adverbials is a derivational ipffix and not a clitic at all.,

Finally,' I explore the historicekorggic of the ,!.pprent " infixation" of

indefinite -Id, arguinz -hat theleour4vt- thl is analogy rather" than

infixation, endoclisir, or. metathesis.
0

Zwicky (1977), receiving his information from Ilse Lehiete, is\the

firit person in the literature to describe ,Estonian -Li as an endoclitic

bound word. He says that it

"has the syntactic freedom of the typical i'Ound word,

and in addition ... fails to condittiin at least one
rule of internal sandhi ([n] fails to assimilate to
Ell before -kt, though [n], regularly assimilates to
velars word internally, see Lehiste (1960:39). The

morpheme is normally, enclitic. However, when added

1 to inteFrogative, words. (making them indefinite), -ki
may either follow or precede a number of case
suffixes" (Zioickp 1973:8)

A He goes on is note the alternatlye orderings of.the,morkheme -.&L'and the

Icase endings 'in keegi 'somebody, someone' and miski'Amething, anything'.

The paradigms for these two are given below. _(The hyphens separate ..the

morpheme boundaries.)

NOMINATIVE kee-gi mis-ki

GENITIVE kelle-gi mille-gi - --

PARTITIVE keda-gi mida-gi

ILLATIVE kelle-sse-gi,.,'kelle-gi-see inille -gi -sse

INESSIVE kelre-s-ki k411e-gi-s mille-s-ki mille -gi -s

ELATIVE 4011e-st-ki mille-st-ki mille-gi-st

LATIVE kelle-le-gi ed kelle-gi-le mille-gi-le

ESSIVE, kelle-l-gi kelle-gi-1 mille-1-gi

BLATIVE kelle-it -ki e." millelt-ki mille-gi-It

TRANSLATIVE kelle-ks-ki N kelle-gi-ks mille-ks-ki
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t
ESSIVE kelle -na -gi r kelle-gi-na
TERMINATIVE kelle-ni-gi kelle-gi-hi
ABESSIVE kelle-ta-gi -' kelle-gi-ta
COMITATIVE kelle-ga-gi kelle-gi-ga

mille-na-gi -..- mille-gi-na
mille-ni-gi ,- milia-gi-ni

4i

mille-ta-gi e... mille-g rta

mille-ga-gi ti mille- i-ga

In the other indefinite adverbials, however, the order of case ending
is fixed. For example, millalgi 'at some time, at any time, ever' has -AL
outside the adessive -1, and the opposite ordering (*mills- i-1) is
ungrammatical. In kusagil~kuskil 'somewhere, anywhere the opposite
prevails: -i lies inside the adessive -1, with the other ordering
ungrammatical (*kusa-l-gi, *ku-l- i). See the kuski paradigm below .
Mingi 'some, a certain, a kind of5 appears to have the morpheme inside

the case endings in its paradigm.

NOMINATIVE
GENITIVE
PARTITIVE
ILLATIVE
INESSIVE
ELATIVE
ALLATIVE °

ADESSIVE
ABLATIVE

mingi
mingi
mingi-t
mingi-sse
mingi-s
mingi-st
mingi-le
mingi -1

mingi-lt
TRANSLATIVE mingi-ks.
ESSEVE mingi-na
TERMINATIVE mingi-ni
ABESSIVE mingi-ta
COMITATIVE mingi-ga

IM

ku-hu-gi
ku-s-ki

kus-ki-lt.-Jkusa-gi-lt

(ku-na-gi6)''

Note that'the kuskiparadigm actually has both Orderinks. For the
"internal local caseTTTi.e. the illative, inessive, and elative)'the case
endings lie inside the -IL morpheme. For the "external local cases" (i.e.
the allative, adessive, and ablative) the case ending lies outside it.
There is, in addition, a difference in the root: the internal local.clses
take ku-; the external local cases take kus- or kusa-.

/-
The morpheme -gi in Estonlan,has the folloWing placements 'with respect

to the;

i

c endings in indefinite adverbials:

tt
. , ..

.

IN E-'. .

external local casesof kuski .

monomorpheMic mingi

0TH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE
ique cases of keegi and miski

OUTSIDE
internal local cases of kuski
millalgi
non-oblique (or direct) cases of keegi and miski

, r

[Note, by way of comparison, that the clitic -IL normally attaches outside
the,case endings, e.g. ma a-s-ki 'even in the house's *maja-gi-s.]
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In an early draft of a book in progress, Zwicky and Pullum attempt to

restrict the notion 'cliticization', arguing that clitics are attached

externally to their hosts and that endoclitics are the result .6f morph

metathesis rules.. This approadh works fine for miskiand keegi above.

The clitic -110under this view, Is attached externally to inflected kee-

or mis-, as in (a), and optionally.metathesizes with the'case

ending, as in (b).

(a) CLITICIZATION
[[[ kelle- 1 -le

ALLATIVE
] -gi

CLITIC I

(b) MORPH METATHESIS kelle-gi-le

This rule; however, would haVe to apply obligatorily for the external cases

of.kuski.

In the following I argue against any synchronic analysis-in which the.

morpheme -IL is seen as an endoclitic. Pltst, I point out that the
ti

morpheme in question is bne.that indicates indefiniteness and does not

signal emphasis, as does the:enclitic Second, I argue. that these five

adverblals in which "endoclitic" appears are lexicalized word-forms,

semi-frozen polymorphemic adverbs. There is no morph metathesis rule
merely memorized paradigms having variants-with different orderings.

will explicate and account of the historical- origin of the

apparent "infixation" of -1i1.

The -II...found in keegi, miskl, millalgi, kuski, and perhaps mingi doe's

not have the emphatic *meaning of the clitic .
-gi, but has a meaning of

indefiniteness ('some, any.)... There is a,Iotmal difference between'the

emphatic clitic -EL and the:-indefinite morpheme -. The former is
productive, and'like a typical clitic, exhibits a low degree of selection

with respect to its hOst (ZWicky and Pullum 1983:503). It can attach to

any? word cla4, e.g.

NOUN naive-gi 'even the woman'

VERB rUggib-ki 'even speaks'

ADJECTIVE suur-gi 'even large'

This clitic never appearg inside case endings'and isjiever found as an

end critic in compounds.

the latter; however, is nOt a clitic, but appears to be a derivational.

affix. It appears with only 'a few,pronominal stems (denoting person,

place, time,,ortype),,,
...

keegi 'somebody, someone', cf. kes 'who'.
kuski Isapewhere, anywhere', cf. kus ''where'

miski 'something, anything's cf. mis 'what' .
.

millalgi 'at some at any time, ever', cf. millal

'when, at what time - ,

1 (mingi 's, certain,, kind of' from older genitive of
imis whae) ,'. -.

.---
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This behavior is typical of affixes, which exhibit a high degree of
selection with respect to their stems*(Zwicky and Pullum ,19$3:503))

My then, is that it is only the indefinite -LL, not the clitic
that appears on the surface "endoclitic", "infixed ", or metathesized

with the case endings. There is no motivation to posit a rule of morph
,metathesis, *ince the generalization that underlies such a.rule is
restricted to parts, of just three parad.igms (the optional miski and:keegi,
forms and the three obligatory kuski forms). It is more likely the case
that all the forms in question %re memoriized as'wholes7-a common situation
for pronouns and adyerbs.

--\One may worry about the independent, statue of this indefinite .gi--is
it-ttNaly a derivational morpheme? There is some evidence to suppOrt a .

polymorphemic analysis of keegi, miski, kuski, and perhaps millalgi (but
tno mingi -- see footnote 5). Numerous formal' similarities exist between

the interrogative Oronouns that serve as the etymological sources for these
adverbs and the ptems which, serve as the synchronic stems'for the adveibs.

Keegi 'somebody, someone' is formally identical to the interrogative
pronoun kes 'who' plus the emphatic clitic -.EL. The first morpheme in

"' kee-gi is declined exactly like kes (except in the nominative), sharing.all
the idiosyncracies of that paradigm. For example', kes has an irregular
genitive kelle and'irregular pa5titive keda, and so does keegi--genitive
kelle- i and partitive keda-gi. For this reason kee-gi"'is to be analysed

as poly orphemic. It is not the case, however, that keegi is the same,as
the int irogative pronoun plus the emphatic clitic (i.e. kes-ki), since it
has a specialized meaning--!somebody,'someone', not kes -kin who'.
Just as kes-is lexicalized, with its morphophonological idiosyncracies, so
is keegi, which shares many of these properties (but not all).

.d.

'4..

'Parallel to keegi is miski 'something, anything'. This likewise is 'P

composed of two morphemes mis-and -II. The former is to be identified with
(but not as) the interrogative pronoun mis 'what' because the two ate
phonologically and morphologically identical. They'both have the same
morphophonological idiosyncrasies-,nominatives ending in 7s, genitives in
-114, partitives ,in -da, short and- long forms '08th of whia%are
represented inthe lexicon--e.g. milleltpv milt ). .That,miski is not the
same as the pionOun plus the emphatic clitic is obvious from the semantics
of miski: the...PrOnOUn-'clitic mis-ki deans 'even What' , ':but "the lexicallzed

miski has the specialized meani-n-i-TTomething, anything'.

That miski is a semi-frozen form in the lexicon is further
demonstrated by its appearance as thi.first member ,of a compound:
'ffiiskipHrastry millegipHrast 'fot somg reason or. other'.- .The emphatic
clitic -1.1_ even, in combination' with mis 'what', would never appear
'endoclitic in compounds or any other word form.

-

The morpheme kus in kuski has internal lotsl caseSAUhugi, kuski, and
kustki, just like the kus paradigm. Kueki also lacksjotms in the
nominative;'genitive, pattitive, transittive, essive (see footnote.6),-
terminative, abessive, and comitative. What the kuski paradigm has that
is absent in the kus paradigm ate external local cases. These, however,
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are attached not to the ku- iseet, but `to. a kus- .. kusa- stem, with the

. indefinite intervening. This irregularity is apparently memorized, as
is the whole defective paradigm.., Note; in addition, that kus hea. an
emphatic form kuski !even Where', but this has only superfifia similarity
to the semantically specialized. kuski 'somewhere, anywhere'.:

None ofthese:RaIldiElecan be generated.eyntactically from
interrogative pronouns and clitic -1i. Their meaningo,,xare specialized and

theyhave certain morphophonological idiosyncracies4ot force a special
treadeMent of them in the lexicon. That they are not completely rule
governed-is seen from '.the formal,irregularities in their respective
pOradigms '(e.g. absence of plural form4and presence,of short forms).
-There is no motivation for a rule of moiph metathesis which would apply
optionally, to parts of two paradigm's (keegi and miski), obligatorily to
parts of one paradigm (kuski), and would fail to apply at all In parts of
the kuski-peradigm and in millalgi. 'Thus we are dealing with lexicalized
word-forms which are semi-frozen polymorphemic adverbials.

I'have argued above that Estonian does not have a synchronic
lendoclitic.-gi,in the five adverbials at hand, but'I have-not yet proven
that the "malordering" of -gi in at least some of these forms is not due to
endoclisis (or metathesis) at an earlier stage of,the language. At this
point I shall attempt to outline a diachronic account of the indefinite -gi
in which endoclisis (or metathesis or infixation) is not a necessary step
in in'the history of.Estonian. Instead, I claim that analogy is the
'drucial factor.

_Originally:the interrogative pronouns combined with the emphatic
clitic and took on a specialized meaning. The -1i apparently changed
semohticalLy'to indefiniteness and the whole adverbial became lexicalized.
All 'five of Olese adverbials were frozen.. Millalgi did not inflect
further, thui stranding outside the case endtpg. The kuski paradigm is
based on the defective kus paradigm, which has only internal local cases
(inessive, illative, elative). In order to form the external local cases
for the kuski paradigm, the case endings were attached to the' kuski....,
kusagi stem, stranding the -IL morpheme inside the allative, adessive, and
ablative case endings;

In .miSki andeegi, the nominative, genitive, and partitive are
morphemes fused into the stem (not isolable),and could not be separated to

:1)0 placed oft the other side of -ti. The rest of the,paradigm follows this
ordering of case and 71i, but also allows the reverse order, due to analogy
with thekuski external local cases. In other words, millelgi-e-,millegil.
.et al. weresubj ct to analogical pressure from two sources: one is the

il

direct (or non-o lique) set of inflections of the same paradigm; the other,
is the external ocal case set from the kuski paradigm.

Ming': is frozen'.and lexicalized to the point thitit is no longer
analysable as.tWo morpheme: All inflections lie outside the former
morpheme .A.L. -;

i

This approach to the origin of the different orderingfrof indefinite
1.-zi: and the -lose endings in the indefinite adverbials makes the claim that
there bus never a period in the history ,of E tonian that the cliIic
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metathesized with the Case ending,: The different::ordaring4 4,7ere.a result
-4of analogy. Speakers of the language today' halte both .orders 'Is'
algteinatiiieek.as a 'result of 'this. analogy, and neither 'ordering can be
proven basic in synchrdnicItstonian._ .

SO

In this paper. I" have argued agaftstean endocli tic analysis of Estonian
-AL on several grounds: First, keegi, miski,. etc.- are not semantically '

relatable to forms ng the emphatic clitiercoupled, with an interrogat0e-
pronoun; they are- lexic ized adverbs. Second, they must be,deen as
semi-frOken forms because of certain formal irregularities (abseil% of
plufal forms-and presence of short forms, among others). Third, the ell
that appears 1n these paradigms has an indefinite meantOg, not an emphatic
one. '-idallY, the alternativi, orderings found, in the "keegi and miski
paradigms are listricted to just parts of these two paradigms. ° The
geliera I iza tion .that undtr lies -a morph metathesis rule (or any ;other
ealfoilt.tisl, is very Limited indeed. I have proposed instead that all the
forms 'in question ale memotized as wholes. ,

.

0 .

The historical :souice, for .this o dering predicament comes from the
lexicalizatton of indefinite -AL and j he defective kus paradigm, followed -

by, the reinflection of kuski ea kusigi, which leaves 'indefinite -ILL stranded
inside the case efiding."Tas defective paradigm .has influenced the miski
and keegi paradigms, through analogy, to reverse 4optionally), the orde of
case and -Ai. The `original ordering is still possible due to hreAsure from
the dirckt, or non..oblique, cases (nominative, genitive, and .partitive),0 ..

which could not !'metathesize" because ,they lack discrete morphemes (i.e.'
. they are fused, into the stem):-

.

.

The tendencYtheneis for ,indefinite -AL to migrate closer, to the
root because it is;a deFivational affix. As Zwicky (1977:8) says, "we
have, transparently, a morphological change in 'progxe , with -ki comfIng to .'.

till!'

be treated more and mord ,as a suffix attached 'to th se.". the change is
nearly complete; the indefinite morpheme -L'is a suf *, and is in most
instances attached to the bsise. (In the case 'of mingi , the/ change is
comp le te-- the former morpheme lies inside all inflections and is
synchronically_unanalyiabie as a separate morpheme.) This means that
Estonian does not' have -an endoclitic -gii' buta- dlerivAttenal affix 1i.---

.

Footnotes / . - \.,

..";

.
' .

*Special th4ks go to-Ilse Lehiste for ' cting as,an,informant and
providing additiOdal information,. and to 'Brian Joseph and Arnold Zwicky for
reading previous versions and offering, helpful- suggestions.

1
.a.

. /

- and -ki are, orthographic variants:_- -ki is found after voiceless.
consonants and-.EL after voiced consonants and vdwels. - PhOnemically there
is no difference between -the two--both -AI, and -ki have a short /k/ (which
is to say quantity one-; phonetically voiceless lenis ig] or [G]). 8tnce
the letter g. is normally used to represent this phoneme, ,I shall refer to
this morpheme by tie .-g! variant.

2
The c lass of indefinite &fibre rb la ls inc ludes not only the five

examined in. the text butJalso mingisugune 'a kind of ' , <a compound, Cf.
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4
mingt 'some-, a-dertain, a kind of'), Ukski 'even one', and'dUthei''

(Kask and.,Pelmeos_4465;176). In addition, there is kumbki "either'.. -'

Although kumbklAind7Ilkski%colltain,the indefinite -.b.neitheare-discussed
,iii-this paper since-tlley'art both tie/fa formed; Only kumbki has a .

specialized meaning --7Eoftparlf. the interrogative pronoun 1(110 'Which of

-111.14

''.t1Wo).E in combinatioil*ith the eMphatic'clitiC -61 kumbki leven'whicfi (of:

two)".' Otherwiseiheaeiwoad4erbi areformilly eciUlvalent to the Pronouns '

.- .1cumb and ilks..('one').plosthe emphaticclitic,-having case endings between

the stem:!and =gb.and allowing all case forms and plurals., ,.

Finally, there are kuida i -,'somehow', etymologically related to -

kuidas '&4, in what way' and possibly. also kuid 'but,yei');and kuigi.'
1-77igittl, althoghletymologically.related tO, kui''when, if'. Neither of

itheie two are.synchronicallyAerivable from their respectiye etymological
Serns. '

- The .term ! here 'refers to the :direct (or syntactic) cases

-- nominative, genitiYe, partitive; the oblique suffixeS..-,illative,
.
inessive,' elative,'allative, adessive,: ablative, and translativeland the

_i-s
, bound poStpOsitiOn-essive,Aerminative, abessiVe,7and comitative- (see

, .

Nevis 298.2 for a discussion of these last four case ending's).- In this

paper.the'bound postpositions are not distinguished from the other obliqbe
suffixes, since the.distinction is not relevant here.

-4
. .

I haYeLselected. k -as:the ditationform for this paradigm. -There-

is mop nomin tive case,' b the form kUski cantaetveas the stemlor -the
attamen of-tlie extern 1.:ease endings, e.g. allative.kuskile,alonggide
kusagiae (with. the alternative stem kusagi-) .

5 T
.

. .

.

..
NingiAs to be parsed into two morphemes only on etymological -

grounds.:: It consistsof(an older genitiVe min (cf. Finnish min,!kil) plus

the -.gi morpheme. But the n-genitive 'has lopg disappeared in Estonian, and_

where:it does appear (e.g. In maantet.'highway, road',, etymologically

maa -n -tee lit. lend-GEN=path), it is no longer recognized as a genitive.

The aynchromic.genitive of mis is'not *Min, bUt*yt,116. Niqi; is inflected I (

as U it were a single morpheme. It still hethe.indefinite meaning

the other ,indefinite Adverbials examLned'here...

. 6
.

.

The.etymologicaI root ku- plus essive -na plus "emphatic" is not
truly a part of this paradigm for two reasons7:First; it has temporal

.
meaning; 'once, at one time, ever', not spatial as the ret,of the members

Of the kuski paradigm have., And second, kunagi is lexicalized, and as a

separate lexicalized ttem,lmiticipates in derivational morphology, e.g.
kuna0.ne 'former, one time, Some,time'_witk the derivational affix -he.,

Such derivation with other,meMbers of this paradigm-is ungrammatical, e.g.

*kuskine.

. 7Klavana. (1979) is a response-to Zwicky and Pul-lum's (former) analysis

of.endOclisis as morph metathesis. She argues that clitics which are

members of some major word clsa4-.can,themselves be inflected, and after

cliticization, can come to look.,like. endocliticsi,e resulting in

[HOST[CLITIC-SUFFIX]] or [[PREFIX-CLITIC]HOST]). In her footnote 10i she

promises .t.0 analyse. Estonian:-Ii in her r980 dissertation. I have not yet

-been able to locate this- information in her dissertation. Nonetheless; -AL

.152
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is not problematic for her "clitici as_word's" analysis
memb(r of an inflectable word class and thetef
other examples-of endoclitics that.Kiavans ex
this paper, the "endoclttic" is nob even a clitic.

0--
Is doubtful<tfial clitic -$i' ever appears' 1axicklized en in

siiski 'ne ertheless, all the same, still, evgn then' from "ails the ' Plus

emphatic -11.. Note that the meaning 'even then' of siiski is 4ot aim. ly
s

'even ap that me, even in that case'.

s A9t A
ike

gue
the

9Kes has "shore" forms in the adessive and ablative;?that is ti say,

kel occurs as an alternatiye to kellelA and kelt to kellelt. This is only
partlytrue for'keegi--kelgi appears alongside kellelgi, but *keltki = hot.

possible as an alternative for kelleltki. Some of'the kes case'en4ings
accept plural -de-: -,genitiVe-plural kelle -de - kelle, illative-plural
kelle-de-sse ..../kellesse: etc. Klgi, however, lacks separate plural.
forms. See Kask and Palmeos (190 for a desctiption of the long and short
forms and see thy (1982) CLSpaper for argdments that neither is derived,
from the other--both long and short forms are.lexicalized and idiosynCratIc
(pp.'403-5):'

10
Miski has only'two short forms, adessive

millegiTIWid translative mikski thillekski mille'iks according to

Kask and Palmeos (196:7.5). The pron7oT;a7TWhat also has (optional),
plural forms for most case endings (e.g. genitive plural millede"o mille,
illative plural milledesse../ millesse) which are lacking in miski (Kask and
Palmeos, 1965:63,777777.

11Arnold Zwicky has suggested that the kus paradigm peed notbe
entirely lextcalized. The gaps that appear are for the most part semantic
- -kus 'where', kust 'whence'; and kuhu 'whither' are locative (or.
directional) in meaning (the'stem ku- refers to location).. Attrence of
nominative, genitive,..partitive,-transrative, essive, abessiVe,,and_
comita'tive cases in this paradigm is then tobe expected 'on semantic

.grounds; They do not express' location or directiOn The absence of
external local cases is not neceasarily'expected, however, nor is the gap,
in'the terminative. For the latter,..one would expect4kuni, a form that
exists;.but only in temporal meaning (and not locati4)7That kuni 'until,
up to' i& lexicalized-and separate from.the kus paradigm is clear from its
further inflection: kuni-ks''Up to when, up to what time' Us the
translative of kuni. Estonian never productively. strings sequences Of case
endings together,: so an analysis of kuniks as ku-ni-ks (156:.TERM7TRANSL).is
ruledputand kuni is to be.viewed as a single morpheme. The same bolds
for-the. terminative, of kuni; kunini 'until, up to'.

In thakus paradighowever, thegarin,the locative *kuni (in the
sense of

,

upto where') is unexpected.) For to reasons;theni.I claim. that
the kus paradigm is lexibalized:and defective:., the -absence of the..external
local cases and the absence'of the tertinative..(i.'e...locative kuni). These-.
two gaps ate apparently arbitrary and not ruled out on semantic grounds as
are the er gapsin,the paradigm.

-

5sa
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. 12-The absence of Xternal'ldcal casesiti this defeCtive plradl
results in partiapagre:iiiitnt.in phrases like katkohal 'in what p

.where' (in which kus is.inessive an kohal is the adessive °fait ace')

and-knst kohalt 'from What place, from-where' -(in which kust is elativeand

kohalt ab/ative),. These twophraset agieein directionality. Similarly

one fin-ds'kubpool, 'on which side, where; in whatvdfrection' with.ineisive
'kus and adessive pool, and also kuhupoole having illative Icahn. and. ullative

. RooLn.
Vr
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Clitics and Particles*

Arnold M.- Zwicky
The Ohio ;State University

Abstract

Typological and theoretical speculations about clitics require that
clitic be adequatel diatiMtuished from inflectiOnal affix on the one side
and frOm'indeitende word oi7the.Other. The first. f these tasii has been
attendAto but the second has been slighserith the result that many

!i

items labeled as 'particles? have been treat as clitics.

r

After some remarks on what 'tests' are in linguistics, a series of
tests is provided for distinguishing from independent words. On
the. basis of these,it is concluded that most of the 'particles' in the
literature are simply words, and from this conclusion.it is argued that
treating words with idiosyncratic distributions as acategorial 'particles'
is wrong. . .,.

The relevance of various cases of 'particles' - -in German, Chrau,
Hiditsa, and Welsh--totheoretica.1 proposals about special clitics is then
considered. The examples inslude particles that are really independent
words, particles that are really inflectional affixes, and particles that
are really independent words with simple clitic variants.

Finally, a true class of (discoursi),partieleais delineated--a
grammatical category having little to do with most of the particles in the

/.--literatuTC;
.

.. 0

.

0. rhitial remarks .

.

The recent flurry of work onclitics--especially the description of
clitic systems in various languages and the examination of the status of
clitics-in a general theory of language structure--has made the task of
distinguishing clitics from (on the.one hand) affixes and (on the other);.-
independent words an especially pressing piece of business for linguists.

One of the ,main reasons linguists are interested in the clitic systems
of individual, languages is that they hope to use data froM.a variety of
languages to formulate inductive generalizations about language, in
particular inductive generalizationsthat might be Uiefill in typological
studies. Obviously,-.14such generalizations are to have any value, the
phenomena on;whiabi,they are based must involve cliticization and not
ordinary morphologyOr ordinary syntax.

The same is true for investigations in which theory. construction"is
the chief goal: there:is not much point in proposing that cliticization is
an ordinaiy syntactic operationV(describable by the same formalism as
ordinary syntactic rules and capable of interacting with them),°or that it
is a type of affixation (describable-by the same formalism as ordinary'

-148-
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.4 1
inflectional affixation and interacting with other morphological rules but

`not with ordinary syntactic rules),.or that it' is a special type of'rule
(subject to its own fogisl constraints to interacting' with other_tYpes so
as to operate on..the out of syntacti rules as a group-and to provide
:the. input for morphological rules as a grOuP);,So long as the evidence for
this theoretical position involves linguistic units whose status as
affixes, clitics, or'mords is unclear.

A few remarks on recent history are in ordeihere. My early investi-
gation of clitics (Zwicky 1977b) was pretheoretical in nature and did not
address these isaues seriously. Klavans 1982 took the position that
clitics are to be distinguished in linguistic theory 'from affixes and words
(so that clitic. is a theoretical construct and not merely,a useful
pretheoretical cover term), but little in'the- way of tests to
distinguish'clittcs from other units 'Given what I said abovd, such tests
are very important, if the theoretical enterprise is to advance. Zwicky
and Pullum 1983a was an attempt to.pulltogether a list of tests for one
side of the clitichood question, the differentiation of clitics from
affixes.

4 There is, unfortunately, no comparable summary. treatment of the other
side of the question, the differentiation of clitics from independent'
words. Certainly the matter isn't clear; language descriptions abound with
references to 'patticles' whose classifitation as clitics or wort )or,,.

something else is not at all obvious. As it happens, the recent -1f fterature
.

. on clitics is very much inclined to assume that anything labelled 4s a
'particle'-is a clitic, so that'a basic"unclarity is carried through from
the'originjl language descriptions (where these fundamental conceptual

, , -s.

distinctions are not the focus) to general surveys like Zwicky 1977b and to
theoretical, proposals and typological speculations like those in Kai sset
1982.jin this cohtext the conceptual distinctions are crucial).

. ,

My'purposes in this article are, first, to remark on what is to be

meant by test in-contexts like this one; second, to provide a.tentative
lip ' list of teststhat might be used ih'an attempt to distinguish clitics from

independent words; third, to remark that on these tests most, off' the. things.
that have been labelled 'particles' are not clitics, but rather separate
words, or inflectional affixes, or.separate words with clitic variants; and
finally, to point an extra moral, namely that (so far as.I can see).
'particle', is etpretheoretical notion that has no translation into a
theoretical construct of linguistids and must b' eliminated ifavor of

.

such constructs.'

1. 'Tests' in linguistics

It would be easy to mistake the nature of familiar tests for member-
ship in a syntactic category, application of a particular syntactic
transformation, clasification'as a word or affix, and the like. The
temptation istsee these tests as necessary and sufficient conditions for
the applicability of a theoretical term, that is, as definitions of the
term. But what is normally intended when such tests. are appealed-io is
more analogous to medical diagnosis than to operations using an'atdomatic.
system. The tests point ta,characteristic symptoms of alilinguistic state

J.
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of affairs, not to 'invariant coacomitants of it.
1

Thus, the tests listed by Zwicky and Pullum 1983a ('c /tics can
exhibit.a low degree of selectiqn with respect to their hos s, while

.
affixes exhibit a high degree of selection with respect to their stems',

_'arbitrary gaps in,the act-of combinatioAs are more characteristic of
affixed words than clitic groups', and so on)'are4mostly 'stated. in .terms of

tendencies, add the inferences they suggest work in one direction'only: if

you're looking at an effix.,--it probably exhibits a high degree of selec-
tion; if there art arbitrary gaps in the set pf combinations, you're
probably looking It an affix.. The, tests are useful <when they are) because
they work in most clear cases--indubitable affixes usually do exhibit a
high degree'of selection with.respect to their stems (and so do some,'eut

not all, indubitable clitids), and there are rarely arbitrary gaps in the
set of indubitable clitic groups. However, as in medical diagnosis,
interfering factors can cause even clear cases not to exhibit some symptom,
and a particular symptom might result from some condition ether than the

one at issue.

Note Olit. a tEst can be useful even when its basis is poorly under-
stood. Sometimes, of course, tests follow from Aheoreticai assumptions,
but their utility is independent of these assumptions. To see this, con-
sider the -two tests in Zwicky and Pullum 1983a that Are,stated absolutely
and biAl.rectionally: 'syntactit rules can affett affixed words, but cannot
affict clitic 'groups' and 'clitics -can attach to material already con- SO

taining clitics, but(affixes cannot'. These. two tests follow from the
theoretical-assuiption that no syntactic operations (including those of
government and,agreement).can follow, cliticizati'bn operations, but even
those who do not.shara.this assumption are entitled to Use in their
argumentation the fact that a word -like unit aff4ted by a syntactic
operation is usually (if not necessarily) an affixed word, and also the
fact that an'affix.ilike unit. attached to material already containing a7
clitic is.usually.(if not necessarily) itself a tlitic.

Whereveqossible, of course, we should seek a rationale, or tests

and I attempt to do this for the tests in the following section), but on
occasion we must,proceed in a state of imperfect understanding about why
the tests work as they dd.

5

2. Distinguishing clitics and words

I now turq to a series of pretheoretital and' theoretical observations
about affixes, clitics, words, and phrases, all'leading to tests'that7
might, in fayorable circumstances, distinguish between cliticsend
The tests-all depend on the general observations that when contrasted'with
.independent words, clitics have so4e of the properties of affixee(espec-
ially inflectional affixes), and that when contrasted 'With clititS, words
hay.s.tome'of the properties of syntactic phrases.

2.1. Phonological tests

The first relevant Obdervation about clitics is that they form-a
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phonologiVal Unit with an independent Word 2 However, some
,

non-1 clitic
phonologicalwords also form phonological units with words,adjacent to them: English

prepositions with the noun hrases following them, for instance. The
. difference between the cli ic + word and word+ word cases is the differ....

ence
.

betweedephonological Words and phonological phrases.

2.1:1. Internal4external sandhi

.4-

What the foregoing' means ta, at least,,that phonological rules -

specifically of- 'internal sandhi' apply onIfwithin phonological words,
wh

4 111

as phonological rules specifically of 'external'exte sandhi' airily only
.b en phonological words and not within them. Consequently, an eleFent
of ected-by or-conditioning:a sandhi rule otherwise known to,he'internal
ought to be arcli4ic rather thin an independent word. -And an eleFent
affected by or conditioning a sandhi rule otherwise known to be external
ought to be an independart,word rather than a clitic.

,. .,-

. 2.1.2. Word/phrase domains in prosodic phonology

Rules of -sandhi affect segmental features. put rules of prosodic
phonology - -rules assigning accent, tone, or length--can also be sensitive
to -the distinction between phonological words and phonological phrases, in
that the domain within which a prosodic feature is distributed tan be
either the phonological word or the, phonological phrase (or some other
prosodic unit,.like.,the syllable). Consequently, if an element daunts as
belonging toa phonological word for the purposes of accent, tone, or
length assignment, then it ought tohe a clitic rather than a word on its
own. And if an element-counts as belonging to -a phonological phrase for
these purposes, it ought to be an-independent word rather than a,clitic.

2.1..3. Word/phrase domains in segmental phonology

Finally, there are phonological rules--rules of vowel harmony are
familiar examples--which affect segmental features but which nevertheless
are 'prosodic' in character, since their domains of applicability are
Prosodic units. If an element counts as belonging to a phonological word
for the purposes of such rules, then it ought to be a clitic rather than a
word on its own. And if an element counts as belonging to a phonological
phrase for these purposes, it ought to be an.independent word rather than a
clitic.

2.2. An accentual test

Clitics are accentually dep dent, while full words are accentually
independent. That is, an eleman that does not bear an accent of its own
is probahly a clitic, whereas an element that can bear the accent in its
phrase or sentence ia,almosisure y a word. (In a few cases., analysts haVe
opted for'an ad hoc labeling of certain items, which would otherwise have
been classified as clitics, on the grounds that they arAnot necessarily
stressless; so Speiser 1941: 166-7 introduces the term associative and
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Derbyshire 1979: 35 calls on the ubiquitous particle.)

This accentual test is probably the most popdlar rule -o( -thumb for
distinguishing clitics frOm independent words, but it is a most unreliable
test and should never, I think, be used as the sole, or even major,
criterion for a classification, though it can support a classification
established on other criteria. There are. two Problems with the accentual

test, one minor and one major. The minor problem is that some languages do
permit clitics to be accented in certain circumstances; Klavans 1982: sec.
5 surveys cases in which clitics get accent through the Operation of
general accentual'iules or for emphasis or contrast. The major problem 'is

that many clearly independent words, like.the prepositions, dete
and,auxiliary verbs'of English, normally occur without phrasal ac t (such

words are called leaners in Zwicky 1982).

2.3. Tests using similarities between clitics and inflectional affixes -

In contrast to ind9pendent words, cIiticaare affix-like; -indeed, they
resemble inflectional tffixes. At least six tests exploit this difference.

Binding

We expect bound-elements tel be affixes, free elements' to constitute
independent words. Correspondingly,'.. if we are trying to decide whether.

some element is a clitic, or a word: If it is boundit ought to be g
clitic, if free an independent word.

t

2.3.2. Closure

Typiiirly, certain inflectional affixes 'close-to
\,

ff' words to further
affixatiORE Coriespondingly, an element that closes off combinations to
affixation, or_indeed to cliticization, ought to be a clitic rather than an
independent word. .

r

2.3.3. Construction'

Inflectional affixes combine with stems or full words, whereas words
combide with other words or with phrases. Consequently, we expect that an
element whose distribution is correctly stated in terms of its ability to
combine with single words'is a,clitic, and also that an element whose
distribution is correcty stated in terms of its ability to combine'with
(potentially) multi-word phrases is a full word. The first of these
expectations is strongly supported, but-the second is more complex, because
some indubitable clitics do combine with multi-word phrases (In the

o
clearest cases, the items in question are clitics on all the relevant
phonological an4aaccentual tests).
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2.3.4. Ordering

Alternative orders of morphemes, within a word are associated with 4

differences in cognitive meaning, while alternative orders .of words within
phrases are commonplace (they are 'stylistic', conveying the same cognitive.,
meaning).' Consequently, an element that is strictly ordered with respect
to adjacent morphemes is almost surely a clitic (or an affix); while.an

'element exhibiting free order with .respect to adjacent words is certainly
an independent. word. Again, there is some complexity here, since clitics

' on occasion exhibit some freedom of order with respect to one another (this
is the case for the Tagalog clitics; see Schachter and Otanes 197'2: sec.
6.2), though not normally pith respect'to their hosts.

2.3.5. Distribution

Affixes typically have a single principle governing their. distri-
butionf English -ness combines with adjectives, withwith verbs. Words
rarely have distributibOs that can be described in a single principle; the
combinatory possibilities for a verb like watch are numerous. Clear cases
of clitics typically behave like affixes in this respect, having distri-
butions describable by single principles like 'combines with the head verb
of a clause', 'combines with the first constituent of a clause', 'combines
with the first word of'a clause', or 'combines with a noun phrase'. It
follows that an element with a simple distribution of this sort is probably
clitic (or an affix), and that an element with a complex distribution is

almost surely an indtpendent word.

2.3.6. Complexity

Affixes are usually not morphologically complex themselves, whereas
words frequently are. Clitics again behave like affixes (though Ktavans
has suggested in her work that inflected cli'tics do occur). Consequently,
a morphologically complex item is probably an independent word rather rthan
a clitic.

2.4. Syntactic tests

A word can ?erve as a syntactic constituent, and therefore can be
subject to syntactic, processes; a cli -tic, however, is only a prOper part of
a word-like construct, and should be immune to such processes. From this
fact we can obtain several tests that differentiate between word + cli.tic
combinations and word + word combinations. In what follows I will use the
terminology of transformational syntax, though the tests can easily be
translated into other frameworks.

2.4.1. Deletion

Proper parts of words are not subject to deletion-under identity;
"whole words may (in the appropriate circumstances) undergo such Aeletions.
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Proper parti of wordtplitic combinations are eq Ily immune to deletion.,

Ili

It follows that if erlher X or Y in an X+Y comb action is deletable under .

identity, then X and Y are words; neither of the is a clitic.
catio,

r., (Note that I refer here only to deaeOnn.under identity. So-called-.

free deletion is quite another matter, and 'Items that are,unquestionablY-e
,Clitics can be subject to-a type of"'deletion' that does not involve an
anaphoric iihkage between the victimand.some:other constituent in its
sentence. ,Zwicky and Put/Um (1981b) have argued that.some free deletions
are simply examples of zero allomorphy, not syntactic phenomena at all, and
they speculate that all such 'deletions' are really morphological. The
main case they consider involves,-in fact, a set of cLtid;--English
proclitic.auxilialies, which are deletable in casual style Wexamples. like

, You seen Jerry? (Cf. 'V you(seen Jerry?).)

L
r,

2.4.2. Replacement

. Proper parts of words are not subject to replacement by a pro -form
.under identity; whole words may lin the.proper circumstances) be subject to
such replacement.' .Proper parts of word+clitic combinations are equally
immune to replacement. It follows that if either X or Y in an X+Y -
combination is replaceable by a pro-form, then X. and Yffare words; neither
of them is a clitic.

'2.4.3. Movement

Proper parts of words are not subject to 'tovemeat rules', that is,
they cannot serve as gaps in gap-filler yelations with other constituents

,
in a sentence. Full words may (inthe appropriate circumstances)
participate in, such relat ons. Proper 'Arts of wOrd+clitic combinations
ate equally undVailable f r'movement. It follows that if either X or Y in
an X+Y combination can be moved without the other, then X and Y are words;
neither of them, is a clitic. .

2.5. A test derived from interface assumptions

Given the proposal that cliticilation occurs in a component-ordered
after syntactic rules apply,', it follows that a clitic group--a combination
of a host word with its clitits--should not be available when syntactic
rules apply (except in the case Where the clitic is simply a reduced form
of an independent word that makes a phrase with its host).

As a. result, it a syntactic rule dust mentien a combination X4I
containing a 'dependent' item Y--either because X+Y is deleted under
Identity, because it is replaced, or because it is-moved, or even because
it must be mentioned as a conditioning factor in a rule affecting other
constituents--we should expect that Y is an independent ford, and not a
clitic (or an affix). Conversely, ifX+Y make some sort,of unit, but
never, requires mention in a syntactic rule, we should-expect that Y is a
clitic.
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2.6. A metaconsideration

.

. ..

As a final, somewhat speGulaltive, point in this enumeration of
criteria distinguishing clitici` from words; I suggest the:foljoiing
metacriterion: Intl& absencelof....clear evidence classffyingan item one
way or the other, assume that, the item is a word (or in affix) rather-thaw
a clitic. 4

.4..
The implied'claim here is on bout the generjal human ability for'

languageythat clitica are morejtirked than either jnflectional affixes/or
independent, syntactic units Xthat 4inte inflectional morph-.
ology ii-dleirly more marked than syntax--there.f-are many peetty-thorouely-
isolating languageS,, but- no almost-totally-synthetio languages (despite the
widente of languages like Eskimo)- -the consequence of this claim is that,

- Mreteris paribus, an'item whose standing i-s unclear is most likely to be an
tndependent word, next_ most lIkely,to be an inflectional affix; and least
likely to be a clitic.

Though I tske this metaconsideration seriously, in what follows willwill
not assume that it is a" reliable guide. Niverthele'ss, I should point out .

that the argumentation of section 4 below- would be a good-bit shortei for
anyone who assumes that cliticiczation is more marked than either
inflectional affixation or syntactid codblnation.

. Particles

.

The term particle is a ubiquitous one in syntax. 'Its"most common.
function is to label items which, in contrast to those in established word
classes of a language, have (a) peculfar.semantics and (b) idiosynciattc-
distributions. Particle is consequently-a cover term for items that,d(;'not
fit easily into syntactic and semantic generalizations about the language.

e

On occasion - -as in Bloomfield's.1917 analysis of Tagalog-=the,wo4is
used to cover any leiica item not in a milat'word class; in Tagalog the
list of such items incudes both true tittles, which Aloomfield,calli
'encliti particles', and a la .rge number ofnonclftf.c.verds. Especially in
older wo ks (like Whitney 1889 on Sanskrit) the word covers any
indeclinable, or uninflectable, item;'this use of the word IA Particularly
common for languages, like Sanskrit, in. which almost all words have .

inflected forms. .A middle course is-steered by those who follow Crystal
(1980: 258) in distinguishing as a particle 'an invariable item with-
.grammatical function, especially one Which does not readily fit into a
standard description of parts of speech'.

3.1. Properties of 'particles'

The familiar class Prt ofverbal 'particles' in English--the off of
send off,, the ua of give up--is a typical set of words tha get, this label
because no other suitable label is available. They are, first of all,
semantically peculiar: their contribution to the ,combinatiOns in which
they occur tends to be idiosyncratic, and in any case this contribution is
not that of- either of ,the -two closest word classes,in'English, prepositions
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and (directional) adverbs. addition, the English 'particles1;are odd on

distributional rounds they Wive neither the distribution -of prepositions
(since they occur postnominally, as in Robin gave the theory' up) nor the '"'"

distribUtion of adverb, (since they occur between a. verltandlita-ditect
4 object, as it Robin give up the theory). ,

k

Elseighere in English,:onemightrwant togabel,tome roughly advefhAl.
words like, even, on nd'not_as'particles similarly-, ihe-infinitiv,e

marker to is a c or..,this label :' In o er:f4ngoages,'eXtaordinary
iocollectna of wo kbeeass4nea to lyilirticte category7-markers of

mood and sentence .41-1 qPicsYindicators of topiCand focus, _case
markers, tense/aspect: kes,- markers of emphasis', subordinators,

coordinators, indicators direct vs..indirect'discourse,- negators, vo-
cative markers, deicticd, deiniteness/indefinitenesa markers,,clasdifiers,
and so on. That is to say, the range of-Meanings for the thing! that'have

.
been cafled"pitcles' in one:lanwage or another parallels exactly the
range of meaningsfor clitics. in the language, of and these in

Wil gtages. Semantically, items claasifieg as .particles are .ali

turn paralorld's l 1 exactly the range of meanings for inflectional affixes in the

,'function',---father than 'content', items; the''Words most likely to be. so

.
classified ate those wilth.thel.east content.. -dh the one'han4,::appatently
meaningless concomitan0 AA.:iyntaktic constructions like'the infinitive `

marker to in English, duslon the other, the,littlewordsslikeGerinan doch
and noch _that are the tla-e of lexicographers ;and gfammarians alike:because'----
it is so hard to speci6 their meanings or the* functions, despite the -:
fact that they clearlyecontribute something to the sentences in- which they
occur.

,_...vo' .. .

_ .....
_,)

.'
PbonologicallYi_ the thingsclabeled as 'particles tend to-be 'depe64-

ent', again like clitics and affixes. .Some partici tike-the_English
infinitiNal to; cannot occur in isolation: Most:of k are normally
subordinate in ,accent to words from other word clasees,'and so do not,
usually bear phrasal, accent (here the English verbal: particles, Prt, ate
atypical; for they stressed).: *

. .
. . .

This' is n&t impressive list of general properfies of-the thingagthat
have been called particles; ThelieCuliat semantics and idiosyncratic

-

.syntax ,of particles together make -an- entirely negative characterization-of
i . 9

.
the. set; the'English'particles' to, off, and only, for- instance, share no
interesting syntactic or semantic properties. The list of meanings. .

conveyed by pailicles merely groups them together with affiXes, clitics,
and.some-indubitably independent words (including, in English, prip0s4.-
tions, determiner#, and auxiliary verbs)--as function rathk than content

items. And their typical lack of.phrasal-accent, merely groups them again
with these other function items. - .

3.2. Particles as words
. .

.
.

It should now be clear from what I have said about typical particles'
that they are in fact words` rather than clitics.

\ .

First, they all can combine with phrases. rather than words (the
construction test, section42.3.3). The English verbal partiFles combine

4
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a

with a lexical category, V-, and a pirasa
send 1-the iksetonautel off and sse [the

-- tive 'Marker conaineli-skith -Yes, s inn' to
'before)._- The advarbial.particles not;
-Aorta of p asal categories,' as in not1

. pi-ck--:091..,.: lid even 1 the bravest of' us)
-

-
:1

1 category, NP; in examples like
ho rri task] throw gh . The: .5.If ini-

[boldly go where no man'his' gone
only ,and-- even combineAtith-all:
because I asked-youf, baly [sixth

alike of these. particles also tpxhib
word" order (the ordering, test, section
only Mi)difying a phrase within a VP can
the peginning of the V2: even saw Adal
saw even Adeline,- and only took, a drop
only a drop.

I

j

11-

it a certain amount of fre4oe- in
2t3:4), rIn _particular; evert. and .-- ,

-occur 'either with its phrase -or at
the-shares, one of its -readings with
shares one of its readings with -tools,

All of these English particles except12. Can occur as independent
' words. ( the binding test, section 2.3.r).

-
,

The infinitive marker to Is .itseif subject to deletion (the deletion
test, *section 2.4.1),-as in to teachnd (to) learnand the matVial it
combines with is subject both to deretiOn,I uirged him to (have the penguin
stuffed) - -to repiac..iment by a prdrform (the ropliacement. test, section
2.4.2)=I urged him to do so. Both seta of facts ittdicate that the do...p
combination of to with other material does not ,.behave like a word "syntEic-.tically.

Although most of the Englien particle--:f
-; acceritually 'dependent'. they al 1 can bea

dbehaye.like indepenaent words rather than.
don' t want TO`go,TI NOT eat, that rat

s I have been disCussing are .

IlEr phrasal accent (test 2.2), he e
clitics. Note example's like I

,tart, and She sacrificed EVEN her
kangaroo. -

7''The phonological tests in section -2.1 above are not easy to apply to
,the 'current cases. 0.0. possibly relevant observation concerns the
infinitive marker to and the relies gbverning ..the 'aspiration of voiceless
stops' in nglish. Orie context- for aspiration is tht beginning oA.'a

.(phonological), wOrd.T. If to were a kroc Li tic rather than an independent
word, then wcwOuld expect'no aspiration at the beginning-of perpetuate in-
to perpetuate. 'The presence of aspiration there support's other evidence
th,af to is not a clitic..

. Although' my- discussion in- this -section'e'ha
corresponding evidence can. 'be-. provided for noch

/,- negatior hindi in Tagalog; and many other. examples of
that though there are .clitics in many languages, most
have been labeled as particles are in fact independent w

oncerned English erairely,
°ch. in German, the

tidies. I conclude
the things that
rds rather than

clitics.

3.3.' 'Particle's' and syntactic categories.
Up to this point, I have been treating particle s if it. were a

theoretiCal term, parallel to. ord, Clitic, and affix (admittedly, I have
been inclined to put the word particle in_quotes)., But there is noritason
whatsoever to think that the class of particles in any languge constitutes
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a unified group of items. And, there is certainly ..n6 reason to think that .

particles make a' coherent set crasa-linguisticat-iy. Particles are
distinguished entirely .negatively: they are the.items left over when a.1l
the others have been assigned to syntactic categories, or the items that do
not belong to major word classes, or the items that do'not take'nflec-
tionaloiffixes. .

/'

3.3.1. Acategorial items

One way to capture this fact is to say that particles belong to no
syntactic category, that they are acategorial. This is eqpiyalent,to
saying that these words are directly introduced by,Syntactic rules, rather
than appearing as instances of lexical categories: 'An acategorial,account
of English only would introduceit via rules like the following:

NP --->,(only) Det Nom

VP ---> (only) V .(NP) (NP) (PP)

PP ---> (Only) Prep NP

. ,

The alternative is to4ssign only (and perbaps a few other particles) to a
small subclass of adverbs, call it 'AdvX'; introduced by rules like the
following: ,.

s

NP ---> (AdvX) Det Nom

NP ---> (AdvX) V (NP) (NP) (PP)

PP ---> (AdvX) Prep NP

As Pullum (1982) points out,in'his discussion of one 'English particle,
the infinitive marker to, acatagorial,,accountshavebeen propoed for a
every large number of words in English - -in Chomsky 1957 and Burt 1971 alone,
for infinitival to, the conjunctions and and or; certain occurrences of the,..
prepositions of, 11iff, and for;" the comilementizer that; the auxiliary verbs
do, have, and be; the expletive pronoun there; and the degree modifiers
very and soAs well as'for several affii7sTaMong them, perfect -en,
progressive and negative n't) and at least One clitic (possessive
-'S).

3.3.2. Problems with acategoriality

-fi A
"

Pullu0_m 962: 182) observes that there are two reasons' to object to
the availability of acategorial descriptions: 'it introduces irredUoibly
parochial .(language-particular) elements into the syntactic rules of the
language instead of asSigniong them to the natural repository for such
parochiality, the lexicOn' and 'it formaLizes'a distlpction between words
in a language [thedistinction between categorial and acategorial words] .

for which there is Absolutely no warrant in terms of the intuition of th4
native speaker'.



The first objectin islmportant to anYone'.wo-'wents.trel3Psf
,s0stantiveA:niVer algenerallzations:aboUt,phrsyse'structure.rules The
second objection i.a that there is no psy4hological reality.t1:the
diattnction betwe categOrial.and acategorial words. "There are at least
twoJ'arther.objecriCns: I7

.Pirnot-on is there noapp'arent psychological reality to the
dIstinction.betweencategorial and acategorial words, there seems to be no
grammatical reality' either. That is, there seem to beno grammati-
'cal generalizations that are correctly stated%%n.terms of this distinction.
I noted above that the set of particles in a language do not hang together
in any grammatically interesting way; this is equivalent to saying that
acategorial words form no grammatically interesting class.

r

Second, lumping acategorialmords into a class predicts not only that
there. shoutd be generalizations over this class (which I have just denied),
but als84 that there should not be any generalizations relating individual
acategorial -cords to other ayntactic =Categories. Indeed, the apparent lack
of such generalizations is what causea-particular words to be.treated
acategorially. However, several, such generalizations have been found:
Emonds.1972 uses generalizations connecting the English verbal particles to.
prepositions to argue thattheparticles should be analyzed as (intransi-
tive) prepositions, and Pullum 1982 uses generalizations connecting
infinitival to to auxiliary verbs to argue that to should belanalyzed as an
auxiliary verb (admittedly a rather special and defective' one). It is a
feature of such works.that the generalizations,are by no means obvious or
easy to discover. But the faCt that they have been found in some cases
encourages me to think that generalizations linking individual particles to
syntactic categories can be found in other cases as well.

3.3.3. No acategorial words!

As a result, I propose that there are no acateorial words; that is,
stated positively, everyword (in every, language) belongs to one of the
syntactic categories provided by (universal) grammatical theory.

_Clitics and inflectional affixes are acategorial, on this proposal',
but every word must be assignable to a syntactic category. Still another
way of stating the proposal: there are no particles--only syntactic
categories,'clitiscs, and inflectional affixes.

I should add here that to proposing this.I am presuming an elaborated
theory of syntactic categories. What is required, as Gazdar and Pullum
(1982:. 1-3, citing earlier works in a variety of theoretical ,frameworks)
have pointed out, is both a hierarchical arrangement ofosubcategories
'within categories (so that the English infinitive marker to can be treated
'as, a. singleton subclass of the,class of, uxiliaries, itself a subclass of a

.

class of verbs, itself a subclass of a class of predicatoYsthat includes
both verbs'and adjectives) and also the ability to refer to 'natural
classes' of categories that cross-cut one another (the ability, for
instance, to refer to adjectives and .verbs together as a class, and also to
refer to adjectives.and nouns together as a class). The required theory of
syntactic categories is therefore parallel in its form to the theory of-
distinCtiVe features in phonology. Its most salient feature here is-that

ro
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it permits reference to a large number of word claAes--of all'sizes from .a

stngle Word'to lhousands,-With some classes-included within othtl.S, and

with some classes intersecting .with Others.

3.3.4. An alternative

The proposal Ihavelust made appears to run.dire'ctly counteY;to ideas

presented by Carlson (1983): 'In this 'section 'I will argue that the two are.,

.compatible,' and in so doing 1 will,sbarpgn somewhat my' own Proposal,

Carlson's discussion begins with the observationWthat in language in
general 'there arc two'distinct types of morphemes...variously referred to

as lexical vs. function morphemes; full words vs. empty words, content

words vs. particles' (69). Carlson takes this distinction to'be
fundamental one in linguistic theory, and 'argues that particle words group

together with inflectional affixes, indeed with certain instances of
morphological operations like reduplication, with certain critics, wLth

some suprasegmental marks like intonation contours, with some null

elements, and even with instances of altered word order, A telling ca&\ is

that of yes-no questions across languages; they are marked bi/'-'particle

words, by verbal inflections, by clitics, by intonation or othersuprn-
segmental means, and by word order changes (like inyersion,in English)--in

some languages by two or moreof these in concert or in.alternation.

The suggestion Carlson ultimately makes is thatparticle words and

their ilk are in fact4oth meaningless and not lexical items at all.

Instead, a particle or one of its kin is a mark of a syntactic combination,

a concomitant of a rule that combines lexical or phrasal material;
according to Carlson, the meaning apparently associated with some such

items is actually a semanticoperation associated with the rule:

My proposal requires only that a partic-le'Word be. assigned to a

syntacic category. It does not require, that the particle be listed. in thepy
lexicon (assuming that the lexicon is conceived as the list of open-class
items), or even that it have a meaning common to all of its occurrences.
The main. reason particles should belong to a syntactic category is that

generalizations should be statabie across classes of particles, across .

classes containing both particles and indubitable lexical iterps, and even

across classes comprising occurrences of the 'same'. particle introduced by

different rules. For thispurpo'se, it would be sufficient for material
introduced as a concomitant of a syntactic rule to have some internal
feature organization of a nonphonological. sort (and indeed we wonldn't want_

it to have internal phonological Organization, tor'then phonological
features would be available to condition or constrain syntactic-opera-.

tionS). This-material would not have to have a 'meaning', and it certainly._
is not necessary that this material be A 'theniber-of-an open class.

-F4 this proposal to work, we must assume a distinction similar to one
that has repeatedly been suggested in 'transformational. grammar,' between an

'early''accessing of the lexicon (for open-class items) and a 'late'
accessing.(for function 'Morphemes and %fords), though there is no 'need to

treat the insertion of open-class items as early in derivatiOns. What we

requird is a distinction between thelexicon proper--a list in which
bundles oE morphosyntactic features are matched with phonological content
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and meaning--and a process of shape. assignment, in which bundles of
mdrphosirbtactic features (associated with words or phrases) receive'
phonological shapes, whethet,as segmental M terial,as an.operAtion'on
'segmental material, or as,prosOdic feature ';

. "e
-0,

I conclude that's Carlson-style treatment of particles is indeed
compatible with the claim that there are no acategotial words, so long as
material introduced as an accompaniment. to a syntactic rule.can be
internally complex.

-3.4. 'Particles' and a typological generalization

I return now to the'isue with-Which this.paper began, namely the
involvement of particles in general hypotheses about langauge, in
particular typological generalizations. I want to treat one hypothesIzed
generalization in particular: Kaisse's proposal (1982: 4) that 'All
languages with S' clitics place those clitics in second position, after the
first stressed constituent (or word) of the clause, regardless of the
category of that constituent (or word).'

My aim here is not to'defend or attack this proposal--I am inclined to
believe that the strongest form in which it can be maintained-is limited to
free:word-order languages,. and I am not committed even to that version--but
rather to point out that most of the problematic cases adduced by Kaisse
are irrelevant to the hypothesis, since they do not involve clitics, but
rather (i) 'particles' that turn out tod)e independent words, (ii)
'particles'. that turn out to be affixes, or (iii) 'particles' that turn out
to be simple-clitic variants of-independent' words (simple clitics are
those, like the English auxiliary clitics 's; and so on, that serve as
reduced forms occurring in the -same positioni as corresponding full
forms--in my English example, the full forms is/has, would/had, and so on).

To elucidate Kaisse's version of Wackernagel's Law, i' must first
explain that'S' clitiCs are a subtype of special clitics (clitics not
partaking of the distribution of corresponding full 'forms) functioning as
constituents of S' - -that is, as modifiers of S. Special clitics marking
mood, tense, and'aspect are typical S' clitics, and special clitics marking
subject pronouns are typical examples of S, ratherthan S', clitics in
Kaisse's schle.

' It follows from.the statement of Kaisse's generalization that any of
the following would be counterexamples to it:

,

--S' clitics iK initial position;

--S', clitics in a medial position other than 2P--for instance, in
third position;

,--S' clitics located with respect to the end of. a clause, either
.in final. 'position or in penuUtimate position.

.Kaisse herself is careful to bring forward cases that seem to be
counterexamples, or at least problematic. These include
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S' clitics in Welsh;

-- third- position S' clitics in German;

--final S' clitics in Chrau and Kenyang (toWhioh I can add a

similar case in Hidatsa); and penultimate.S' clitics in Nganhcara.

I cannot consider all of these cases bere--to begin with, I lack the

information I would need.to judge the Kenyang case--but I can consider
representative phenomena: independent words ratheethan clitics (German,
Chrau); affixes rather than clitics (Hidatsa); and simple-clitic alternants
of independent words father than special clitics (Welsh). These are

examined, in order, in the next section.

4. Items misclassified as special clitics

4.1. Independent words rather than clitics---

The burden of most of the preceding discussion has been that many
items that might be.classified as (special) clitics are in fact just
independent words.

4.1.1. German conversational particles

6ne case I have already alluded. to: the German 'conversational
particles' is 'indeed', eben 'just', denn 'for!, doch 'yet', and wohl

!indeed'. As Kaisse (1982: 9) observes, most of these particfee-are
capable of receiving stress, a property 'more characteristic of independent
grammatical words than of the special clitics'.

Seybral of the conversational particles can even occur in isolation,
or in combination with other 'little words': doch constitlutes by itself a

positive answeto a negative question (Verstehst du das'acht? Doch.

'Don't you understand that? Yes, I do.'), and ja doch and nicht doch serve
as emphatic positive and negative answers, respectively; wohl alone is an

exclamatory 'Well 'then!' or a military "Aye, aye', and Ja wohl and nicht
wohl are an emphatic positive and an emphatic negative, respectively; eben

alone is an exclamatory_'Exactly! That's right!'. If the conversational
particle Is is to. be identified with the answer-word 11, then it should be
added to this list, and it probably should be added in any case, given its

exclamatory use, in examples like Ja, ist er gegangen? 'Why, has he gone?'

In any event,-the binding test,(section 2.3.1) indicates that most of the

conversational particles (denn is the-Cdnspicuous exception) are indepen-
dent words re, than clitics.

It is also true that the conversational particles are by no means
restricted to second position, that is,,to position after the first .

constituent of a clause. Ja, wohl, and eben, at least, occur phrase-
initially as well, in examples like Hunderte--ja Tausende 'Hundreds - -.

indeed/even/nay thousands',.Wohl zehnmal :,Indeed/easily/at least-ten-
times', and Eben an der Stelle 'Just on that spot'. That is, the conlier-,

sational particles (again with the notable exception of denn) have the
distributional properties (section 2.3.5) of independent words rather than.

clitics.
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The reason that the conversational particles appear to be problematic
for Kaisse is7rthat in'MainclauSes, where German requires that verbs take
second position, the,cdnversational particles appear-in third position:

Peter war ja dort.
Peter' was 'indeedje-77 there

*Peter ja war doch dort.

*Peter ja doch war dort.
°

,

°

cf: .,.weil Peter ja doch.dore war
because Peter was indeed yet there'

There is, of course, no problem If the converakeional'pareicles re

adverbs pf.a special type. 'Them their privileges of occurrence e matters
of-syntax-'-interesting, but of no particular signifiCanceJor generaliza-
tions about clitics.

:.Everything I knoW about theGerman'conversationaL partiCles indicates
that, they are adiferbs with, special restrictions on their occurrence - -in
this respect, much like Engligh;not, though of. course with rather different
diStributiona restrictions from those on not.

4.1.2. Chrau particles

a ,

The Mon -Khmer language Chrau, as described byThomas (1971)., prieents
a picture of incredikle:diversity in its particles.

Thomas' analysis.'-of this.SVO.language'distinguishes nuclear slots fAa
clause, filled by verbs and. theii\nominal arguments,.from,peripheral slot,
filled primarily by various types of 'particles'. Athong the particle types
is a category of 'adverbs!, .WhiCh. are biAistributional definition 'words,
which usually follow the object, but'which can freely precede the-object'.'
(81) and which have meanings cPmparable to )4se of adverhs in familiar
languages. But the class ofliarticles alSo inclUdes a set of 'Initial
adverbials', ideophonic adjuncts to specific verbs, thoUgh Located before
the subjett; a set of 'movable particles', of idiosyncratic distribtrionsi
which combine with a variety of constituent types;'and a set of:Ififtale%
particles', the-most common pf which is en 'already, 'now, finisga01
(ThOmas, 100). The "peripheral slots in a clause include 'several that are
clearly phrasal, in particular a set oe 'clausetemporals' (time
adverbials) and -a set of 'location' elements (prepositional phrases of
location).

Other particles are located at the beginning of the verb phrase
constituent in Chrau. These 'preverbal part&le are adverbial in
meaning,-marking negation and temporal relations.

,

Still more types, of parlices occur in main clauses only, 'These
'include a set of 'initial partiCles'i some modal in meaning (cliC ''surely,
probably'), most functioning as sentence connectives (ncai 'then; after
that'; to ra,'so that, as a result'); a set of 'modal particles',
intervening between theclause temppral and the subject, or occurring after
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the subject, and, again performing both modal (Ung gal 'truly, indeed:'.), and

connective <chfq 'so as a result, then, in that case') fundtions; and a
collection of finaLlmrticles'.beyond those hat can occur,in both main
and embedded clauses. .These final particles mark questions of various
types, imperatives of various types, emphatic assertion and denidl, apd,

bewilderment or surprise. It is these particles,.mentioned in Zwicky1977,
that appear to constitute an exception to Kaidse's.version of Wackernagel's

Law--if they are clitics, The initial particles would also constitute
straightforward exceptions -- again, if they'are clitics.

But there is no reason to think the final and initial particles are
Anything other than words, adverbsi'n fact.

Chrau is largely monosyllabic, and the particles all maintain their
-phonological integrity; there is no evidence that they coalesce with
neighboring morphemes. Chrau accent'is a matter of high pitch,,usually on.
the final syllable. in a sentence, anotrit is true that final particles like
the emphatic negative AI and"the mild emphatic vu de,have inherent low
pitch <Thomas, 60f.). 'However, a number of other morphemes (di 'in order
to, until', and the sentence and noun'phrase coordinators) have inherent
low pitch even though they are not final particles--and, in any case,
usually neutral or de-emphasized words in a sentence can receive high pitch
for special emphasis. Phonologically,.then, there is no compelling reason
to classify7t.he Chrau particles as

It 14s also true that none,of the,Rarticles seems to be able to occur
in isolation. lowever, from Thomas' exp4si'tlon it appears that nnly_nouns
and verbs can occur:in iaoiationeo that free occurrence is. not a good
litmus forewords vs. Clitics in Chrau.

At least two facts favor the classification of the Chrau particles as

independent ,words. The first of these is that a number of the particles
are clearly morphologicallycomplex. The final particle vu de, for
instance,`-is an idiomatic combination of vu 'people' and re-5,ossessive
particle' (Thomas, 189). By the compleicity criterion (section. 2.3.6), we c

expect these particles to be words rather than clitics.

The second fact is that the distribution of-the final particles cannot
be desdribed by a single. principle locating them atthe end, of a clause.
The complication 'is .that-'Part of the clause nucleus may be repeated '

(echoed) after the, final particle for additional semantic emphasis'
(Thomas, 102). We need to say that final particles combine either with a
clauie, or with a -el*. and an independent constituent (frog Thomas'
examples, the echoed_ stituent can apparently be a noun-phrase, a verb
phrase, or the two in combination, without any final particles).

-The distribution criterion (section'2.3.5).then suggests that the
particies aresimply words.

4' 0

.i.I.donclude that abSolutely nothihg about thelkondlogy.or'syntax of
, ,

Chrau.indidated that the 'final particles, form any sort of unitvith the it

non-particle- word preceding them. Similarly, nothing indicates that the'
initial particles fOrm any' sort of unit wAth the non-particle word.'

following
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4.2. Affixes rather than clitics
3

The Siouan language Hidatsa is an SOV language with a set of morph-
emes, indicating moods, that occur only after V in main clauses. These
mood markers are differently treated by,Robinett 1955 and by Matthews 1965.

,-, Matthews' description is in the early transformational framework; it
has a set of phrase structure rules (introaking-eight moods via the rule S
---> P Mood), a set of transformational rules (irrelevant, to the issue we
are considering here), and-a set of rules introducing boUndaries into
syntactic structures. Matthews. (Appendix B.1) descrDbeS this third set; of
rules as demarcating 'words', but he also says that the way strings are
divided into 'words'.can diverge considerably from the (surface) constit-
uent structure, so that it iaelear that this, third set of rules, inter-
vening between the transformational and phonological-components, comprises
what,have come to be known as readjustment rules, creating' 'phonological
words' 'rather than the words of ordinary morphology. That is, Matthews is
proposing that the mood markers are clitics, syntactically positioned at
the end of an S and later readjusted to form phonological words with the V
that precedes them. These are special clitics (they have no full forms in
this position, or any other position), and from their meaning,S' clitics.

". -k

.- Robinett's analysis, on the other hand, #t framed in terms of
. position-classes of-affix morphemes. For her, the mood markers belong

uncomplicatedly to a class of inflectional affixes including also such
non-mood morphemes as wa 'as, when, at' and hiri -'beCiUse'.

Now Matthews' analysis, in which mood markers like QuOiative wareac,
Report rahe, and Emphatic ski'are,S' clitics located clausetinally,
clearly runs against Kaise's version ofWackernagel's LaW, while .

Robinett's analysis of Hidatsa is consistent with Kaisse's proposal (the
location of inflectional affixes has noihing'to do with the placement of S'-
clitics).' -Blit which of ,the two is the right analysis of.tylidatsa2

ConsiAir .the criteria that Zwicky and Pullum (1983a) prov,ide to
distinguisfialftics froM'inklectionfq. affixes, -and thecriteria they cite
from other'ailthors (Caistairs 1981 &Rd Muysken 1981). Most of-these
criteria do not apply to the Hidatsa case, at least given what I know about
the language. But not all are beside the,point. 'aar

01

tairs' third
criterion --that.inflectional affixes are.'membkrs o relatively small
closed system, one of whose members must always- appent at the relevant'.
place in structure' (4)--fits the Hidatsa tar perfectly, since the-m00,4
markers make a small ,(seven- or eight-member ) closed class, one of whose
mem ers must appear-at syarticular.point in structure, namely at the end.
of t ery main clause. Zwicky and Pusllum's first criterion--thatlitics
can xhibit a IOW degree of selection with respect to their hosts, lOile
affixes exhibit a hie degieeof selection with Tespect to their'sterps'
(503)--is consistent ;4th an effik analysis, since the mood markers Occur
my after verbs; but'Since)verbal clitics arecomatort in the. languages of
t e world, not much weight clan be. placed on ttis test.

t. .

The most striking evidencevIn favor. o1 the affix analysis comes from
Zwicky. and Palum's third crieionl 'MOrphbOhonological-idiosyncrasies'Sre
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more characteristic of affixed words than of clitic words' (504). There
are at least three types of torphopho ological irregularities associated
with the mood markers.

-1

First, the Optative and Itperativ markers 'Both combine with A.'
preceding number morpheme...intoilihe p nemic shape aara...0therwise, after
a nonhigh vowel that is not'preceded by a nonhigh voWel,...[they] have the
shapes h and ka, respectively;, elsewhere theieshapes-are ah and aka,
respectively, TEAtthewa,.108)...These morphophonemic conflation:3 and
alternations have no obvious parallel elsewhere within tfislinguage.

Second, the. Report mood marker idiosyncratically fails to undergo
(Matthews, 287) a morphophonemic rule raising e to i in morpheme-final
position. a

Third, at Least one mood marker conditions Morphophonemically
irregular behavi r in the stem to which it is attached: 'Under certat
not -yet-nderst od conditions, a stem will move%its stress to the final
vowel when it s immediately followed by the Quotative morpheme' (Matthews,
286).

Finally, .the phonological shape of at least one of the 'mood markers
indicates that it is an affix rather than a clitic. Most of the.mood
'markers have quite ordinary shapes, like Indefinite toak and'Period c, but
one, Question, has a peculiar phogolOgical realization: as,a glottal
interruptiOn of an immediately preceding vowel (Matthews, 101).

Now dorphophonological processes like ablaut, umlaut, consonant
changes, reduplication, accent shifts and tone alterations are falily
common as the phonological. exponents of inflectional or derivational
fofmations in morphology. Sometimes the processes cooccur with affixes
(e.g. German umlaut with plurals in -er, as in Blaettef, fiom Blatt
'leaf'); sometimes they are the sole phonologicaL exponent of a formation

.(e.g'. German umlaut as the sole mark of plurality, as in Brueder, from
',Bruder 'brother%). Sometimes the proceses affect only a.subtype of a

il"

formation (e.g. German umlaut in general,-given that \ny plurals, like
Frauen 'women', do not involve umlaut even though thetnoun stems have.
umlautable vowels); sometimes they Occur across the,boOd.(e.g. the Tagalog
'contemplated-aspect' form of a verb, marked only and always by redupli-
cation, as in makikita 'will see', from makita 'see' (Saadhter, and Otanes
1972: 363)). 'Parallel phenomena involving clitics or independent words are
at least very rare, if not unexampled. Given that the Hidatsa Question f, i

morpheme is realized as a morphophonological process,,it is most unlikely.
to be a clitic.

. . . ,

(Noiice, that here I am using a teat to' distinguish clitics from .-
affixes that Zwicky and Pullum do not cite: Morphophonological processes
normally function parallel to affixes rather than td clitics (or inde-

1

pendent words).) .

A

,

On balance, every criterion I have mentionid shows that the Hidatsa
qo

mood markers are inflectional affixes (after the fashion of Robinett's,
analysis) rather thip clitics (in the spirit of Matthews' analysis).

.
. .:
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4.3. Simple clitics rather than special clitics.

Welsh presents a situation that, at first glance, seems to involve S'
clitics in clause-initial position. The particles at issue in this VSO
language include at,least the affirmative particles y(r), fe,-and Jai; the

interrogative particfesta and ai; the relative particle a; and.the negative
particles ni(d), na(d), and nac. Fr their functions, it is clear that if
these particles are special clitic they are S' clitics. The question is
whether they are special clitics all.

To explore this question, I 'must first sketch the syntactic properties
of the Welsh particles. The particle y(r) will serve' as an illustration.
It- combines'with a clause whose main verb is a form of bod 'to be':

Yr

PRT

oedd.. Jac yma 'Jack was here'

was lack here

Compare A oedd Jac yma? 'Was Jack here?' and Nid oedd Jac yma 'Jack wasn't
A here'. . ,,

The other afirmative particles, fe and mi, combine with clauses having
main orbs other than bod, and they are optional, whereas y(r) is obliga-
tory: *Oedd Jac yma, but bo4k M ganodd Jac and Canodd Jac 'Jack sang'.

' Y(r) does not, however, combine with clauses that have a (fronted)

- topicali2ed constituent; the particle is instead in complementary distri-
bution with a topicalized'conbtituent: Y bachgen oedd yma 'It was the boy
who was here'% Yma oedd y-bachgen 'It was here that the boy was','bilt *Yr'y
bachgen oedd yma and *Y bachgen yr oedd yma.- The interrogative and '
negative particles are not so restricted; compare Ai Jac oedd yma? 'Was it
Jack.'who was here?' and Nid Jac oedd yma 'It wasn't Jack who was here' with
Jac Oedd yma. Note also' that y(r)_ does not cooceux with a/ai or ni(d).

For sentences with m n verb bod, then, there are six - things that can .

precede the verb: AFF, N TOP, Q TOP, and NEG.TOP, where 'AFF' stands
r for the affirm4tive particle, ' ' for 'the interrogative particle,''NEG' for

the negative particle, and ' .for a topicalized cons4tuent. A

straightforward analysis of these factq would posit a CoMp position
preceding S, with two constitue is in Comp:

.:.

,

. '

1 AFF c

(

1 :EG TOP

(
.

(A transformational treatment would get the effect of complementary

,
1 distribution between AFF and TOP by moving a topicalized constituent so as

to replace AFF, but the details of how the positions in Comp get filled
, need not concern-vs here.) In this analysis,. AFF 'has the allomqx-pht,y_ and

.a. (depending op Whetier the following ve begins with a consonant or a
vowel) when it is S'- initial, and a zero nlomorph otherwise.

(

.. Such a straightforward analysis pf the major Welph facts is not
possible if AFF la a Special tlitic, and if in addition therclitrcization

.,
,
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component is. to folloW all syntactic operations; a clitic element AFF wduld

not be avaijable,in the syntactic component. Similar remarks hold for Q ,

and NEG, and indeed for the other particles I have not discUased in any
detail here. We must now ask why anyone should suggest that the Welsh
particles Are.politIcs, rather than -independent words..

The first pieceof evidence suggesting.a clitic analysisis the,
re ,ptricted distribution of particles. BuS I have nbwiaMply.illustrated the

fact tht item with restricted distributions are not,necessarliy clitics.

The second piece of evidence is that the particles, are usually

unaccented. Ni(d), fe, and mi, however, are easily accented for emphasis.
And, in any case, the accentual criterion is one of theleast reliable, as
I:po nte d out In'section 2.2.

;''
, .

....:''What '. looks like the really conclusive pie of evidence comes frog the
phOnological propertieS of AFF, NEG,'and:

N
Q in 6 lloquial Welsh speech.

Preceding forms of the verb bog (which are always vowel - initial), AFF'snd
NEG are phonologically reduced and attached to the verb. Yr oedd,Jac yma
pronounced with a initial schwa is distinctly bookish; the c,olloquiat
version is 'R oedd Jac yma, in whichthe' first phonological word is /ro0/.
Nid oedd Jac yma pronounced with a full form nid As emphatically negative;
the unemphatic colloquial version is 'D oedd, Jac yma, in which the first

.phonological word is /doyS/. In the same context; Q is simply absent. A'

oedd Jac }ripe? is distinctly bookish; the colloquial version is'just.Oedd
Jac yma?, with rising final accent indicating its interrogative Character.-

'Moreover, preceding verbs other thanbod,'Q and NEG are.usually-not
realized as separate' elements at all in colloquial Welsh. Instead, Q is .-
manifested as a morphophonological ilile, the 'soft mutation', affecting
certain segments at the beginning of a verb following Q, and as a concomi-
tant rising intonation on the sentence as a whole. And NEG may be realized

via another set of morphophonological alteration's (9 soft.mutation' of some
consonants, 'aspirate mutation' of others) affecting theirst segment of
the verb following it, in combination with'a negative.marker ddim or mo
later in the sentence. The C61loquial version of, A tanodd ef? 'Did he

.

sing?' (cf. affirmative Canoddef He
.

sang') is Gahodd ef?, and'the
colloquial version of Ni chanodd ef ddim' 'He didTiri-;TTliT-is Chanodd ef

ddimk - ''
4

. , 0

Both the facts about the partid/ei preceding'forMs of b6.1 and the

taCts about the particles preceding other verbsituggest-a high degree of
integration between the particles and the verb forms that follow them;
indeed; theyarticlesalfeem transparently to be clitics. (Fo at least some
speakers of modern WaTigh, one might even want to analyze.some of thd
mutated verb forms as inflectional forMs.) w

A .

For the many'' speaker who halt& fell and reduged'forms of the particles
as formal/bookish and informal/c011oquiaiveriants,it is clear' that the

reduced.orms (AFF /r/, NEG /d/)Aate'clit4s. But they are simple. clitics

'occurring in the same ppsition.as the corresponding full forms.
- -:

.
.

-.
0

The:zero variants of Q and NEG:ean:then be analyzed.as zero allomorphs
of simple clitics, an analysis that is-especialY attractive in light,of
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, the fact that the mutations appearing when there is no overt manifestation

/

of Q or NEG are exactly, those that occur with a pr ni(d). is present:_.(A). _
ganodd ef?, (Ni) chanodd ef.'

I conclude that theWelsh 'particles' are independent words.(adyerbs.,
_resumably, thoUih of a small and distributidbally restricted class) ith

simple clitic yariants.

'5. A' real class of lieIticles

Despite all thecold water t have thrown on the notion of particle in
the sections above, there is a grammatically significant class of words
that have often been labelTT 'particles'-- namely-.the 'discourse particles',
or 'interjections', as surveyed most recently for. English by James (1974),
Goldberg (1980), and Schourup (1983).

The.English discourse particles include (certain instances of) well,
hey, ok, oh,,yes like,-y'know, uh, now, say, why, look, listen, and
please,and perhaps others, as in the examples:

Kim will want, well/oh/like/uh/say/why, a golden penguin.
Well/h*y/ok4es/yiknow/lobkilisten, let's go to Pismo Beach.
I'd like a pomegranate popsi0e, please.

.(On distributional grounds, the traditional class of'exclamatory.'inter-
jections' in English--items like ouch, gosh,.holy cow, wow, III,
goodness, dear me; and hell-should also be grouped with these parti les.)

ThoUgb these items arg,in some sense 'little words',theyjAre t-at
all like clitiCs. Theirs kinship is, instead, with vocatives, appositive
relatives, and interruptive adverbials like I think, as you might have
heard, and so they say.:

"

UrAlike clitics, which are prosodically dependent, discourse particles
and their kin are prosodically independint. Typically-, they are both
accented and prosodically separated from their surrounding context.

Though diScoUrse particles are usually, monomorphemic, they can be
morphologically complex (y'know is-probably still, complex fpr most current

8 speakers of English), and certainly the constructions related to them are
)'--, comp,/ex, often having.quite considerable internal-structure (as in the

(,)

,

arenthetical as I ought- to have realized yodprobably heard from.gobin or
the voCative'ail you people with both apples and oranges it6rour -!

-knapsacks)..
. ... \

Unlike clitics, which form Word-like units in,coinbinaip!: witb
'nei'ghboring words, discourse particles and their kin ante syntaptitally.
insVlated from:the rest of the sentences they occur in. TypipiOthe.
internal syntax:of 'a diacpurse construct has riothing to do with,thesyntax

,
of the -sentencelaround.it, . -

..
-

a point about meaning. Clitics express a variety of
meanings; in addition. to clitics ladicafting.various arguments of a verb,-

.modality,._ sentence .type, negatibn, and so on, .there Ae some that are
' K



really, pragmatic/discourse markers, indicating the speaker's state of mind'

with respect to the content of what is said, the speaker's estimate of the,
speaker-addressee 'relationship, and the speaker's estimate of the role.C.f ° .

the current sentence within a. larger discourse. Discourse paiticles'ar4
all pragmatic/discourse markerp; they never suOply,arguments

-
fof predicates

. or act as operators on propositions. '

The special characteristics of discourse particleahavA long. been
recognized. Traditional grammars of..many lanmages:diatinguish a class of '

interjectionsYand detailed grammars based on distributional analysigs(like
Fries 1952 for EnglisWmust separate diodourse'particles from:?ter.
function words. .Fries' analysis, for exaMple, has_15,tlasges 'oflfunction

Words, among them Group ,K (well, oh, now, andyyji,"very frequently.
occurring at the beginning.T.Yresponse utterance units', and more
generally at .the beginning of sentences continuing conversations (100)4
Group L (yes and .no, distributed much as the items inGroup k,bUt
occurring as whole riesponse uttera*es° and having clearer meaning than

the group K words (102)), Group M (look, say, and listen'aa'attention-.:.
gettin ..signals' (103)),.and Group please_ occurring witrequest
senteWAs, most frequently at the beginning (103)). These foor classeg of
functiOn words stand out very clearly againsi'all the others, prima4ly
because their distribution, in this very distributional grammar, is..
described in `discourse terms, not in terms of their cooccurrence possib

litief.with,other syntactic'constitUents.

'I conclude that there is a place for a class of,discourse
general grammatical theory .(and,'undoubtedly, a place for many subclaggeg

in the grammars of individual languages),. -Discourse. Oirtieles,-howeveri

make up only a small part of the great world of 'particles'.., and they have
nothing worth mentioning in common with clitics.

Footnote's

*My thanks to the people (especially David Dowty and. David Stimpe) Who
listened.to an:earlier version of this paper at Ohio State and offered .,
,comments and criticisms; and .to Geoffrey Pullumt whq (even more admirably).

performed the game service by mail.

4

it- . . . -

,1For an extended discussion .0 tests in lingUistics,see Zwicky
eral, the lAlguistic literaturehaa-not been very clear about the .

diatin tion.between definitional criteria and symptoms, Posaibly-liecause
schol rs in general are so anxious to 'd ine,their terms',properlY.

Nevertheless, listakof.sympioms are a,lwa s useful, ,and` in the case -'of terms

that function..as t*oretiaf primitives, only lists of symptoms. can, be *-

tiOvided.(tis latter point can be seven .as the main lesson Crf''Jobne,Ced

1977.critique of Keenan' 1976 ',definition' jof subject ingraim'atical

theory). , . 6, . ..
.

.
:.

.. -,..-

)2 "' * ..-

Strictly' epeeking, this discussion should proceed-interms of morphs
rathee!than morpilemes.. An.independenY word can have a. numberipfehono..

7 ° lOgi941.forms"EngliSh /h *z 10z1lez0 -Az/ representing the auxillarY'yerb.

has, for instance- -and a clitic having one percf.phonclogical lorms_can
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0,

.,

. . 3,

"-t

:Is,

alternate with anAndependent word having another-- English:/ c1 ic /z6.-z
in'alternatton with the independent auxiliary.haa,:for nsan.: Because
of these, phenomena, any discussion of the difference between clitics and
wo,rds shouldbe framedin terms of the classification 'of Oar a.ulsr morphs,
-..014ings of phoriolpgical'foreyand lexiCal identity, and not 1 toms of any

Itmore abStract ConstruCtlfk6H6orpheme. We will want to say t t a killary
ASezrie:an'independent.Word and,thlit auxiliary /z/ is a clit c; :will'

,nantto avoid- having to-classify:the auxiliary. morpheme has as Are o'r.the
Afar..

j40.Themeterial in this s tion will appear in ,somewhat differant\form.
AX4 -:inteillationa/ Jour of,Aterican Linguistics.
-1,

,A.tight, according to Matthews,-.Who counts th homophonous Optative and
.

mperatiVe separately.- '
. ..

-

particle*
.

.

,5,The y(r) is homophonops withy, and historically derived from,
*the definite article' y(rY. Duejt should be clear evell from the felt data I

.present here that therb would te:no justificationr classtfyingthe
Barticleas a definiteat1cle.in modern-Welsh.

The discussion that fOLlows is based:in part on my own field work on
Welshes anti in .part on the data in two,teacIling grammars - -the 'bookish'i-'
gramerar of-Bowen.and Rhys Jonas (1960) and the 'colloquial' ,grammar of Rhys
Jones (1977)'.
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Five Morphemes in Finnish:

Possesaive - Suffixes or AnIpharic Clitics
-

Joel Nevis .

The Ohib State Unlverisite
and ,

The University of Helsinki °

'0, Introduction .9
Finnish has five morphemes that have presented -analytic...difficulties,

to both syntacticians and phonologists -for. years-. These five morphemes
have been referred to in' the literature as "Possessive Suffixes". (hence-
forth Px, as is the traditional. abbreviation in the field), "poossessiAte"
because of their association and .cooccurrence with the genitive personal
ptronouns; and "suffixes" because of their -status as a, proper subpart of the
word. I shall demonstate that the best approach to these. marphemes is to
describe them as cli Lee.; my discussion brings together fadts about the
phonological and morphological behavior of the Px (few, of which have been
presented in a unified way in the literature) that point to, cliticization.
Then I shall examine the syntactic evidence and, taking into consideration
a presentation by Pterrehumbert (1981), argue for two fairly simple clisie:
rules involvIng clitic doubling and clitic. movement (as well as, clitic
'adjunction). .

`i-I will also argue that because they never occur without coie rence t
_ another noun. phrase in the sentence, -the Px are anaphors. (An a arent
exception,, in which the - NPs referred to are (genitive) non-4nter ogative
personal pronouns, turns out to fall under my generalization; these NPs
undergo free deletion at a lite stage in the 'grammar.) Finally,. although I
claim that the Px are (anaphoric) Clitics, I point, out how they 'differ
.systematically from other cliSica in Finnish. r

1.. Phonological Facts

Any morpheme-in 'this class behaves as it were 'a proper subpart -of
the word, because it undergoes certain (morpho)phonological rules ,with the
word .as their domain, and because it prevents other (morpho)phonalogiCal
rules from applying word-finally° to stems; The Px mist also. be nsitered
proper sutparts of words for the reason that they. are. not iptiOnot
opossible independent wordS. Igstead, they are-similar.,'or dometi even,

iidentical, to well-foitif suffixes of Finnish. ' 1
;:4

1.. 1., Word -internal- san4hi. 2 and phono tact i cs

. No word begiris with geminates 4in Finnish, though, the. Etist and .cond
'peraori plural Px 'do "(-mme and -nne,.,.respectively). Few words' begin with

1"dotis.onant cluatip a none otili-gng-butt tidk ,third person Tx,4-at least in *its
- c . le.o, I _ .. t, -,, ,

basit allomorph).,-iinsa A.7? k1. Therekke:. the Px cannot stand afone iS, A
ihdependent words*. , They are sitrtiiar t9 case: f9,rrr;1SG 7ni.akd
2§G .-Si ,parallel the essive surf** -thav,*-mme

'and
.-Tine are taree'l ta,' te

. allave case -11ef and the 111rd person Tnsa..a-nSA-is'similar,ItO'lhe
i t r als lat i ve ':-...ksi and ahlativei -lta ---LJ - 'ltd... 1P-L PX .--irmle-ii AOMOPlionotis,

181 .
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The Px undego'the-(word-
wSince rand e are ;neutral" wi

-(A is an archiphOneme repcesenti
vowel harmony.) Thus weiiand -n
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Ornal),phonolozlical r
respect.toharmonY

ng the 1..a/ alternat
sa in, back vowel: word

kirja-nsa ^d*Iiirjs-ns4
boOk 7
'his book'

kida-siS ^-1*kirlassa '

book -qNES-4,

-land -nsa in front vowel words:

ule of vowel harmony.
only -nsA is relevant.-
1.61 resulting from
s:

n the book

A

1.

kyn4-nsa., *kynN-nsS
3

ti

pea'

kyna'-11A 4.*kyria-.41a 'by pen')

Word-external sandhi

The Px also behave like true suffixes insOfq. as they block,threel
We'll-motivated morphophonological rules which affect final vowels of stems.
FitSt, there Ls a raising of wot&-final-e to i. For example, lumi 'snow'
is derived from an underlying //lume// 61e-genktive singular lume-ny).
The Px on this and othe*.words does not allow the e i raising:

*lumi-nt
snow-lSG
'my snow''

9

.

c-

4.4.12 9

Another rule Applytng word- finally shortens ee',*0.. Apioct word-final.
e's alternate with 'S-ee--: the tstter is considererg

I
th i Tre=-becdausei.t is

and
,,

,-.

less restricted in its occurrence than thenominS lareli d tlik, .47.1

partittve singular -et -, and,Secauseit. must be diff of atect From tfle

'-nnderlyihg e which raises to L: For af4ifferent 4ppfoa$11 to the seledi6n
of a. basic allomorph-see Kargson (1983t!tN, 197)'.).'The' Px ho'not'permit.
sbOrtening of final ee:

herne'Peal, NOM SG 4- //herneea
lhernee-n 'GEN SG -*Herne7h
hernee-ns4 hit.pea' *herne=nS4 .

One,:bast:mditphoPhonordgical ,*
woras).*.The follOwing word -can be.',motiysted

'-,divaohuute/

voweli. de let i 2sittle

hSvileg uhde..rlytna &inn:
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NOM SG vanhitus 'old age'
GEN SG vanhuude-ri
ILL SG vanhuute-en.:
ES SC.,4 vanhuute-na

,

The Pk-permit fleither final
deletion: . .

A:Morp hone c UR:
'.;.e7raisinK -

ti
vowel "-deletion

.
e-ralsing (as above) nor final vowel

anhuntet
vatichuuti

;
v,anhuus

. , .4,1varthrius'/_

The fo Wing Wordir;:tiaife-4!irei-tacintintal s
SG,- but _vocalic stems all ot'Wetillnhers.
whether they . involve ".tht ';:rinti,'dcel.eti
'insert Lon rule. BOth appaseache's.ha°Ve beeriy"

,

//siithhutite-ni//

*
/vanhu tent/

tem% for Nom .go and ?ART.
and cases1 'It :is not clear

6,14Aii.lided above, or a vowel (0
111in,the.,literature

.

.

7

NOM SG ...,
saapas 'boot'

kyynel 'tear'
manner 'continent'
elf(' organ'
neit'syt
lurjus 'rascal', '14.F.,

GEN .SG
saappaan

eltme-n

Icyynele-n
mantere,n

neitsye-n
lurjukse-n

Merphoptionemic stem
4/saappasa-// or
J /saapjase -//
//kyynele//
././mantere-//.
/Eitime-/.1

//rie.iitsyte°7)'/
//1rit:jukSg- AI

The Px always take the vocalie stem;. anal:vowel deletion fails to apply
,, (or else g insertion 'before sufflikeS does apply): saa as -nsi ''his' booti ,

:.;': - ttkyynele-sa, mantere-nas, )elime4nsa, neitsye-nsa, and urjukie-nsa. ,
-..

. , . ,
Thus the .,Pic are ql rly prdp;er subparts of words.;, They have the.

'status of ufitties: h.caus.e --tshey ,'undergo the morPhOphonologlcal rule. of,

-1=- :°- ' vowel 10.s,:to icatitasliki.ike suffixes; ..,they do not permit the tipplica-
tioit 1041i. 1 rule 1ptikcting word-final 'vowels.,.

t: lef lt

A .. ,

- he ;:0')e.fa Owe 1.1,..roper'tsubparts of korii insofar as they do.
. not undergo,. t, lowing ,turoi.tyleoghonological.. They 51,,o not trigger
,cornsonant-'14radaeon: as, some of 'tttle)n ought to given their phonological .

13 ha p e . . Coneonant gradation "weakens" consonants in closed' syllables: t .The
Pk' -nmie, -**ef and -nsA 'close the prePeding syllable and hence should be
expect,-.4 .to ;calls& consonant gradatiOri; but they do not. Compare, for
example' th4filPL eriAgteement suffik 41.0-t the homophonous 1PL Pk:,

'l
'

entg7g 5' " ''' 'to f1.32 411:
"

lenng r. 'we ;fly'
". -., .. '''''':-',

f

11 it'll I b r .- .* -,*- - 4.:...

. . ' Clintu-mme "Zit *linnumite .**

.The suffix' -mthe'
4

'closes :,. le-v.iri g :sthe' net-4. ponsonant----'
,

,gradatilon in JwetfaY' ; the .to E-4igljer cdri-sonant gredati'n
.. , 4 , ,

4'

4 °

-`e
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'our bird' even thdue it,too;clopes the syllable:

-1.3. Truncation
, t, . ....

The Px, unlike any other'morpheme. in Ftnnishr(even otberclitics),
condition a truncation rule. -Fini/ consonants get- delete', when-ithmediately

-...

preCe-ding a Px:

lintu-ni

NOM-PL 'my birds'
bird7PL.,IPL -

go,

lititU-n-ni GEN SG 'my:blAls
' .

bitd'

.
. ,%

Since NOM-gL-t and GEN SG n otherwise cause. consonant gradation, -it is
clear that this truncation takes precedence .vir4onaonant iradatiOn'(ip'-as
to avoid *linnu-ni in the NOM PL and GEN 'SG)..

then
If there is an e- insertion rule (as opposed.tdan e-deletibn rule),

rulerule takes
...-

precedence over truncation.
.

..'i' ".

//tampas-ni//
. i

.
//lamP0.7ni//

.

f
.

.

e-in.Sertion lathpase-ni.
truncation .

other rips
.

#.

ttUnation laMpa-ni
6-insertion
A.

Esehtially, the poi,nt ,he
Iarimule. 'sheep!, manner 4!

:,Truncation

L,15&

.GEN PL lintu-je-n .

,lintu-je-di
IhL

, ".

f "'urrin

.

'

'*411411-tea7nt:

:

`tdeaVoid truncation of -root -final
elih lotgan',- etc.

s.
.

also.,afddts herfinal doneonants of...the GEN
R, and'M seondifinitive-(2INF):

lampaani

.

consonants:.

.4FLL PE

.

INSTR

Pz

'4,'Iros '4

de

PL, the

the birds'
thytirds!.

',into the bird'.

'into,,theithdueee.%

!i"nto-mys'hoU6'ea' -
with:One's .own efrength

'with rhy own
%;

!Sy. ittyeekei.nit.
-

ILL SG,

I.
rrV., s °.,1 -

N ' ,,

a ..



'Morphological _facts2.

With respect to";titeir ordering within words, the Px resemble clitics.
< *However, with respect to allomorph selection, they behave, as in phonology,

like proper subparts of words, .bOth conditioning and exhibiting *Waal
allomorphy. 4).

2.1. ''.Linear ordering'
_ A

..

The n\ lie outside. all -derivational and inflectional morphology .4...
'case 'and . nniber morphe al:

...

--

ma-i-s sa-cave
land-:PL-INE'S-1PL -'

) _,-- .,-.

.. .

'in- dui. lands '

sy8-4/1-kse'-mme .;
. 4 4 t ".

1 - _,. ea t-lIN.F-TRANS-1PL

-

'(in order) for usa:_to eat!
o. .,

The try' morphemes permitted to' follow the Px within 41% word ate- ther
eclitics,' Alrfexample the sentential operatdr elides: t. ',,,

.,: 'auto-11a-nsa-ko,.
' car-ADES-37,Q

'by their call' :_ _

.4 -
P--""

. e

iso.permitted to fold is the .directionql adverb, pain (a_ simple cLitic or
a Waneb-- note the abs ce of vowel hariony); -

kOti-i-nsa-plin (from PenXtila ;1957; 123)
,home-ILL-3-ditectio*.- cr- '

lin thirdirectio'n:-of his home' * +.;-i

,.

Thus,. the Px can -be` seen as t fist of the clitic, string attachedto thi

ti

haErc.:tt . - 't

.
w , 2.2. Stem alloinoxph selection :. .

. il
, tr-

. " ... ;.
Tile, Px 'are not :like other "attics in 4determining'seem omprphY. 'The, . 4

othe't lititios 4taebt; to any (inflected) stein, wi h. no' spe 43.omoiphy, .. ;
..and do' not have .phorto),pgia,1 effects! .as/the Px d --4 b o v e . ..- ' °r 0 ,

laminas . ;,:'94eei3.4NOM SG.).0 . ,

''tjae` afleen, tQ9' ,,ls
$4,. iiheeep u knOw3 _

lammaa4-

k ? plaftKlarikia LL t o ,

3

. .
Theq23i, -1P s''b !;Cffilt1Cit attach" peetlyst

e ... e
,

.

ik......, ..:.,*- -
J, ''V-:"...1 -.4.= 6. 0.:1

.

.7.

... i the NOM SG stem endinit' inA .4 7ednioninfl!) (411 fiZtile X140 Elba v )_:., ,
. .... ..-. '17 ; - - ,......-..

, . 4r! .
.:,. 1-..:...f.', ,11.i. .. : - .1 : . ' . ' . n, t 44" .... 1-8 I 4,,,

. '..' -./ A .rlide,. 41:%. ,.. ...,i4;',:i,': ',;'/:4'.. ..%-.i

:: ....,.... \ .;

.- ,..o.i .4 N.,..4.4. ..i. 4,- ;,-ir-; ''.

, 7.:.'.f14a i....; ....1, . s":
-, -4 4.- -,,,_ ..,',..,- 7.14. 0,,,,,::, ...,:,. --= -.: '.1 . -"".. 1:.

"Ivke4.--;:. " a -> 7- 27,,: ,k , .,,,, . - .... ......c. L. . .,

. t
, ... ..!,,

.4.,. . ... ....-.7., .., , .

, . . .

. ., :.....- ..



.0- lampaa-ni 'my sheep' N *laminas -ni

In the morphologically determined alloinorphy of -men the Px
attach to. the *basic -s(e)- alloniorph, not-'to the NOM SG -nen (although the
other'clitlep_attach to. -hen):

Suotalainen 'a Finn (Nag- SG)'

Suomalainenrhan% -pa, eec,

Suomalaise-si,--'.*Sudmalainen-se *Suomalatne-a
GEN SG Sudmalafge-111

'ypur. Finn' (Cf.
4

* t. conclude that fore stem allomorphi. se lectiqn the Px behaVe like
proper subparte of words rather than like the less integrated yartigle
clftics. 1

4.*

. . .'.

2.3 P 3e a llomorphy

4

SOme pf the Px have unusual a1lomd4hy The firit,and .second person
Plural me___and-T-nne are inVaetahte;-but the other, three Px;flave, "allomorphfk.

- at- begin with vowels and end in Consonants:
- *

4,..

,.1a . 1SG -.J.ti 0" =in
,-1

...

SG-.-7si ,..0.k-is.,

3 ---nsiV,..3.-Vri where V repeats the final vowel of_ the host)
A 'IN

The vowel-fia41. ailomorpheareretkricted variants; fciald only after
-lb..

sufffx.es endint in a voC7,41. (The exact statement of the allomorphy rule is ,

diEfl.cultarcanae the underlying shape. of the partitive suffix is indetet- ' 7y

urinate. ), nce the VC-alloinOrpha must follow° a vowel, the NOM PL, GEN S'b, .

GEN OL, INSTR; and 2INF 4uffixes do not cooccur with them.
. 6i . . 1

4.' '

4- . ,
. 4)

. ,

i.

The' Vt-allomorph 'alao follows.only a. suffix, 'neVei. 'a foot,-even' if the

xoot- meets, the phonological' requirements. For example.; the root -talo _Its..

'laouseL_ endaLina-vowel-i-but-*-tiA snot permittli, only talo-si 'your
n 'hpuse'.. Xr.:1.6 Also-clear tIlatTOTITTInflectiowl- suffixes' suffice to

... -)triggee'the511C'alloModph; t.,derivatiO* suffixes do'.not,:, Thus in the threedo'. not,.,
infinittv'es and the two partiCfples, the CV o the suffixes aril* . 4.4.

': Z*0QsAipt ,,permWi-VC-Allomorlih for the PX;-.1betauee the alif fixed in quenion.

. 1 ':

x , :., , 4i,,,
.. ,

- ; . . ,,;., .

, ... )Th C-ailOmorictlis, their,, a0 :Qom .7;a_ f te e.. thflectiOnai. afsite.s'-0iitlisoii'..,

,invol;m1 ... - There '' hOwie0-1,, A. i ittreetrictIOR on (Ille '4E:cut rq ne, Of

111. the VCal;imorphs, e .problem lie the partitfve, sin Ier C ithe.0.,'::' '7.! ; ""

VOi-anoMorPh Of 7 the 'Px is) 4 ii otip-ct, alt,t.er...p ti. tivgi: in''..--0.4'!SndAllfeelt tertafn. ',. ,

,*4-r',,-ti 'par E 1 t i ve 6 , 14 not aftex.:a root fo wed 'by ,rthe -0.tiloWve '7-A.,: ,..,

,srmiuutriii to this",:pi.bbleMifi''.E4,11,,es filter 41lith.itir aAailit.' the co -f
,- .- .., c.

. , ., . . tr

artill.. , .!'k '"" A. --Aiiir ] 'L'4 gr' alloOing- t t Ca-a--ns4,'" .0, state,... allowing
Obt: "4.- 6.4..:_ ,?.(..- .. , ,....Ay.. .,.,. !I : ,-.7

t.171*4--a-r9,.. :
, r'....1., ! :4. ,,e1r! J.*.

.:

..,
to

1;
:4;.

1'. l . .. 6 ..

ie.,,: .

40.

ri. ,

....,;4! t 6 ; 4 , ,i t

:Tii4--!'w417taFiiiedr*-401-:.r'41:A* Af-t: P. &eatri(0
,. ,,,.i..,.;

el,.-e t, Al $. ..

" '8: '''t.'iW'ok,.4ila45m-oiiiilliC.caOnek-1:t; trOtiy.'ipnolos4 ,bet piltp.. '.fve
, .

I .

'-.. S7e:1116 .4. E., 0*.eq..,$/owA1s..--0 0 cA:u e 411 -.Filii C4h;;:p : gl;rAalc7a- t , 'with -- 4' . ..1,. _ .1.41
.;.?.:gr4.t.i.ve 17a64*.k, (mote es % k' ehibugh.2kti4Oilant. gradatto ''A :.ille.%;;.;',1'; ,. .;

, .

1.-; -, .;, 4 ,. ' , . , .

' 6i i'. r, ;;.,, .'' ,1" .

. ,. -et .': >, .. ': . 4, .--- 4r. 7,1k
t: 7l _. A 4 r

.. - .

. KS Y,. , ',c--kr°' sti 4 V. S- *; n.1,.:: t'i: 4 . . ,5' .2,, ,

t14( C. !*' Ali : .
f ..* ...., S, : 4 I .+.44i 47 .mot.* ),41/ 4. 41 AroI. ., .. .- 4. 7.:* !''.,-.

,v, .4. . ,. t. I it, ' ..Y + 5.,. . . ' , :'' 4.: 1. ?

' - 4 r 0 Y " 4 . e

t, .. .

0 0 it

are . de tiVational suf fixes.'

4
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Lraorphlokic-al- level Elfree vowels- are ",like ise perm.1,5ted (e.s. kaa to

'land + PL + PART')-1 but:. theLuntlergo a phonological-.41..Vsholgen.S
the cluster (i.e. ma-i-ta (PART PL),T. ,Pertti ) has'

suggested that the constraint ,is one of syllabification, since*form like

raean - consists of ago syllables, but *tila-a-an and *tila-a--Xr" Would

consist only.,of two, not three,. Syllables. . ,

: _ ,.

In all forms the. baste (C1CV-allomorphs" are

VC-allomorplp afe available they are preferred.
Appendix II fora lt.st 6f . relevant forms.

possible, but- whenever the
The reader is referred-tO

Not that the Px allomorphy rule interacts with the 'truncation rule of

section 1.3 in a counterfeeding manner. The consonant trhncanon t'ule

potentially feeds: the VC7allomorphy, yet it does:,pot. This interaction

falls out of a theory 'in whitch all morpholexical rules (e..g;I. VC-alaomorphy)

take precedence over all morphophonemic rules (e.g. truncation):

Wilq2on -nsaf/

TRUNCATION.
ALLOMORPAY

q. 4 8ummary. of

//talo7On -nsa//

talo-q-nsa
talozio7on

*/tal000nr.

I

TRUNCATION
ALLONRPI-ti - . talo-o-nsa

/taloonsa/

morphophonological facts

The follouAg is a summary _of the ,ordeing of the morpholexical and

morphophonemid cales discussed thus _fan.; Lines indicate relevant crucial

teractions; 'aetier interactions are left unAetermined.

/

MORPHOLEX ICAL:

MORPHOPHONEMIC:
4,

4 ,

-nen lat(e.)y allomorphy

r-allothorphy. of Px

r(er insertion) 9

'-i7:Truncation'

1-(erdeletiori)
various vowel aohaLait lat ions

s -4. h h ' 0 ...

e# 7."'t ilk

ti,-4 Si
Final ,Vowel Deletion, eft

Consonant Gradation
vrx00]. Harmony ..

The Px, for the most part, behave like proper It.

',condttion stem allonsiStpl): as well !as several JAbr

With-the exceptiOn -of ,Oon4osant,'Gradat A and Tr
functiqnally the same;ss sunikei Var t e ittpoSe,

a ts,,of t le word- -they,

ernal sandhi rules.
, the'' Pi ages

s prpholok)i- and /'w.

pik,"nology. ,

I ',..'4'' , it
...

. %. ..

3,..t,:the, sta of PX i - "the,;; word
. . ,

-se:-.. s

S .
, t ' , ,,., IN 4". , _ ,;,:. . ..,:k " if .. 4 .; '
--/ :1'' 'il. jr. '" . ...f. .i "uf 1 , *. ., ... 4..t,

.:.7r,, * e.The Px hakre an itjtMrine4tate.statils betw-(-...e'n se -1*fl:eaiopal sufffxes -- ,' . 4!

% and the sententiP ilariit-)r .&liti6s. Titey'..are A. the- fortner insofar as -."1

, r

ii umber

e. 11

(; Y1 they, ar0 pe rgon Or4,,rxuraber ymA Lice rs c.Offten. re fli2dant niarker), (h).:thik,... '
-rs

,

. -., .. it
. : s4

4L-

O' 7 fl '? 4

1$7.

.., 7--

v(
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Conditione_tree.ieletion ruleraffecting prononna, and (c) they con

. 16 t

f%r the st

.

'Inflectional Aftix: .(Me) oivOninewe'hOpe'
1Pt Px:: (MeldAn).toivo-mme 'oui'hOpe!

Tfie Px are like the sentential 'operator clitics i at (a) they lie
Outside all inflectional and deriatio 1 morphology
6e host, and (b) they fail-to,cause

_ ,..
,

.

jhe,Pk must be' ept distinct ,fir th the inflectional suffixes and
tliesentntial operator' clitics becau: c4. the phonological and. morpho-:
ldgical idiosyncrasies presented above. /Or these reasons I tentatively:
posit-aePeCial,p1a6e in the internal morphological structure of the
FindiAword for the Px3 i

.

nant Gradati
heir attachment to

7- -:-

Stem Inflectidnal Px

. '
I,

;Suffixes

e.g. auto - lle -an

'WTheir car?'

The various morpholexical and Morphophonemic rules, can refee. to the
difIeirent levels Of the word, Consonant Gradation, filiLexample,. has a
domain-bf W1, thereby appropriately etgliading'the effete? of the Px. Vowel
Hermonylbas a dSmain of W3,thus including the.Rxand.th'e sentential .- 46,

operator clitics. The stem allamorphy rules-apply at level W2.

.Below I shall present some;further.evidence that. the Px clitigization.
.rules follow the late syntactic rules:that. assign and percolattA.nfleCtion--
al features and that they precede,the rules that place and attachsentent-
ial operatOr clitics (and the leader pAin 'direction').

Sentential Operator
Clitics.

-ko

The Px cliticizations take Precedence over clittgizations of the
entenkial operator clitics for; three reasons. First, the Pxalways appear

.closer eo.the'host than do.-the Ater,dlltics .

4.4

°

auto-li&-an-ko 1A711a-ko-on
car-9M-37.1j:
by:their gar?' A.' 1:

1- r

1' Ilis '44 . ,

Beng_c oser the:hc t, the Px ingeract.. ..e%fregnentjywi h .the ost-ior7
the- purposes 4t.morPhology.and phonOogy than dd. the other clitics.:
are therefore more likely thlexicalize (cf,J3ection'5.1.5.0.

..

;Second.,. the semafiticlaOmain 9f the. Pic issmallet:than.ihat of the
sentential. Operator CliCicatheTx ()Berate at the phiase:j.0.4; the

k
k.,;

They
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.

-sentential operator c7, tics atvthe sentence principle of

"smaller, then larger"-predictethis,interaction.
(

A
,

thirdteason fs that .the- Px clitis-ules are sntactically much like
agreemtntiand case marking rules, in that they mark:featuret.that play. a
role elsewhere in the syntax-of the languag.,. Tke.sententLal operator'

clisis rules 'merely:determine the placement ac*f 'morphemeNIC In thidregard,-
the Pz cliticizations point to a "clitic as feature coMPlex" Analysis, but'
the sentential operator cliticitations point to a:"clitic as word" analy-

sis. One'posSibility is '-that
4
-,,the I

feature -type universally,

takes precedence over the word-type cliticization.

At any rate, the Px. cliticizations are Sandwiched between the
InflectionaLrnles S'rid.the other cliticizations.,

4. Stylistic facts

The Px artused.ymostly in formal Finnish. Colloqhial Finnish has them

in numerous keitCalized foris (mainly adveibs): This explains why the

comitative case requires?a Px: it is used in formal styles. ;,Colpqniai
*nguage Prefers instead_th Oostposition kanssa 'with':

1

Formal Finnish.:
'

Colloquial Finnish:

That the
these five mo
constructions

nonfi
bOilh

ats.,

mies.vaimo-ine-en
man Aife-CUM -3
'a min with -his wife'

mies yaimo-n-kanssa
man wife-GEN with

man with his wife'

Px,are stylistically-marked is no problem for the analysi4 of
Tphemes, since their crucial syntac,t.ic interactions involve,
that ar0. equally marked. The relevant syntactic constructions

nite verb phiases, and.preposed (adjectivited) relative.
of which are quiye formaLInstyle:

5. Syntactic facts

The Px are clearly proper subparts of words'They,TepreSent person
and number features on nominals, and as norphologtcaljeatures-, mightbre
expected to be Assignedas itflectional.features. But they'sinnot be
considered inflectional affixes fat the.teasons detailed above. In

addition, they failxo behave like-other Inflectional morphemes in'the
language in'that they fail to undergq.agreement. rules., Other feattiies

associated with,the NP nOde.in Finnfih (e.g. case and numberYregularly
show agreement..(Karlsson '1977).

%.
5.1. ,Ho'st.rpqdirement, i.o t

In place o5 fullr.Np. 9.gteement, the. Pig attaCt.i

nominal phikse,!.

ft'
S

t3 thehead7of a
.

*.
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A

thiTtUn pieni sininen kiijii.44i,
.

my little `blue book4SG '' ''

'my littleAllue book'

5
. . .

*coAnunpiene-nflinise,-niAdrja-ni
(cf, minun prene:NiUsinkse-ssil kkilje-sen7nI
'in may little'blite.book')

...,
. :

._

ip fact, only to certain:he:Ads:of nominal phrases:- They:will not;attaqh to'
.adjectives in 'general; .Haktilinen. and. Karlsson. (1979:129) provide the
following examples, in which` an adjective_is st7tnded as the.head 'of an NP:

. .
. ,

.

*Ming vien.tara kaksijaukkua-ni, vta slat minunmuu-ni..-
I- , take these two bag -1SG take you my othei4!

,
'I'll tike,these two bags.of mine, yoU take my others.

' t

*Jos Sing otat rumen sOlmio-si, ming otan
IV

if Sou take' ugry ring-2SG I take pretty-2SG
.- 'If you take our ugly-ring, I will take my'pretty:one. 4

*Kun me olelipe sylineet sinun kakku-si,.JHjellg
when, we have' eaten your -cake.12SGafter

9.

on vielg hHnen kolme-nsa
is still his .three-3
'.When we have eaten your
leftover'.

cake, there are still,his.three

. .
.

Exactly what va.n serve as the head of
.

an NP for tyt purposes of
cliticiza -tion is far from clear. Nouns" can, but adjectives..fn general
cannot. Some adverbs accept Px,as do ,tertaih nOmInalized verbs'and most,
postpositionilfr A,

.

Adjecttves as host

There are some exceptions to this sOitement. Hakulinen andleurlsson
(1979:129) mention" oma 'own' and the umensual"adjectives-(adjeJtive's
show'ing mass dr comparisbn):41arVoinen 'of value',:kaltainenrreembline,
mittainen 'measuring', veroinen equal', etc. Pierrehumbert (%194t:603)
offers the 'following example:

Kaltaise-kse-en Jumala'loi ihmisen.
like .- TRANS -3 God -T. made. man

'God-made-limn like himself.'

'

,,. This subgr oup ofadjectives alSCp how,,s,different _syntactic be h avi. r:,f- ro.m.
.
-'

tht;" bther a djectives, insofar, as the y annot appar alone, 6 t,multr goveyn :
:some precedin NP'(or34.0encIi<ti'COPx,- ts aboVe), HOtt.,-ndfectIves modifya
f011owingnoun and doriviiparticii in kgvernmei tWellis may. H#X?llnen

,,.,. 'clan:
'and Karlsson (.979:137). pr vide artbei.diaMples of4dj4ctives of th05..:

.:.
.

d
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'
kuoleda7n_oma:
death 7GEN ?Ka' "
'death"S'.own,',beionging to death'

ib:.Th I"tt*karhu-n nAk8E1.=n , --t

bearGEN looking -

'(looking) like a bear'

metrf-n mittailS
.meter7,GEll measure . r

'a, meter -long, a meter's length"'
. -

Aull.A-n arvoinen
gold-GEN valuable
'the value

.

of gold, worth - -of gold'
.

.

Thus, this. class of adjectives seems more-nominal than the prototype.
_ .adjective.

A
a

It also _appears possible for aajeatJ:vesending,,in the' "independent"
suffix =nen Ca derivational suffix> to acdept.:Px-Diakulinen and Karlsson

9:120T7

5. ?Jos otat vihregn min beian pixie -ni.
1-if take green 'ring-25G th I take 'red-1SG

'If you ,taiteyelt.,green ring,- then I'll take' my, red one.,'
.. ... . - I

-Punainen ih this sentence seems tel accept 'Vie Px -more readily than kaunis
'pretty' did in parallel sentence aboVe. This ib Tottbably because the 7-ben
suffix is, an old dimtruitive that is attached to .form both, adjectives and 0,
nouns; in Some inscknces thet word class, is ambigticius.,aa01; the' nen_

,,adjectives give' thM.Mpression of being more nominalltharr.re.gular adjec-,
-dyes. . : , : ° -'- I

-4!

1

-;

tt8 tyttonen
rl litti-e girl

aute, :' tairtanen, )?

-iron ('N) ferrous, ira4 (AbJ)
. ,

suomt . g5 anckroo`lainen -

Finland, rinnish anguitge Itinn, Finnish (ADt.

!.;".

,44f

.
. . ,; r, .,

Adjeoti.ves in, the euperlative n5:1 comparat4ye. acept P* more -readily ::,;,:.,
,than their ezuizalents.. ec9opapatiye a,nd! superlative' are: ...5.

derivation" xes aetached,'eo. U:ctieCti.yes., , I. ' "-40-.:. 7.-..5 ,
..Y.

4 's .. '- t +1.9 g .

roM HaOline,n' And. Karl.sfion 10941'29)
L)akeittua
'ea...dregs he 7

'to get drAsed.'in. his best .:(4::lot1140')!

f

,s.

0 ;
r

'

' 1 Y 4,

4" 1.
't

e.f
" 7 irSxf: s, 4



(fr Penttild 1951,.:123)
4.3 t au.na on .ktinal-itamt-lla--an.

7 <saun is hot- SUP,111 -ADES-3
-1% - ',The sauna is. at its 'hot'test.';

Kohtasin
betier=7ISG '

t ,.my better,.
J.SG

. .

''A149't"exte-ptional.:` -kaikki, 'air! (Hakulirten arid'1Carlsson 1979:129):

Han tek-i
hp made `a..4.1.-:=3- thing good-TRANS
'Re did. his ari to make the thing good..' '

.

0Afii 'fat 'as d dart tell these uses of lcaikki plus: PX- are adverbial in nature.
,fikrhe, e ate -numerous otHer adverbs .ilk..the,form of Ir.0,14`1ASE + Px:

by vi lia-An 'delighted( glad., pleated t (cf hrig- "good'),, vhoilla-Ah :displeased, sorry, badly' (Cf: iatia,' 'bad' ),
.

y .yksi one '').
° atnoaata-,an 'pnly, me,rel50.(tfi- ainoa 0"'Sole

Igikona:-an entirety koltt? 'entire )
,

2

er

.fctf.mr adverbs',pf 'man ner. '.:tt` frequentlythede adve Ate that t
lack person and nuAber.agreeinent,. lappearing i.n.,theAnmarked Px, the third
134 S eirl;; Cf rout ,Pentti.111 195'7:1Z.64.

.

t , .

Eldmine eri1111-#tt ( erill maailmastS.,4*
.live aifferenly-3 -1PL world-EL !: 1-'.

... i',I.S.Sie live differently frorrp. ths, Voitd.,"..., : :' "2.'-
,.

..'..vi ,...',,,

`... ' .'; , 'A reasonable view Of thesi adverbs -1.§'/ttiat they are;leicicalizei1 4.n the'. .

f,prrti. of ADV,. +.p.ic or even :' [ADY+GASE+Px]; wit:h thg, Px, determined' byt'he
V, that ,

c , benIence, or irf, the abience of n peteirmipatron0 by' trie unharked 1.Px..
-, 9 .

r, ., ," .
... '.. It i

an
.4,- , it'

. e, .4:1tetur9ing' liow_ to the .adjeCti!,res; HA ulinet) e1/2&rlsson (1979: 149,) and,.
. 4

.1 PierFewilibtiti.t1981:606).:mentiot thati very forois4n :the thi.rd Infinitive
. .. .. . .

can 1;141, used 'as ".-the heed of an adjedtive pheaSe....Tke.nonfinttirerb 'aCES as
a true edjecrive- by agrtking with: he ,0.d noun. The` agent; of thee. verbal
act,iim appears in the."-,,gspttilie, ,prgeedtrht the ver13.7:4n4 'therefore, is a

- posaible source ,to Px. ,Px may indeed o ct14T ,on tile' sk 3 INF 4'4a:rtt.:' (frOm:-.:-
'..,,,,,,.,,....;Pierreltdmbertit,198.1: 6 4 0 ) . 4" 3. C. -.- - ... , ''' : - 1. -, ! ;$ I,

",,fg 4 . . . ' f..,, ;: .

,ja..1°.'t, 4 ii, . . ..

eiA;1461fr 1 'st)±,--,:ra ,- i .- Atoine tuolWil. -ra a. ,
. . _2 1,4 -

:'::' : ,i.s: : '$,44.,jilte , f ,, ..,...1,.bpt--31 -1?j.;-;Ei.,--1,PL ett'St,Ly-lit 4..,,...k.
...., ), : , .,

? k , 11.--"1.*:,..).iit gifile Chairs e sht. ,;11, .., .,,,. i., .: c. .;., .

;....1 c'... ,-' 47,xt . -: , P.. ", .p -? ft ,,,, r 0 t.,,
tt

A,-

f1g7 summits 4,thi4 dietc6Oton a ,adjedtivesS' ,41,thou,,,gh ad .ct.tfzes i
ge,iiKal- do ',1?.dt,,,kaccOt-,Pk;. p eXiet s'evtraa, ypPs ,of_ adtiectil>es- whi ,cantiers

f. ,s, .1

or -must,,tak-.a' FIX4,` These can be aepn/A O. kli`e-- much more ndia nal than. the
pp5t9t41,gle'adjp,cel.ye;.::'' $0me.,:tif the appae4nt adjective phra?us appear

. ., ,- 9. 110.41° d rtzed as adyerVala, rather 't,haii,, as prqductive syntactic units'.

Qi

. . 4
<4.

t 10

si e-. -.A; ..,..4,'-.".1,...... ,,,i- -.^, ... .:-,..,,... 'A..'
. , . .

, t -- .- ., ,.. ,:.-1,,,,I. I tr,t7k. ,-. .. : ,.' -,,, 4' ,-. . . . A .

0 0--,; ,i ".t4pt .. ..--, .'. ' ' . 1" ,. .-,. ,-,. ' , i : . .,....... e.-

i.- ,,,-'. ,,, <, .4.! iti .*' :*.;--"' .- 4 4,.

.;i .; .. :$!: 1-:;:_..7 i?.'''.'
i:

.0 ... '',' 14--.°4 - .



Nominalized verbs as hosts .

There.are several other non-finite verbal forMs that. accept Px. All

of them are nominalized forms of some sort (with the IINF -tA,2INF

314F and.the"temporal"-ttu-) which are, or can inflected for

case. The first infinitive -ter also has a "long" form with the translative

case. which requires a PX (e.g. juosrea-kse,en '(in.'prder) for him to run'eve-

,le.juios-ta-ksi without Px). The second infinitive hap.only:two forms, -both

:lof which require a case ending, either the instrumental (juos -te -n

running') or the inessive.(juog-to -ssa rdnning,while running'). The

'third infinitiye has several inflected forms, but only the "agentive"

adjectivaluse, above) and the abessive (juokse-ma-tta(-an) 'without

(his) running') accept the Px. The other inflected third infinitives-
,

epparently lick the appropriate syntacti&sources.

Finallyt the "temporal", construction in -ttu- has only one.formi,dthe

partitive:.

saavu- ttu - a -'an 'hi's having arrived'

arrive - IMPER- PART -3

PAST
PRTC

This form, Hakulinen and Karlsson (1579:389) argue, is lexicalized and not

generated by regular rules of Finnish, inCe its syntactic source would

- have two deeper subjects: the iMperson 1 -ttV- and the genitival pronouh

that. becomessthe Px. Elsewhere 41 the language, Px and impersonals cannot

-coodcdr (for the reason that subject pronouns and impersonal forms do not

coaccur)., Also, the meaning of the temporal construction is not imper-

'''sonal; but personal. Note, 'however, that although this construction is

argued to be lexicalized, the partitive -a- must be retained as a discrete

unit because it satisfies the Conditions necessary for theVC-allomorphy

rule (see section 2.3).
o

All of ihe verbal forms mentioned in this section act as nomlnals:

adjectives, adverbials, and infinitival heads of_embedded S-clauses.

5.1.3. Adposiions as hosts-

Px can also attach to most postpositions:

minun ympAri-111-ni
my around-ADES-1SG

-minun ympAri-lle-ni
my around-ALL-ISG

minun.ympliri-ltl-ni
my around-ABL-1SG

'around me'

'(to) around me'

'from around me'

AP.

They do, not attach-to prepositions, since these govern partitive NPs

(not a source for the Px). And there are some postpositions that do not

accept the Px; these either have partitive NPs or do not accept any person,

sew
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number, and case morphemes at all.
geditive NP, but not, having inflected

lgpi Ithrough'

ohi.'pase (but *minim* oh1"

Striking is the'difference between
the .:side"or and luo ib d., the latte

itions requir
, do not aCc

(minun) lub kse-;ni 'to me
* minun luo-ni

5.1.4. Adverbs as hosts:

' pas '0%

postpo.;
out int'

Finally,there_arA a number of-1
---'=-TheieIike the-korm Of NOUN + CASE +

as theradverbs mentionediboe (with

koto-tw-ni
home-ES-1SG

' to m

aidiferbi'

r ited
-+.CASE +
'

i 'house'

5.2. Syntacticsacurie for Px

The distinc'tion between ad'erbials, 90443n11* pphrases, and even min-finite verbphrises and adjective p a
, blurry (Hakulinen and Karlsson'1979:154).

They all shard th
Under Jackendoff's (198/r54
as N" and share the N!"
underconsideration, this
.

being nothinals and having case.
treatment, notilnals, are the same
Specifier. In the constructionh
always filled with a genitive NP

The syntactic source for the Px is clearly algenitive'pronoun
inspeCifier position. For the Turposes of syntex:fae,:Px behave as if theypreceded thejkost NP and were genitive ISronoune:,. In this position the Pxcondition such rules as object case marking.

A
In the framework of strict autonomy to which I adhere, all syntaCticrules take precedence over all cliticization rules,.: which in turn precedeal). of morPhOl- 7 4114 phonology. Thus the Px he their origin es.ivd atter syntaxi, cliti so ,that

genitival pro-
the componct
Of the wo,

morphology and phonolog
ding that level Contain±

0 the various levels
see Nevis 1981:fn. 6
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for details).

.
Notelithat the syntactiO4OUrce is befOiP the host; but the

logical /phonological locatIOn'is after .(enclitic to the host.. This is

characteristic of all cliOlSH:tules in Finnish eparation ofthe
syntactic_and morphophonOlogical. facts' about clitics (elaborated bylCiavans
(100)) falLs.'qaturally Out of a theory of autonomous components.

5.3.. Pierrehumbert's analysis

Pierrehnmbert (1981) useselaCkendoff's X-bar framework to capture
relevant facts about the syntactic behaVior of the PX. She argues that the

syntactid source of the Px in Finnishjs a genitival, teflexive pronoun in
specifiei poaltion in X'". She doesnot have to refer to N'" specifical-
lyi but assumes that this rule appliet to'verb phraSes, adjective phrases,

and sentential clauses.

Genicival, reflexive pronouns not in specifier position cannot act as

a source for -Ix.-

14inun taytyy lAhtea. 'I must leave.

. my must leave

*minun t4ytyy7ni lahte4

Silnunkiusaamise-n taytyy loppua.
your teasing-GEN must stop
'Your teasing (teasing of you) must stop.'

*Sinun kiusaamise-si to yy loppua.

Sinu-n Mati-n kutittamise-o taytyy loppua.

you -GEN Matki-GEN ticklingGEN must stop

'Your tickling of Matti must stop.'

^JSinu-n Maft-n kutittaMise-si tlytyy loppua.

In.the last example,Hsinun 'your' is in specifierposition (as the subject
of'the nominalized verb here) andis-allowed to bea source for the'Px -si.
The othet examples have genitives, but they are not in specifier positon;
rather; they are acting,as objeCts or indirect objects. For this reason
the genitive pronouns in the fiist two examples above cannot act::as source
for a Px.

.

Pierrehumbert is particularly' interested in arguing that the Px are
not simply copied agreement markets of a genitive specifierand. that they

are "allomorphs" of the reflexive pronoun. In particular, she argues
against a traditional (but unarticulated) analysis whereby genitive

pronouns in attribute positon get copied and AdlOined to the head of the

phrase. In some ins -ea the independent genitive pronoun can be deleted.7
6 this in her (33'
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(33) HAneni hermostumisen unohti.
'

his Joss, of nerve:16 fOrgot
I

copying and adjunction:

Hgneni hermostumlse-nna JorMa nnohti,'

t deletion undei coreference:

0 HermAtuMige-nsa
i

sicirma
i
unohti.

'His joss of nerve-Jorma forgot.'

5.3.1. Anaphota facts

Pierrehumbert is.aiso concerned. With the conditions relevant to
deletion under coreference. This deletion is:optional only for first and
second perton pronouns, and only in APs, PPs, and NPs. In participles (she
calls them VPs), either a genitive Otonominal subject appears or a Px,.but
not both. (The numbering of examplen4is taken directly from PierrehUmbert
1981).

1),.a. Sanoin pita- vg - ni siita..
I said Tike-PPRC-1SG it
YInaid'I like:it.' (lit.- said my liking it.')

*Sanoinminun pita-vg -ni siita.
my-GEN

(but cf. Sanoin hanen pita-vg -p ( -nal ).siita
'I said his liking it.')

The third person pronoun has obligatorycoreference deletici undei
identity with_some other NP, obligatory retention under nonide

He tuleirat (*heidan) auto-11a-an.
they come their car-ADES-3
'They are coming in their (own) car.'

He tulevat heid/n ( *0) auto-11a-an
they come their car-ADES-3
'They are coming in their .(someone else's)

Contrary to the above situation of deletion under coreference, o ly
11,..,,...,_

personal pronouns are found in the'doubled construction; inanimate and
Interrogative pronouns are never found doubled (6).

(6) a. Rahasumma.ifielakin Odottaa (*sen)omistajaa-nsa
money still awaits its owner-3
'The money still awaits its'oWner.I

car.'

.4
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Sen omistaja ( *-nsa):OoHperikki.
its owner -3 is monk
'Its,Owneiis.a monk.'. ;.#

Finally, first and second person geniiike,pronouni 'can occur without
coreference to another.NP, but the'third person cannot.

(7) Serkku-ni kanssa on aina hiuskao.
cousin-1'SG with is alwayitiice
'With my cousin one always.hai a nice time.'

(8)-*Serkku--nsa kanssa on aina hauskia.
.cousin -3 with is always nice
'With his /her cousin'one alwayf has a nice time

In this section I have mentioned
the Px and their genifiVal pronominal
betweeA the doubled construction (see
construction (section 5.44).

5.3.2. Pierrehumbert's arguments

the complexities of the currence of
sources. A distincti is to be made
section 5.4.3) and\t ,coreftrence

Pierrehumhert's first argument that the Px are allomorphs of reflexive
itse 'self' is that the Px are reflexive in.refetence. Her second argUment
is that the Px are in complementary distribution with thSreflexive
morpheme itse with respect to specifier position. She posits the following
"allomorpET-rule:

(30) PRO
reflexive

L+ genitiVe
POSS x."[(article)

+ case + POSS / elsewhere

And then Pierrehumbert has a cliticization rule:

(31) "%[(article) POSS Y head

2 3 4 ---> 1 3 4+2

Pierrehumbert suggests that,it is possible that the "allomorphy"
her (30), is governed entirely by syntactic factors and'has no Lexical
exceptions. This would be a surprising sort of aMomorphy rule. But in .

fact it is not a true allomorphy.ruid--it does not determine the shape of
allomorphs (or eVpoiptphemes), and Ao seems to be some sort of syntac ic
rule.. Since itms fates syntactic features, one would expect

and cal exceptions. Even if one conaidet,
reflexive clitice41 c3 typically combine into lexicalize
easily ifili prop4i4bOtrts of words, in particular, inT1
do; see Zwicky aii4Al'talum 1983.

..-,

Now i0k, is appareqt that Pierrehumbert is dealing with a late syntactic
rule that ters morphOsyntactic features (rule 30) and a*clitic adjunction

i .
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,

.

rule that determ4etthe placemegt of the Px (fuie 31). These tseules
. are in the. prop&E;orAi Apr,a syntadtis and a cliticization rule: the

syntactic rule -precedes Ehe'cliods rulA.

, _
.

: Pierrehumbert. .still has to account for the appearance of "doubled"
forms, as in her (40-41, so she" posits a "doubling ". rule, (57).

,
,

'. °
(40) Sinun -. hermostumise-si Jorma unohti.

yout(GEN) loss of nerve-2SG stoma forgot
'lotir loss of.nerve Jorma forgot.' i

(41) Tuo puku sopii A,[sinun iklise-lle-si] naise-lle.
that.4ress'slitte your age-ALL-2SG woman-ALL
'That dress suits a woman of your age.'

(42k) Pia A"!mme [sinun-osta- in - i-sta-si] tuole-;;.-sta:
1. we like your buy-3INF-PL-EL-2SG chair-PL-EL-

'We like thENchairs.you,bought.' A

(43) Jorma.valitst Marin sinun sijalle-ti. .
...f.

Jorma cchose _Mayi your fa. place.pf -.-2SG

'Jorma.those. Marl in place of you.' '

(57) "Doubling Rule"
(

pronoun
+ human

r.01) ;[(article) '-414pterrogat
- reflexive'

etc.

ye]

1 2 1 1 2

[+ refl.],

This rule must feed rule (30), so as to get the right results:

"(57) "Doubling"
(3Q) "All rphy"

Clit zation

fi

But doubling of prOnouns, especially of pronouns that will end up.as
clitics, is usually captured in a clitic copying rule. Now we have the .

following schema:

1(57) Clitic Civing
(30). Sy)itactic Feature Manipulation
(31) Clitic Adjunction,
later "UneMphatic Pronoun Drop"

With this reinterpretation, we have an apparent malordering for the
autonomous componentS framework: A syntactic rule Ls sandwiched between

' two cliticizattoo rules.



5.3.3. Criticisms

This malordering.is avoidable,.howeyer. "I belieVe, first of all, that

a Pierrehumbert's "AllomOrphy" rule is wrong.- Complementary Distribution'

arguments are not used very often in syntax, and, even so, this one fails.

The reflexive itse And thePx,,do Cooccure to a great degree. The only

apparent place they cannot coOccuc. is in the specifier position, where itse

does not occur-at all. Using this argumentation, Pierrehumbert could just

as easily have-called the Px,allomorphs of some reflexive-yerb, since sUctl

verbs,do not occur J:n'Specifier positon either. Notice that itse 'self'

4 and the Px cooccur in nearly any:Overtly reflexive form:

itse-lle-si
self-ALL-2SG
'to yourself'

The itse .
morpheme is indicating reTlegir meaning here, and the Px -si is

marking person and number for that reflexive refereilce (as well as

redundant reflexive meaning)..

Thrthermore, tie statement of (57) is rather ad hoc. Pierrehumbert

has to ,forCe a feature change frqm [- ref.lexivel to [+ reflexive] in the

personal pronOuns in order to make them undergo rules (30) and (31). j

Pierrehumbert does succeed in presenting an analysis in which the
doubling of pronouns.is distinct. from the cliticization involved in the

other 'uses oftl* Px. It turns out that no Px ever occurs without:

coreference to another NP (before the free deletion of first and second

person pronouns). Thus all Px are.a9sphors: They have no independent

reference, huti-take their'reference:from some antecedent (Radford,1981o.

364). (The only exceptions to ghis statement come from the lexicalized

forms mentioned in section 5.1. -))

...laierrehumbert. attempts to capture ttese facts in her. rules, but ends

up ad Imn. descriptions, ;connecting the reflexive itse morpheme with

the person and"numben clitic markers. I will connect them, too, hilt in

less direct manner; they are both anaphors.

.1)

5.4. Kevised analysis
,

'Following a description of Chomsky's Semantic Interpretation Rules

outlined by Radford (1981), I will present an account ofthe-Px which falls

out of Chomsky'sBinding COnditions. This will require, that an indexing

rule (assigning an index to every NP ina'sentence) precede cliticization.

It will not matter to my analysis where exactly the Semantic InterpretitiOn

Rules go in the grammar, go long as they precede cliticization. For the

purposes of this paper I will follow Chomsky's model, in which they follow

Case Rules (surface syntax) and Transformational Rules (relational sync-

(Radford 1981:363).
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5.4.1. Binding

.

Radford distinguishes three types of NPs. 01981:364-7): anaphors,
pronouns, and lexical 1Pd.- An anaphor has no independent 'refepencebut-is
"bound" in its:governing"category(i:e. must refer tranotherN.within
the clause). .A.pronoun either takes its reference from some other NP.or
refers independently, and it must be ."free7, in its governing category if it
has.one. A lexical NP ,refers independently and is :free" everywhere;

. Healso has an indexing-rule that assigns every NP ati,index through
which any random pair of NPs pan be either Oreferential orgooncOrefer-
ential (Radford 1981:366). In addition there is a Matching'Condition that
requires NPs assigned the same index to agred in person and number
featured.- This latter fil 'trr\rules out a sentence such as

*Ming
i

saniin siitg.
I lirsaid like-PPTC-+3 it
'I said himself liking it.'
cf. Ming sanoin hgnen

i
pitg-vg-nsg

i
silt&

'I said his liking it' ..

because-the Px -nsg is anaphoric and must refer-to,another NP,
does not agree in person with it.° But the following etaelite
able, since the anaphor -ni is coindexed for its b-,dommanding
ag es in person and number with 'it: r-

e
Ming sanoin pitg-vg-ni4 siitg.
I said like-PPTC-1SG it.
11 said I like it. (I said my liking it.)'

mini, but,
is accent-
NPminiornd

The Px are anaphoric bedause they are coindexed c-commanding
argument (i.e. bound) and because they always agree in person and number
with that argument (which must be a clausemate of the anaphor). In all th
following sentences, offered by Pierrehumbert 0981:603), the anaphor is
coindexediwith a clausemate; c-commanding_NO, and agrees with it in .person
and number:

,

He
i NP

tulevat [auto-11a-an
i
].

they come car-ADES-3
.

'They are coming in their (own)..par.'
(

AP
[Kaltaide-kse-en

i
] Jumala

i
lot ihmisen.

.like-TRANS-3 God made man
'God make man like himself.'

P
[Lghella-gn ] Jorma niki kggrmeen.
near-3

i
Jorma saw snake.

'Near himself Jorma saw a snake.'

Since in the majority'pf cases the Px is coreferent 'to e subject NP,
it f011ows that no Px can attach to a subject NP. The only exceptions come
from the first and second., person doubled constructions discusred below. In

all the third person instances, the 3 Px refer to, subject NPs,and lack a

20r)
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genitival antecedent in specifier libsition, e.g.

*He tulevit heidln autolla-an
they come c their i cat-ADES-3i

He
i

tulevat
they come tar -ADES-3
'They are coming fn their (own) car.'

When a7gehitival. pronoun appears in specifier postion, the Px is not

coindexed with the subject NP:

He tulevat heidan, autolla-ah.
'They are coming ilk their'(som4one-else's) car.'

5.4.2. Clitic Movement L.

-To-handle the subject- coreferent third person Px, I posit a clitic

movement rule that takes a coreferent genitive pronoun and moves it to a

,spot aft,er.the head of an k.... Yor example, in the participial structnce,

which requires a coreferent genitive, the corefererh clitic,movement takes

a morpheme minun, out of SPEC position and'attaches it to the head word

`

Before Cliticization:

AtP VP

t

-V ---'mina
i

.
V"'.

II'

sanoin SPEC

'said'

minun,
'my

V"

.pit4-014.7411 siitl
'it'

r
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After Cliticizatioft:
4

4

NP

k

VP

sanoin
'said'

y

SPEC .

1

0

V"

-- P.

minun siitA
/my, 1-

pits-vs -n

'liking'

Allomorphy the selects a Px allomorph instead of a genitive pronoun.

The same holds for the structure

S. s,
_.....-, -----.,...........1 C. -----------

NP -----ve
1 \----------V--------,

Rahasummai ADVP V ty.//

'money'
1 A1 '

,ADV odottaa SPEC "

i

'awaits'

1

a viel4kin send N'

.

'still' ,'its

I

N

omistajaa
'owner.' '

0 4

in which the pronoun sent- will be cliticiied onto the head of its NP,
omistajaa. Being third person, this morpheme will be realized as -nsA or
-Vn:

:

Rahasumma
i

viel4kin odoetaa. (*.sen) omiptajaa-msa
'The money still awaits its owner.'

Lexical NPa,are never moved via this rule, becaUse they are `never
coreferent to cLcommaoding, governing

202
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It i-n

. ..i.;

.
. vaimo . .

1111. Matti-GEN wife
I

'
1 .

'Matti's wtfe4 i ...

4 _

*Mati-n vaimo-nsa
*vaimo -nsa

1,..

-196-

5.4.3. Clitic doubling I a
s

The clitic movement rule is not sa:ttsfactorY for firi and second

. 'person pronouns or for noncoreferent third person pronouns, because "they

can appear in a phrase alongside. their Px:

minun talo-ni
my .house-ISG-
'my°house'

meidan talo-ssamme
out house-INES-IPL
'in our house'

I treat the doubled constructions differently'from the movement

constmctions. For the doubled clitics,I posit a copying rule that copies

person and number featuret from the SPEC positpn. This rule is restricted

to postpositional, adjectival, and noun phrases. It is never possible to

.

double a genitive pronoun with a verb (i.e. from a V''' SPEC). So,

following Pierrehumbert (1981:617), I will restrict this clittcization to

[+N]. The structure to which copying applies is
s.

--
SPEC -

r

PRO
+ human
- inter,

perton
/3 number

GE4ITIVE

[+Nyi,

4.

The copying'rule then reproduces the person and number features of a
genitive.noninterrogative human personal pronoun on the head of the

[ +N] ", namely [-I-N].

Interrogative and inanimate pronouns must tw. ruled out in copying

because of the following examples (froth Pierrehumbert 19S1:615):

kene-n vaimo *valmo-nka
who-GEN wife ',wife -3

'whose= wife'

2,03



sqp-n omistaja
it-OEN owner
its,owner

Ruleikeiectikril

7.197-

*omistaja-nsa
owner -3

A

a

HOw dostlie'two cliticization rules interact? The movement rule has to
'take piiCedeneeove4Othe copying rule in:ordei to breed it, and to prevent
the copying oi-cdrefirent third person 'pronouns.-

UR

CO1YING

110EMENT
SURFACE

MOVEMENT

COPYING
SURFACE

Hei tulevat heidgn
ithey code their

He tulgVat heidgn
i

.(not applicable)
*He

A
tulevat

auttAla
car

autolla -ani

".

'He'
i

tulevat heidgn4 abtolla
He

i
tulevaVt0 autolla-ani

(not applicable)

\i

He tulevat autolla-an.
'They are coming in the r (own) cat.'

The copying rule could be modified by the addition of the feature
[-coreferent] or some'otherkfeature (as Pierrebumbeyt 1981:616 does). But
if the coreferent movement cliticization applies first, then the copying
rule need not even berestricted to [ +N]''', but can be more general,
applying to X'''. The V''' instances are all coreferent structures, and
the leek of doubled constructions here will fall out of the rule inter-
action. vction.

.

It is interesting to point out that Radford U981:364-5) says that .

pronominals "can either take their reference from some other NP (this is
called their enaphorkCorpoximate use), or they can refer independently
(this is called their deictic or obviative use)" [parentheses and emphasis
his]. It is in this latter function that the personal pronouns mndergo the
clitic copying rule.

5.4.5. Comparative evidence for separation of rules

There is some evidence to suggest that the separation of the two
cliticization rules is the correct approach. In neighboring languages and
dialects, the:Pxie less productive or.even entirely unproductive. They
generally have two disparate lunCtione: as vocatives and aft reflexives.
This is the situation in Lappish (Col:Linder 1957:194) and Votic (Ariste
1968:57), and apparently was the situation in Estoniin in, an earlier stage
of the language. The vocative use of the Px corresponds to the clitic
copying rule in Finnish, and the rfleXive use corresponds to the corefe,-
ence movement cliticization..

Collinder's view of400§Lappish-.Px.a:s "enclitic possessive pronouns"
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,(195 93) suggests that a system of anaphoric clitics should be recon-

' s ucted for COmMvFinnic:(ca..-1000-500,S.C.),' complete with the clitic.

copying and, clitic movement rules. Finnish, and to a lesser degree

Lappish, would then be conservative in retaining this system-.

5.4.6, Sumfikary

I have discussedthe,following rules:

.Chomsky's.Sematitic Interpretation- Rules. (Indexing,.Ipt6ing
Conditions, Binding Conditions, etc.) 4:f

Coreferent Clitic Movement-
Clitic -Copying (of noninterrrogative personal. pronouns)

o' *

It is crucial that the Semantic Interpretation Rules take precedence. ove
,

the cliticization rules and that the clisis rules are premitted reference

to-their indexing.,
%

5. 5.2 Free' deletion

% One final fact needs to be accounted for, and this.is the optional

deletion of first and second person genitive Pronouns. in the doubled

construction:

* (minun) serkku-ni kansS\a.

my cousin-1SG with
'with my cousin' .

Generally the genitive is retained if it is emphasized; otherwise it is

.dropped. PierrehuMbert pointS out the parallels with the dropping of the

nominative firSt and second person subject pronOUns:

(Mina) Mene7n katiin.
go'.1SG home_

'I am going home.'

Again, the'subject pronoun'is retained under emphasis,, otherwise dropped.

The parallel is striking when one considers the fact that in neither. free

deletion is the third person pronoun deleted. In all likeithood the

deletions Otight to be Combined.into .onerule at a fairly. late stage in the

graMmar

6. Conclusion

I have argue that the:PossesSive Suffixes. of Finnish are neit)er

Possessive uffixes, but:anaphoric elides 'that are derived through-one

of two.cliais rules: (i) clitic movement and (it) clitic copying of a

genitive pronoUn in specifier position.

f .

.
.

Syntactically the Px.behave like full genitival pronoUns, conditioning

caseMarkingrules and .undergoing Semantic Interpretaton Rules.- Morpholog-
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ically the Px.are part of the word, conditioning a free Aeletion rule,
allomorphy rules, and several morphophonemic rules, and undetgoing the
phonological ,rule of Vowel Harmony. They do not, however, condition
'Consonant Gradation, and therefore are not as closely associated with.the
stem as are regular inflectional affixes.: (See Appendix. III for% list of
all the rules discussed in this-paper.)

have categorized clitics in Finreish into at least two cl sesl the
Px.and the sentential operators. These two types of clitics ope ate on
'different domains and betavedlvergentiy in their morpholexics a d
Morrihophonemica. The Px are most compatib.le--41th a "clitic as feature"
analysis' whereas the sentential oper&tors are most' compatible with a
"clitic'as word" analysiS. The former take'precedehce over the latter.

I have also made the olaim that Semantic Interpretation Rules must
precede cliticization in Finnish, and-now speculate; that this claim is to
be generalized to all languages.

This analysis, then, incorporates the insights of Pierrehumbert's
apprOach--separating the cliticization of coreferent pronouns,from the
copying of noninterrogative noncoreferent personal pronouns, and recogniz7
ing the parallell,etween the genitive and nominative free deletions of
first and second person pronouns - -but avoids the malqrdering gnd ad hoc'
qualities of Pterrehumbert's treatment..
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APPENDIX I. List of abbreviations.

NOM - nominative
GEN - genitive
PART - partitive
ES - essive
TRANS - translative
INES -A.nessive
EL -.elative
ILL - illative
.ADES -adessive
ABL - ablative JJJ

ALL - allative
ABES. - abessive
INSTR - instrumentkl, 5,

QOM -comitative
IINF first infinitive
2INF - second infinitive
3INF - third infinitive
PL - plural
SG - singular
INFERS'- impersonal
PPTC -.past participle
PRTC present participle

.0-
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APPENDIX II# Chart of Px allomorphs (excluding the nominative singular).
,

Suffix ending in -V Other suffixes

GEN * .talo7nsa :''

PART talo-a-an talO7a-nsa .

INES talo-ssa7an talb-eba-nsa

EL talo-sta-an tald-sta-nsa

ILL
, *

ta]o -o -nsa 9

---,MIMS talo-11a-an ta1O-11a-nsa

ABL talo-lta-an taIo-lta-msa

ALL talo-lie-en talo-Ile -nsa
Y

ES talo-na-an talo-na-nsa
.t

TRANS talo-lase 7en talo-kse-naa

ABES talo-tta-an . tal,o-ta-nsa .,

, \
PL NOM ..* , vtalo-nsa

GEN talorje-nsa

PART talo-j-a-an talo-ja-nsa
I

INES talo+i-ssa-an talo-i-ssa-nsa

EL talo-i7sta-an talo-i==sta-nsa

ILL * talo-i-hi-nsa

ADES tald-i-lla-an , talo -i -lla -nsa.

ABL talo-i-lta-an talo-i-lta-nsa

ALL, talo-i-lle-en , talo-i-lle-nsi

ES talo-i-na'-an tald-i-na-nsa

TRANS talo-i-kse-en talo-i-kse-nsa

ABES taco-i-tta-an talo-i-tta-nsa

COM., talo-i-ne-en talo-i-ne-nsa

INSTR talo-i-nsa
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VERBS:

1INF '

1INF (TRANS)

4. 2INF (INSTR)

2INF

3INF

3INF("ABES)

TEMP4AL

ACT. PRES.PART.

ACT. PAST PART.
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Suffix ending -V

juos-to-k4-en

juos-te.-ssa-an

*

juokse-ma-tta7an

juokse-ttu=a-an

2O9

V

Other suffixes

%juos-ta-nsa

juos"to -kse-nsa

juos-te-ssa-nsa

juokse-ma-nsa

juokse-ma-tta-nsa

juoksettua-llsa

juokse -va -nsa'

juos-see-nsa
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APPENDIX III. Rule ordering add interaction.

GrammatiCal,CoMponent 'Rules

SYNTAX

SEMANTIC INTERPRETATION' Indexing
Matching Conditions.
Binding Conditfons

CLITICIZATION

4.

Clitic Movement
Clitic Copying
Sentential Operator Clitic

Placem t

.MORPHOLEXICS -nen -se- Allomorph),
Pk Allomorphy
Free Deletion of First and

Second Person NUM-and GEN
Pronouns

MORPHOPHONEMICS (e-insertion)
frunca,pion

(e-deletiOn)
i#'

Final wel Deletion,
'ee4P-0 e#

Vowel Harmony
,;Consdn'nt...GradatiOn



Footnotes

.

The analysis of the Px as clitics ia not controVerdial or innovative.

,Many scholars have recognized the special, status of these morphemes, thus,

Collinder (1965:40) uses the term "enclitic", and the Finish term liite in

omistusliite 'posdession clitic, Px' can be translated as 'clitic' (cf.

Hakulinen and Karlsson (1979:73,90), among others). However, many earlier

scholars failed to recognize the clitic status of the Px (among them

Hakulinen (1961:78-81)), and many who do recognize this status do not

explore the topic in any detail (e.g. Hakulinen and Karlsson 1979:section

7.4.2).

SetalR (1960:87-8) and Linden (1959) mention the.div).sion of the P x

into two rules, do that Pierrehumbert cannot, historically, be said to be

the orginator of this distinction. But she has significantly contributed

to the explicitness with which the rules are stated.

2Many of the rules described here and in section 1.2 are morphological

in nature (cf. Karlsson 1982). However, the tradition in the; generative

framework (which I follow in this paper) treats these rules as (morpho)pho-

nological. Their character is still a matter of some controversy; see, for

example, Campbell (1975) about the epenthesis/deletion of e.

3See Campbell (1975) for a discussion of the two approaches to the

insertion/deletion of e and for arguments in lavor of e-delef-ion. Karlsson

(1983), however, has e-epenthesis as a part of.his morThr'.' consonant

alternations.

:The IL- ordering established here is dialect-particular, In the

Iittt dialect as described by Mark (1923) and Linden (1959); the:ordering'

is reversed: Consonant Gradation takes precedence over Truncation. As a

resdlt,th,ONOM PL.and GEN SG have "weak" stems, rather than the "strong"

stems-of the'stagdaWdialeet. Thus one finds the following (parfia).).Px

paradigm:

NOM SG NOM PL GEN SG'

1SG tupa-m tuva-in tuva-in

2SG tupa-is tuva-ns tuva-ns

1,2PV tupa-nne tuva-nne. ("1 tupa-nne) :tuva-nne..

Note the different allomorphy of the singular Px--4SG:-m and 2SG -s in the

NOM SG,..Rewhere 1SG -in and 2SG -ns. Two .exampleAeiivations are given

below:

2SG-GEN SG: //tupa-n-nst/

CONSONANT GRADATION tuvan-ns

TRUNCATION tuvand
/tuvans/

1SG-NOM PL: //tupa-t-in//.

CONSONANT GRADATION tuvat-in

TRUNCATION tuvain
/tuvain/
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5
The Px on the first infinitive is not permitted in Standard Finnish,

according to Hakulinen an#,Karlsson\1979:344), but Peftilg (1957:122Y
mentions-"poetic" juostanisa 'his runttng' and lghtegiigg 'his leaving'.
Such forms are presumably also found

The morphological rule that selects the,VC allomorpb after the CV of
the suffiX must refer exclusively to inflectional suffixes, as is shown by
the 1INF and 3INF; which satisfy the CV suffix condition ( -tA and -mA,
respectively), but nonethaleis dO not accept VC allomorphs, e.g. * uostaan,
*lghteggn (Penttill 1;957:122) and *puhumaan 'speaking'. Such a morpholog-
ical condition (CV in an inflectional suffix) would thenautomatically
exclude the NOM Sc,; since It is suffixless.

6
The solution to this problem will parallel, if not coincide with, the

solution to a similar probl& in the selection of the partitive singular
allomorphs, -A ^i-tA. Under certain conditions -A is selected (e.g. talo-a
'house'); under other circumstances -tA is selected (e.g. suu -ta 'mouth');
and in addition,--A and -tA are permitted as alternatives in disyllables
ending in a sequence of two vowels (e.g. Vaalea-a,a vaalea-ta 'light,
fair'). However, if the two vowels are identical, i.e. if they constitute:
a long vowel, then only -tA is allowed. Thus vapaa 'free' has a rnrtitiye
singular vapaata, not *Vapaa-a.

.It is clearly the head nominal to which the Px *ends, and not
m,ly the right margin (as in Klavans' (1980) framework), even'though the
head of a nominal phrase is usually the rightmost branching member. 'This
is clear from'reaative clauses which follow the head

%anheMpi veli, joka Iy8si tyt8n...
older 14' brother who hit 3. girl
'the older brother who it t:th5 girl...'

In such a relative clause the head, veli, does.not come at the right margin
of the phrase,' but in the middle. Nevertheless the Pxattaches to veli,-,
not to the rightmost element, tyt8n: I

- '

.r.-

minun vanhempi velje-nii joka ly8si tyt8n...
my older brother-1SG who hit girl'
'my olde rother who hit the girl..-

*minun vanhempi veli, joka ly8si tytt8-ni...

8
The reflexive morpheme itse is also anaphoric and also has corefer-

ence to a c- commanding clausemate NP. Since it, too, must agree in person
and number with its antecedent, this is another source for the Px.
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